
Download all in a zip file (19,519,483 bytes) and check out
readme.html or readme.pdf (9 pages) inside, as well as pp.
123-130 and pp. 132-156 in gravity.pdf (30 December 2017,
19:42 GMT) and FRAUD.pdf (30 December 2017, 19:32 GMT).

Please be aware that I am interested only and exclusively only
in hyperimaginary numbers (p. 20 in Hyperimaginary Numbers),
which may offer unique solutions to various problems in point-set
topology, set theory, and number theory. Therefore, I cannot
address any issue, which is not directly related to hyperimaginary
numbers, and will have to ignore it due to the lack of time.

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net
December 30, 2017, 19:50 GMT
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Gravity-Matter Duality

D. Chakalov

Abstract

Gravity-matter duality is suggested as the first step toward
quantum gravity, ensuing from the idea that the phenomenon
dubbed ‘gravitational field’ is a new form of reality, known as
Res potentia — “just in the middle between possibility and reality” 
(Heisenberg, Slide 7). The essential similarities and differences 
between gravity-matter duality and wave-particle duality are 
briefly examined, with emphasis on the proposed joint solution to 
exact localization of gravity and “quantum waves” at spacetime 
points. The latter are endowed with brand new structure and 
topology due to the fundamental flow of events suggested by 
Heraclitus — Panta rei conditio sine qua non est.

gm_duality.pdf, 9 pages
November 1, 2017, 17:40:13 GMT

Also viXra:1707.0400vE, 2017-11-01

My objections to EU-funded Einstein Telescope and LISA 
can be downloaded from this http URL.

According to the proponents of GW astronomy, the wave pattern
(shown above) of binary black hole (BBH) merger dubbed GW150914
1:1 matches the wave pattern of very strong GWs at the immediate
vicinity of the same BBH merger over one billion years ago, because
the latter was absolutely not altered due to non-linear interactions
of very strong GWs with matter and fields in the cosmos for over one
billion years, before being detected by LIGO on 14 September 2015.
No. We do not accept "ghosts" that would "act" without being acted 
upon for over one billion years, even if they are backed by Nobel Prize:
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The 2017 Nobel Prize for physics
was awarded to a FRAUD.

D. Chakalov

Abstract

After a brief recall of the widely known, and still unsolved problems of the
coupling of gravity to matter and the non-linear transport of mass-energy
(equivalent to "200 solar masses per second") by gravitational waves (GWs),
it is concluded (p. 19) that the alleged "detection" of GWs and black holes on 
14 September 2015, dubbed GW150914, is impossible, and therefore is FRAUD.
I also provide various conditions under which the conclusion can be proven false
and refuted. For example, regarding the origin of GW energy, if the so-called
"mixed procedure" (Jose Pereira) can be derived from non-linear GW effects
(MTW p. 968) due to arbitrary GW amplitude (Michele Maggiore) inducing stresses
in matter (Robert Wald), say, in a plastic bottle (p. 21) at distance 1 AU from
GW150914, the conclusion by Hermann Weyl on the linearized approximation of
GR (p. 19) will be refuted. Then all projects in GW astronomy, including Laser
Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA), will be duly vindicated, and I'll eat my hat.

FRAUD.pdf, 25 pages
December 30, 2017, 19:32:15 GMT

viXra:1712.0017vA, 2017-12-30 12:45:17 GMT

Panta Rei: The Evolution Equation

D. Chakalov

Abstract

It seems possible to suggest the evolution equation in cosmology,
which permits unlimited creatio ex nihilo from the quantum vacuum,
without leading to catastrophic events. The physicalized presentation
of the Universe is interpreted as 'Brain of the Universe', which gives
access to 'God's thoughts' (Albert Einstein) with spacetime engineering
performed by the human brain embedded in the Brain of the Universe.

CEN.pdf, 22 pages
June 25, 2017, 10:44:09 GMT
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Also viXra:1703.0222vL, 22 pages, 2017-06-25

Penrose-Norris Diagram

D. Chakalov

Abstract

Brief outline of Penrose diagram and related topics.

Penrose_diagram.pdf, 7 pages
June 21, 2017, 13:52:00 GMT

Also viXra:1705.0219v8, 7 pages, 2017-06-21.

The new theory of gravity seeks to reproduce all effects of gravity
(p. 3 in holon.pdf) by tweaking the Platonic matrix of rods and clocks:
"spacetime has its own rods and clocks built into itself" (MTW p. 396).
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Gravitational Holomovement and Rotation

D. Chakalov

Abstract

We model the physicalized manifestation of the Universe as 
bootstrapped ‘Brain of the Universe’ and seek evidence for its
brain-like functional organization, resulting from the Holon of 
the Universe facilitated by space-like correlated gravitational
holomovement and rotation. The orthodox model of gravity, 
based on “tangent vectors” and “curvature of spacetime”, is 
replaced with the proposal that the physicalized clocks and 
rulers are very flexible ‘jackets’ (cf. John’s jackets parable in 
CEN.pdf), which can slow down or speed up viz. shrink or 
expand, leading to perfectly correlated Brain of the Universe 
living in so-called ‘relative scale’ (RS) spacetime. The question 
of Universal Mind, complementing the Brain of the Universe, 
pertains to physical theology and the doctrine of trialism, and 
was examined in previous publications (Sec. 6 in spacetime.pdf).

holon.pdf, 6 pages
June 25, 2017, 11:20:21 GMT

Old version: viXra:1705.0147v3, 6 pages, 2017-05-12
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Abstract

Ensuing from first principles, the theory of spacetime and its 
metaphysical axioms are introduced as prerequisites to physical 
theology and the so-called relative scale spacetime.

Comment: Dedicated to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

December 24, 2016, 1,586,148 bytes, 36 pages, 13:13:13 GMT.
Also viXra 1601.0209[vF], 36 pages, 2016-12-24 13:32:11 GMT.

Notice the new hyperimaginary numbers (see ref. [3] on p. 28).
I am interested only and exclusively only in these new numbers,
which are expected to provide solutions to various problems in
point-set topology, set theory, and number theory. The alleged
local differential geometry is false. We need totally new global 
boundary conditions to define a closed and conserved Universe 
in the past, which is coupled (Sic!) to an evolving Universe in 
the future (Fig. 7 on p. 8). The non-linear coupling between the
past and the future states of the Universe, corresponding to the
phenomenon of transience (Heraclitus), requires hyperimaginary
numbers, and also opens the road to spacetime engineering (p. 34)
and to the origin of gravity and inertia.
 
Details in pp. 59-64, p. 67, p. 77, pp. 80-83, p. 85, and pp. 103-156 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/gravity.pdf
(2,898,847 bytes, 30 December 2017, 19:42:25 GMT)

Check out also gravity_rotation.pdf (3 pages, August 3, 2016).

What are the basic building blocks of the universe?
What are the forces by which they interact with one another?
Why is the universe larger than a football ?
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Dedicated to 138th birthday of Albert Einstein, 14 March 2017

The slides of my talk 'Quantum Spacetime' can be downloaded from
this http URL. Regarding Slides 10 and 15, check out Ivo van Vulpen at
this http URL: "Why is the universe larger than a football ?"

D. Chakalov, March 14, 2017, 00:51:23 GMT
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Abstract

The idea of hyperimaginary numbers is suggested as the first step
toward the mathematical basis of res potentia (Plato), presented in
the right-hand side of the evolution equation |w|2 = |m|2 + |mi|2.
The real and imaginary (tachyonic) components in the right-hand side
are always balanced, leading to |w|2 = 0 — the physicalized world is 
made of positive mass-energy only, |m|2, which is always balanced 
(not "conserved") by equal amount of |mi|2, once-at-a-time, ever 
since The Beginning (John 1:1). God is interpreted as mathematical
(hyperimaginary) object residing “inside” the 4D instant here-and-now
(Luke 17:21), and conceptual solutions to fundamental problems in 
point-set topology, set theory, and number theory are briefly described.

hi_numbers.pdf, 25 pages, 30 January 2018, 09:57:04 GMT
viXra:1611.0084vG, 25 pages, 2018-01-30, 21:23:21 GMT

The full manuscript will be available only on Christmas 2016, upon request.
I will elaborate on the main, and certainly not original, statement made
on p. 3 in 'Hyperimaginary Numbers' that the physical world (res extensa) 
offers only the necessary condition for its existence, while the Platonic 
matrix of res potentia is the sufficient condition: "It's a bundle18." All
this is encapsulated in the so-called Arrow of Space (AoS), because what
we call 'time' is not just 'change in space', but 'change of space' as well:
it's a bundle. Hence I model the entire physical world as the 'Brain of the
Universe', and suggest AoS based on Fig. 3 in 'Hyperimaginary Numbers',
along with specific applications of the equation |w|2 = |m|2 + |mi|2 for
Mathematics, quantum gravity and cosmology, and spacetime engineering.

D. Chakalov
November 12, 2016

Abstract

The hypothesis of gravitational wave, suggested by Albert Einstein in 
1916, still poses outstanding challenges, which have to be resolved 
by the theoretical physics community as soon as possible.
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September 10, 2016, gw_miracles.pdf, 6 pages.
Also viXra:1607.0377v6, 2016-08-31, 4 pages.

Abstract

I argue that vacuum spacetime with  Tab = 0 is highly exaggerated
approximation, like the famous 'spherical cow'. If you are a cowboy 
and wish only to count the number of cows in your herd, you may of 
course think of them as 'spherical objects'. But imagine the following 
situation: as you walk in your grassland, you notice that the grass 
on a loan has been hardly pressed to the ground, as if some heavy 
object has passed through your grassland. Would you say that some 
brand new spherical cows have rolled over the grass? That will be just 
like GW150914, the alleged discovery of gravitational waves and black 
holes in vacuum spacetime.

July 20, 2016, 405,967 bytes, GW150914.pdf, 8 pages. 
Also viXra:1606.0228v5, 2016-07-19, 8 pages.

Check out also
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/gravity.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/kip_slide_5.jpg
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http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/excerpt.jpg

GW150914 is a FRAUD supported by at least 1522 fraudsters:
"As this event turned out to be a binary black hole merger, there
is little expectation of a detectable electromagnetic signature. 
(...) In classical general relativity, a vacuum BBH merger does 
not produce any EM or particle emission whatsoever."
(LIGO & VIGRO, arXiv:1602.08492v2 [astro-ph.HE], p. 1 and p. 9)

Vacuum spacetime with Tab = 0 is highly exaggerated approximation,
like a 'spherical cow'. If 1522 people claim to have detected the pattern 
of perfect spherical cows rolling downhill like a football, don't buy it.
It is like pink unicorns dancing with red herrings. Proof: a "vacuum" with
Tab = 0 cannot contain any gravitational energy, so the gravitational
field cannot "do work on matter and vice versa". Yet Kip Thorne claims
that GW150914 was "by far the most powerful explosion humans have
ever detected except for the big bang", only it did not produce "any EM
or particle emission whatsoever." What a stinky nonsense.

If you disagree, you'll have to explain the "connection between compact
binary mergers and short Gamma-Ray Bursts" (Valerie Connaughton et al.,
arXiv:1602.03920v3 [astro-ph.HE]) and associate GW150914 with the
"transient signal at photon energies > 50 keV (Sic! - D.C.) that lasted 1 s 
and appeared 0.4 s after the GW signal" (Avi Loeb, arXiv:1602.04735v2 
[astro-ph.HE]), which INTEGRAL did not detect (Vova Savchenko et al.,
arXiv:1602.04180v2 [astro-ph.HE]). All this in vacuum spacetime, Tab = 0,
which means that "the most powerful explosion humans have ever detected
except for the big bang" (Kip Thorne) could be produced and manifested
only and exclusively only by Weyl curvature that "governs the propagation 
of gravitational radiation through regions of space devoid of matter", without
"any EM or particle emission whatsoever." What a pathetic nonsense.

GW150914 is a FRAUD.  Don't ever say that you knew nothing about it.
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Abstract

As an epitaph of the project for so-called GW astronomy, I suggest the
famous saying by Confucius: “The hardest thing of all is to find a black cat
in a dark room, especially if there is no cat”. Specific examples are drawn 
from GW150914 and LISA Pathfinder, to explain why GW astronomy was 
born dead from the outset. Since the issue of energy transport by gravity is 
crucial to General Relativity, in the second part of the paper I offer a 
hypothesis about the origin of gravitational radiation in Relative Scale (RS) 
spacetime, and outline hypothetical applications of spacetime engineering for 
producing ecologically clean and unlimited energy by polarization of the 
so-called light vacuum.

Comment: Due to the sensitive nature of clean unlimited energy sources
from spin-0 gravitational radiation, the full paper is available only upon
request (Matthew 7:6).

May 18, 2016, 850,549 bytes, 11 pages + more.

Abstract

Ensuing from first principles, a new theory of spacetime has been suggested,
called ‘relative scale spacetime’. It denounces the absolute size of objects at
different length scales, thanks to which the phenomena known as quantum state
(“just in the middle between possibility and reality”, Heisenberg) and Einstein’s
“total field of as yet unknown structure” are unified as potential reality of 
quantum-gravitational origin (dubbed causal field), endowed with relative-scale
metric. At macroscopic scale, it produces what is known as gravitation, without
any dark matter nor dark energy.

Comment: Dedicated to the centenary of Einstein's General Relativity.

Read the final version (8 November 2015, 44 pages, 2,199,898 bytes) in
rs_spacetime.pdf.
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Notice the interpretation of John 1:1 & Luke 17:21 in physical theology,
Case IV in Table 1 on p. 8 in rs_spacetime.pdf. St. Thomas Aquinas raised
the question in 13th century (Summa Theologiae, Part I, Question 85, 
Article 8): "Punctum non ponitur in definitione lineae communiter sumptae."
(‘A point is not included in the definition of a line as commonly assumed’).
It's all about Mathematics.

Check out also pp. 17-38 in note.pdf and pp. 24-28 in horizon.pdf.

I had the impression that have understood the so-called fictitious force in General Relativity only
once, in June 1972 at age 20. It was a beautiful feeling, which lasted until the end of 1973 and
never came back. How can we understand something that acts like a force and is related to the
entire spacetime, but is not a force? Perhaps "inertial effects arise from the gravitational field of a
moving universe" (Dennis Sciama, 19 August 1952), provided that its "motion" (the flow of time)
and "rotation" are defined with respect to the Universe as ONE.

Download the red herrings known as "event horizon" and "gravitational-wave astronomy"
(horizon.pdf, 29 pages and note.pdf, 38 pages), my message to the Human Brain Project (HBP.pdf,
10 pages), the abstract of the first paper introducing the so-called biocausality (January 1990), the
final version of Relative Scale Spacetime from viXra:1410.0194 (2015-11-08 18:34:20, 44 pages)
and my comments on it (comments.pdf, 77 pages and censorship.pdf, 27 pages), and the PDF copy
of the old (now archived) website plus additional papers, Indefinable.pdf (414 pages, 12,959,446
bytes, 30 December 2017, 20:00 GMT).

Forty-six years ago (January 1972), I started this project with the hope to understand the physics of
the human brain and learn to harness its tremendous latent abilities (see ref. [63] in
rs_spacetime.pdf). The reason for seeking new physics was explained on 16 July 1997, 16 July
1998, and 20 December 1998, but nobody showed any interest. I created this website on 21 October
2013, to present my project 'Maximal Set Theory' (see Table 1 on p. 14 in spacetime.pdf), but it did
not attract any attention and I decided to archive it on pp. 253-351 in Indefinable.pdf. As Upton
Sinclair explained, “It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary depends on
his not understanding it.”

More in my forthcoming book The Brain of The Universe. To paraphrase Johannes Kepler in
Harmonices Mundi, it doesn't matter whether my book will be read by my contemporaries or by
posterity. If the younger generation is not interested in spacetime engineering (p. 20 and p. 25 in
Hyperimaginary Numbers), so be it. I'm fine.

Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
(last name pronounced tcha-KA-lov)

October 21, 2013
Latest update: January 31, 2018, 12:40 GMT

There is no matter as such! All matter originates and exists only by virtue
of a force which brings the particles of an atom to vibration and holds this
most minute solar system of the atom together. We must assume behind 
this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent Geist (bewußten 
intelligenten Geist). This Geist is the matrix of all matter.

Geheimrat Max Planck
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Abstract 
 
Ensuing from first principles, a new theory of spacetime has been suggested, called 
‗relative scale spacetime‘. It denounces the absolute size of objects at different length 
scales, thanks to which the phenomena known as quantum state (―just in the middle 
between possibility and reality‖, Heisenberg) and Einstein‘s ―total field of as yet 
unknown structure‖ are unified as potential reality of quantum-gravitational origin 
(dubbed causal field), endowed with relative-scale metric. At macroscopic scale, it 
produces what is known as gravitation, without any dark matter nor dark energy. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This is the first from three papers1, presenting a theory of spacetime, based on the 
ideas of Plato, Heraclitus, and Aristotle. It is called relative scale spacetime (Fig. 15)*, 
and is applicable to quantum, gravitational, and biological systems. The theory reflects 
my personal views (Sec. 5) on the foundations of Mathematics (Fig. 9 and Fig. 13) and 
adopts the philosophical doctrine about the design of the Universe, according to which 
it is both the only possible and the optimal one — Nature is coherent, therefore if we 
uncover the physics of life and solve6 the mind-body problem, one could expect that 
such solution may outline the only possible theory of quantum gravity (Paper II1) as 
well. To reconcile life science with quantum gravity, I model the physical presentation 
of the Universe as ‗Brain of the Universe‘, suggesting an universal flow of events 
defined with a new form of retarded relativistic causality applicable to quantum, 
gravitational, and biological systems, dubbed ‗biocausality‘2 (Paper II), for which the 
so-called hyperimaginary numbers have been introduced (details in Paper III1). The 
proposition about mental ―reflection‖21 or qualia  from the Brain of the Universe 
(Universal Mind and The Holy Trinity) is considered ‗absolutely undecidable‘ and will 
not be discussed. God as ‗the Universe as ONE‘ is considered purely mathematical 
object, which is beyond our cognition and cannot be proved nor disproved. 
 
This paper, dedicated to the centenary of Einstein‘s General Relativity9 announced on 
25 November 1915, suggests a new quantum-gravitational spacetime, in which the size 
of objects is not considered absolute, but ‗relative to their length scale‘, hence the 
concept of relative scale spacetime (Eq. 2). In a nutshell, I suggest to abolish the 
presumption of absolute length scale and replace it with relative length scale: the 
―size‖ of an objects, say, a table with length 1m, is dual. On the one hand, it is indeed 
smaller with respect to the size of a galaxy and larger with respect to the size of a 
proton, but on the other, its (quadratic) invariant spacetime interval 1m is not only 
―flexible‖13 due to coordinate-free presentation of gravity (there is no background 
spacetime supplied by an ether, due to background independence), but is also 
indistinguishable from the size of a galaxy and the size of a proton — the metric in 

                                                 
* The latest version of the paper, with live links, can be downloaded from http://chakalov.net. 
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relative scale spacetime changes along the length scale (Eq. 2), in such way that a 
galaxy and a proton will have, within their respective length scale domains, the same 
indistinguishable relative-scale ―size‖ of ―1m‖ as well. Hence the quantum-
gravitational spacetime begins from the macroscopic length scale of tables and chairs 
in two opposite ―directions‖, toward the Large and the Small, and all physical objects 
always keep their relative and dual ―size‖. This unique feature of relative scale 
spacetime might (i) facilitate the bootstrapping of the entire Universe by a topological 
―bridge‖ of all systems along the length scale (Table 1), produced by sharing a 
common quantum-gravitational potential reality (dubbed ‗spacetime entanglement‘ in 
Paper II1), and (ii) open the possibility for spacetime engineering63, provided the 
human brain can access such topological ―bridge‖ (Paper III1). 
 
With relative scale spacetime, the phenomenon known as ‗gravity‘ is reduced to 
variable relative metric (not to ―curvature‖44), and the choice of tensors for 
mathematical presentation of gravity is considered wrong: the gravitational ―field‖ is 
not classical objective reality ‗out there‘. If it were, it will be a force field, like the 
electromagnetic field, in which case the gravitational energy11,12 will be localizable at 
a point4 and the inertial mass of an accelerating particle will be a simple ―back-
reaction to its own gravitational field‖5, which in turn will render the geometrization 
of gravity impossible. The alternative viewpoint would be that gravity ―does not 
exchange energy-momentum with both particles and electromagnetic field. So, it is 
not a force field, it does not carry energy-momentum‖ (private communication from 
Zhaoyan Wu), which makes the energy-momentum contributions of gravity pure magic. 
Either way, the unwarranted presumption in present-day General Relativity32,60 that 
the gravitational ―field‖ were objective reality subject to classical physics (cf. Sec. 3) 
will force us to choose from two options, both of which inevitably lead to dead end6. 
 
In my opinion, the only way to resolve the puzzle of how matter couples to its 
geometry6 is to elaborate on the proposal by Plato and suggest a new kind of reality, 
called after Aristotle ‗potential reality‘, which becomes physicalized by exerting 
energy-momentum and angular momentum in the physical stuff placed in right-hand 
side of Einstein‘s field equations, yet does not exist as objective reality ‗out there‘. 
Surely the potential reality is not ‗mind‘ nor anything related to res cogitans, but a 
new kind of physicalizable reality ―just in the middle between possibility and reality‖7. 
In Quantum Theory, we encounter quantum potential realities in terms of quantum 
state and ultimately quantum vacuum, which are neither objective reality ‗out there‘ 

nor plain mathematical abstraction. As Erwin Schrödinger stressed in 19358, 
 

In general, a variable has no definite value before I measure it; 
then measuring it does not mean ascertaining the value that it has. 

 
In brief, I suggest gravitational potential reality, which casts its physicalized 
explications à la Plato in terms of invariant spacetime intervals with variable relative 
metric, resulting in relative scale spacetime (Fig. 15). The two main issues are (i) the 
relative scale ―size‖ of objects (recall the example with one-meter table above) and 
(ii) the emergence of gravity due to alteration of the variable relative metric, 
producing force-free gravitational attraction and, at extragalactic scale, force-free 
gravitational ―inflation‖ (Hubble flow). Hence (i) offers a global relational theory of 
‗space‘ with topological properties ‗large‘ vs. ‗small‘69, but without absolute length 
scale, while (ii) suggests the origin of gravity by reducing it to local effects of variable 
relative metric. (Recall that the current version of Einstein‘s theory of gravity60 does 
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not even try to explain how the aggregation of matter could evoke the appearance44 of 
gravitational ―field‖.) The scope of ‗relative scale spacetime‘ is full geometrization of 
gravity by recovering Einstein‘s ―total field of as yet unknown structure‖9: 
 

The right side is a formal condensation of all things whose comprehension 
in the sense of a field-theory is still problematic. Not for a moment, of course, 
did I doubt that this formulation was merely a makeshift in order to give the 
general principle of relativity a preliminary closed expression. For it was 
essentially not anything more than a theory of the gravitational field, which was 
somewhat artificially isolated from a total field of as yet unknown structure. 

 
Briefly about the Ansatz of relative scale spacetime. After an overview of the theory, 
offered in this section, I will examine the proposal by Plato and the arguments for 
gravitational potential reality (Sec. 2). In the next two sections, I will suggest the 
origin of gravity as local alteration of the spacetime metric (full geometrization of 
gravity), and then offer conceptual solution to ―the worst theoretical prediction in the 
history of physics!‖10, removing all ―dark‖53 manifestations of gravity — there is no 
need for any physical stuff acting as ―cold dark matter‖ nor as ―dark energy‖, because 
the ―shrinking‖ and ―inflating‖ of the metric (producing in case (i) a ―small‖ proton 
and a ―large‖ galaxy, relative to a macroscopic table) are presented as force-free 
effects of the variable metric of relative scale spacetime. The force-free gravitational 
rotation will be examined in Sec. 4, as the phenomenon of torsion is considered an 
essential property of gravitational potential reality. In Sec. 5, I will offer a discussion 
of relative scale spacetime and will finish with an outline of the next Paper II1. 
 
The alternative, and strictly materialistic, view on the origin of spacetime bluntly 
ignores the proposal by Plato viz. the presence of physicalizable potential reality, and 
leads to ―nontensorial‖12 (explanation below) nature of gravitational energy (physical 
energy-momentum tensor for the gravitational field does not exist11,12) and inherent 
energy non-conservation13. In my view, the current formulation of GR9 cannot be 
applied to a spacetime point4 nor to the observable universe, and is also based on 
mathematical jabberwockies14, which I hope can be fixed by solving particular 
problems of the continuum of spacetime points, namely, by introducing ‗potential 
reality‘ to point set topology, set theory, and number theory (Paper III1). To explain 
why we need to ―insert‖ potential reality in the continuum of spacetime points, 
imagine a train moving along its railroad: we can suggest all sorts of alterations of the 
railroad (spacetime) to geometrize gravity, but these alterations cannot in principle 
encode the engine of the train — the railroad alone cannot drive the train. The train's 
engine is not present in the railroad, being the Aristotelian Unmoved Mover endowed 
with self-action6 (dubbed Aristotelian Connection in Paper II1). Thus at every instant 
‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3), we've been passing through ‗the Universe as ONE‘ (Luke 17:21) 
possessing indetermined numerical values, being both the smallest object called ‗the 
atom of geometry‘ or simply ‗point‘ and the largest object in ―asymptotically‖ flat 
spacetime, located exactly at null-and-spacelike infinity (absolute infinity). Notice 
that the entire physical universe, equipped with metric69, is ―wrapped‖ by two 
presentations of ‗the Universe as ONE‘, obtained by reaching the limit of the physical 
world at absolute infinity, yet these presentations cannot have metric and are 
indistinguishable, being ―that which has no part‖ (Euclid). Stated differently, from the 
perspective of the length scale of the physical world equipped with metric, ‗the 
Universe as ONE‘ looks extremely small or extremely large, while it is in fact one and 
the same dimensionless potential reality. There can be no metric69 (P. Chrusciel19, p. 
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226) in such luxonic realm20, just as there is no size of the Platonic ideas placed 
―behind‖ the chained observers (Fig. 1), to claim that the idea of a tree is smaller than 
the idea of a mountain. 
 
Let me begin with an explanation of the object referred to as ‗potential reality‘. Later 
I will introduce ‗necessary and sufficient conditions for spacetime‘, arguing that one 
cannot derive the topological dimensions of spacetime exclusively from the physical 
stuff in the universe; hence the need for potential reality and ‗causal field‘ as 
sufficient conditions for spacetime. Following Niels Bohr, I wish to stress that every 
sentence of mine should be understood not as an affirmation but as a question. 
 
2. Potential reality: Causal field 
 
The ancient idea that the physical world emerges from a different form of reality, for 
which I chose the term ‗potential reality‘, can be presented with the famous ‗allegory 
of the cave‘ by Plato, modified by adding an axis W (Fig. 1) from Fig. 4. The explicated 
world of physical ―shadows‖ is cast on a continuum depicted with a film reel (Fig. 2) 
comprised from infinitely many (uncountably infinite) snapshots possessing 
indetermined ―size‖, called spacetime points (Fig. 3), such that every spacetime 
domain of finite size (invariant spacetime interval with relative scale metric) is a set 
of such spacetime points, whereby the cardinality of such uncountable set is 
undecidable15. Every individual snapshot or frame (Fig. 2) is a re-created ―shadow‖ 
(Fig. 1) obeying Einstein‘s equivalence principle (‗no evidence of gravity‘16), while the 
‗engine of the train‘ (see above) is the light source in Fig. 1. Only a sequence of such 
re-created frames (Fig. 2) can assemble the topological dimensions of the spacetime of 
physicalized ―shadows‖, and within such sequence the law of energy non-conservation 
is mandatory13 and we encounter gravitational radiation17. As Hermann Bondi 
remarked, the gravitational waves are real, ―one can boil water with them!‖18. Yet at 
every individual frame (Fig. 2), gravity is being completely re-eliminated and 
―conserved‖16 ― once-at-a-frame, as read with a physical clock. Again, the topological 
dimensions of spacetime are obtained only by assembling the individual ―shadows‖ to 
obtain a sequence of frames (Fig. 2), while the duration of the light along W (Fig. 1) is 
indetermined. If we picture the light source as a movie projector and the physical 
world as an assembled 4-D movie, we cannot notice whether the movie operator (not 
shown) have decided to, say, take a break and ―temporarily‖ halt the movie, because 
her ―time‖ pertains to the dark strips ―between‖ the frames (Fig. 2). Such unphysical 
―time‖ pertains to light-like intervals19 and to the atemporal2 (with respect to a 
physical clock) potential reality living on the light cone20 and ―attached‖ (Paper III1) to 
quantum, gravitational, and biological systems21, such as the human brain. 
 
In the second paper (Paper II1), I will suggest perfectly continual trajectories of 
quantum-gravitational objects in relative scale spacetime, offering a different 
interpretation of the ideas of Kevin Brown22. Suffice it to say that the metaphor of a 
film reel (Fig. 2) is wrong: the dark strip, separating consecutive ―frames‖, does not 
exist in Nature. Although we cannot imagine individual ―frames‖ without something 
that would separate them, like the dark strips ―between‖ the consecutive instances 
‗here and now‘, such cognitive ―discreteness‖ is very misleading, because it makes the 
―frames‖ countable (Fig. 9) and suggests Hausdorff space, which are illusions (Fig. 13). 
To produce a perfect continuum of ‗points and nothing but points‘, we have to ignore 
the convenient, but deadly wrong, idea of ‗dark strips‘ and introduce brand new 
structure of the spacetime continuum by dual topology of every point ‗here and now‘ 
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(Fig. 3), such that every (uncountably infinite) set of such points will yield a spacetime 
of physicalized points, wrapped by a boundary of potential reality (highlighted in red, 
Fig. 5), which will be called ‗causal field‘. Stated differently, I replace the expression 
‗asymptotic flatness at infinity‘ and all related jabberwockies14 with ‗causal field‘, 
stressing that the latter encodes the topological structure of spacetime points, known 
as ‗time orientability‘ (P. Chrusciel19, p. 247). Notice that the so-called causal field 
must not be physical reality69, which would make it a physical Lorentzian ether at 
absolute rest or a physical ‗reference fluid‘ fixing the points in space and their instants 
of time23, but an atemporal luxonic20 potential reality endowed with the self-action of 
the Unmoved Mover. Needless to say, the causal field is not res cogitans either6, but 
the Platonic, not-yet-physicalized reality ―just in the middle between possibility and 
reality‖7, residing in the potential future of biocausality2. Every spacetime event ‗here 
and now‘ is the very interface (Fig. 3) ―between‖ its past and potential future, 
possessing dual topology: it is both fixed in its irreversible past and indefinable in its 
potential future (causal field) spanned along the axis W in Fig. 4. At every physicalized 
event in the right-hand side of Einstein‘s field equations22, the axis W (Fig. 4) is being 
completely re-nullified (resembling the Phoenix Universe of Abbé Georges Lemaître), 
to meet the requirements for perfect spacetime continuum (no ―dark strips‖, Fig. 2) 
along the entire length scale. 
 

  
Fig. 1, adopted from Plato Fig. 2 

 
To produce transience of time, the physicalized ―shadows‖ must not exist in the 
dark strips (Fig. 2) at which their Platonic ideas preserve their genidentity. 

 
Also, our physical experience is comprised of already completed interactions22, like 
one single event of emission-and-absorption of a photon (resembling clapping hands), 
and in this sense the physical ―footprint‖ of the interface ‗now‘ (Fig. 3), pertaining to 
the right-hand side of Einstein‘s field equations22, is always already-fixed66 in its 
irreversible past, while the potential ―part‖ of the same interface ‗now‘ (Fig. 3) 
always remains an indefinable ‗causal field‘: not-yet-physicalized potential reality 
placed in the potential future61 of biocausality2, and endowed with an extended 
atemporal instant ‗now‘ (but not with qualia21) along the atemporal2 luxonic20 W axis 
(Fig. 4). Were the wegtransformierbar24 gravitational field a physical reality4 (recall 
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the statements by Heisenberg7 and Schrödinger8 above), it will have to be ―dark‖, 
which will lead to ―the worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!‖10. 
 
Going back to the interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3 and point P in Fig. 4), which 
presents the notion of spacetime point or ‗event‘, notice that the left-hand side of 
Einstein‘s field equations22 is replaced with potential reality as ‗causal field‘ (Einstein 
called it ‗marble‘) residing in the potential future (highlighted in red, Fig. 3) and 
endowed with self-action (Aristotle), and also with completed or actual infinity, 
explained by David Hilbert (4 June 1925) as ―a totality of things which exists all at 
once‖26. The same interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3 and point P in Fig. 4) represents 
also the physicalized content of spacetime (Einstein called it ‗timber‘), placed in the 
irreversible past (highlighted in blue, Fig. 3) and endowed with never-ending potential 
infinity. The latter is crucial for making the physical manifold perfectly smooth (all 
sets and intervals are open) by infinitely differentiable (C^infty) ―glue‖25 — no physical 
object could run out of points due to some mythical ―geodesic incompleteness‖65. The 
existence of ―discrete‖ or quantized objects is beyond doubt, but, to use the analogy 
in the previous section about the idea of a tree and the idea of a mountain, keep in 
mind that such not-yet-physicalized, intact29 objects are stored in the ―memory‖ of 
the causal field (resembling aether and akasha), so their apparent ―discreteness‖ does 
not lead to any ―jumps‖ (verdammten Quantenspringerei, Erwin Schrödinger) in the 
quantum world without (Sic!) observers29: Dead matter makes quantum jumps; the 
living-and-quantum matter is smarter. 
 
To make the dual topology of the interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3) easier to explain, I 
will call the causal field (marble), placed in the potential future, ‗global mode of 
spacetime‘, and the physicalized — once-at-a-time16 — mode of spacetime, placed in 
the irreversible past, ‗local mode of spacetime‘ (timber). The axis orthogonal to the 
―inflated‖ local mode of spacetime, passing at P, is denoted with W (Fig. 4), from the 
German wunderbar, as a humble tribute to Theodor Kaluza. The ark APB (Fig. 4) shows 
the scale-dependent proper time and proper distance in relative scale (RS) spacetime. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 3 Fig. 4 

 
 
Physically, the inflation time, matching the radius (Fig. 9 and Fig. 6) of the ―inflating 
balloon‖46 (Fig. 4), is tending asymptotically toward The Beginning (John 1:1) and The 
End by never-ending potential infinity (highlighted with blue, Fig. 5), so the physical 
time can never actually reach it. In this sense, the local (physical) mode of spacetime 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_energy#Nature_of_dark_energy
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/MTW_p_5.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unmoved_mover
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/MTW_p_5.jpg
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/OpenSet.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/C-InfinityFunction.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penrose–Hawking_singularity_theorems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aether_(classical_element)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ervin_László#Akashic_field_theory
http://www.oberstufenphysik.de/quantensprueche.html
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/MTW_p_5.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/MTW_p_5.jpg
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/balloon0.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodor_Kaluza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proper_time
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proper_length#Proper_distance_between_two_events_in_flat_space
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/balloon0.html
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/balloon0.html
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/balloon0.html
http://biblehub.com/john/1-1.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_to_come#Christian_eschatology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_to_come#Christian_eschatology
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is ―infinitely old because infinitely many things have happened since its beginning‖27. 
On the other hand, the same cosmological time has finite duration as well (Fig. 10), as 
at every interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3) it is presented with a closed interval defined 
by the causal field and fixed with actual infinity (David Hilbert), in such way that 
every interface P ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 5) is just as ―real‖ as is The Beginning. In 
physical theology (see Case IV below), The Beginning (John 1:1) was (notice the 

temporal ordering of events) the union M  N = 0    AB  [absolute infinity], after 
which God as the Unmoved Mover created the spacetime (Luke 17:21). I believe this 
proposition is undecidable, as it cannot be falsified and presented with a theorem. 
 
To sum up, I suggest ‗dual cosmological time‘ and Finite Infinity28 (Fig. 5; see Sec. 5), 
and the so-called ‗eye of the Universe‘ (Fig. 8). Again, let me stress that there is a 
fundamental difference between ‗time as change within spacetime‘ (the ark APB in 
Fig. 4), called ‗proper time‘ and denoted with the Greek letter τ (tau), and its 
orthogonal complement ‗time as change of the spacetime itself‘ along the axis W in 
Fig. 4. The genuine dynamics of General Relativity9 is based on both cases of ‗time as 
change‘. The first case pertains to physical, non-inertial observers endowed with 
unending potential infinity, while the second case corresponds to an orthogonal, ideal 
inertial ―meta‖ observer endowed with unphysical actual infinity (Fig. 10), who can 
capture the evolving physical universe en bloc (Hubblesite), including the red ideal 
endpoints in Fig. 5, hence claim that the universe is always ‗finite‘. Yet a physical, 
non-inertial observer will always claim that the same universe is ‗infinite‘. Who is 
right? Wrong question. Both observers are ―right‖, thanks to Finite Infinity. 
 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 

P does not belong to [AM]U [NB]69 

 
   Fig. 6  

 
With respect to the physical world equipped with metric69, depicted with blue in Fig. 5 
and in Fig. 3, the Universe as ONE (depicted with red) is both extremely ―small‖ and 
extremely ―large‖ Platonic object (like a ―small‖ idea of a tree and a ―large‖ idea of a 
mountain; see above), which does not belong to the local (physical) mode of 
spacetime. It (not ―He‖) is called ‗causal field‘ (global mode of spacetime). It also acts 
as unphysical boundary ―wrapping‖ each and every interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3) 
viz. the entire local (blue) mode of spacetime en bloc, presented in the current, and 
essentially incomplete9, formulation of GR in the right-hand side of Einstein‘s field 
equations22. Thus, the topological boundary, made by the causal field (depicted with 
red, Fig. 5), is not some subset of the topological space of the physical world, as 
suggested in the statements regarding topological boundary and topological interior: 

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ClosedInterval.html
http://biblehub.com/john/1-1.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_Infinite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unmoved_mover
http://bible.cc/luke/17-21.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Undecidable_problem#Examples_of_undecidable_statements
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proper_time#In_general_relativity
http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/images/hs-2001-09-g-full_jpg.jpg
http://www.math.vanderbilt.edu/~schectex/courses/thereals/potential.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boundary_(topology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interior_(topology)
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the causal field is not some ―subset‖ of the topological space pertaining to the 
physical world depicted with blue in Fig. 5. 
 
Again, the causal field harbors the potential, not-yet-physicalized states of the 
physical world (see Heisenberg and Schrödinger above), which do not exist as an 
objective, non-contextual physical reality3,29. It is like the grin of the Cheshire cat45 
without the cat (Fig. 16): the grin is not a ―subset‖ of cat‘s topological space. 
 
Recall the existential definition of ‗set‘ by Georg Cantor (7 November 1895)30: any 
gathering-together (Zusammenfassung) of determined and well-distinguished objects 
into a whole (zu einem Ganzen). Replace ‗a whole (zu einem Ganzen)‘ with ‗causal 
field‘ and keep in mind that both objects are purely mathematical. In the quantum-
gravitational realm, the causal field casts a physicalized world (depicted with blue, 
Fig. 5), once-at-a-time16, yet the causal field itself is not ‗physical reality‘4 and does 
not ―collapse‖29. It can be ignored only in the macroscopic world of inanimate objects, 
described in classical physics, where its influence is vanishing small, yet not zero. The 
causal field is potential reality ―just in the middle between possibility and reality‖7, 
and may have qualia21, but this is relevant to its practical implications, such as 
spacetime engineering63 (e.g., REIM), which will be examined later (Paper III1). To be a 
bit more precise, in relative scale spacetime all quantum, gravitational, and biological 
systems6 constituting ‗the Brain of the Universe‘ are endowed with an extended 
atemporal instant ‗here and now‘21, depicted with the axis W in Fig. 4, while the 
physical footmark of W on the local (physical) mode of spacetime (blue line in Fig. 5) 
is infinitesimal, matching the ―thickness‖ of the interface ‗here and now‘ in Fig. 3. 
Even in the macroscopic world of tables and chairs, the atemporal ―duration‖ of W 
(Fig. 4) is vanishing small but not zero, which marks the beginning of the causal field. 
Its effects increase along W and 0W (Fig. 6), leading to what I dubbed previously 
‗entanglement of spacetime‘ (Sec. 1), but these effects are always perfectly localized 
on the local mode of spacetime (blue line in Fig. 5), once-at-a-time16,29. If we denote 
the so-called entanglement of spacetime (leading to topological ―bridge‖, Sec. 1) with  
w , the effects of the causal field can be ―spanned‖ along 0W (Fig. 6) as follows: 
 
 

 
Case I: w → 0 , classical physics 
Case II: 0 < w < ∞ , quantum gravity and life sciences 
Case III: w → ∞ , hyper physics (?) 
Case IV: w ≡ 0 ≡ ∞ , physical theology. At the interface ‘here and now’ 
(Fig. 3), we pass through the Noumenon (Luke 17:21) at absolute infinity. 
 

 
  Table 1 
 

The so-called hyperimaginary numbers (Paper III1) involve  w , which becomes 
physicalized with its unique property  w2 = 0 , casting its ―shadows‖ (Fig. 1) on the 
physical footmark of  W , marked with the blue line in Fig. 5, including the real parts 
of imaginary numbers. The intact29 Platonic case in which  w  is not squared pertains 
to an extended atemporal presence ‗now‘21 along the non-squared  w  viz. the effects 
of the causal field in Cases I – III in Table 1 above, as  w  lives ―within‖ light-like 
intervals20, constituting the luxonic or ‗global mode of spacetime‘. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kochen–Specker_theorem#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boundary_(topology)
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/REIM.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_life_sciences
http://www.britannica.com/topic/noumenon
http://bible.cc/luke/17-21.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_Infinite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacetime#Light-like_interval
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Regarding Finite Infinity, let me show the Universe as ONE (the red objects in Fig. 5) 
exactly at infinity: the ark APB in Fig. 4 is depicted at absolute infinity in Fig. 6 with a 
horizontal black line and, due to the absence of any metric there, AP = PB = Ø. All 
physical points along APB will superimpose and fuse into one single point (John 1:1), 
together with The Beginning at 0 and the causal field along 0W. Obviously, the 
metaphysical notions of ‗infinity‘, ‗empty set‘ Ø and ‗zero‘, and ‗point at infinity‘ are 
completely devoid of specific substance, yet need exact mathematical clarification. 
 
To sum up, in relative scale spacetime the endless physical world56 passes through ‗the 
Universe as ONE‘ at absolute infinity, once-at-a-time16, by non-smooth sphere-torus 
transitions (Fig. 7), trespassing (Sic!) the black horizontal lines at absolute infinity in 
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The murky expression ‗asymptotic flatness at infinity‘ is replaced 
with quasi-flat spacetime being infinitesimally close to both closed spacetime 
(sphere, Fig. 6) with maximal size tending asymptotically toward infinity, and open 
spacetime (torus) with maximal size tending asymptotically toward infinity. Namely, 
the blue horizontal line in Fig. 5 is not ―flat‖ but is tending asymptotically toward the 
horizontal lines in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, from both ―south‖ (sphere) and ―north‖ (torus). 
These hypothetical topological waves of the causal field (global mode of spacetime) 
remotely resemble quantum waves, as their non-squared ―amplitude‖  w  along 0W 
(Fig. 6) is also unphysical. Perhaps one can expect various physical effects by tweaking 
their hyperimaginary phase (Paper III1). Perhaps spacetime engineering63 can only be 
performed effortlessly, much like the way we ―move‖ our thoughts21, but with the Law 
of Reversed Effort: when the mind is still, the universe surrenders (Lau-Tzu). 
 
The so-called ‗eye of the Universe‘ (Fig. 8) shows the causal field (depicted in red), 
immersed into a colorless area presenting a bona fide Noumenon (Das Ding an sich), 
also known as ‗the true monad without windows‘ (Leibniz). It is an omnipresent non-
reality, which explicates its physical and mental content as colored reality. It is ‗the 
unknown unknown‘, resembling some physical-and-cognitive vacuum, explicated along 
the W axis (Fig. 4) by genuine creatio ex nihilo. It (not ―He‖) can never be exhausted, 
not even during an infinite cosmological time. As John Wheeler put it, ―Time is 
Nature‘s way to keep everything from happening all at once.‖31 
 

 

 
The eye of the Universe 

 

 
 

Physical (blue) and potential (red) 
present two forms of reality (Fig. 5), 

complemented by an omnipresent 
colorless non-reality, the Noumenon. 

Fig. 7 Fig. 8 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_Infinite
http://biblehub.com/john/1-1.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_at_infinity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_Infinite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_Infinite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asymptotically_flat_spacetime#Intuitive_significance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_function
https://danassays.wordpress.com/collected-essays-by-aldous-huxley/aldous-huxley-essays-knowledge-and-understanding/
https://danassays.wordpress.com/collected-essays-by-aldous-huxley/aldous-huxley-essays-knowledge-and-understanding/
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/l/laotzu133381.html
http://www.britannica.com/topic/noumenon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monadology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ex_nihilo
http://www.britannica.com/topic/noumenon
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The union of colored reality (red and blue) and colorless non-reality should correspond 
to the incomprehensible ‗Universe as ONE‘, known as God (John 1:1; Luke 17:21). It 
cannot be grasped with human cognition: we operate with ‗sets‘ but cannot produce 
the ultimate ‗set of all sets‘, if any. No statement about God‘s existence can be 
presented with a theorem that can be proven true or false, hence reduce God to 
science and Mathematics. Thank God, this is impossible. 
 
In Sec. 3 below, I will offer specific arguments in support of the main ideas in Fig. 3, 
and will also ‗put my cards on the table‘ by providing the conditions under which the 
entire theory1 can and will be rejected (Fig. 11). Then in Sec. 4 I will suggest the 
origin of gravity by reducing it to dynamic relative-scale metric, and Sec. 5 will 
present the current unsolved problems — nur die Fülle führt zur Klarheit, und im 
Abgrund wohnt die Wahrheit (Friedrich von Schiller). 
 
3. Verification of the main ideas 
 
In Sec. 2, I tried to explain the proposal for relative scale (hereafter RS) spacetime. 
Here I will do my best to verify the theory by showing where it comes from, and will 
begin with the most controversial, in my opinion, hypothesis in the current, and 
essentially incomplete9, mathematical relativity, known as ‗locally Minkowskian‘. 
 
We are led to believe that, in a ―sufficiently small‖32 neighborhood around every 
spacetime point (see the ―running guys‖ in Fig. 5), one can ―erect a locally inertial 
coordinate system in which matter satisfies the laws of special relativity‖32. In my 
opinion, the slippery boundary of such ―sufficiently small‖32 neighborhood is sheer 
poetry, not even an operational definition. What people call ―sufficiently small‖ 
neighborhood refers to a finite (Sic!) spacetime domain69, yet it does not have 
numerical value along with acceptable error margins to determine ‗sufficiently small‘. 
The same objection applies to ‗sufficiently large‘ spacetime domain at which people 
suggest asymptotic flatness at ―infinity‖49, as well as to the ―small‖ yet finite distance 
between neighboring congruent geodesics: one cannot define limits with Eq. 1. 
 

The numerical values of ‗sufficiently small/large‘ can be defined only with the exact  

not slippery  boundary of an open set determined with the diameter 2r of a ball with 
center P (Fig. 9). If we picture a finite spacetime domain69 as a ball with center P and 
radius r (Fig. 9), it can be defined only with the (ε, δ)-definition of limit applicable to 
finite objects and based on actual infinity26. An explanation from a bartender runs as 
follows (Fig. 10): 
 

An infinite crowd of mathematicians enters a bar. The first one orders a pint, 
the second one a half pint, the third one a quarter pint... ―I understand‖, says 
the bartender - and pours two pints. 
 

But the (ε, δ)-recipe for obtaining the exact size of ‗two pint beer‘ (Fig. 10) cannot be 
used in GR32 to define a ‗small‘ spacetime domain, not to mention ‗sufficiently small‘. 
If we cut an apple into two pieces, we may claim that there is a ―sufficiently small‖ 
neighborhood around its center, occupied by its seeds, yet such neighborhood and the 
exact boundaries49,65 of the finite apple (cf. the diameter 2r in Fig. 9 and the two pint 

http://biblehub.com/john/1-1.htm
http://bible.cc/luke/17-21.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theorem
http://www.literaturwelt.com/werke/schiller/confucius.html
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Straumann_p66.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/(ε,_δ)-definition_of_limit
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/OpenSet.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/(ε,_δ)-definition_of_limit
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beer in Fig. 10) must be defined relationally, with respect to both (i) the unphysical 
center at P (Fig. 5) and (ii) the unphysical boundaries65 called causal field (highlighted 
with red in Fig. 5), residing ―within‖ P as well. 
 
Thus, I suggest to treat P as an interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3), and endow P with 
dual topology to solve the problems of localization of gravity4 and the quantum state29. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The two endpoints belong both to the 
two pint beer and to its ambient 

environment around the beer 

 
Fig. 9, adopted from Wikipedia 

 
Fig. 10 

 
 
Let me explain. First, the ―thickness‖ of the blue boundary in Fig. 9 above cannot be 
that of one single point or ―frame‖ separated by ―dark strips‖ (Fig. 2), because it will 
make such individual single point countable, as stated above. We can only imagine one 
single red point P in Fig. 9 and one single blue point to define the radius r , because 
these two points are uniquely defined with their ―coordinates‖, even though we cannot 
see the ―next‖ red point placed to the left of P, which does not already belong to r. 
But all this is based on pure imagination. We claim that the ―number‖ of points 
constituting r is Aleph-0, although Aleph-0 plus/minus one point is again Aleph-0, so 
we cannot actually define individual points, yet they are needed to define r with our 
imagination. Well, Nature does not work with imagination14,49. 
 
The genuine perfect continuum of ‗points and nothing but points‘ (Fig. 3) contains 
uncountably infinite points, which form a set15 with undecidable cardinality33. Thanks 
to Thomson‘s lamp paradox (see below), none of the colored points in Fig. 9 can be 
individuated viz. counted, which is why there is no difference whatsoever between 
countably infinite sets with the alleged cardinal ―number‖ aleph-0 and uncountably 
infinite sets with undecidable cardinality33: aleph-0 is undecidable as well, and no 
‗number‘ can designate the infinite points assembling the number line in Fig. 10. 

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Neighborhood.html
http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/images/hs-2001-09-g-full_jpg.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_set
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/SecondCountableTopology.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Aleph-0.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Aleph-0.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Aleph-0.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/UncountablyInfinite.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomson's_lamp
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CountablyInfinite.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Aleph-0.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Aleph-0.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_Infinite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_line
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What we call ‗spacetime point‘ is the very interface ‗here and now‘ endowed with 
dual topology (Fig. 3), thanks to which its ‗potential reality‘, with footprint on the 
physical reality (Fig. 17) marked with blue in Fig. 3, is spanned along the unphysical 
axis W in Fig. 4 and W0 in Fig. 6 as well, leading to the so-called hyperimaginary 
numbers (Paper III1) and to physical theology, as explained in Table 1 above. The 
presentation of blue points forming a ―boundary set‖ in Fig. 9 is false, because it 
requires a ―dark strip‖ (Fig. 2) inserted somehow ]between[ the ―boundary set‖ and 
the ―open set‖ in Fig. 9.   
 
Such ―dark strip‖ does not exist in Nature. It is a grave misconception, which makes 
the continuum problem33 insoluble and leads to mathematical jabberwockies14,49. 
 
NB: The localization of gravity16 is only and exclusively only on the physical footmark 
of W (Fig. 4), which is placed in the irreversible past depicted with blue in Fig. 3. The 
potential gravitational state (Fig. 16), residing in the potential future of the same 
interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3), does not exist in the physicalized state24 in the past 
(see Fig. 17 and the analogy with the Cheshire cat45 above), which is why one can 
―eliminate‖ it by hand4. The same applies to the intact quantum world29. 
 
Without such distinction between the two ―components‖ of gravity, physical (Fig. 17) 
and potential (Fig. 16), we cannot understand Einstein‘s equivalence principle (‗no 
evidence of gravity‘16) and the localization of gravity is impossible in principle. The 
same conceptual solution applies to the potential quantum state and its localization; 
the problem is widely known since 1911, thanks to Charles Wilson, which is why I 
consider it the most widely known public secret in theoretical physics29. 
 
The explanation of the so-called ―sufficiently small‖32 neighborhood, in which the 
spacetime were ‗locally Minkowskian‘, is straightforward: it is not ―small‖, but 
pertains only and exclusively only to the physicalized gravity placed in the irreversible 
past, depicted with blue in Fig. 3. Hence we can ‗catch two birds with one stroke‘: the 
localization of gravity and Einstein‘s equivalence principle are two facets of the same 
gravitational phenomenon, while the second ‗bird‘ is the localization of the quantum 
state29 — check out Heisenberg7 and Schrödinger8 above. 
 
The joint solution to these two problems, presented as localization of the quantum-
gravitational causal field (see NB above), also explains the puzzle of the energy 
density of the vacuum34 and resolves what has been called ―the worst theoretical 
prediction in the history of physics!‖10: if we treat the causal field as ‗nothing but 
physical reality‘, the energy density of the quantum vacuum, with cutoff at Planck 
scale35, will correspond to ―a mass density of about 1096 kilograms per cubic meter!‖34, 
and there will be an enormous ―dark‖53 manifestation of gravity in terms of ―cold dark 
matter‖ and ―dark energy‖. 
 
Moreover, the current theoretical physics will need some Biblical ―miracle‖ to raise a 
robust Lorentzian metric within 10-30 seconds ―after‖ the ―big bang‖, starting much 
earlier at 10-35 seconds ―after‖ it (the spacetime metric is already postulated), when 
the spacetime were just about 1 cm across and a causally connected region would have 
been only 10-24 cm across (the horizon problem), in such way that one could ―inflate‖ 
the spacetime by a factor of 1078 and then safely keep the Lorentzian metric for at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equivalence_principle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Thomson_Rees_Wilson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equivalence_principle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_matter#Baryonic_and_nonbaryonic_dark_matter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_matter#Baryonic_and_nonbaryonic_dark_matter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_energy#Nature_of_dark_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudo-Riemannian_manifold#Lorentzian_manifold
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTwCdJftYD0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflation_(cosmology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudo-Riemannian_manifold#Lorentzian_manifold
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least 13.798 ± 0.037 billion years rooted on the Planck scale35 at which the spacetime 
points have become totally fuzzy and locality has lost any meaning36. 
 
I will assume that no ―miracles‖, included those performed for profit37, are acceptable 
in science, and will proceed further by declaring the conditions under which the whole 
theory can and will be rejected. 
 
Consider the dynamics of General Relativity60 exhibited in the transport of energy by 
gravitational waves (GWs): the phenomenon is genuinely non-linear18, 68, and no 
linearized approximation17 can be applied for detecting the physicalized energy of 
GWs. I will also presume that the theory suggested in NB above is either true or false. 
So if it is proven false, I will immediately trash it. 
 
The condition for proving the theory false is to demonstrate that the textbook 
presentation of GR as classical theory38 is indeed correct. If so, we have only two 
alternatives for explaining the transport of energy by GWs: either they are (i) physical 
waves capable of transporting energy, momentum, and angular momentum along a 
continual path, or (ii) GWs are not physical waves and therefore they cannot transport 
any physical stuff, much like the quantum waves. Again, notice that such alternative 
framework, either GWs are physical or not, is mandatory for a classical theory69. 
 
As an example for continual path of energy transport by GWs, consider PSR J1603-
720239, with dimensionless amplitude 2.3x10-26: case (i) requires that their intangible 
energy (Sir Hermann Bondi13) is being converted into some physical (tangible) energy at 
each and every point4 along the path from PSR J1603-7202 to Earth39. To prove case (i) 
possible, at least in principle, the proponents of GW ―astronomy‖39 must use the only 
available theory of gravitational radiation, suggested by Sir Hermann Bondi in 1961 
(private communication from Josh Goldberg) and published one year later18, and of 
course abandon the linearized approximation17. Here‘s a simple example of case (i), 
depicted in Fig. 11: 
 

Imagine an empty plastic bottle on your desk, trespassed by GWs from PSR 
J1603-720239, with dimensionless amplitude 2.3x10-26, and explain the coupling17 
of their wave strain to the plastic material of the bottle, leading to stresses40. 
How could gravitational radiation18 produce work to induce stresses40 and 
squeeze the bottle ? Perhaps at 2.3x10-26 m ? 
 

 
Fig. 11 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_expansion_of_space#Scale_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_wave#Energy.2C_momentum.2C_and_angular_momentum_carried_by_gravitational_waves
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_function
http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=PSR+J1603-7202
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress–energy_tensor#In_general_relativity_2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_pig
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Even if this formidable task is achieved and case (i) proven correct, at least in 
principle, the dynamics of GR will be reduced to describing some physical gravitational 
field, which in turn requires that its localization4 and energy conservation13 will be 
possible with such classical theory — reductio ad absurdum. The alternative case (ii) 
requires that GWs are fictitious objects41 that cannot transport any physical stuff — 
reductio ad absurdum, again. 
 
Thus, the initial presumption that General Relativity9 were bona fide classical theory is 
proven wrong, and the only possible theory, by means of logical choice, is the one 
presented in this paper. Yes, GWs transport energy, momentum, and angular 
momentum, but only and exclusively only by their localization explained in NB above. 
Hence we can ‗have our cake and eat it‘. 
 
Needless to say, if case (i) or case (ii) is proven correct, the entire theory1 will be 
trashed and I will switch to other activities, say, to raising tomatoes in my garden. 
 
Meanwhile let me outline the new form of causality, dubbed biocausality2, and suggest 
‗necessary and sufficient conditions for spacetime‘.  
 
In the outline of the theory presented above, the quantum-gravitational potential 
reality, called causal field, complements the physical reality placed in the past and 
marked with blue in Fig. 3. The latter forms the necessary condition for spacetime, 
while the former is considered sufficient condition for spacetime. Their causality is 
called biocausality2, covering Cases I – III in Table 1 above. It is relativistic causality, 
conforming to the metaphysical principle of locality, and retarded causality, because 
the ―dark strip‖ (Fig. 2), which would allow for advanced causality viz. tachyons, does 
not exist in the perfect continuum of instances ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3). If the Planck 
scale35 were nothing but physical reality, resembling an individual (hence countable) 
pixel in a digital image, the spacetime would be fundamentally discrete and one could 
recover the size of every finite object exactly, say, a table with length 1m would be 
recovered by multiplying the Planck length by its reciprocal value, 1.616199(97)×1035. 
If this was the case chosen by Nature, the set of such extended points, constituting 
‗one meter‘, will have countable cardinality of extended points plus extended ―dark 
strips‖ between them (Fig. 2), the ―dark strip‖ will be the ultimate cutoff at Planck 
scale35, and Cantor15 will be wrong, because the spacetime will possess Archimedean 
topology69 and 1m will contain less countable points than one cube with rib 1m.  
 
Let me show how the interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3) can be derived from the limit of 
a sequence. First, see Thomson‘s lamp paradox, which will be explained here with the 
limit 1 minute: 
 

Consider a lamp with a toggle switch. If flicking the switch once turns the lamp 
on, another flick will turn the lamp off. Now suppose that there is a being 
endowed with infinite time, and able to perform the following task: starting at 
time zero, she turns the lamp on. At the end of half minute, she turns it off. At 
the end of another quarter of a minute, she turns it on. At the next eighth of a 
minute, she turns it off again, and she continues thus, flicking the switch each 
time after waiting exactly one-half the time she waited before flicking it 
previously. The sum of this infinite series of time intervals is exactly one 
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minute. The following question is then considered: Is the lamp switched on or 
off after exactly one minute? 

 
The alleged paradox is based on mixing apples (MN in Fig. 5) with oranges (P): the 
lamp is always a finite physical stuff possessing unending potential infinity, depicted 
with the finite interval MN in Fig. 5, while the endpoint or limit at exactly 1m is 
reached only with actual infinity (Fig. 10), which must end at the endpoint P in Fig. 5. 
To explain the paradox, imagine that you are about to enter a tunnel by foot, and the 
tunnel has a diameter of, say, 2m. As you walk in the tunnel, you measure its diameter 
at every 10m, and also notice that both you and the tunnel are shrinking by 10cm at 
every 10m. So at some remote point of your journey, you have to stop, because you 
just can‘t move further: you (not the tunnel) have become the smallest physical object 
MN and cannot ―disappear‖ (Eq. 1) in order to reach the calculated (with actual 
infinity) limit at which the diameter of the tunnel might supposedly shrink to zero, 
hitting the endpoint P. You may imagine that your state at MN, at which you can‘t 
move further, might be ‗exactly the same‘ as at the calculated limit at P performed 
with actual infinity, but you can never be certain, because the actual endpoint at P 
(Fig. 5) is unreachable to you: you are physical object of finite size69. Surely at the 
smallest yet finite MN (Fig. 5) the state of your lamp is definitive, but you wrongly 
imagine that if you could (only you can‘t) use actual infinity to reach the endpoint P of 
‗zero diameter‘ of the tunnel ‗in front of you‘49, the state of your lamp would be 
definitive as well, and then you ask the tantalizing question, ‗what is the definite 
state of my lamp at both MN and P?‘, which is mixing apples with oranges. Your 

―reasoning‖ is nothing but counterfactual supposition, and secondly  your finite 
extension of MN can accommodate any state of your lamp: the ―number‖ of such 
allowed states within MN is uncountably infinite (Sic!), but since your lamp has only 
two alternative states, you claim that the state of your lamp at MN will be either on or 
off. Fine, but there is no definite lamp at P, simply because there is no ‗lamp‘ there 
(Fig. 16). Only a superposition (Paul Dirac) of states |on> and |off>, like Schrödinger‘s 
cat29. You will always obtain some definite value of your lamp at MN, either on or off, 
but only after you perform the ―measurement‖ at MN, which ―does not mean 
ascertaining the value that it has‖8 (cf. Schrödinger) at P (Fig. 5). In GR56,60 this leads 
to various pseudotensors suggested to calculate the gravitational analog of lamp‘s 
states |on> and |off>, despite that (i) the ―linear‖ connection (the Christoffel 
symbols4) is atemporally non-linear (Fig. 18), and (ii) the energy-momentum of 
gravity13 is not ‗physical reality‘ like the Moon3, but wegtransformierbar24 potential 
reality63 (Fig. 16). Physically, it may be eliminated by hand4,34 or by ―collapse‖29. Its 
localization is only on the physical (blue) footmark of the causal field: see NB above. 
 
Again, the fundamental difference between MN and P is that the former is physical 
stuff operating with unending potential infinity, while the latter is obtained only by 
actual/completed infinity26, just like the limit ‗two pint beer‘ in Fig. 10. And since P in 
Fig. 5 has dual topology, being the interface P ‗here and now‘ in Fig. 3, we can think 

of the infinitesimal MN as having an exact limit, MN  P = 1 , but only to the extent to 
which P has a physical footprint or ―component‖ placed in the irreversible past, 
marked with blue in Fig. 3. There are no numbers in Nature; only infinitesimal physical 
footprints in the past, thanks to which we can imagine some ―fixed‖ number there. 
 

We can imagine in Fig. 5 that MN =  (notice R∞ =  in Fig. 12 below), but only to the 

extent to which its limit P (Fig. 3) has a physical ―component‖ in the past. Yet the 
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interface P in Fig. 3 has a potential ―component‖ as well, which is placed in the 
potential future and is considered ‗potential reality‘ (Fig. 16). Hence no physical stuff, 
depicted in Fig. 5 with MN, can ―collapse‖ on the entire interface P endowed with 
dual topology (Fig. 5 and Fig. 3). This is the reason for augmenting the current number 
theory with hyperimaginary numbers (details in Paper III1). 
 
Now compare the endpoint 1 in Thomson‘s lamp paradox with the endpoint in Fig. 12 
below (adopted from Lakoff and Núñez42), labeled also with 1. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 12, adopted from Lakoff and Núñez42 
 
 
Here the process of approaching the limit 1 pertains again to the unending potential 
infinity, and Rn in Fig. 12 matches MN in Fig. 5, while the endpoint 1 is reached only 
with actual/completed infinity26 (see the largest beer in Fig. 10). 
 
Every finite region of spacetime, denoted with MN and AB in Fig. 5, is being assembled 
with both potential and actual infinities (see Finite Infinity in Sec. 5), but what could 
possibly define the obvious difference between MN and AB in Fig. 5 ? There is no 
number, denoted with k 69, to obtain AB from the smaller MN by k.MN = AB, as in the 
definition of international second. If we decide to use actual infinity to imagine (not 
calculate) the alleged limits of MN and AB in Fig. 5, we will end up with a nonsense: 
 

0 x ∞ = 1 (Eq. 1). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_theory
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But if we use actual infinity, pertaining to ‗potential reality‘, to calculate the invariant 
size of MN and AB, we can obtain clear fixed results (Fig. 10). If MN denotes the size of 
a proton64 and AB the size of a galaxy (e.g., Milky Way), obviously MN << AB. Fine, but 
we cannot use some number k nor Eq. 1 to derive AB from MN (Fig. 5), since MN and 
AB are built by ―the same‖ undecidable and nondenumerable dual (Sic!) object  P  
(Fig. 3), which ―has no part‖ (Euclid). 
 
 
4. Relative scale spacetime 
 
Before moving further, let me present in Fig. 13 some of the misleading ideas in the 
current set theory33 (Fig. 9) and in mathematical relativity14, originating from Fig. 2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 13 
 
 
The union of (i) the bag of apples and (ii) the air between apples (Fig. 13) does not 
belong to the apples themselves (Fig. 17). It is a ―colorless‖ (Fig. 8) object, which 
exists in every set30 by its colorized presentation as ‗potential reality‘ (Fig. 16). 
 
Again, it is not res cogitans6. It does not belong to the members of any set either. It is 
Platonic reality (Fig. 1), ―just in the middle between possibility and reality‖7. In this 
sense, every set30 is quantum set, although in Case I in Table 1 above the presence of 
potential quantum-and-gravitational reality can be safely ignored. 
 
The misleading ideas in Fig. 13 originate from Fig. 2, because many people interested 
in mathematical relativity14 tacitly presume that the notion of an isolated, identifiable 
macroscopic apple (see MN above), which is denumerable and can be associated with a 
number69, can be applied to the very boundary in Fig. 9, with radial extension of one 
single point. But in fact, the boundary is ―that which has no part‖ (Euclid): the 
interface ‗here and now‘ shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. Hence the spacetime continuum33 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacetime#Spacetime_intervals_in_flat_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milky_Way
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is perfect, because all members of quantum sets are wrapped by their potential 
reality shown in Fig. 3 as potential ―component‖ of the interface P. Physically, we see 
only physicalized apples placed in the past (highlighted with blue in Fig. 3). In the 
physical world depicted with MN and AB in Fig. 5, there is no physical boundary 
whatsoever. The unphysical ―boundary‖ is made by nondenumerable potential reality 
(highlighted in red in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5). Unlike in Plato‘s proposal (Fig. 1), it cannot 
emit nor reflect light, and many people consider it ―dark‖53 (more on this issue later). 
 
Notice that the bag of apples in Fig. 13 and the two pint beer in Fig. 10 have 
referential background, while in the drawing of ―expanding‖ universe (Hubblesite) the 
role of referential background is played by unphysical inertial ―meta‖ observer, who 
can capture the entire physical spacetime en bloc, including its boundary. Following 
the discussion of the infinitesimal MN after Thomson‘s lamp above, such boundary 
belongs to the physical world only to the extent to which its limit P (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5) 
has physical ―component‖ located in the irreversible past69. Hence the spacetime 
boundary has dual topology, because it also has potential ―component‖, which does 
not have Archimedean topology69 and is located in the potential future (red) of the 
same interface P (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5). 
 
Now, before explaining the Ansatz of relative scale spacetime (Fig. 15), let me stress 
―the lack of cosmological models with realistic, gravitationally bound objects‖47: we 
still do not understand the gravitational radiation18, do not know how to detect it17, 
and certainly cannot ―install‖ mirrors (Sic!) for gravitational waves exactly at the joint 
―border‖ of the spacetime at null-and-spacelike infinity, to obtain gravitationally 
closed system and prove that the mass of the physical ―shadows‖ (Fig. 1) is indeed 
positive (positive mass conjecture). People try to suggest an unrealistic ―vacuum 
spacetime‖ which supposedly admits a ―smooth conformal completion‖48 à la Penrose49 
and even offer Penrose diagrams with ―compactified coordinates‖50, totally ignoring 
the unsolved mathematical problems of kinematical spacelike infinity (spi)51,52 and the 
underlying mathematical jabberwockies14,49. 
 
To introduce the prerequisites to relative scale spacetime (see Fig. 15 below), notice 
that the inflating55 ark APB in Fig. 4 is not at all ―curved‖44,  as many people54 wrongly 
imagine. The dimensionless scale factor, pertaining to the inflating APB and to ‗time 
as measured with a clock‘58, has an unphysical46 ―orthogonal‖ component along the 
axis W in Fig. 4 (marked with red in the interface ‗here and now‘ in Fig. 3), which will 
be totally ignored if we only work ―intrinsically‖ with Gauss-Bonnet theorem. It does 
not exist as ‗physical reality‘ (marked with blue in Fig. 3), yet is capable of altering 
the spacetime metric55, and many people consider it ―dark‖53. 
 
I suggest that the axis W in Fig. 4 is related to atemporal potential reality pertaining 
to the ―intermediate time‖ of a ―free‖ photon ―during‖ flight22 (see above). It is 
luxonic reality20, and is anything but ―dark‖. Also, it should be capable of fixing the 
extensions of ‗1m‘ (Fig. 12) and ‗two pint beer‘ (Fig. 10) by actual infinity26. But how? 
 
Good question. Let's see first what we cannot use to solve the puzzle. 
 
Firstly, the buildup of ‗space‘ cannot be based on some ―intuitively clear‖ but totally 
wrong ideas of finite chunks of matter69 (Fig. 2), like in the definition of international 
second above, so that we can apply Baldy‘s Law ‗some of it plus the rest of it is all of 
it‘ at the fundamental level of ―that which has no part‖ (Euclid) and treat the atoms of 
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geometry as distinguishable denumerable apples separated by air and wrapped by a 
bag (Fig. 13), after which we sweep the garbage under the rug by jabberwockies14 , 
like boundary set (Fig. 9), ―many points‖, paracompact manifold (Wald60), Hausdorff 
space, compact space, second countable topology, and countably infinite set à la 
Chuck Norris. 
 
Secondly, the alternative approach of seeking ―intuitively clear‖ limit by actual infinity 
leads to treating the atom of geometry as ―zero‖ viz. Eq. 1 above, which is also wrong. 
 
In my opinion, the only solution is to apply the doctrine of trialism6 and interpret the 
two sides of Eq. 1 above, zero or infinite (unphysical) and finite (physical world69) as 
complementary, like an Eskimo trying to understand the elephant‘s trunk29. 
 
Therefore I will introduce the idea of ‗hyperimaginary element‘, denoted with  Li , as 
potential gravitational reality (Eq. 2), and will postulate that the invariant spacetime 
interval, examined as 1m (Fig. 12) and 1min (Thomson‘s lamp), is being assembled 
along the axis W in Fig. 4 and Fig. 1 with hyperimaginary element Li, leading to ‗space‘ 
and ‗time‘ in relative scale spacetime. An observer at the length scale of tables and 
chairs (table 1m in Fig. 15) will see Li being either ―shrunk‖ to Plank length35 (MN in 
Fig. 5) or ―inflated‖ to the maximal spacelike hypersurface (AB in Fig. 5) in which the 
normal vector at every point is time-like (P. Chrusciel19, p. 247). 
 
Yet the observers with the size of Plank length35 (seen as ―the smallest‖ MN, Fig. 15) 
and with the size of maximal spacelike hypersurface (seen as ―the largest‖ AB, Fig. 15) 
will have ―the same‖ relative size within their opposite domains as well. 
 
Who has the right ‗one meter‘ and ‗one second‘? Wrong question. All observers along 
the entire length scale have the same albeit altered RS meter and RS second.  
 
Perhaps the best way to explain the meaning of ‗the same albeit altered‘ is with the 
river metaphor by Heraclitus. I will introduce two Platonic (Fig. 1) objects: (i) rate of 
‗time flow‘, denoted with R and corresponding in the river metaphor to ‗water/time 
per second‘; R obtains numerical values along y-axis in Fig. 14, and (ii) relative size 
denoted with S, obtaining numerical values along x-axis in Fig. 14. A table with length 
1m (Fig. 15) is located at x = y = 1 and at –x = -y = -1 in Fig. 14 (extended red dots ). 
 
Now I postulate 
 

RS = 1 (Eq. 2). 
 
Relative to a table with length 1m, the size S of Plank length35 MN (Fig. 5 and Fig. 15) 
is indeed the smallest, as SMN (not shown in Fig. 14) tends asymptotically toward x = 0. 

But according to Eq. 2, RMN tends asymptotically toward y = ∞, which is interpreted as 
RMN-times more ‗water/time per second‘ at Plank scale, producing maximal inflation 
of RS spacetime at Planck scale. Hence all objects with Plank length35 MN (Fig. 5) will 
have at Planck scale ‗the same albeit altered‘ size 1m. Yet relative to a table with 
length 1m, their size and Planck time is indeed the smallest. Ditto to the opposite case 
of the largest AB in Fig. 5 and Fig. 15: the value of SAB (not shown in Fig. 14) tends 

asymptotically toward x = ∞, which is why AB is indeed the largest object but, 

because of the reciprocal value (Eq. 2) of RAB tending asymptotically toward y = 0, the 
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spacetime of AB is maximally shrunk to ‗the same albeit altered‘ size 1m. And if we 
claim that the rate of ‗water/time per second‘ at macroscopic length scale is 1s/s, 
‗the same albeit altered‘ 1s/s will be valid for MN and AB as well. It‘s all relative63. 
 
Back to the hyperimaginary element  Li : it is neither finite (Fig. 10) nor zero (Eq. 1), 
but ‗something else‘59, sit venia verbo. Here we have to proceed with utmost caution, 
because such object may be beyond our comprehension. I will apply the doctrine of 
trialism6 and interpret  Li  as elephant‘s trunk29, which Eskimos see it as ―nose‖ 
(equivalent to quantum ―particle‖29), but only to the extent to which ‗nose‘ is finite69 
reality possessing physical footprint placed in the irreversible past of the interface 
‗here and how‘ (Fig. 3). Hence we, as Eskimos endowed with Archimedean topology69, 
can try to apply some sort of cognitive ―discreteness‖ to understand what we picture 
as physicalized ―nose‖ by frames-per-second (FPS) analogy ― we can imagine that the 
invariant spacetime interval, shown as 1m (Fig. 12) and 1min (Thomson‘s lamp), is 
being assembled by  Li  along the axis W in Fig. 4 and Fig. 1 in three ways: (i) as 90 
fps, producing the macroscopic world in which a table has RS length 1m (Fig. 15), (ii) 
as 270 fps, producing 3x ―inflated‖ RS spacetime (AB in Fig. 15), and (iii) as 30 fps, 
producing 3x ―shrunk‖ RS spacetime (MN in Fig. 15). In their RS domains, however, the 
Heraclitean flow of time will be always 1s/s, and their RS ―1m‖ and RS ―1s‖ will be 
indistinguishable. However, relative to a macroscopic observer69 in the middle 
between AB and MN ( Fig. 15), AB will be in fact 3x larger and MN will be in fact 3x 
smaller as well: see Eq. 2 above. It‘s all relative63. 
 
Relative to a table with RS length 1m (Fig. 15) depicted with two red dots in Fig. 14,  
Li  is being shrunk to MN and inflated to AB (Fig. 15), depicted with the ―running guys‖ 
in Fig. 5. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 14 

Red dots : +/- x = +/- y = +/- 1 

 
Fig. 15 

Table 1m: red dots in Fig. 14 
 

 
Fig. 14 shows the creation of RS spacetime (Eq. 2) by the hyperimaginary element  Li  
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taking non-zero values; P in Fig. 5 is only on x = 0 or y = 0. MN (Planck length35) in Fig. 

5 and Fig. 15 correspond to x and Li   P in Fig. 14, leading to the ―smallest‖ 
region of relative scale spacetime, while AB in Fig. 5 and Fig. 15 correspond to x 

∞and Li   P in Fig. 14, leading to the ―largest‖ region of RS spacetime. The 
inflation of RS spacetime between x1 = 1 and x2 = 2 in Fig. 14 resembles Hubble‘s law, 
but it is not linear and implies ―accelerating universe‖. The interpretation of the 
negative (mirror) case in Fig. 14 is unclear; I suppose it is related to the sphere-torus 
transitions in Fig. 7, resembling the transformation of a rubber glove ‗inside out‘, 
yielding ‗left‘ vs. ‗right‘ symmetry in the local mode of spacetime (parity inversion). 
  

The Beginning (John 1:1) corresponds to x = y  0 in Fig. 14 and to Case IV in Table 1. 
Hence God is eternally residing ―inside‖ every event ‗here and now‘ (Luke 17:21). 
 
Notice that a macroscopic observer in the middle between MN and AB (Fig. 15) cannot 
observe the global inflation or shrinking of the spacetime itself, but only its physical 
effects. In RS spacetime, there is no absolute length scale: see Sec. 1 above. 
 
As to the origin of gravity (see above), it is interpreted as local inflation viz. local 
shrinking of  Li . The latter removes the so-called non-baryonic ―dark matter‖ and 
―supermassive black holes‖, while the former eliminates the mythical ―dark energy‖53. 
 
Regarding the gravitational rotation accompanying the global and local gravitational 
effects of  Li , I suppose it is caused  by ―rotation‖ of the hyperimaginary element  Li  , 
leading also to ‗spin‘ in the quantum world (see Sec. 5). 
 
Last but not least, we do not treat ‗the spacetime itself‘ as an ether which may exist 
independently (like a reference fluid23) from the physical stuff determining the 
spacetime, but as ‗the grin of the Cheshire cat without the cat‘45, depicted in Fig. 16 
below. The difference between the ether and the ‗grin‘ is crucial, because it embodies 
the essence of General Relativity, as stressed by Albert Einstein on 29 November 19189. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 16 Fig. 17 

 
Fig. 16 shows the non-localizable4 atemporal potential gravitational reality along the 
axis W in Fig. 4, while Fig. 17 pertains to the localizable29 or physical stuff placed in 
the right-hand side of Einstein‘s field equations22. Their mutual determination is 
depicted with the famous ‗drawing hands‘ by Maurits Escher (Fig. 18). 
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Fig. 18 
 

Which ―hand‖ goes first? Matter (Fig. 17) of potential reality (Fig. 16)? 
  
Wrong question. One cannot determine ‗which goes first‘ with ‗time as read with a 
clock‘58, as their non-linear22 negotiation has been already-completed with fixing a 
physical footprint of the interface ‗here and now‘, marked with blue in Fig. 3, in line 
with Leibniz‘ pre-established harmony6. Needless to say, the potential reality29 in Fig. 
16 springs from the colorless Noumenon (Fig. 8), which leads to Case IV in Table 1. 
 
5. Discussion 
 
Undoubtedly the theory of relative scale spacetime is still a work in progress, hindered 
firstly by the unclear hyperimaginary numbers (Paper III1) needed for the so-called 
quantum sets (Paper II1) briefly mentioned above. The process of building the theory 
very much resembles a jigsaw puzzle, in the sense that every piece snaps to its unique 
place effortlessly, but it also outlines a new blank section from the endless jigsaw 
puzzle: Nature is coherent (Sec. 1) and endless. Let me offer a snapshot of the current 
status of Relative Scale (RS) spacetime, based on the localization of matter and fields 
explained at NB above, leading to the Brain of the Universe (Table 1 and Fig. 8). 
 
Imagine a 2-D section at the center of 3-D sphere in Euclidean space: all points of such 
flat circle (Fig. 9) belong to the 3-D sphere as well, yet the physical points belong only 
to the flat circle of 2-D ―shadows‖ (Fig. 1). The physical points possess dual topology, 
being the very interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3) between the irreversible (blue) past 
and the potential (red) future spanned along an atemporal luxonix20 axis W (Fig. 4) 
pertaining to the 3-D sphere, including the dual points of the circle. At every 
physicalized (blue) ―component‖ of the interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3), the axis W is 

being completely re-eliminated  once-at-a-time16,58  to produce a perfect (Sic!) 
continuum of re-created, physicalized (cf. NB above) world of matter and fields (Fig. 
17) cast in the irreversible (blue) past (Fig. 3). Hence 2-D Flatlanders will live on 2+1-D 
spacetime obtained by assembling their 2+1-D physicalized universe, endowed with a 
perfect 3-D continuum. Let‘s move now to 3-D Flatlanders with brains21. 
 
1. The alleged ‗point‘ in point-set topology is not a denumerable ―apple‖ (Fig. 13) but 
spacetime interface endowed with internal structure and dual topology (Fig. 3): its 
(blue) physical ―footprint‖ is complemented by atemporal potential reality (Fig. 16) 
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residing in the potential future61 of the so-called biocausality2, spanned along the 
atemporal luxonic20 axis W in Fig. 4. The physical world69 is physicalized world (Fig. 1), 
ranging from the smallest (MN) to the largest (AB) spacetime domains (Fig. 15). The 
latter are endowed with Finite Infinity (Fig. 5) presenting two complementary 
presentations of ‗size‘ and ‗duration‘ in RS spacetime: both finite (Fig. 10 and the ark 
APB in Fig. 4) and infinite (along W in Fig. 4), in the sense that ‗potential reality‘ (Sec. 
2) is indefinable due to the absence of metric. Hence Finite Infinity is also dual 
topological object keeping its complementary presentations en bloc, which makes it 
totally incomprehensible with human cognition57. In the next Paper II1 (in preparation), 
I will elaborate on the doctrine of trialism6 applicable to ontologically dual objects 
(every quantum-gravitational object is both ―particle‖ and ―wave‖, resembling 
elephant‘s trunk29) by suggesting a new zero-valued logic YAIN (from Yes And neIN). 
 
Regarding Finite Infinity (Fig. 5), notice that the two types of infinity43, potential and 
actual/completed26, are complementary: the former is always in motion and never 
stops, while the latter is always completed and stops at the limit. If Nature were using 
only the unending potential infinity (PI), in which every step toward the infinity is the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the next step, there will be two alternatives: 
either (i) PI can reach the limit or (ii) PI cannot reach it. Case (i) means that PI will 
surpass the limit and move further ad infinitum, while case (ii) means that the limit 
does not exist. In fact, in both cases (i) and (ii) the limit cannot exist. If Nature were 
using only the actual or completed infinity (CI), which always stops at the limit, there 
are two alternatives: either (iii) CI can reach the limit and then stops there or (iv) CI 
cannot reach it and can never stop there. Case (iii) means that Nature is finite but 
there is something beyond it (Fig. 10), whereas case (iv) contradicts the definition of 
CI as ―a totality of things which exists all at once‖26. Only the union of PI and CI is 
perfect: thanks to PI, Nature is endless and open to brand new events still in ‗the 
unknown unknown‘, while CI ensures that the limit can and will be reached, thanks to 
which there are finite things in Nature69, such as 1m and 1min (see above). 
 
2. The atemporal potential reality (Fig. 16), dubbed causal field, leads to physical 
theology (Table 1) in which God is presented as the union of two sets, colored and 
colorless (Fig. 8), viz. to the incomprehensible ‗set of all sets‘ (if any) endowed with 
the self-action of Unmoved Mover. 
 
3. To explain the creation of relative scale spacetime from ‗something else‘59, a pre-
geometric plenum has been suggested, dubbed ‗hyperimaginary element‘ (Eq. 2) and 
endowed with ―torsion‖ (Fig. 20) accompanying the two types of gravity in RS 
spacetime ― force-free gravitational attraction (local ―shrinking‖ of spacetime) and 
force-free gravitational repulsion (local ―inflation‖ of spacetime). Notice that RS 
spacetime is wave-like theory and does not employ tensors nor spacetime curvature44: 
the quantum-gravitational ―wave‖ is presented as causal field residing in the potential 
future, being an intact29 potential reality. 
  
In my (perhaps biased) opinion, this is the only way to explain the genidentity of 
particles62,63,64 and the ―conservation‖16 of energy13 as re-created ―shadows‖ (Sec. 2), 
from proton‘s mass64 to vacuum energy10,34, including gamma-ray bursts. 
 
To those interested in the nature of gravity and how its energy can be ―conserved‖13,70, 
watch an eloquent explanation by Paul Steinhardt16 at YouTube (2 min, 6.7MB) or at 
this http URL, 01:37 - 02:00 from the timeline: the energy ―conservation‖, in symbolic 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torsion_tensor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics_of_general_relativity#Tensor_fields_in_General_Relativity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genidentity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma-ray_burst
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjmNW3mlisE
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terms, is like 0 = (9) + (-9). Replace 0 (zero) with the colorless Noumenon depicted in 
Fig. 8 and you will have creatio ex nihilo, meaning ‗out of nothing comes everything‘. 
The ―positive‖ and ―negative‖ objects in the right-hand side of the symbolic equation 
above are squared, so the equation of inflation energy is like  0 = 32 + (3i)2 . 
 
Regarding the ―negative‖ component made of imaginary mass, providing an infinite 
pool of ―dark energy‖53,70, see the tachyonic world with inverted spacetime basis in M. 
Tegmark20. As to the ―positive‖ or physical component, check out an example from A. 
Dolgov 64. The left-hand side of the equation above is not actually ―zero‖, because it 
refers to light vacuum presented with squared hyperimaginary unit,  w2 = 0 . Hence 
the three types of mass, positive, negative, and imaginary, are presented in the right-
hand side of a new evolution (not ―conservation‖) equation as 
 

w2 = |m|2 + |mi|
2   (Eq. 3). 

 
In words, Eq. 3 means ‗out of light vacuum comes everything‘. Both the omnipresent 
light vacuum and the right-hand side of Eq. 3 are always residing in the causal field 
―before the light‖ (Fig. 19 and Fig. 20), so the physicalizable world29 ―sees nothing‖ 
until66 it becomes explicated as physicalized ―shadows‖ (Fig. 1) cast in the irreversible 
past (Fig. 3) with positive energy only16, being assembled along W in Fig. 4 (depicted 
with the red point W in Fig. 19 and with x,y = 0 in Fig. 14) as perfect continuum with 
perfect Lorentz invariance and ‗no evidence of gravity‘16 ― once-at-a-time, as read 
with a physical clock. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 19 
Adopted from Wikipedia 

 
Fig. 20 

Adopted from R. Pierce71 
 
Fig. 19 and Fig. 14 refer to the atemporal luxonic20 time of the causal field, in which 
the sphere-torus transitions are trespassing God (John 1:1 & Luke 17:21) at absolute 
infinity depicted with horizontal line in Fig. 7 matching the interface ‗here and how‘ in 
Fig. 3. The latter is denoted with W in Fig. 19 and with the center of Fig. 14, x,y = 0. 
Metaphorically, Fig. 19 and Fig. 14 resemble a water lily with four fully opened leaves, 
two real and two imaginary, and the instant at which the four leaves are fully closed or 
―squared‖ leads to Eq. 3 above, which may resemble the ‗Breathing of the Universe‘ 
(Qi Gong): inhaling (opened leaves, Fig. 19) and exhaling (closed or ―squared‖ leaves, 
see Eq. 3 above). Also, the water lily has two additional hyperimaginary leaves 
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orthogonal to the plane of Fig. 19, with equal size and footprint on W, shown with WP 

and P0 in Fig. 6 (not scaled). They are also ―breathing‖ by w ↔ w2 (see Eq. 3 above), 

hence the square root of w is not ―zero”, and the orthogonal hyperimaginary 
components along W (WP and P0) participate in an overall hyperimaginary ―rotation‖ 
of the causal field. To explain the hyperimaginary sphere ―at south‖ (Fig. 7), see its 
radius r in Fig. 14, defined with r2 = x2 + y2, and try to picture its hyperimaginary 
radius r = WP = P0 (not scaled in Fig. 6). At the end of the day (Paper III1), I hope to 
present the causal field ―before the light‖, in such way that it ―would be able to see 
all six sides of an opaque box simultaneously, and in fact, what is inside the box at the 
same time, just as we can see the interior of a square on a piece of paper. It would be 
able to see all points in 3-dimensional space simultaneously, including the inner 
structure of solid objects and things obscured from our three-dimensional viewpoint‖ 
(Wikipedia). To picture the hyperimaginary ―view‖ on 4-D spacetime, imagine we are 
on the Moon and can see at all points from the surface of the Earth (two-dimensional 
sphere) simultaneously, and at the same instant we are at the center of the Earth as 
well, and can see the same points from its 2-D surface but from inside-out, like 

turning a rubber glove inside-out, pictured with a circle in Fig. 21: left glove ↔ right 
glove. Now all we have to do is to move to 3-D hypersurface and ―look‖ at the physical 
4-D spacetime from the dimensionless causal field, which keeps the idea of a tree and 
the idea of a mountain, as stated earlier, in terms of an intact Schrödinger cat29. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 21, adopted from Mark Armstrong72 
 

To wrap up the discussion of Eq. 3, let me stress that it is still a symbolic equation, 
like the symbolic Einstein‘s field equation G(geometry) = T(matter)73, hence the 
specific interpretation of Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 above may be wrong, which may later 
suggest the correct mathematical presentation, much like with the first effort by 
Einstein to suggest its field equation (Wald60, p. 72), which was later corrected by 
Tullio Levi-Civita74. I will be happy if the reader can suggest an alternative theory and 
proves relative scale spacetime wrong, because I wouldn‘t need to wrestle with some 
hyperimaginary numbers based on still unknown operators applicable to unknown 
sphere-torus transitions trespassing absolute infinity (Fig. 7). This is the reason for 
shelving Paper III to 20181, hoping that meanwhile we can unravel some brand new 
mathematical ideas, which perhaps are still in the realm of ‗the unknown unknown‘. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four-dimensional_space#Visual_scope
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Perhaps we just have to pick up an avenue of research and explore it: run it and see 
what happens. Besides, as Christopher Columbus remarked, if we didn‘t sail out west 
into the Atlantic to seek new route to India, how could have we discovered America? 
 
The next Paper II1 (in preparation) will elaborate on Eq. 3 and introduce biocausality2 
by applying Ulric Neisser‘s cognitive cycle61 to the Brain of the Universe, and will 
suggest novel topological properties of spacetime, resulting from the causal field. The 
postulated hyperimaginary ―rotation‖ of the causal field is supposed to include ‗spin 
UP‘ (Fig. 22) and ‗spin DOWN‘ (Fig. 23), referring to what Wolfgang Pauli dubbed ‗eine 
eigentümliche, klassisch nicht beschreibbare Art von Zweideutigkeit‘. In Fig. 22, the 
fingers of the right hand curl counter-clockwise; the thumb (not shown) points UP, 
while in Fig. 23 the fingers of the right hand curl clockwise; the thumb (not shown) 
points DOWN. Nature should have two ―hands‖, right and left (Fig. 14 and Fig. 19), also 
as ‗klassisch nicht beschreibbare Art von Zweideutigkeit‘. The unphysical axis of 
quantum spin minus its physical basis is the axis of right/left thumbs, presenting 
hyperimaginary degrees of freedom of the causal field. What we call ‗gravity‘ (Fig. 24) 
is exclusively macroscopic phenomenon (there is no gravity in the quantum world), 
interpreted as force-free Coriolis effect outlining a physical axis of galaxy rotation 
(David Wittman), yet such axis is not related to some physical rotor that could twirl a 
galaxy, nor to some physical but ―dark‖ (whatever) in its center. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 22 
 

 
Fig. 23 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 24 
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The general idea in Paper II1 is to present the physical component of the interface 
‗here and now‘ (Fig. 3 and Fig. 1 below) as a timeless ―shadow‖ of the Universe: a 
CPT-invariant quantum world in ―small‖ RS spacetime (Fig. 14), and a macroscopic 
world in ―large‖ RS spacetime with ‗no evidence of gravity‘16. The infinitesimal 
increment of time, denoted with  dt , is omnidirectional in space, as its ―direction‖ 
matches the red arrow W in Fig. 24 above. The state of free fall75 corresponds to the 
atemporal luxonic20 ―time‖ along axis W in Fig. 24, Fig. 4, and Fig. 6, called ‗global 
mode of spacetime‘ and attributed to the intact quantum-gravitational world29. It may 
also be crucially important for spacetime engineering63, provided that the human brain 
can entangle its UNspeakable intact potential state (details in Paper II1) with that of 
the Brain of the Universe (Cases I-III in Table 1) by a topological ―bridge‖, presented 
with its qualia21. Then we could perhaps create a new associative link in both brains, 
which will be kept in their common long-term memory indefinitely, much like learning 
to ride a bike. If the Brain of the Universe can twirl a galaxy, it should easily cope with 
the rotor of power stations, providing perfectly clean and unlimited energy source24. 
 
The local ―shrinking‖ of RS spacetime (see above) leads to irregular clumsy structures, 
while the local ―inflation‖ of RS spacetime leads to smooth ―dark energy‖53. The two 
force-free manifestations of gravity should be in tug-of-war dynamic equilibrium to 
facilitate formation of structures. More in the excerpt from Paper II1 below. 
 
 

 
 
 

I have again perpetrated something relating to the theory of gravitation that 
might endanger me of being committed to a madhouse. (Ich habe wieder etwas 
verbrochen in der Gravitationstheorie, was mich ein wenig in Gefahr bringt, in 
ein Tollhaus interniert zu werden.) 
 
Albert Einstein, letter to Paul Ehrenfest, 4 February 1917 
 
 
 
Potential Reality II: Quantum Gravity 

 
D. Chakalov 
35A Sutherland St 
London SW1V 4JU, U.K. 
Website chakalov.net 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In the previous paper (Paper I1, refs 6-9 and 29), I elaborated on Thomson‘s lamp 
paradox and suggested the rule for localization of quantum-gravitational Cheshire cats, 
to resolve the most widely known public secret in theoretical physics shown at this 
http URL and summarized with the drawing below. 
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http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0208027v1
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The grin of the Cheshire cat (Fig. 16 in Paper I) is like the mysterious cat Macavity 
(T.S. Eliot): it is not physically observable, in the sense that every time the ―chained 
observers‖ (Plato) look at Macavity66, it has already (Sic!) disappeared. We may call 
Macavity ―vacuum‖, but it is actually light vacuum (Eq. 3 in Paper I) from which 
quantum-gravitational cats emerge, like the physical states of Thomson‘s lamp in Dirac 
notation, either |on> or |off>, leaving the lamp per se intact29. Let me explain. 
 
Consider pattern recognition and imagine a set of apples with different colors on a 
table in front of you, and divide them as follows: place all strictly red apples to the 
left, and all strictly yellow apples to the right. Now you can suggest the locations of all 
apples that are partly red and partly yellow, and place them between the two subsets 
of apples, as well as ignore all green and greenish apples, because they do not fit 
there. Easy, because you can see their colors. But what if you ―see‖ with your mind 
only (pp. 7-8 in HBP.pdf), and instead of choosing specific color you choose specific 
meaning? No problem; check out the meaning of four sayings on p. 2 in HBP.pdf. Every 
human brain can estimate the ―color‖ (meaning) of such different ―apples‖ (sayings), 
although the underlying cognitive-and-quantum vacuum is UNspeakable. Physically, it 
is like Macavity66. I call this UNspeakable intact potential state of the brain ‗potential 
reality‘ (Fig. 5 and Fig. 16 in Paper I). And since the human brain works with ‗potential 
reality‘, the Brain of the Universe may be doing the same, and perhaps much better. 
Let‘s begin with the human brain. 
 
The human cognition is based on (quantum) sets; therefore, we cannot define ‗set‘ 
with itself (it will be like defining ‗heat‘ with some tiny little and very hot particles). 
For example, the very fact that we can think of ‗everything that is On‘ shows the sets 
of ordinals67. But the set itself is an indefinable ‗totality of things‘ (Cantor), coupled 

with what this ‗totality of things‘ is not: A  ¬ A. In fact, we can think iff we can form 
a set A defined with respect to ‗what is not-A‘, ¬ A. It‘s all relative. The cognitive 
limits of our relational cognition are shown with the ultimate ‗set of all sets‘ (if any), 
which is indefinable and undecidable to humans. But the Brain of the Universe may not 
have such limitations, as it includes what we could only call ‗Noumenon‘: see the ‗eye 
of the Universe‘ in Fig. 8 in Paper I. 
 
In this Paper II1, I will apply Neisser‘s cognitive cycle to the quantum-gravitational 
potential reality, leading to self-action of the Brain of the Universe, performed along 
the atemporal axis  W , shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 in Paper I. Namely, I will elaborate 
on Neisser‘s cognitive cycle by borrowing Escher‘s ‗drawing hands‘, inserting there the 
interface ‗here and now‘ (Fig. 1 below), shown previously in Fig. 3 in Paper I1. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macavity
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Fig. 1 
Time orientability (P. Chrusciel, p. 247) 

 
Obviously, one cannot explain the non-linnear68 negotiation of the two hands with what 
physicists call ‗time as read with a clock‘: at any instant from the physical time (local 
mode of spacetime), their atemporal negotiation has been already (see Macavity 
above) completed, once-at-a-time. Subsequently, the set of intact29 potential states 
(Fig. 16 in Paper I) of all physical systems is dubbed ‗causal field‘ (global mode of 
spacetime). In Sec. 2 below, a new form of retarded relativistic causality, called 
‗biocausality‘, will be introduced along an Arrow of Space: the Heraclitean flow of 
time is modeled as ‗change of space‘ along the atemporal axis  W , shown in Fig. 1 and 
Fig. 4 in Paper I (global mode of spacetime), while ‗change in space‘ pertains to the 
physical or coordinate ‗time as read with a clock‘ (local mode of spacetime). Hence 
the rule ‗think globally, act locally‘ is attributed to Einstein‘s ‗God‘s thoughts‘. 
 
What matters here is that the human brain performs self-action: the brain ― not its 
mind ― acts on itself, since it has potential state in its future, and by itself, being also 
physicalized object in its past (Fig. 1). Physically, we can observe only the physical 
―footprint‖ of the brain cast in the past, because brain‘s potential state is physically 
unobservable Macavity66. What if the Brain of the Universe can also perform self-
action, by acting on its own quantum-gravitational potential state placed in its future 
(Fig. 1)? If true, we may uncover the hyperimaginary numbers and develop the theory 
of quantum gravity based on quantum sets (Sec. 2). Let‘s go back to Ancient Greece. 
 
Regarding the paradoxes of motion (Eq. 1 in Paper I), let me comment on what Euclid 
called ―that which has no part‖: the endpoint of producing a perfectly smooth circle.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 
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It is the ‗atom of geometry‘, and its origin can be explained with the (ε, δ)-definition 
of limit (Fig. 10 and Fig. 12 in Paper I) used to derive the circumference of a circle. If 
we picture the sides of inscribed and circumscribed polygons (Fig. 2) as Thomson‘s 
lamp, the obvious ‗limit‘ is the atom of geometry called ‗point‘ at which there is no 
‗lamp‘ anymore. Namely, the ―lamp‖ is the potential Platonic image of an intact ‗lamp 
per se‘, residing in the ―dark strips‖ shown previously in Fig. 2 in Paper I. It is needed 
to explain how biocausality is being ―transmitted forward in time through a sequence 
of instants, in each of which motion does not exist‖76 and must not exist, or else we 
cannot observer ‗time as change‘ (Fig. 1) but a timeless ―block universe‖. 
 
Here I must stress that contemporary mathematicians are still trying very hard to 
ignore the paradoxes of Dichotomy76 by ―identifying‖ the atom of geometry (Fig. 1) 
with a ―number‖. As Bryan Bunch77 explained, 
 

The essential problems to solve are those concerned with limits and continuity. 
When Newton and Leibniz developed the calculus, their explanations of why 
their new methods worked did not solve these problems. Consequently, their 
ideas were attacked for being full of paradoxes. A major problem was that a 
quantity was very close to zero, but not zero, during the first part of the 
operation; then it became zero at the end. When you ―took the limit,‖ as folks 
say today, quantities that existed before suddenly ceased to exist. One critic, 
Bishop George Berkeley, called the result the ―ghosts of departed quantities.‖ 
 
In the nineteenth century, A. L. Cauchy and Karl Weierstrass resolved these 
paradoxes by defining them away. That is, the definitions of limit and continuity 
were given in such a way that the startling change from not-zero to zero was 
avoided. In doing so, they came down firmly on the side of a point having no 
size ― just a location ― in mathematics. Furthermore, by identifying points and 
numbers as the same thing mathematically, geometric intuition could be 
eliminated, since it was possible that the geometric concept of a point could 
mislead the mathematician. In fact, Weierstrass and others defined curves or 
sets of points that defied geometric intuition. Numbers were safer. 

 
Only numbers are not ―safer‖ but ‗half wrong‘ (or ‗half correct‘, if you prefer), as they 
refer only to the physicalized world in the irreversible past shown in Fig. 1, which is 

why we need hyperimaginary numbers (Paper III1)  not some ―transfinite numbers‖ 
among which the academic scholars choose ―the smallest‖ one, denoted with Aleph 0: 
the expression ―many points‖ is an oxymoron, as the continuum of points does not 
possess Archimedean topology69 and therefore cannot be counted78 à la Chuck Norris. 
The final stop-point at ―zero sides‖ (Fig. 2 above), obtained with completed infinity 
(see Fig. 10 and the tunnel analogy in Paper I), and the final stop-point at the 
multiplicative-inverse case ―infinitely large‖ are shown in the left-hand side of Eq. 1 in 
Paper I. The entire physicalized world, endowed with Archimedean topology69, is 
wrapped at the level of spacetime manifold by its potential state: an UNspeakabe 
intact29 potential reality (Fig. 1) ―before the light‖, which certainly looks like ―zero‖ 
or ―infinitely large‖ (Fig. 5 in Paper I), but only to the physicalized world with 
Archimedean topology69, depending on the direction we look at it. But in fact, it is 
ONE entity: see Table 1 in Paper I. 
 
Mathematicians postulate that the number line were made of points and nothing but 
points, as seen in Fig. 2 above, and then deeply believe that ―every point on a straight 
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line corresponds to a single real number, and vice versa‖ (Wikipedia). But the latter 
statement is ‗half wrong‘ (or ‗half correct‘, if you prefer), because every point on a 
straight line is defined by an ―empty set‖ as well, yet this ―empty set‖ does not exist 
at the point from the number line (Fig. 3): see the final stop-point, marked at the 

‗limit‘ with 1, in Fig. 12 in Paper I, and notice that the crucial object  R∞ = Ø  is 
conspicuously missing. Why? Because this crucial ―empty set‖  Ø  presents the nullified 
axis W (Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 in Paper I), which does not anymore exist in the irreversible 
past shown in Fig. 1. Why not? Because it is ontologically undecidable (Bunch77, pp. 
195-196). The ―empty set‖  Ø  exists only and exclusively only in the potential future 
marked with red in Fig. 1, as UNspeakable intact29 potential reality (recall the 
exercise with apples/meanings above) with hyperimaginary values ranging in the 

closed interval [0, ∞], which leads at the end of the day to physical theology, as 
explained in Table 1 in Paper I. 
 
To sum up, the hypernumber line (not shown in Fig. 3 below), as demonstrated in Fig. 
2 above, is made of ‗hypernumber points‘, and every single hypernumber point from it, 
also dubbed ‗atom of geometry‘ (Fig. 1), matches hyperimaginary number. Physically, 
every hyperimaginary number is being ―collapsed‖ on its physical footprint (Fig. 1), 
producing uncountably-infinite numbers constituting the real number line (Fig. 3).  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3, adopted from Wikipedia 
 
It is impossible in principle to map hyperimaginary numbers to any numbers shown in 
Fig. 3, which may create the illusion (Ed Nelson79) that actual/completed infinity does 
not exist. Yes it does exist, but it belongs to a different world described by Plato, 
which exists as ONE entity governed exclusively by actual or completed infinity, does 
not possess Archimedean topology69, hence cannot be ‗counted‘. On the other hand, 
the physical world at the length scale of tables and chairs is ‗countable‘79 and operates 
exclusively with potential infinity, therefore it can only approach the Platonic world 
dubbed here ‗potential reality‘ asymptotically, ‗as closely as desired‘. The separation 
of these two worlds is made by the interface ‗here and now‘ shown in Fig. 1 above. 
Without such separation, we will reach total nonsense: see Eq. 1 in Paper I. 
 
Notice that the real points from the real line (Fig. 3) cannot determine the irrational 
―numbers‖. Consider a line segment uniquely determined by endpoints A = 1 and B = 3 
(Fig. 3), at which we attach real numbers: AB identifies ‗the one and only‘ real point C 
(not shown), separating AB by Golden Ratio. The real point C does exist, yet cannot be 
―numerized‖ by infinite descent, as C is rooted on indefinitely-slipping (Sic!) irrational 
number(s). Therefore a Dedekind Cut at C cannot be actually reached even with 
transcendental (non-algebraic) numbers, because both the irrational number at C and 
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all real numbers at every point from the real number line, A and B included (Fig. 3), 
are ontologically undecidable (Bunch77, pp. 195-196). It does not matter that we can 
see some ―exact‖ numbers attached to A and B, but not to C. Nature works with 
hypernumber points (Fig. 1), not with the numbers from the analytic number theory. 
 
NB: The hyperimaginary numbers (Fig. 1) are ―lurking‖ under all real points from the 
real number line (Fig. 3) and under all transcendental numbers (not shown), by means 
of an ―empty set‖  Ø . Not surprisingly, the irrational numbers cannot have decimal 
presentation, which makes Cantor‘s diagonal argument invalid79, and the academic 
scholars are back in murky waters: counting79 on non-Archimedean topology is absurd. 
 
To understand the inherent structure and dual (Sic!) topology of the hypernumber 
point (Fig. 1), check out the Flatland analogy in Sec. 5 of Paper I and keep in mind that 
the so-called causal field is not res cogitans nor res extensa 69 (matter and fields) but 
an intact29 potential reality residing in the potential future of every hypernumber 
point ―before the light‖, shown in Fig. 1. It also refers to completed or actual infinity, 
explained by David Hilbert as ―a totality of things which exists all at once‖, and to the 
definition of ‗set‘ by Georg Cantor as ‗any gathering-together (Zusammenfassung) of 
determined and well-distinguished objects into a whole (zu einem Ganzen)‘. 
 
As explained in Paper I, every ‗set‘ is quantum set, and the question addressed below 
is whether the Brain of the Universe can be explained as the union of colored reality 
and colorless non-reality, shown in Fig. 8 in Paper I. Obviously, ‗the set of all sets‘ (if 
any) is incomprehensible to human cognition, and all statements regarding the qualia 
(if any) from the Brain of the Universe, such as Universal Mind and The Holy Trinity, are 
considered absolutely undecidable and will not be discussed. We all will find out the 
answers, sooner or later (better latter!). 
 
2. Quantum Sets 
 
Have you seen the changing colors of an octopus? It doesn‘t have intrinsic color. It is 
colorless, yet can be colorized with every color. Pick any color of the octopus and ask 
yourself, ‗is this the true color of the octopus?‘ YAIN (Yes And neIN). Yes, because 
every physical color is produced by the unphysical colorless octopus, as explained by 
Plato. Nein, because the colorless octopus does not have intrinsic color. Now think of 
the set of its physical colors: it is a quantum set produced by the unphysical intact29 
colorless octopus, which is not a member of its own ‗set of colors‘, because has no 
intrinsic color whatsoever: the colorless octopus cannot in principle possess any color, 
neither before nor after we measure it (Schrödinger), just like the UNspeakable 
―color‖ or ‗meaning‘ in the exercise above. Now replace the colorless octopus with the 
so-called causal field, and recall Case II in Table 1 from Paper I. For example, in life 
sciences, the causal field can bootstrap thousands of fish into a school of fish, in such 
way that every (quasi) local fish communicates via the causal field with the entire 
school of fish by the rule ‗think globally, act locally‘. 
 
This manifestation of the causal field is known as wholeness80, and it can correlate 
trillions of synapses in the human brain as well. In the quantum-gravitational world, 
the causal field introduces the same rule ‗think globally, act locally‘, which makes the 
quantum ―particles‖ flexible29, as their physicalized localization is already (recall 
Macavity) pre-correlated with ‗the rest of the universe‘ (―school of fish‖). The same 
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rule is fixing the gravitational energy density of every (quasi) local ―fish‖. The list goes 
on and on, and all these instances of wholeness80  are modeled with quantum sets. 
 
Let me begin with the most widely known, ever since 1911, public secret in theoretical 
physics, hindering quantum gravity (Wald60, p. 382): localization. I will examine the 
crux of Kochen-Specker Theorem85 (recall the colorless octopus) and explain why it is 
not some ―complement to Bell‘s theorem‖, as many people believe. To explain how 
quantum sets are implemented in biocausality, I will refer to the main idea in Hoyle-
Narlikar Cosmology81 (Fig. 4), comparing it to Fig. 5 below. Then in Sec. 3 I will apply 
biocausality to Einstein‘s General Relativity. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4, adopted from J.V. Narlikar81  
 
Explanation by J.V. Narlikar81: ―A retarded signal (shown by dotted line) leaving point 
A on the world line of ‗a‘ hits particles b,c,d,... at points B,C,D, ... at later times. 
Their advanced response returns to A along the same dotted track, no matter how far 
these particles are from ‗a‘. Thus even the remote parts of the universe generate 
instantaneous responses to the retarded disturbance leaving A. In short the response of 
the whole universe (Sic! – D.C.) cannot be ignored.‖ Now compare Fig. 4 to Fig. 5. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 
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NB: The event A in Fig. 4 is being already-completed (recall Macavity) in the past light 
cone of the same point A, like clapping hands (Fig. 5): the time ―before‖ and ―after‖ 
clapping is atemporal, like ‗before the light‘ along W, due to the ―speed‖ of light22,83. 
 
Unlike the advanced and retarded waves in Wheeler-Feynman absorber theory and in 
the transactional interpretation of quantum mechanics (TIQM), the waves  in Fig. 5 
present the atemporal causal field ‗before the light‘ (not electromagnetic field) as 
―traveling‖ on null surfaces. The infinitesimal timelike displacement dt , denoted with 
MN in Fig. 5 and with MN in Fig. 5 in Paper I, is the only physical result from the 
atemporal negotiation between the offer and confirmation waves, like clapping hands 
― one-clap-at-a-time. The atemporal transience of time ―happens‖ on null surfaces 
along the axis W in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 in Paper I. It may have qualia21, but it must not be 
physically observable, or else ―the ether will come back!‖ (M. Montesinos16). The 
―consecutive‖ buildup by re-creation of spacetime within MN in Fig. 5 is being 
localized (present continuous) only in the past light cone (Fig. 1) ― once-at-a-time ― 
as local (physical) mode of spacetime endowed with relativity of simultaneity82,83 and 
with Archimedean topology69 of the physicalized world: a countable79 res extensa 
spanned over an objective lapse MN of time82. To monitor the propagation of light 
―online‖, as it is happens along null surfaces22,83, we would have to move ―outside‖ the 
local mode of spacetime, in the ―dark space‖ surrounding the elevator shown in Fig. 24 
in Paper I, but then the Lorentzian ether will indeed ―come back!‖ (M. Montesinos16) 
and the theory of relativity will be demolished. Which is why the rate of time, as the 
rate of water/time per second of the Heraclitean river, must remain physically 
unobservable84. It may have qualia21 with which one could modulate the local metric of 
relative scale (RS) spacetime, but such highly speculative case of spacetime 
engineering63 will not be discussed here. 
 
Let me try to disentangle the bundle of issues related to quantum sets, and explain 
them thoroughly. 
 
The idea of atemporal potential reality ‗before the light‘ (recall Macavity and NB 
above), which has zero probability (w2 = 0) for direct observation and bootstraps 
quantum-gravitational systems into quantum sets (resembling a school of fish), goes 
back to Heisenberg7 and to Schrödinger‘s article of 1935 and his letter to Einstein, 
dated 18 November 19508. In the quantum world, the atemporal potential reality, 
resembling a colorless octopus, is physically unobservable, as colorless Kochen-Specker 
sphere (H. Granström85). 
 
First, let‘s examine a case in which the atemporal potential reality is effectively 
absent. In the macroscopic world of inanimate systems, like tables, chairs, and 
computers (Case I in Table 1 in Paper I), it can be safely ignored. This case of ‗reality‘ 
will be called ‗objective reality out there‘, and it has the following qualifications. For 
example, if you look at the Sun, you will see its state, which has been ‗objective 
reality out there‘ 499s prior to your instant ‗now‘ (Fig. 1) of observation, as recorded 
with your wristwatch. At exactly the same instant ‗now‘, the Sun is an ‗objective 
reality out there‘, which will be available to you for observation after 499s. Briefly, 
‗objective reality out there‘ is a fact, therefore it either ‗is‘ or ‗is not‘. 
 
As is well known, Quantum Theory does not operate with such non-contextual85 
‗objective reality out there‘, but with atemporal potential reality ‗out there‘. But 
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where is its ―location‖? Along the atemporal luxonic axis W, but the latter has only an 
infinitesimal physical footprint in the past (Fig. 1), one-at-a-time, denoted with dt 
(Fig. 5), which is just a physicalized ―shadow‖ (Fig. 1 in Paper I) that either ‗is‘ or ‗is 
not‘, and hence we can apply the Born rule to it: see Heisenberg7 and Schrödinger‘s 
letter to Einstein, dated 18 November 19508. 
 
In quantum gravity and life science (Case II in Table 1 in Paper I), the instant ‗now‘ has 
non-trivial topological structure (Fig. 1): the event A in Fig. 4 is already (recall 
Macavity and NB above) pre-correlated6 with all potential states belonging to A, B, C, 
and D by their common offer and confirmation ―waves‖ (Fig. 5), leading to pre-
correlated holomovement of all four ―fish‖, like in a school of fish examined as 
‗quantum set‘. 
 
Hence we can apply Neisser‘s cognitive cycle61 to the physicalized, re-created 
―shadow‖ of the Universe and model it as the Brain of the Universe: every interface 
‗here and now‘ (Fig. 1), shown as  MN = dt  in Fig. 5, is both fixed in its past as a ‗fact‘ 
and undecidable in its potential future, like a quantum dough. Every transition to the 
next dt is a creative non-unitary gain, like the evolution of human Zygote, which 
makes the arrow of events in biocausality irreversible. If we apply biocausality to the 
Brain of the Universe backward in time, it will become simpler (not having ―very low 
entropy state‖86) due to losing its physical content by non-unitary loss, until it reaches 
its ―prenatal‖ stage before the ―inflation‖ of spacetime, at which the W boson and the 
Z boson87 were still in the realm of ‗the unknown unknown‘, as they still had no mass 
and could only patiently wait to be actualized later by the Noumenon (Fig. 8 in Paper 
I) with non-unitary gain, known also as creatio ex nihilo. In this sense, the future is 
undecidable. As Henry Ford put it, ―Whether you believe you can do a thing or believe 
you can‘t, you are right.‖ 
 
Going back to Quantum Theory, check out Fig. 6 below, showing the most widely 
known, after Charles Wilson, public secret in theoretical physics, hindering quantum 
gravity (Wald60, p. 382). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 
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Can you explain the emergence of visible track of water droplets in Wilson cloud 
chamber, made by energy exchange with a single quantum particle? Can you explain 
the invisible red quantum arrow (Hughes85, Ch. 2.7)? If you can‘t88, try the atemporal 
intact quantum state29, which is neither ―particle‖ nor ―wave‖, does not ―collapse‖ 
nor ―decohere‖, and is not ―uncertain‖ but flexible: God casts the die, not the dice 
(Einstein). 
 
 

 
 
 
D. Chakalov, 8 November 2015, 23:59 GMT 
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Perhaps you will be interested to see pp. 24-25 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

There is no violation of Lorentz Symmetry. There is no need for
"asymptotically de Sitter space-times" (L. Szabados and P. Tod, in
preparation) and other parapsychology either.

Kind regards,

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

 

========================================================================================

Subject: Re: Red herrings by Jorge Pullin, arXiv:1505.02089v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Tue, 12 May 2015 11:24:35 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxk2A-nbopZ+WSKDCeShy9G0hRXAkECCUg2ag0YW6prZvw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Feldwebel Hans Georg Schultz <pullin@phys.lsu.edu>,
 Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
 Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
 Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
 Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
 Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
 Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
 Charles W Misner <misner@umd.edu>,
 Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>,
 Malcolm MacCallum <m.a.h.maccallum@qmul.ac.uk>,
 Abhay Ashtekar <ashtekar@gravity.psu.edu>,
 Rodolfo Gambini <rgambini@fisica.edu.uy>,
 Ulrich Sperhake <sperhake@tapir.caltech.edu>,
 Javier Olmedo <jolmedo@phys.lsu.edu>,
 Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>,
 Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
 Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
 Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
 Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>,
 Andrew Waldron <wally@math.ucdavis.edu>,
 Steven Carlip <carlip@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
 John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
 Bahram Mashhoon <mashhoonb@missouri.edu>,
 Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>,
 Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,
 Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>,
 Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
 Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,
 Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
 Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
 Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
 Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
 Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
 Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
 David Albert <da5@columbia.edu>,
 IGUS Jim <hartle@physics.ucsb.edu>,
 Daniel Kennefick <danielk@uark.edu>,
 Jirí Bicák <Jiri.Bicak@mff.cuni.cz>,
 Warren Johnson <johnson@ligo.phys.lsu.edu>,
 Gabriela González <gonzalez@lsu.edu>,
 Alessandra Buonanno <buonanno@physics.umd.edu>,
 Hermann Nicolai <Hermann.Nicolai@aei.mpg.de>,
 Sean Carroll <seancarroll@gmail.com>,
 Carlo Rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
 Alejandro Perez <perez@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
 Daniele Oriti <daniele.oriti@aei.mpg.de>,
 Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
 Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
 Baron Rees of Ludlow <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
 Luciano Rezzolla <luciano.rezzolla@aei.mpg.de>,
 Templeton Foundation <info@templeton.org>
Cc: Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
 Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
 Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://chakalov.net/


 Gabor Etesi <etesi@math.bme.hu>,
 Robert E Gompf <gompf@math.utexas.edu>,
 András <stipsicz@renyi.hu>,
 Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>,
 Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>,
 Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
 Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>,
 Merced Montesinos Velásquez <merced@fis.cinvestav.mx>,
 Jean-Pierre Derendinger <derendinger@itp.unibe.ch>,
 Michael Eichmair <michael.eichmair@math.ethz.ch>,
 Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>,
 SERGIO.BERTOLUCCI@cern.ch,
 ROLF.HEUER@cern.ch,
 JOACHIM.MNICH@desy.de,
 LOHSE@physik.hu-berlin.de,
 KATSAN@admin.in2p3.fr,
 JoAnne Hewett <HEWETT@slac.stanford.edu>,
 DYREKTOR@ifj.edu.pl,
 MANFRED.KRAMMER@oeaw.ac.at,
 MEIERK@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
 THOMAS.MUELLER@kit.edu,
 Kerstin Borras <KERSTIN.BORRAS@desy.de>,
 Halina Abramowicz <HALINA@post.tau.ac.il>,
 CLAUDIA.WULZ@cern.ch,
 MKRAEMER@physik.rwth-aachen.de,
 RAFFELT@mpp.mpg.de,
 MARKUS.SCHUMACHER@physik.uni-freiburg.de,
 ACHIM.STAHL@physik.rwth-aachen.de,
 S.BENTVELSEN@nikhef.nl,
 N.DEGROOT@hef.ru.nl,
 T.PEITZMANN@phys.uu.nl,
 BOSMAN@ifae.es,
 RICHARD.BRENNER@cern.ch,
 JOHAN.RATHSMAN@thep.lu.se,
 E.W.N.GLOVER@durham.ac.uk,
 MKLEIN@hep.ph.liv.ac.uk,
 PHILIPPE.BLOCH@cern.ch,
 JEAN-PIERRE.DELAHAYE@cern.ch,
 JURGEN.SCHUKRAFT@cern.ch,
 URS.WIEDEMANN@cern.ch,
 CHARLOTTE.JAMIESON@stfc.ac.uk,
 Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>,
 th-unit-secretariat@cern.ch,
 Ignatios Antoniadis <antoniadis@itp.unibe.ch>,
 Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>,
 John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>,
 john.swain@cern.ch,
 GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch,
 CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch,
 GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch,
 CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch,
 GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch,
 JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch,
 ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch,
 CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch,
 ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch,
 Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>,
 JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch,
 Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>,
 HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch,
 GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch,
 James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>,
 Carla Cederbaum <cederbaum@math.uni-tuebingen.de>,
 rbarnard@cfa.harvard.edu,
 hofstett@itp.uni-frankfurt.de,
 philipsen@th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de,
 gwpaw2015_support@gwv.hep.osaka-cu.ac.jp,
 rxh1@psu.edu,
 Yongge Ma <mayg@bnu.edu.cn>,
 Sijie Gao <sijie@bnu.edu.cn>,
 Eduardo Guendelman <guendel@bgumail.bgu.ac.il>



P.S. Check out the note on p. 24 (attached) in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
(May 12, 2015, 10:36 GMT)

D.C.

On Mon, 11 May 2015 15:12:41 +0300, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]

========================================================================================

Subject: Statistics of red herring radiance and the red herring area spectrum
Date: Thu, 14 May 2015 11:56:12 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmuJTNV4NOQW2pguakqoiASKi6M5tSHKt0tzma_hDxLzQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Jacob Bekenstein <bekenste@phys.huji.ac.il>
Cc: Grisha Volovik <volovik@boojum.hut.fi>, Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>, 
 William G Unruh <unruh@physics.ubc.ca>, Jeff Steinhauer <jeffs@physics.technion.ac.il>, 
 Gil Jannes <gil.jannes@uc3m.es>, Sean Weinberg <sjweinberg@berkeley.edu>, 
 Peng Wang <pengw@scu.edu.cn>, Gerardus <g.thooft@uu.nl>, John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>,
 John M Lee <johnmlee@uw.edu>, Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>

Jacob D. Bekenstein, arXiv:1505.03253v1 [gr-qc] , p. 2: "The question
we focus on is whether any insight into quantum gravity can be had
from such investigation."
--

Of course not,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

D. Chakalov

========================================================================================

Subject: The "goddamn particle"
Date: Sun, 17 May 2015 03:38:58 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmR9ntwhp7z7Kmjf56HB1ODEih-zihXwkdYzU+dDBaa0A@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: lederman@fnal.gov, vsharma@physics.ucsd.edu, Oliver.Buchmueller@cern.ch, 
Joseph.Incandela@cern.ch, Arnaud.Marsollier@cern.ch, 
Renilde.Vanden.Broeck@cern.ch, Joanna.Iwanska@cern.ch, Press.Office@cern.ch

Dear colleagues,

Check out pp. 24-25 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

The fun is just around the corner!

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

========================================================================================

Subject: Re: The proof of the (Higgs) pudding
Date: Mon, 18 May 2015 15:40:23 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=rOa86uwqDYd90K5mwu1PtrMzs5KkbfN015Ab8yFhRbg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: David J Miller <djm@hep.ucl.ac.uk>
Cc: SERGIO.BERTOLUCCI@cern.ch,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


ROLF.HEUER@cern.ch,
JOACHIM.MNICH@desy.de,
LOHSE@physik.hu-berlin.de,
KATSAN@admin.in2p3.fr,
JoAnne Hewett <HEWETT@slac.stanford.edu>,
DYREKTOR@ifj.edu.pl,
MANFRED.KRAMMER@oeaw.ac.at,
MEIERK@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
THOMAS.MUELLER@kit.edu,
Kerstin Borras <KERSTIN.BORRAS@desy.de>,
Halina Abramowicz <HALINA@post.tau.ac.il>,
CLAUDIA.WULZ@cern.ch,
MKRAEMER@physik.rwth-aachen.de,
RAFFELT@mpp.mpg.de,
MARKUS.SCHUMACHER@physik.uni-freiburg.de,
ACHIM.STAHL@physik.rwth-aachen.de,
S.BENTVELSEN@nikhef.nl,
N.DEGROOT@hef.ru.nl,
T.PEITZMANN@phys.uu.nl,
BOSMAN@ifae.es,
RICHARD.BRENNER@cern.ch,
JOHAN.RATHSMAN@thep.lu.se,
E.W.N.GLOVER@durham.ac.uk,
MKLEIN@hep.ph.liv.ac.uk,
PHILIPPE.BLOCH@cern.ch,
JEAN-PIERRE.DELAHAYE@cern.ch,
JURGEN.SCHUKRAFT@cern.ch,
URS.WIEDEMANN@cern.ch,
CHARLOTTE.JAMIESON@stfc.ac.uk,
Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>,
th-unit-secretariat@cern.ch,
Ignatios Antoniadis <antoniadis@itp.unibe.ch>,
Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>,
John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>,
john.swain@cern.ch,
GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch,
CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch,
GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch,
CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch,
GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch,
JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch,
ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch,
CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch,
ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch,
Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>,
JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch,
HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch,
GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch,
James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>,
Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>,
vsharma@physics.ucsd.edu,
Oliver Buchmueller <Oliver.Buchmueller@cern.ch>,
Joseph.Incandela@cern.ch,
Arnaud.Marsollier@cern.ch,
Renilde.Vanden.Broeck@cern.ch,
Joanna.Iwanska@cern.ch,
Press.Office@cern.ch,
Jean-Pierre Derendinger <derendinger@itp.unibe.ch>,
Michael Eichmair <michael.eichmair@math.ethz.ch>,
Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>,
Yongge Ma <mayg@bnu.edu.cn>,
Sijie Gao <sijie@bnu.edu.cn>,
Miao Li <limiao9@mail.sysu.edu.cn>,
huangp46@mail.sysu.edu.cn,
huangyue@itp.ac.cn,
linan@itp.ac.cn,
Ivo.van.Vulpen@nikhef.nl,
Eric.Laenen@nikhef.nl, 
mulders@few.vu.nl,
rdb@ph.ed.ac.uk,
r.a.blythe@ed.ac.uk

P.S. For your convenience, I attach excerpts from p. 15 and from p. 25 in



http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

I'll be in London next month, perhaps we can discuss the family of
"Higgs bosons" over a glass of wine or five?

D.
--

On Mon, May 18, 2015 at 4:19 AM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear David,
>
> Regarding your pictorial explanation of "Higgs boson", see p. 25 in
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
> (May 18, 2015, 00:54 GMT)
>
> A penny for your thoughts.
>
> Dimi
>
>
>
> On Fri, May 8, 2015 at 12:39 AM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear Colleagues,
>
> I am totally against wasting taxpayers' money for "Higgs boson": see p. 17 in
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
>
> Please reply professionally.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> D. Chakalov
> --
> "The right side is a formal condensation of all things whose
> comprehension in the sense of a field-theory is still problematic. Not
> for a moment, of course, did I doubt that this formulation was merely
> a makeshift in order to give the general principle of relativity a
> preliminary closed expression. For it was essentially not anything
> more than a theory of the gravitational field, which was somewhat
> artificially isolated from a total field of as yet unknown structure."
>
> Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, ed. by Paul A. Schilpp, Tudor
> Publishing Company, New York, 1951, p. 75

========================================================================================

Subject: Large Hadron Collider fires up in a bid to shake up the Standard
 Model, Mar 13, 2015
Date: Mon, 18 May 2015 01:58:50 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnmH94cDfvVAKuHeAb8vmXrvFKWctooqfSX_JrxrahYOA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: tushna.commissariat@iop.org, louise.mayor@iop.org, 
Hamish Johnston <hamish.johnston@iop.org>, pwld@iop.org, 
Michael Banks <michael.banks@iop.org>, d.g.charlton@bham.ac.uk, Tiziano.Camporesi@cern.ch

Dear colleagues,

How about spin-2 Higgs-like boson? Check out p. 25 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
(May 18, 2015, 00:54 GMT)

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


========================================================================================

Subject: Red herring searches with Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo
Date: Tue, 19 May 2015 17:45:33 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkGaoU3_Zuv6QDGk80GJ-RBQAFGD++L6e_sG0cfsEMb0Q@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Chris Van Den Broeck <vdbroeck@nikhef.nl>
Cc: Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>,
Malcolm MacCallum <m.a.h.maccallum@qmul.ac.uk>,
Jorge Pullin <pullin@lsu.edu>,
Bernard Schutz <Bernard.Schutz@aei.mpg.de>,
Ulrich Sperhake <sperhake@tapir.caltech.edu>,
Daniel Kennefick <danielk@uark.edu>,
Jirí Bicák <Jiri.Bicak@mff.cuni.cz>,
Warren Johnson <johnson@ligo.phys.lsu.edu>,
Gabriela González <gonzalez@lsu.edu>,
Alessandra Buonanno <buonanno@physics.umd.edu>,
Hermann Nicolai <Hermann.Nicolai@aei.mpg.de>,
Luciano Rezzolla <luciano.rezzolla@aei.mpg.de>,
Gian Michele Graf <gian-michele.graf@itp.phys.ethz.ch>,
Jean-Pierre Derendinger <derendinger@itp.unibe.ch>,
Bernd Brügmann <b.bruegmann@tpi.uni-jena.de>,
Oliver Jennrich <oliver.jennrich@esa.int>,
Richard Price <rprice.physics@gmail.com>,
Carsten Gundlach <c.j.gundlach@soton.ac.uk>,
Deepto Chakrabarty <deepto@space.mit.edu>,
Giuseppe Vitiello <vitiello@sa.infn.it>,
Karsten <karsten.danzmann@aei.mpg.de>,
David <garfinkl@oakland.edu>,
Valerio <vfaraoni@ubishops.ca>,
sheila.rowan@glasgow.ac.uk,
Matthew Pitkin <matthew.pitkin@glasgow.ac.uk>,
Stuart Reid <stuart.reid.2@glasgow.ac.uk>,
James Hough <james.hough@glasgow.ac.uk>,
B. S. Sathyaprakash <B.Sathyaprakash@astro.cf.ac.uk>,
Stefan Krückeberg <Stefan.Krueckeberg@dfg.de>,
Cliff <cmw@wuphys.wustl.edu>,
Stephen Merkowitz <stephen.m.merkowitz@nasa.gov>,
Meredith Gibb <meredith.gibb@nasa.gov>,
Karen Smale <karen.m.smale@nasa.gov>,
Shau-Yun.Tsai-1@nasa.gov,
andreluiz.s.luz@nasa.gov,
OIG <oig@nsf.gov>,
Counsel to the Inspector General <HQ-OIG-Counsel@mail.nasa.gov>,
moderation@arxiv.org,
djb67@cornell.edu,
kst32@cornell.edu,
fhr2@cornell.edu,
Charles Walcott <cw38@cornell.edu>,
Hans-Jürgen Schmidt <hjschmi@rz.uni-potsdam.de>

Chris Van Den Broeck, arXiv:1505.04621v1 [gr-qc], p. 6: "With the
construction of Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo well underway, we can
look forward to the first direct detections of gravitational waves in
the next several years."
----

Forget it, Chris. You and your LIGO and VIRGO colleagues are
deliberately ignoring the facts known since 1944, after Hermann Weyl.

Check out pp. 25-27 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf

More on p. 9 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

There's no sense to play Feldwebel Schultz: "I hear nothing, I see
nothing, I know nothing!"

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


I extend this gentle suggestion to all your colleagues.

D. Chakalov

====

For the record: Twelve years ago, on Thursday, 20 February 2003, I asked
Hans-Jürgen Schmidt a very simple question (Thu, 20 Feb 2003 12:05:02 +0200):

"Isn't it true that the *necessary* condition for detecting gravitational
waves is that the distribution of energy-momentum of a physical system in
the gravitational field must be uniquely defined on a continual trajectory,
not just in one instant of measurement?"

Of course, Hans-Jürgen Schmidt never replied. Point is, if the Advanced LIGO
and Advanced Virgo detect gravitational waves, they will prove that the
gravitational energy can indeed be "uniquely defined on a continual trajectory,
not just in one instant of measurement" (MTW, p. 467), and pigs will fly.

Details on pp. 24-25 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf

D. Chakalov
May 20, 2015, 15:06 GMT
 

========================================================================================

Subject: Barry Holstein et al., The Equivalence Principle in a Quantum World,
 arXiv:1505.04974v1 [hep-th], p. 2: "These are questions that make your head hurt!"
Date: Wed, 20 May 2015 03:38:52 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm8ydO1VXNYBTcc=FDs1V8WiGosxUho6ayfhZFwpE4bJA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Barry Holstein <holstein@physics.umass.edu>, bjbohr@nbi.dk, 
 John Donoghue <donoghue@physics.umass.edu>, bmahmoud@physics.umass.edu, 
 ludovic.plante@cea.fr, pierre.vanhove@cea.fr
Cc: Magdalena Zych <magdalena.zych@univie.ac.at>, 
 Brukner Caslav <caslav.brukner@univie.ac.at>, iqoqi vienna <iqoqi-vienna@oeaw.ac.at>, 
 iqoqi-ibk@oeaw.ac.at, Anton <anton.zeilinger@univie.ac.at>, 
 gabriela.barreto.lemos@univie.ac.at, xiaosong.ma@univie.ac.at, 
 rupert.ursin@oeaw.ac.at, Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>, 
 Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>, 
 Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>, Zeh <zeh@uni-heidelberg.de>, 
 Anthony Lasenby <a.n.lasenby@mrao.cam.ac.uk>, Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, 
 Sergio Doplicher <dopliche@mat.uniroma1.it>, Ronald J Adler <gyroron@gmail.com>, 
 Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>, Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, 
 Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>, Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>, 
 Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>, Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>, A.C.Davis@damtp.cam.ac.uk, 
 Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
 Benjamin Allanach <B.C.Allanach@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, N.Dorey@damtp.cam.ac.uk, 
 M.B.Green@damtp.cam.ac.uk, Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
 D.Tong@damtp.cam.ac.uk, Paul K Townsend <P.K.Townsend@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
 E.P.Shellard@damtp.cam.ac.uk, David M A Stuart <D.M.A.Stuart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
 John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>

The Equivalence Principle allows a locally flat coordinate system?
Manifestation of a curved spacetime? Infinitesimal local region? Pink
elephants dancing with red herrings?

Surely the current version of Quantum Mechanics "is not local enough
to describe motion by a single trajectory in spacetime" (p. 4), which
is why we need quantum gravity: check out the note on pp. 24-25 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

If you disagree, try to solve *the* most widely known public secret in
theoretical physics:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/MTW_page_467.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

Good luck.

D. Chakalov

========================================================================================

Subject: SS 2010, WS 2011/12, WS 2014-15, and SS 2015
Date: Tue, 26 May 2015 15:01:18 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=n0JJoUMTHMVePBj3DxonEwoLO9G9KzVrd1KZr29MYBQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>
Cc: Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Friedrich W Hehl <hehl@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Barbara Sandhöfer <bs12@princeton.edu>,
nikolic@thp.uni-koeln.de,
boos@thp.uni-koeln.de,
adehghan@thp.uni-koeln.de,
pdhole@thp.uni-koeln.de,
pjw@thp.uni-koeln.de,
fasse@thp.uni-koeln.de,
onody@thp.uni-koeln.de,
nk@thp.uni-koeln.de

Domenico,

Do you teach "Theorie der Gravitationswellen", "Theorie der schwarzen Löcher", 
"Differentialgeometrische Strukturen auf Raumzeiten und Singularitätentheorie", and
"Die kanonische Formulierung der Allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie"?

The latter is scheduled for Summer 2015, and I trust you will never deliberately
mislead your students: check out the facts in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

After all, students are kids, they trust you, and you must *never* deliberately
mislead them. It's not fair, oder ?

I extend this question to Prof. Dr. C. Kiefer and his colleagues as well.

MfG - D.C.

========================================================================================

Subject: R. Geroch (1968), What is a singularity in General Relativity?
Date: Tue, 26 May 2015 12:09:35 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkpFcYQ0p64V9o2SJujAUBsZumBVwuJnk401krNR3iEYg@mail.gmail.com> 
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>,
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>,
Josh Goldberg <goldberg@phy.syr.edu>,
Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>,
Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
https://www.itp.uni-hannover.de/~giulini/StudentHome/SS15_HamiltonianGR.html
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.itp.uni-hannover.de/~giulini/papers/Geroch_Singularity_AnnPhys1968.pdf


Eduardo Guendelman <guendel@bgumail.bgu.ac.il>,
Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>,
Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Vincent Moncrief <vincent.moncrief@yale.edu>,
Thibault Damour <damour@ihes.fr>,
Mihalis <dafermos@princeton.edu>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
Florian Beyer <fbeyer@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Gary W Gibbons <G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>,
Paul K Townsend <P.K.Townsend@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
David M A Stuart <D.M.A.Stuart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Jonathan Thornburg <jthorn@astro.indiana.edu>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Ravindra Saraykar <ravindra.saraykar@gmail.com>,
Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Claus Gerhardt <gerhardt@math.uni-heidelberg.de>,
John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_p526.jpg
----

Father Christmas' beard -- check out p. 25 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
(May 26, 2015, 09:14 GMT)

D.C.
----
How do we know that Father Christmas has a beard? We know it, because
snow falls when he shakes his beard.

Old Tanzanian saying

=======================================================================================

Subject: God as mathematical object at "infinity" (sit venia verbo)
Date: Tue, 26 May 2015 17:14:39 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=tgC=hW4ZztQz_Re1ibw2VB2kcg9XB9ykLyJJGTv2NFw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Robert John Russell <director@ctns.org>
Cc: Harvey M Friedman <hmflogic@gmail.com>,
Edward Nelson <nelson@math.princeton.edu>, 
W Hugh Woodin <wwoodin@fas.harvard.edu>,
Enrico Bombieri <eb@math.ias.edu>,
Wolfgang Achtner <info@wolfgangachtner.de>,
info@transscientia.de,
info@metanexus.net,
president@esssat.eu,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_p526.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_p526.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_p526.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v518/n7540/full/nature14241.html


cfp@esssat.eu,
Templeton Foundation <info@templeton.org>,
Michal Heller <info@copernicuscenter.edu.pl>,
Albrecht von Müller <Albrecht.von.Mueller@parmenides-foundation.org>,
carsten.freitaeger@parmenides-foundation.org,
ernst.poeppel@med.uni-muenchen.de,
vona@math.lmu.de,
ezafiris@math.uoa.gr,
Dieter Kotschick <dieter@mathematik.uni-muenchen.de>

Bob:

We met at the Conference on Science and Theology (ECST V), March 23-27, 1994,
in Freising near Munich. I helped you carry your heavy suitcase, remember? I guess
this was my only positive contribution, as nobody paid any attention to my talk nor
asked any specific questions.

Now I think the situation is a bit different: check out pp. 24-25 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
(May 26, 2015, 09:14 GMT)

We have The Gospel; all we need is Mathematics.

All the best,

Dimi
----
D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

========================================================================================

Subject: Request for permission
Date: Mon, 25 May 2015 10:59:49 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkGAy0xMbnUwANxdpinKBw6kJx2Ot5dRPjL0Q-twTQ_9A@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Fictional Character <artofmagicagent@gmail.com>

Dear Sir,

I would like to ask for permission to include a short excerpt from
your clip "Lightspeed Teleportations" in my forthcoming video
"Spacetime Engineering?", which will also be available at YouTube for
free.

The excerpt (33,131,814 bytes) can be downloaded from
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4

It is from your "Lightspeed Teleportations" from December 3, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-R_UjP9vzw

Needless to say, I will give you the credit and provide the link to
your full video clip.

Please keep in mind that the operational definition of 'magic' is
'something we can say nothing about', while spacetime engineering is
not "magic". It is known in your country for centuries.

Yours sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov
chakalov.net
----

Note: Compare Translocation.mp4 (cf. the link above) with 'the most widely known
public secret in theoretical physics' on p. 8 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://chakalov.net/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4
http://chakalov.net/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


It is Fig. 8 in 'Relative Scale Spacetime', viXra:1410.0194v6,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

Notice that Fig. 8 above shows two translocations marked with small blue dots from the red 
quantum arrow, while in Translocation.mp4 you will see only one, involving a black metal ring.

This is not "magic" but spacetime engineering: see pp. 4-5 and p. 8 in sheeple.pdf. Details upon request.

D. Chakalov
May 26, 2015
Last updated: May 28, 2015, 00:40 GMT

 

========================================================================================

Subject: Re: Focus Program on 100 Years of General Relativity
Date: Fri, 29 May 2015 12:17:52 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=kcknTsW+28jdQd0+-wMWV19gLmxbsFn2_GkHz42gY_g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Ian Hambleton <hambleton@mcmaster.ca>,
 jgardner@fields.utoronto.ca, 
 proposals@fields.utoronto.ca,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/sheeple.pdf
mailto:hambleton@mcmaster.ca
mailto:jgardner@fields.utoronto.ca
mailto:proposals@fields.utoronto.ca


 Fields Programs <programs@fields.utoronto.ca>,
 deputydirector@fields.utoronto.ca,
 director@fields.utoronto.ca,
 qfan@fields.utoronto.ca,
 mmackey@fields.utoronto.ca,
 swatt@fields.utoronto.ca,
 cmm@fields.utoronto.ca,
 frances.skinner@utoronto.ca,
 alexakis@math.utoronto.ca,
 jluk@dpmms.cam.ac.uk,
 Harald Pfeiffer <pfeiffer@cita.utoronto.ca>,
 Luis Lehner <llehner@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
 Eric Poisson <poisson@physics.uoguelph.ca>

P.S. Please note that the task explained at the link from my preceding
email (printed below) concerns the foundations of Mathematics:
point-set topology, set theory, and number theory. I will be happy to
provide specific mathematical details.

D.C.

On Thu, 28 May 2015 12:55:26 +0300, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear Colleagues,
>
> Please check out pp. 24-27 in
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
>
> The task is strictly mathematical.
>
> Yours sincerely,
>
> Dimi Chakalov
> chakalov.net
>

========================================================================================

Subject: Physical theology ?
Date: Tue, 2 Jun 2015 01:56:33 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=c7B4DMp+1RLKMTUAtObzXo=XkmLnr+p8cxJRJPrs99g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Angelica Osorno <aosorno@reed.edu>,
Mona Merling <mmerling@math.jhu.edu>,
Peter May <may@math.uchicago.edu>,
Kazuya Kato <kkato@math.uchicago.edu>,
Danny Calegari <dannyc@math.uchicago.edu>,
Todd Dupont <t-dupont@uchicago.edu>,
Denis Hirschfeldt <drh@math.uchicago.edu>,
Lars Hesselholt <larsh@math.mit.edu>,
Bert Guillou <bertguillou@uky.edu>,
Chandrashekhar Khare <shekhar@math.ucla.edu>,
Davide Reduzzi <reduzzi@math.uchicago.edu>,
John Hunter <jkhunter@ucdavis.edu>

Dear colleagues,

Perhaps you may be interested to see pp. 24-28 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

I believe the unsolved mathematical problems, explained in the text at
the link above, are from 18th century.

Your professional feedback will be appreciated.

Kind regards,

Dimi Chakalov
chakalov.net
 

mailto:programs@fields.utoronto.ca
mailto:deputydirector@fields.utoronto.ca
mailto:director@fields.utoronto.ca
mailto:qfan@fields.utoronto.ca
mailto:mmackey@fields.utoronto.ca
mailto:swatt@fields.utoronto.ca
mailto:cmm@fields.utoronto.ca
mailto:frances.skinner@utoronto.ca
mailto:alexakis@math.utoronto.ca
mailto:jluk@dpmms.cam.ac.uk
mailto:pfeiffer@cita.utoronto.ca
mailto:llehner@perimeterinstitute.ca
mailto:poisson@physics.uoguelph.ca
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Point-SetTopology.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/SetTheory.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/NumberTheory.html
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/blue_points.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://chakalov.net/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://chakalov.net/


========================================================================================

Subject: Re: Physical theology ?
Date: Tue, 2 Jun 2015 11:10:03 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=wKg9mSVWV+cAqKqVyQppz4BQgDwFRQbYe+dB1CCc--g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Jeanne <jeanne.mallet@wanadoo.fr>
Cc: Ian Hambleton <hambleton@mcmaster.ca>,
jgardner@fields.utoronto.ca,
proposals@fields.utoronto.ca,
Fields Programs <programs@fields.utoronto.ca>,
deputydirector@fields.utoronto.ca,
director@fields.utoronto.ca,
qfan@fields.utoronto.ca,
mmackey@fields.utoronto.ca,
swatt@fields.utoronto.ca,
cmm@fields.utoronto.ca,
frances.skinner@utoronto.ca,
alexakis@math.utoronto.ca,
jluk@dpmms.cam.ac.uk,
Harald Pfeiffer <pfeiffer@cita.utoronto.ca>,
Luis Lehner <llehner@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Eric Poisson <poisson@physics.uoguelph.ca>,
Angelica Osorno <aosorno@reed.edu>,
Mona Merling <mmerling@math.jhu.edu>,
Peter May <may@math.uchicago.edu>,
Kazuya Kato <kkato@math.uchicago.edu>,
Danny Calegari <dannyc@math.uchicago.edu>,
Todd Dupont <t-dupont@uchicago.edu>,
Denis Hirschfeldt <drh@math.uchicago.edu>,
Lars Hesselholt <larsh@math.mit.edu>,
Bert Guillou <bertguillou@uky.edu>,
Chandrashekhar Khare <shekhar@math.ucla.edu>,
Davide Reduzzi <reduzzi@math.uchicago.edu>,
John Hunter <jkhunter@ucdavis.edu>,
Harvey M Friedman <hmflogic@gmail.com>,
Edward Nelson <nelson@math.princeton.edu>,
W Hugh Woodin <wwoodin@fas.harvard.edu>,
Enrico Bombieri <eb@math.ias.edu>,
Wolfgang Achtner <info@wolfgangachtner.de>,
info@transscientia.de,
info@metanexus.net,
president@esssat.eu,
cfp@esssat.eu,
Templeton Foundation <info@templeton.org>,
Michal Heller <info@copernicuscenter.edu.pl>,
Albrecht von Müller <Albrecht.von.Mueller@parmenides-foundation.org>,
carsten.freitaeger@parmenides-foundation.org,
ernst.poeppel@med.uni-muenchen.de,
vona@math.lmu.de,
ezafiris@math.uoa.gr,
Dieter Kotschick <dieter@mathematik.uni-muenchen.de>,
Karel Hrbacek <khrbacek@nyc.rr.com>,
[snip]

Chere Jeanne,

> Pensez vous qu'avec plus de bonnes mathématiques nous entretuerons
> moins?

I don't know what you mean by "bonnes mathématiques". Fact is, people
are only scratching the tip of the iceberg, and call it "magic":

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4

The operational definition of 'magic' is 'something we can say nothing
about', while spacetime engineering is not "magic".

> Peut être en découvrant/comprenant nos interactions avec la réalité
> potentielle?

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4


At this moment, I don't know the answer. The first off task is to
solve the long-standing problems of point-set topology, set theory,
and number theory (see the link below). Erwin Schrödinger and Werner
Heisenberg have formulated the task decades ago, only the Mathematics
is still missing.

Do you know some mathematician interested in the foundations of Mathematics?

I extend this question to all people in the Cc: list.

Cordialement,

Dimi

-----
> Dear Jeanne,
>>
>> Thank you for your interest in my efforts. If you are interested in
>> physical theology, please see pp. 24-28 in
>> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
>>
>> We have The Gospel; all we need is Mathematics.
>>
>> Best wishes,
>>
>> Dîmî :-)
>>

 

========================================================================================

 

Subject: C. Rovelli, arXiv:1506.00927v1 [gr-qc], "that damn equation", Bryce DeWitt
Date: Wed, 3 Jun 2015 11:28:07 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmryK=gAaQH76zLC-+bGKcfjMVxzPRwP9PnEJYSHPO2HQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: carlo rovelli <rovelli.carlo@gmail.com>, carlo rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>
Cc: Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>, Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>, Dorje Brody 
<d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>, Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>, David <da5@columbia.edu>, Huw Price <hp331@cam.ac.uk>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>, Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>, Jörg Frauendiener 
<joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>, Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>, Xiao Zhang 
<xzhang@amss.ac.cn>, Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>, Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>, Shing-Tung Yau 
<yau@math.harvard.edu>, Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>, Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>, Josh Goldberg 
<goldberg@phy.syr.edu>, Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>, Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>, Wei-Tou Ni 
<weitou@gmail.com>, Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>, Eduardo Guendelman <guendel@bgumail.bgu.ac.il>, Jim Isenberg 
<isenberg@uoregon.edu>, Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>, Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, Vincent Moncrief 
<vincent.moncrief@yale.edu>, Thibault Damour <damour@ihes.fr>, Mihalis <dafermos@princeton.edu>, Alan Rendall 
<rendall@aei.mpg.de>, Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>, Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>, Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>, Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>, Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>, Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, Stanley Deser 
<deser@brandeis.edu>, Florian Beyer <fbeyer@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>, Gary W Gibbons 
<G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>, Paul K Townsend <P.K.Townsend@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Harvey S
Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, David M A Stuart 
<D.M.A.Stuart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Jonathan Thornburg <jthorn@astro.indiana.edu>, Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>, Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>, Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>, Ravindra Saraykar 
<ravindra.saraykar@gmail.com>, Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>, Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Claus Gerhardt <gerhardt@math.uni-heidelberg.de>, John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>, Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Harald Pfeiffer <pfeiffer@cita.utoronto.ca>, Luis Lehner <llehner@perimeterinstitute.ca>, Eric Poisson 
<poisson@physics.uoguelph.ca>, Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>, Harald Pfeiffer <pfeiffer@cita.utoronto.ca>,
Luis Lehner <llehner@perimeterinstitute.ca>, Eric Poisson <poisson@physics.uoguelph.ca>, Karel V Kuchar 
<kuchar@physics.utah.edu>, Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>

C. Rovelli: "strictly speaking, there is no equation".
----

Agree. Now try to suggest a Schrödinger-like equation for 'the most widely known public secret in
theoretical physics' (attached),

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.00927v1
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg

No time variable in such Schrödinger-like equation can be postulated either.

The so-called "common strategy in quantum cosmology", used to suggest some values of [phi] that can
be taken as a “clock” to coordinatize "trajectories of the system" (p. 3), is a joke. Read Karel Kuchar and
try to think. It really helps.

More in pp. 24-28,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

Attachment:

----

Hint: You cannot define a Schrödinger-like equation for 'the most widely known public secret in theoretical physics'
above. It cannot be linear, i.e., the sum of two solutions to be also a solution. As to "that damn equation" (Bryce DeWitt),
notice that it cannot present the global time of the entire universe (denoted with t in the Schrödinger equation) as 
'physical observable', and will only show a frozen static "frame" from it: see the note on the dynamics of General 
Relativity on pp. 24-28 at the link above.

D. Chakalov
June 3, 2015, 12:26 GMT

 

========================================================================================

 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg
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http://chakalov.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheeler%E2%80%93DeWitt_equation#Mathematical_formalism
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


Subject: LHC experiments back in business at record energy, 3 June 2015
Date: Thu, 4 Jun 2015 03:38:09 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=0Gpigo36mA3fZOUfn2unD1t95Q7tOjgXJ833Jw0Pd7g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: David Charlton <d.g.charlton@bham.ac.uk>
Cc: JOACHIM.MNICH@desy.de, LOHSE@physik.hu-berlin.de, KATSAN@admin.in2p3.fr, 
JoAnne Hewett <HEWETT@slac.stanford.edu>, DYREKTOR@ifj.edu.pl, 
MANFRED.KRAMMER@oeaw.ac.at, MEIERK@kip.uni-heidelberg.de, THOMAS.MUELLER@kit.edu, 
Kerstin Borras <KERSTIN.BORRAS@desy.de>, Halina Abramowicz <HALINA@post.tau.ac.il>,
CLAUDIA.WULZ@cern.ch, MKRAEMER@physik.rwth-aachen.de, RAFFELT@mpp.mpg.de, 
MARKUS.SCHUMACHER@physik.uni-freiburg.de, ACHIM.STAHL@physik.rwth-aachen.de, 
S.BENTVELSEN@nikhef.nl, N.DEGROOT@hef.ru.nl, T.PEITZMANN@phys.uu.nl, 
BOSMAN@ifae.es, RICHARD.BRENNER@cern.ch, JOHAN.RATHSMAN@thep.lu.se, 
E.W.N.GLOVER@durham.ac.uk, MKLEIN@hep.ph.liv.ac.uk, PHILIPPE.BLOCH@cern.ch, 
JEAN-PIERRE.DELAHAYE@cern.ch, JURGEN.SCHUKRAFT@cern.ch, URS.WIEDEMANN@cern.ch, 
CHARLOTTE.JAMIESON@stfc.ac.uk, th-unit-secretariat@cern.ch, 
Ignatios Antoniadis <antoniadis@itp.unibe.ch>, Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>, 
John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>, john.swain@cern.ch, GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch, 
CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch, GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch, CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch, 
GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch, JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch, ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch, 
CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch, ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch, 
Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>, JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch, 
Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>, HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch, GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch, 
James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>, Jean-Pierre Derendinger <derendinger@itp.unibe.ch>

Dear Dr. Charlton,

I just saw your PR statement on Euronews, and would like to set the record straight.

To quote from your website, "more than 3000 scientists from 174 institutes in 38 countries
work on the ATLAS experiment", yet nobody has acknowledged the most widely known,
ever since 1911, public secret in theoretical physics:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg

You do not have any theory to help you with your "mission", as you proclaimed on Euronews.

Check out 'the proof of the (Higgs) pudding' (attached), from

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

Please don't reply by email. Do your homework and report your 'proof of the (Higgs) pudding'
at arXiv.org. I'll take it from there.

Sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov

3 Attachments:
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/CERN_p17.jpg
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http://arxiv.org/find/hep-ph/1/au:+Collaboration_ATLAS/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/CERN_p17.jpg


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/CERN_p28.jpg

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/CERN_p28_end.jpg

 

 

========================================================================================

Subject: The origin of gravity: Mach's Principle & Einstein's G-field
Date: Thu, 4 Jun 2015 15:53:07 +0300
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Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=0jkb59vxTkaoqzzWdtKFMpKD9N2CHy6g=0EXCZWLZ4Q@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>, 
Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>, Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>, David <da5@columbia.edu>, Huw Price <hp331@cam.ac.uk>, 
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>, Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>, 
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>, 
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>, Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>, 
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>, Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>, 
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>, Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>, 
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>, Josh Goldberg <goldberg@phy.syr.edu>, 
Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>, Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>, 
Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>, Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>, 
Eduardo Guendelman <guendel@bgumail.bgu.ac.il>, Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>, 
Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>, Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Vincent Moncrief <vincent.moncrief@yale.edu>, Thibault Damour <damour@ihes.fr>, 
Mihalis <dafermos@princeton.edu>, Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>, 
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>, Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>, Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>, 
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>, Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>, 
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>, Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>, 
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>, 
Florian Beyer <fbeyer@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>, 
Gary W Gibbons <G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>, 
Paul K Townsend <P.K.Townsend@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, David M A Stuart <D.M.A.Stuart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Jonathan Thornburg <jthorn@astro.indiana.edu>, Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>, 
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>, Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>, 
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>, Ravindra Saraykar <ravindra.saraykar@gmail.com>, 
Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>, Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>, 
Claus Gerhardt <gerhardt@math.uni-heidelberg.de>, John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>, 
Luis Lehner <llehner@perimeterinstitute.ca>, Eric Poisson <poisson@physics.uoguelph.ca>, 
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>, Harald Pfeiffer <pfeiffer@cita.utoronto.ca>, 
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>, Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>, 
Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>, Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>, 
[snip]

Mach's Principle & Einstein's G-field:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Mach_Einstein.jpg

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rotating_reference_frame.jpg

Explanation on p. 28 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
(June 4, 2015, 12:00 GMT)

More on pp. 17-18 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

=========================================================================================

Subject: Sanjay Sarma, Rotating Frames of Reference, MIT OpenCourseWare
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 2015 15:21:43 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=X9d8CQunrsMX5EEWVPbNZB-paqxc6bqh17K7p69tK3g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Sanjay E Sarma <sesarma@mit.edu>
Cc: David Wittman <wittman@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
Craig Copi <cjc5@po.cwru.edu>, 
Dominik Schwarz <dschwarz@physik.uni-bielefeld.de>, 
Hans Peter Nilles <nilles@th.physik.uni-bonn.de>,
Romualdo Tresguerres <romualdotresguerres@yahoo.es>,
J Anthony Tyson <tyson@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
Henry Ferguson <ferguson@stsci.edu>,
Robert van den Hoogen <rvandenh@stfx.ca>, 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Mach_Einstein.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rotating_reference_frame.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf
http://chakalov.net/


Andrzej Soltan <soltan@camk.edu.pl>,
Michal Chodorowski <michal@camk.edu.pl>,
William G Unruh <unruh@physics.ubc.ca>,
Yuan K Ha <yuanha@temple.edu>,
Reiner Hedrich <Reiner.Hedrich@phil.uni-giessen.de>, 
Manfred Requardt <requardt@theorie.physik.uni-goettingen.de>,
Anthony Zee <zee@kitp.ucsb.edu>,
Anthony Lasenby <a.n.lasenby@mrao.cam.ac.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>, 
Charles Torre <torre@cc.usu.edu>

Dear Dr. Sarma:

Thank you very much for your very valuable web lecture 'Rotating Frames of Reference' at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOcrHOc23N4

I mentioned it in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rotating_reference_frame.jpg

See also an excerpt (attached) from p. 28 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

Just replace the background (Earth) in your video lecture with 'potential reality', and you will
obtain the manifestations of gravity, without "curvature" nor any "dark" stuff whatsoever.

All the best,

Dimi Chakalov
chakalov.net

Attachment:

Note: Twelve years ago, Mário Everaldo de Souza suggested that "the Universe itself should always
have an angular momentum" (M. de Souza, private communication, Wed, 12 Mar 2003 18:15:17 -0300).
Just like with the "rotation" in the quantum world, known as spin (Wolfgang Pauli described it as 
eine eigentümliche, klassisch nicht beschreibbare Art von Zweideutigkeit; see also Hans Ohanian), we
encounter a fundamental phenomenon: "rotating" potential reality. It does not exist as 'background', like
the physical G-frame in Sanjay Sarma's lecture Rotating Frames of Reference.

At length scales larger than the size of our solar system, this topological phenomenon will show two opposite,
tug-of-war components of gravity. If interpreted as 'physical reality in the past', they would lead to Russian
poetry: non-baryonic "cold dark matter" and "dark energy" of [the grin of the Cheshire cat without the cat].

In 2011, three people were awarded Nobel Prize for the discovery of "accelerating expansion" of the physicalized
explication of the Universe, yet nobody mentioned the discovery of Prof. Vera Rubin. Nobody paid attention to
John Bell either (emphasis mine):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOcrHOc23N4
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rotating_reference_frame.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://chakalov.net/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0010003
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/spin_minus_its_physical_basis.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotating_reference_frame#Coriolis_effect
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOcrHOc23N4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_dark_matter
http://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/focus-areas/what-is-dark-energy/
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2011/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vera_Rubin


Nobody showed any interest in the explanation of the origin of gravity: "rotating" potential reality. The
global inertial frame of the "carousel" and global free-falling reference frame do not and must not show up
at the observational level either. Notice that the torsion is perfectly (due to the "speed" of light) hidden
]between[ "the infinitesimal displacement of vectors" (A. Einstein) as well (within AB = dt, see below),
otherwise it will expose the "carousel" (the G-frame below) as physical rotation in the non-inertial T-frames.

Adopted from Sanjay Sarma, Rotating Frames
of Reference; the interface 'now' is explained
in the note on Physical Theology on p. 13 here.

The interface 'now' at which the gravitational contributions from the entire spacetime are localized on a
spacetime point -- think globally act locally -- is still difficult to understand (see Zhaoyan Wu below). 
People stubbornly believe that General Relativity were "classical theory". But a classical theory operates
exclusively with 'objective reality out there', which has two qualifications. Example:

1. If you look at the Sun, you will see its state, which has been 'objective reality out there' 8 minutes and 18
seconds prior to the instant 'now' of your observation, as recorded with your wristwatch.

2. At exactly the same instant instant 'now', the Sun is indeed an 'objective reality out there', which will be 
available to you for observation after 8 minutes and 18 seconds. Briefly, 'objective reality out there' is a fact.

As is well known, Quantum Theory does not operate with such non-contextual 'objective reality out there' --
see Erwin Schrödinger. Once you observe some physicalized "shadow" cast from the potential quantum state
after von Neumann Process I, you cannot trace back its source to any spacetime segment. The source is
the potential quantum state, which is not a 'fact' but 'potential reality' residing in the atemporal global mode
of spacetime, casting its 4-D "shadows" (Plato) in terms of physicalized local mode of spacetime. Ditto to the
gravitational contributions from the entire spacetime: their source is the potential gravitational state of the
entire Universe, which is not located in the local mode of spacetime. Yes, it will always cast some physicalized
"shadows" in terms of gravitational energy-momentum and angular momentum, but -- no, one cannot find their
source in the local mode of spacetime (MTW, p. 467), as it creates the local mode of spacetime once-at-a-time.

Surely General Relativity (GR) cannot be the same type of quantum theory we know from quantum mechanics, 
but GR cannot be 'classical theory' either. Again, we have to geometrize gravity as quantum-gravitational
potential reality, without allowing it to act as a force field exchanging "energy-momentum with both particles
and electromagnetic field" (Zhaoyan Wu). Don't forget that if you treat gravity as some classical filed with the
ontological status of 'objective reality out there', you will have to "calculate" the two "dark", tug-of-war effects
of gravity as being produced by such classical filed, which immediately leads to "the worst theoretical prediction
in the history of physics!" (Anthony Lasenby et al., p. 187); see pp. 24-28 in horizon.pdf. Needless to say,
there is no "singularity" either.

We should not use tensors, because they can only present the non-contextual 'objective reality out there'. As
Albert Einstein acknowledged during his last lecture (Relativity Seminar, Room 307, Palmer Physical Laboratory,
Princeton University, recorded by John A. Wheeler on April 14, 1954), "the representation of matter by a tensor
was only a fill-in to make it possible to do something temporarily, a wooden nose in a snowman."

This is Quantum Gravity 101. A Chinese proverb says: "When the student is ready, the Teacher will appear."
Good luck.

D. Chakalov
June 8, 2015
Last updated: June 27, 2015, 12:16 GMT
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Subject: Re: SPESIF-2009; Log 092 - Brain-Controlled Cold Plasma
Date: Tue, 2 Jun 2015 18:14:18 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxmud98nr+p5-sNTz9iuOcCWzb81i_1r0Uy-gs-6QkT7aA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Glen Robertson <gravi_atomic@hotmail.com>, Glen A Robertson <gar7102@live.com>, 
Dave Goodwin <Dave.Goodwin@science.doe.gov>, Len Danczyk <Len@energeticstech.com>, 
Marc G Millis <marcgmillis@gmail.com>,
Giovanni Modanese <giovanni.modanese@unibz.it>, info@energeticstech.com
Cc: william.m.marshall@nasa.gov, joseph.h.banks@nasa.gov

Glen dorogoi,

You are indeed Russian:
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/russian.html

My abstract entitled 'Brain-Controlled Cold Plasma' (BCCP), submitted
to 'Workshop on Future Energy Sources', was rejected by you and your
colleagues on 30 July 2008, without any explanation.

Three years later, you wrote an essay 'Putting the Science Back in
Rocket Science' (November 3, 2011), which is full of magic conjurations
and Russian poetry.

Get real. Check out pp. 24-28 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

I extend this gentle suggestion to all your colleagues.

Needless to say, BCCP has been already confirmed, by different individuals.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

On Wed, 30 Jul 2008 03:56:52 +0300, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]
----

Note on REIM: Check out 'Acceleration in a straight line', Figure 1, bottom panel: "passenger is 
stationary in this frame, because the fictitious force and the real force of the seat are balanced",
ma = -ma.

You can't fly because of Newton's third law. You need to neutralize the "fictitious force"  -ma
by "detaching" your rest mass "from all other masses in the universe" (Einstein 1917). But how?
Keep your gravitational mass as 'potential reality' by switching to the global free-falling reference
frame above, and you will fly your body just like moving your thoughts in your brain. To explain
'potential reality' residing in the potential future, which casts its "shadows" (Plato) in terms of
physicalized reality with fixed -- once-at-a-time -- energy-momentum tensor in the past, read
the text below:

Aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht
oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat
ltteer be at the rghit pclae.  The rset can be a total mses and you can sitll raed
it wouthit a porbelm. Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey 
lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe.

To understand it, you have to "elevate" the meaning of every 'word as a whole' and the meaning
of the entire text 'as a whole' in the potential reality of your brain; try also the experiments on 
p. 2 and p. 8 in HBP.pdf.

Regrettably, the theory is still too general and cannot determine whether the REIM effect is scalable.
That is, whether one could inflate the invariant interval 'one meter' in the reference frame of an
Alien Visiting Craft (AVC) with respect to 'one meter' in the reference frame on the ground by, say,
1:1000. Hence if an AVC would fly with "fictitious" speed 5 km/h, it would be detected on the
ground as flying with 5000 km/h (e.g., 0:54-0:56) and all air traffic controllers and "the good guys"
operating spying satellites will go crazy. Of course, your beloved government will strongly deny the
facts of AVCs, but this is a different thread.
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D. Chakalov
June 8, 2015
Last updated: June 9, 2015, 17:30 GMT

========================================================================================

Subject: Re: G.M. Graf, General Relativity HS 08
Date: Thu, 18 Jun 2015 16:06:30 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm2OKVE8OH19tPT_XkwGW49AyWYfO5-mEAG6XTtKmPGbg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Zhaoyan Wu <zyw@jlu.edu.cn>, Zhaoyan Wu <zhaoyanwu2000@yahoo.com>
Cc: Gian Michele Graf <gian-michele.graf@itp.phys.ethz.ch>,
[snip]

Hello Dr. Wu,

Thanks for your feedback and manuscript 100year.pdf. I fully agree with you that
the gravitational field (p. 22) "does not exchange energy-momentum with both 
particles and electromagnetic field. So, it is not a force field, it does not carry 
energy-momentum. And gravity, the oldest natural force known to people, is not
really a natural force."

Hence we have to geometrize gravity as quantum-gravitational *potential* reality,
without allowing it to act *directly* as a force field. Physically, it is being "collapsed"
(recall von Neumann Process I) to "zero" -- once-at-a-time -- at every instant 'now'
read with your wristwatch,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Montesinos.jpg

Regarding your statement (Zhaoyan Wu, 100year.pdf) that "matter energy-momentum
conservation holds in infinitesimal neighborhoods" and "distributed over an infinitesimal
hypersurface": how do you define 'infinitesimal neighborhood' and 'infinitesimal hypersurface'
in the first place? Relationally? See an excerpt from my initial email to Gian-Michele Graf
below.

Also, do you agree with the ideas by Schoen and Yau ?

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Schoen_Yau.jpg

Notice their grave mathematical error in Paper II above.

Last but not least, how would you define a covariant localizable description of 
gravitational energy-momentum along a continual trajectory? See

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Jose.jpg

My proposal is outlined in pp. 24-28,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

The opinions of your colleagues will be appreciated too.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

On Thu, May 7, 2015 at 4:18 PM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]
>
> Very briefly, you cannot define spacetime continuum of points p
> *relationally*, with 'neighborhood of p vs p'. If p was an apple and
> you were examining a bag of apples, then 'neighborhood of p' would be
> 'not-p' (e.g., air between apples), and you must add 'the bag itself'
> to 'not-p', so you could speak of an apple p with respect to 'not-p'
> (air between apples U the bag itself). Then the *set* of apples p will
> have denumerable cardinality and cannot make a continuum due to
> 'not-p': reductio ad absurdum.
>
> Thus, we have only one option to define the spacetime point p: as an
> *interface* between irreversible past and potential future. Needless
> to say, the *interface* p will have band new, *dual* topology: both
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> "closed", relative to its irreversible past (here the contracted
> Bianchi identity holds perfectly well, along with Eq. 3.14 on p. 28),
> and "open", relative to its potential future
[snip]

---------------

Note

To understand the excerpt from my initial email dated 7 May 2015 to Gian-Michele Graf above, see p. 21 in
horizon.pdf and the interpretation of "rotation" above, as well as the drawing here, on p. 5 in sheeple.pdf,
and on p. 6 in horizon.pdf (balloon inflated by "dark energy") shown also below. Regarding the "rotation",
notice the tangent vector in the first drawing below, attached to the spacetime point P, along with centrifugal
(not shown in the first drawing) and centripetal fictitious forces (C. Seligman) along the W0 axis from the
second drawing below: your clock reads the time t defined with the dimensionless scale factor related to the 
"inflation" of the balloon surface (APB) driven by "dark energy", ever since The Beginning (John 1:1).

To understand the "tangent vector" at point P, see again the "tangent vector"  AB = dt  above. It is not some
Killing vector nor "time-like vector field" (D. Blas), because it has orthogonal components along W0 axis, which
cannot in principle be detected in the current, and essentially incomplete, formulation of GR using the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem and "intrinsic curvature" (G. Dutta, Sec. II). These orthogonal components define the torsion as 
720-degree rotation along a Möbius strip ("two whole rotations", Kevin Brown) in the global mode of spacetime,
endowing the local (physical) mode of spacetime with two physical modes of 'gravity as rotation', clockwise and
counter-clockwise. Due to the "speed" of light, the torsion is being re-collapsed to zero (w2 = 0, hyperimaginary
numbers) at every instant 'now' from your 'proper time' defined with inflating distances, "as more spacetime fills in
between galaxies" (see the drawings above and the explanation below). All this leads to re-assembled physical 
reality in terms of 'local mode of spacetime' endowed with finite size and proper distance, and such physicalized
universe resembles an unbroken ring with no circumference, for the circumference is nowhere and the "center" is
everywhere: see Physical Theology on p. 13 in horizon.pdf.

D. Chakalov
June 19, 2015
Last updated: July 30, 2015, 12:12 GMT

=======================================================================================

Subject: S. Weinberg, Cosmology, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2008, viii
Date: Tue, 23 Jun 2015 13:05:24 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxk4cL3euG7Ezn3B1PfPn9X6evaL-23745YdogYF4EtVEQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>
Cc: Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
[snip]

S. Weinberg: "Of course, I alone am responsible for any errors that may remain in the book. I hope that readers will let me
know of any mistakes they may notice; I will post them on a web page, http://zippy.ph.utexas.edu/~weinberg/corrections.html"
--------

Steven Weinberg:
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You have posted 67 corrections to the first and second printing of your book at
http://zippy.ph.utexas.edu/~weinberg/swcorrections.pdf

Yet you have left the following statement on p. 2 in your book untouched:

"We say that ds is the proper distance between x and x + dx, meaning that it is the distance measured by a surveyor
who uses a coordinate system that is Cartesian in a small neighborhood of the point x."

Can you count the errors in your statement above? Consider "proper distance", "between", "small neighborhood of", and
finally "point x".

If you indeed feel "responsible for any errors that may remain in the book", I expect your conformation of this email, after
which I will explain your errors in details (e.g., you cannot define 'scale factor', etc.).

If you are not interested in Cosmology, don't bother.

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net 
-------------
 

Note on Cosmology

Prerequisites: the scale factor, proper time, and proper distance; T. Davis and C. Lineweaver, p. 3; the 
dynamics of General Relativity, pp. 16-28 in horizon.pdf; and P. Bergmann, G F R Ellis, T. Thiemann, D.
Sciama, and M. Montesinos.

What makes Cosmology unique is that if offers a global unphysical view of the entire universe en bloc, as
depicted in Hubblesite and in Fig. 1 from T. Davis and C. Lineweaver, p. 3. Why unphysical? Because you
will have to be some ideal inertial observer at rest with respect to the "background" on which the universe
is pictured as "curved block", which will allow you to have unique "comoving coordinates" during the entire
cosmological time, from The Beginning to the current instant 'now' at 13.798 ± 0.037 billion years. Let me
outline the problems with this expanding closed time interval of finite duration, shown with [C, B] below.

Don't mix apples with oranges: there is a fundamental difference between 'time as change within spacetime',
called 'proper time' and denoted with the Greek letter τ (tau), and its orthogonal component 'time as change
of the spacetime itself', encapsulating the dynamics of General Relativity (cf. pp. 24-28 in horizon.pdf) and
denoted in the drawings below (the inflated balloon) with W (from wunderbar, after Theodor Kaluza). Notice
that the first drawing pertains to physical, non-inertial observers endowed with unending potential infinity.
 

 

Thanks to the "speed" of light (cf. Addendum on p. 11 in horizon.pdf), at every instant 'now' from the
proper time τ (tau), the WO axis is being re-nullified to match the absence of any real stuff ]between[
spacetime points: perfect continuum (local mode of spacetime endowed with unending potential infinity).

The proper time τ (tau) is related to the proper distance, while the re-assembling of spacetime along W , at
every instant 'now' from the proper time τ (tau), is made by some entity that does not emit nor reflect light,
so people consider it "dark" (e.g., Steven Weinberg, 1989). This "dark" entity is nothing but the atemporal 
feedback from the entire universe, produced by what is called here 'potential reality' (cf. Reichenbach's Common
Cause, p. 2 in Chakalov_Jan_1990.pdf), residing in the potential future. The latter is not relativistic observable
that could emit or reflect light, like the Sun above. If it were relativistic observable supported exclusively in its
past light cone (see above), you will immediately hit "the worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!"
(Anthony Lasenby et al., p. 187). Why? Because you will consider two relativistic observables (like snooker played
with two balls) with states A1 and B1 before interaction, such that after their interaction they obtain new states
A2 and B2 : A1 → A2 and B1 → B2 . However, the stuff denoted with B cannot be observed (cf. Macavity), so
people call it "dark" (snooker ball) and wonder what relativistic observable B could interact with A1 to obtain A2 
with the astonishing precision of "one part to 1045", yet B "cannot have any noticeable interactions with quarks
and gluons, otherwise it would be observed in direct experiment, but still it must have very same vacuum energy"
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(Alex Dolgov, p. 17 in horizon.pdf). Dead end. You cannot find a solution based on a wrong premise.

The unphysical, or rather not-yet-physicalized stuff B is presented as potential reality, yielding 'time as change
of the spacetime itself': the infinitesimal transition dt, "during" A1 → A2, is self-action, A acting on itself, just
like the human brain. Needless to say, dt belongs to the proper time τ (tau) as well.

Now, check out the two global states of the "curved block" universe (explanation and links above):

As time τ (tau) goes on, the spacetime itself has changed. To whom? Only to you, as an ideal inertial observer
at absolute rest with respect to the "background" on which the entire universe is presented en bloc. Relative
to a physical observer in non-inertial frames within spacetime, the proper distance between the two galaxies
has not changed at all. Only her measuring units have been "inflated" during the time interval above, so her
(not yours) "distance" between the two galaxies remains unchanged. So you will notice that the "inflation" of
'one meter' and 'one second' has produced "more spacetime", but relative to whom? To you, as an ideal inertial
observer. Relative to her, as a physical observer in non-inertial frames within spacetime, there is no way for 
her to detect any "inflation" of her metric fixing 'one meter' and her 'one second'. Which observer may have an
absolute 'one meter' and absolute 'one second'?

Nobody. You use actual or completed infinity -- "a totality of things which exists all at once", David Hilbert,
4 June 1925 -- to get an instantaneous "snapshot" of the entire universe. Thanks to your actual or completed
infinity, you enjoy Archimedean topology (p. 2 in horizon.pdf) and metric pertaining to finite (neither zero nor
infinite) proper length and proper time, such as your 'one meter' and 'one second', and your inertial wristwatch
faithfully records successive instant of the inflation time as 'change of the spacetime itself', but only relative
to you. The physical (not you) observer in non-inertial frames within spacetime can only use potential infinity,
and her 'one meter' and 'one second' are only relative to her -- not to you. She cannot detect any change of
spacetime from within spacetime; details in Relative Scale Spacetime.

Besides, no physical observer can define a distance AB (cf. below) that would increase with time specified with
the scale factor. To define AB, the scale factor must be set to "zero" (denoted with C in the drawing below),
and every physical (not you) observer will need some Biblical "miracle" to resolve the logical paradox of 'borders
at time zero' (see p. 8 in horizon.pdf) and claim that 13.798 ± 0.037 billion years have elapsed after point C. Also,
"in a general-relativistic theory the observables are the constants of the motion" (P. Bergmann, p. 16), and every
physical (not you) observer within spacetime will be haunted by the fact that she cannot detect the inflation
time τ (tau) as physical observable (T. Thiemann) parameterized by the "metric expansion of space":

   [  <--- ---(--------)--->   ]

In Steven Weinberg's excerpt above,  CA (the "proper distance" between C = x and CA = x + dx) is  ds , while
AB equals 13.798 ± 0.037 billion years -- see the notes on p. 3 in sheeple.pdf and p. 8 in horizon.pdf. You can
notice that AB covers much longer time compared to CA, since you are unphysical inertial observer monitoring
the entire cosmological evolution en bloc, but how do you know if the red physical girl running to the left will
reach her (not yours) "border" at her (not yours) time zero at C? What if the red physical girl running to the left
can only approach asymptotically C, but can never actually reach it due to her potential infinity? You can, as you
use completed infinity. The red physical girls cannot, ever. If they could, they will trespass it and move on forever.

In summary, the Relative Scale Spacetime has dual age: both finite, for some ideal inertial observer like you, and
undecidably infinite, for all accelerated observers in non-inertial frames, for which the spacetime is "infinitely old
because infinitely many things have happened since its beginning." (C. Misner, p. 1331) Have your cake and eat it.

Yet you and the physical observers share one and the same spacetime point/event. Namely, every spacetime point
has dual topology as well, as it embodies both actual/completed infinity pertaining to the past (always in closed 
intervals) and unending potential infinity that belongs to the potential future (always in open intervals): check out
the interface 'now' in the note on Physical Theology on p. 13 in horizon.pdf and pay special attention to Case IV.
It (not "He") is an omnipresent non-reality commonly known as the Noumenon (Das Ding an sich) and the perfect
monad without windows (Leibniz). The idea of non-reality goes back to Plato, and I believe have explained (many
times indeed) that we need a brand new type of connection, called Aristotelian Connection, to account for the
self-action of the entire Universe as ONE (p. 28 in horizon.pdf). The reason is very simple: no matter how we model
the spacetime to geometrize gravity (see the drawings below), the Aristotelian Unmoved Mover, performing the 
so-called Aristotelian Connection, is non-reality and cannot be directly presented, being re-nullified at every instant
'now' from the proper time τ (tau) matching the infinitesimal spatial displacement ds, along both the unphysical WO 
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axis and the ark E2PE1 shown in the first drawings above.

Since Einstein's proposal to geometrize gravity (not as a physical force obeying Newton's third law), we suggest
particular alterations of spacetime, encoded in the metric (General Relativity) or in the metric and topology, as in our
proposal dubbed Relative Scale Spacetime. However, apart from Mathematics, nothing can present the non-reality
itself. Only pure Mathematics, meaning that the question 'mathematics of what?' cannot in principle have an answer.
If we use a metaphor with a train moving along its railroad (cf. p. 8 in sheeple.pdf), we can suggest all sorts of
"alterations" of the railroad (spacetime), but surely these alterations cannot in principle encode the engine of the
train. The railroad alone cannot drive the train, and the train's engine is not present in the railroad, being non-reality
endowed with self-action: the Aristotelian Connection. And this is the reason for suggesting Case IV in our note on
Physical Theology. Hence at every instant 'now' we've been passing through God (Luke 17:21).

Of course, many people will disagree, which is why I kindly invite them to use any theory of their choice, such as the
Higgs field, exotic baryons, good and bad ghosts, or crystal balls, whichever comes first. There is absolutely nothing
resembling law and order in the "spacetime foam" to raise a robust Lorentzian metric within 10-30 seconds "after" 
the "big bang", or actually much earlier at 10-35 seconds "after" the "big bang", when the spacetime were just about
1 cm across, and a causally connected region would have been only 10-24 cm across (the horizon problem), so that
you could "inflate" the "size" of the universe by a factor of 1078 and then safely keep the Lorentzian metric for at 
least 13.798 ± 0.037 billion years rooted on the Planck length at which the spacetime points become totally fuzzy
and locality loses any meaning. Forget it.

D. Chakalov
June 24, 2015
Last updated: July 27, 2015, 16:28 GMT

========================================================================================

Subject: Re: [Case_ID: 1047427 / 7393387] 08 Outstanding problem with an
 on-going project | 08.01 European Research Council or Frontier research
Date: Fri, 26 Jun 2015 16:43:22 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnfKx56RQWb-rFx6Djvktd6nHx4mi-O9eCDdjJLYEu7Lg@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <558d448579408@edcc.ec.europa.eu>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Europe Direct <citizen_reply@edcc.ec.europa.eu>
Cc: David Charlton <d.g.charlton@bham.ac.uk>, SERGIO.BERTOLUCCI@cern.ch, ROLF.HEUER@cern.ch, 
JOACHIM.MNICH@desy.de, LOHSE@physik.hu-berlin.de, KATSAN@admin.in2p3.fr, 
JoAnne Hewett <HEWETT@slac.stanford.edu>, DYREKTOR@ifj.edu.pl, MANFRED.KRAMMER@oeaw.ac.at, 
Karlheinz Meier <MEIERK@kip.uni-heidelberg.de>, THOMAS.MUELLER@kit.edu, 
Kerstin Borras <KERSTIN.BORRAS@desy.de>, Halina Abramowicz <HALINA@post.tau.ac.il>,
CLAUDIA.WULZ@cern.ch, MKRAEMER@physik.rwth-aachen.de, RAFFELT@mpp.mpg.de, 
MARKUS.SCHUMACHER@physik.uni-freiburg.de, ACHIM.STAHL@physik.rwth-aachen.de, 
S.BENTVELSEN@nikhef.nl, N.DEGROOT@hef.ru.nl, T.PEITZMANN@phys.uu.nl, 
BOSMAN@ifae.es, RICHARD.BRENNER@cern.ch, JOHAN.RATHSMAN@thep.lu.se, 
E.W.N.GLOVER@durham.ac.uk, MKLEIN@hep.ph.liv.ac.uk, PHILIPPE.BLOCH@cern.ch, 
JEAN-PIERRE.DELAHAYE@cern.ch, JURGEN.SCHUKRAFT@cern.ch, URS.WIEDEMANN@cern.ch, 
CHARLOTTE.JAMIESON@stfc.ac.uk, Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>, 
th-unit-secretariat@cern.ch, Ignatios Antoniadis <antoniadis@itp.unibe.ch>, 
Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>, John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>, john.swain@cern.ch, 
GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch, CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch, GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch, 
CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch, GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch, JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch, 
ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch, CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch, 
ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch, Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>, 
JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch, Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>, HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch, 
GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch, James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>, 
Oliver Buchmueller <Oliver.Buchmueller@cern.ch>, Joseph.Incandela@cern.ch, 
Arnaud.Marsollier@cern.ch, Renilde.Vanden.Broeck@cern.ch, 
Joanna.Iwanska@cern.ch, Press.Office@cern.ch, Ivo.van.Vulpen@nikhef.nl, 
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Eric.Laenen@nikhef.nl, tushna.commissariat@iop.org, louise.mayor@iop.org, 
Hamish Johnston <hamish.johnston@iop.org>, pwld@iop.org, 
Michael Banks <michael.banks@iop.org>, Tiziano Camporesi <Tiziano.Camporesi@cern.ch>, 
Jean-Pierre Derendinger <derendinger@itp.unibe.ch>, Michael Eichmair <michael.eichmair@math.ethz.ch>, 
Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>, Thomas Sotiriou <T.Sotiriou@damtp.cam.ac.uk>

On Fri, 26 Jun 2015 14:24:36 +0200,
Message-ID: <558d448579408@edcc.ec.europa.eu> ,
Europe Direct <citizen_reply@edcc.ec.europa.eu> wrote:
>
> Dear Prof Chakalov,
>
> Thank you for your message and interest in ERC.
>
> As you know, developing and implementing science policy and research funding
> is a collective task, carried out by institutional agents such as, in our
> case, the ERC and ERCEA.
>
> Institutional agents do take into account individual opinions, but these are
> incorporated into procedures involving many people and ending up into
> institutional decisions that may be in disagreement with some individual
> opinions of many of those contributing to the process.

My objections are based on facts.

F A C T S .

Not "individual opinions".

> You can be reassured that close experts representative of both, the
> consensus and the heterodox views of the community, have participated in the
> final selection of this project.

No, I am not at all "assured" that some "experts" have "participated in the final
selection of this project".

Please provide their names.

I need to know who is wasting BILLIONS of euros -- all taxpayers' money -- for 
chasing "black holes", "Higgs boson" (CERN), and "gravitational-wave astronomy" (ESA).

NB: The facts are on the table, and I will gladly offer them to all "experts".

Please provide their names.

> However, as we have described, the decision is the result of a collective
> process. We believe that a reasonable procedure, endowed with checks,
> balances and mechanisms for accountability has been used to reach the
> funding decision.

You are deadly WRONG -- see above.

Please provide the names of these "experts".

Looking forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience,

Yours faithfully,

Dimi Chakalov

> --------------------------------------------------
> Date: Tuesday, 05/05/2015 13:56:49
> From: "Dimi Chakalov" <dchakalov@gmail.com>
> Subject: [Case_ID: 1047427 / 7393387] 08 Outstanding problem with an
> on-going project | 08.01 European Research Council or Frontier research
> --------------------------------------------------
>
> Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS)
> Challenging General Relativity
> http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/104490_en.html
> Project reference: 306425



> Funded under: FP7-IDEAS-ERC
> From 2012-08-01 to 2017-07-31
> Total cost: EUR 1 375 226
> EU contribution: EUR 1 375 226
> ----
>
> Dear Sir or Madam,
>
> There are widely known, ever since 1922, mathematical facts, which prohibit
> the so called "black holes". It is not a matter of opinion. Please check out
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
>
> I utterly disagree with wasting taxpayers' money for chasing ghosts -- not
> only "black holes" but "Higgs boson" (CERN) and "gravitational-wave
> astronomy" (ESA) as well. Please refer to the text at the link above.
>
> I stand ready to elaborate.
>
> Yours sincerely,
>
> Dimi Chakalov
>
----

Note to CERN

The situation with CERN (cf. pp. 16-17 in horizon.pdf) is encoded in the oxymoron 'Standard Model Higgs boson'.
People at CERN must extend their "standard model" in order to talk about something that cannot be defined in it.

As CERN acknowledged at their website: "The Standard Model does not predict the mass of the Higgs boson itself
and therefore it must be measured experimentally" (CERN, 17 March 2015). English translation: 'We have no theory to
predict the mass of the Higgs boson itself and therefore it might be guessed only with experiments based on wishful
thinking or with crystal balls, whichever comes first'. All this for $13.25 billion (€11.83 billion) -- all taxpayers' money.

Since they deeply believe that their "god particle" gives mass to all elementary particles, they have to extend their
"standard model" to include some brand new particle -- let them call it whatever they want -- responsible for gravity.
How to prove that such (still unknown) particle is indeed responsible for gravity? Explain how the quantum vacuum
contributes to gravity and then solve the cosmological constant problem: "Why is the universe larger than a football?"
(Ivo van Vulpen). Then the new "extended standard model" -- let them call it however they want -- might eventually
give them a hint about the mass of the Higgs boson itself, and they can start guessing whether some newly discovered
Higgs-like bosons at 14 Tev might fit the bill, which will again make CERN Director General Rolf Heuer to be “delighted to
see so many brilliant physicists from ATLAS and CMS joining forces” to obtain yet another “important measurement”.

When can we expect from CERN to do their homework? When pigs fly. Given the so-called string theory landscape,
these people face "not merely entire new families of particles, but even some 10500 alternate universes." (M. Holman,
p. 34; see also p. 2 and footnotes 4-6) They haven't resolved their problem from 1911 and never will. They simply
don't care and are good for nothing.

Forget it.

D. Chakalov
June 30, 2015
Last updated: July 30, 2015, 12:30 GMT

========================================================================================

Subject: Einstein's Legacy
Date: Thu, 2 Jul 2015 19:06:58 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=vaC2uoA2ukspn=oyVYEjk4D93F9zzO36-+EKUv-s0og@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: t.clifton@qmul.ac.uk, mg14@icra.it, jjlee@daejin.ac.kr, ruffini@icra.it, 
kiyoungchoi@kasi.re.kr, iycho@snut.ac.kr, gwkang@kisti.re.kr, 
Valerio Faraoni <vfaraoni@ubishops.ca>, britgrav16@gmail.com, leo.brewin@monash.edu, 
gr2015@ihp.fr, joselemos@ist.utl.pt, Tom <thomas.sotiriou@nottingham.ac.uk>, 
vitor.cardoso@ist.utl.pt, oko@fuw.edu.pl, mark.hannam@astro.cf.ac.uk, 
rezzolla@th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de

The right side is a formal condensation of all things whose comprehension in the sense of a field-theory is still problematic.
Not for a moment, of course, did I doubt that this formulation was merely a makeshift in order to give the general principle
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Higgs_boson#The_new_particle_tested_as_a_possible_Higgs_boson
http://press.web.cern.ch/press-releases/2015/03/lhc-experiments-join-forces-zoom-higgs-boson
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http://www.ibtimes.com/forbes-finding-higgs-boson-cost-1325-billion-721503
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_state#Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_energy#Implications
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http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/van_Vulpen_p40.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large_Hadron_Collider#Planned_.22high_luminosity.22_upgrade
http://press.web.cern.ch/press-releases/2015/03/lhc-experiments-join-forces-zoom-higgs-boson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_pig
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_theory_landscape
http://arxiv.org/abs/1507.08214v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1507.08214v1
http://astro.qmul.ac.uk/conferences/einsteins-legacy/celebrating-100-years-general-relativity


of relativity a preliminary closed expression. For it was essentially not anything more than a theory of the gravitational field,
which was somewhat artificially isolated from a total field of as yet unknown structure.

Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, ed. by Paul A. Schilpp, Tudor Publishing Company, New York, 1951, p. 75
----
See pp. 24-28 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

========================================================================================

 

Subject: Re: Bernard Carr, The London Relativity and Cosmology Seminar, TBA
Date: Tue, 7 Jul 2015 12:44:02 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm83MptPA0OdD+Z-PVch=w0Fb0UU+GDO8Bupxgeq7EUOg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>
Cc: d.mulryne@qmul.ac.uk, t.clifton@qmul.ac.uk, d.burgess@qmul.ac.uk, 
r.donnison@qmul.ac.uk, j.e.lidsey@qmul.ac.uk, 
Richard Nelson <r.p.nelson@qmul.ac.uk>, s.j.paardekooper@qmul.ac.uk, 
Claudia Nielsen <claudia@cnielsen.eu>, Zhaoyan Wu <zhaoyanwu2000@yahoo.com>, 
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>, Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>, 
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>, Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>, 
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>, Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>, 
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>, Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>, 
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>, Josh Goldberg <goldberg@phy.syr.edu>, 
Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>, Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>, 
Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>, Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>, 
Eduardo Guendelman <guendel@bgumail.bgu.ac.il>, Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>, 
Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>, Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Vincent Moncrief <vincent.moncrief@yale.edu>, Thibault Damour <damour@ihes.fr>, 
Mihalis <dafermos@princeton.edu>, Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>, 
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>, Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>, Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>, 
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>, Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>, 
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>, Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>, 
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>, 
Florian Beyer <fbeyer@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>, 
Gary W Gibbons <G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>, 
Paul K Townsend <P.K.Townsend@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, David M A Stuart <D.M.A.Stuart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Jonathan Thornburg <jthorn@astro.indiana.edu>, Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>, 
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>, Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>, 
Ravindra Saraykar <ravindra.saraykar@gmail.com>, Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>, 
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>, Claus Gerhardt <gerhardt@math.uni-heidelberg.de>, 
John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>, Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>, 
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>

--------

See an excerpt (attached) from p. 26 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf

Can you read it?

D.C.

On Fri, Jul 3, 2015 at 3:33 PM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> September 30th, 2015 at 16:30, Room: G. O. Jones 516
> ----
>
> Dear Bernard,
>
> I trust you will mention the facts you've learned since we met on May 30, 2002 -- 
> please check out my website below, pp. 24-28 in horizon.pdf and pp. 17-30 in note.pdf.
> It's about the origin of gravity. I will be happy to attend your seminar talk, as you

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://chakalov.net/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/p26.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf
file:///F|/!Einstein_PHI/WebSite/May_30.zip
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf


> attended mine thirteen years ago.
>
> All the best,
>
> Dimi
> ----
> D. Chakalov
> chakalov.net
--------
Attachment: p26.jpg
 

========================================================================================

 

Subject: The Higgs Boson Should Have Crushed the Universe
Date: Sun, 5 Jul 2015 15:40:31 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxk__N0rbL+q=Jae4OXF5C+m7ZSs9Y0q1ru+F-iJZ-naQg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Robert Hogan <robert.hogan@kcl.ac.uk>
Cc: Malcolm Fairbairn <malcolm.fairbairn@kcl.ac.uk>, Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>, 
d.mulryne@qmul.ac.uk, t.clifton@qmul.ac.uk, d.burgess@qmul.ac.uk, 
r.donnison@qmul.ac.uk, j.e.lidsey@qmul.ac.uk, 
Richard Nelson <r.p.nelson@qmul.ac.uk>, s.j.paardekooper@qmul.ac.uk, 
Keith Smith <kts@ras.org.uk>, Robert Massey <rm@ras.org.uk>, Ivo.van.Vulpen@nikhef.nl, 
Roy Maartens <roy.maartens@port.ac.uk>, Tom Kibble <t.kibble@imperial.ac.uk>

Dear Dr. Hogan,

Regarding your arXiv:1403.6786v3 [hep-ph], you said: "This is an unacceptable prediction
of the theory because if this had happened we wouldn't be around to discuss it",

http://news.discovery.com/space/cosmology/the-higgs-boson-should-have-crushed-the-universe-140624.htm

Please see the solution on pp. 26-30 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf

Your professional opinion, as well as the feedback from your colleagues, will be greatly
appreciated.

Sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov
chakalov.net
 

=========================================================================================

Subject: Re: Is Gravity Quantum? arXiv:1507.05733v1 [quant-ph]
Date: Fri, 24 Jul 2015 15:39:44 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=UOgK-ibXt1k+3cbQt9X4M3v=8qOircyPSSWCNv7LPYQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Giancarlo Ghirardi <ghirardi@ictp.it>
Cc: Angelo <bassi@ts.infn.it>, Mauro Paternostro <m.paternostro@qub.ac.uk>, 
Mohammad <mohammad.bahrami@ts.infn.it>, Ulbricht <h.ulbricht@soton.ac.uk>, 
Karl Svozil <svozil@tuwien.ac.at>, Philip Pearle <ppearle@hamilton.edu>, 

http://chakalov.net/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/p26.jpg
http://news.discovery.com/space/cosmology/the-higgs-boson-should-have-crushed-the-universe-140624.htm
http://arxiv.org/abs/1403.6786v3
http://news.discovery.com/space/cosmology/the-higgs-boson-should-have-crushed-the-universe-140624.htm
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf
http://chakalov.net/
http://arxiv.org/abs/1507.05733v1


Klaas Landsman <landsman@math.ru.nl>, Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Brukner Caslav <caslav.brukner@univie.ac.at>, Anton <anton.zeilinger@univie.ac.at>, 
Maurice de Gosson <maurice.degosson@gmail.com>, Carlo <rovelli.carlo@gmail.com>, 
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>, John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>, 
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>, Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>, 
Gerardus <g.thooft@uu.nl>, Gerardus <W.L.Verweij@uu.nl>, 
David Charlton <d.g.charlton@bham.ac.uk>, JOACHIM.MNICH@desy.de, LOHSE@physik.hu-berlin.de, 
KATSAN@admin.in2p3.fr, JoAnne Hewett <HEWETT@slac.stanford.edu>, DYREKTOR@ifj.edu.pl, 
MANFRED.KRAMMER@oeaw.ac.at, Karlheinz Meier <MEIERK@kip.uni-heidelberg.de>, 
THOMAS.MUELLER@kit.edu, Kerstin Borras <KERSTIN.BORRAS@desy.de>, 
Halina Abramowicz <HALINA@post.tau.ac.il>, CLAUDIA.WULZ@cern.ch, 
MKRAEMER@physik.rwth-aachen.de, RAFFELT@mpp.mpg.de, 
MARKUS.SCHUMACHER@physik.uni-freiburg.de, ACHIM.STAHL@physik.rwth-aachen.de, 
S.BENTVELSEN@nikhef.nl, N.DEGROOT@hef.ru.nl, T.PEITZMANN@phys.uu.nl, 
BOSMAN@ifae.es, RICHARD.BRENNER@cern.ch, JOHAN.RATHSMAN@thep.lu.se, 
E.W.N.GLOVER@durham.ac.uk, MKLEIN@hep.ph.liv.ac.uk, PHILIPPE.BLOCH@cern.ch, 
JEAN-PIERRE.DELAHAYE@cern.ch, JURGEN.SCHUKRAFT@cern.ch, URS.WIEDEMANN@cern.ch, 
CHARLOTTE.JAMIESON@stfc.ac.uk, th-unit-secretariat@cern.ch, 
Ignatios Antoniadis <antoniadis@itp.unibe.ch>, Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>, 
John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>, john.swain@cern.ch, GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch, 
CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch, GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch, CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch, 
GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch, JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch, ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch, 
CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch, ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch, 
Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>, JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch, 
Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>, HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch, GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch, 
James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>, Jean-Pierre Derendinger <derendinger@itp.unibe.ch>, 
Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>, Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>, Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>, David <da5@columbia.edu>, Huw Price <hp331@cam.ac.uk>, 
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>, Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>, 
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>, Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>, 
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>, Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>, 
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>, Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>, 
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>, Josh Goldberg <goldberg@phy.syr.edu>, 
Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>, Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>, 
Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>, Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>, 
Eduardo Guendelman <guendel@bgumail.bgu.ac.il>, Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>, 
Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>, Vincent Moncrief <vincent.moncrief@yale.edu>, 
Thibault Damour <damour@ihes.fr>, Mihalis <dafermos@princeton.edu>, 
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>, Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>, Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>, 
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>, Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>, 
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>, Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>, 
Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>, Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, 
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>, Florian Beyer <fbeyer@maths.otago.ac.nz>, 
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>, Gary W Gibbons <G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>, Paul K Townsend <P.K.Townsend@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
David M A Stuart <D.M.A.Stuart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Jonathan Thornburg <jthorn@astro.indiana.edu>, 
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>, Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>, 
Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>, Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>, 
Ravindra Saraykar <ravindra.saraykar@gmail.com>, Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>, Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>, 
Claus Gerhardt <gerhardt@math.uni-heidelberg.de>, John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>, 
Luis Lehner <llehner@perimeterinstitute.ca>, Eric Poisson <poisson@physics.uoguelph.ca>, 
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
[snip]

On Wed, 22 Jul 2015 21:12:23 +0200,
In-Reply-To: <CAM7Ekx=DhdFTMrYX2jd3TEA2Vv57Mmea6R=0oj5G-8NMgF1ODw@mail.gmail.com>,
Message-Id: <C9D30EEE-1D90-4805-9214-FF63191964F6@ictp.it>,
Subject: Re: Is Gravity Quantum? arXiv:1507.05733v1 [quant-ph],
Giancarlo Ghirardi <ghirardi@ictp.it> wrote:
>
> Nonsense!
> Ghirardi

Prove it, GianCarlo. Go ahead. Make your best shot.

Again, the link is
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_pig
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg


Prof. Chris Isham claims that I look like "just another crank" (12 Oct 2007),
while Prof. Maurice de Gosson reacted with "Buzz off, idiot!" (21 May 2012).
Yet the problem at the link above is known since 1911, and is by now *the*
most widely known public secret in theoretical physics.

Please don't keep quiet and don't pretend you cannot understand it -- you
are not stupid.

I extend this gentle suggestion to all your distinguished colleagues.

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

>> Il giorno 22/lug/2015, alle ore 19:18, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> ha scritto:
>>
>> Angelo, you and your colleagues are wasting your time.
>>
>> Check out the facts:
>> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg
>>
>> There Are None So Blind As Those Who Will Not See.
>>
>> D. Chakalov
>> chakalov.net

----

Note

Here is the only mystery in Quantum Mechanics, Fig_8_small.jpg, as explained above:

 

If you use classical description of a quantum system, as in the current QM textbooks (e.g., GianCarlo Ghirardi),
you will never understand the quantum world, just as an Eskimo could never understand elephant's trunk by 
measuring it with two complementary devices, "nose" and "arm" (cf. pp. 7-8 in HBP.pdf). The invisible red 
quantum arrow above can only be described with an intact quantum "trunk", which is neither "particle" nor "wave",
does not "collapse" nor "decohere", and is immune to any "uncertainty". This is the essence of the quantum 
description of a quantum system, which is needed to proceed further to a quantum description of a gravitational 
system. Back in May 1989, John A. Wheeler wasn't interested (see below), although neither he nor any of his 
colleagues could explain (i) the atemporal "parameter" in Schrödinger's equation (cf. p. 10 and p. 16 in horizon.pdf)
and (ii) the cosmological "constant" problem: "no argument has been given to provide a lower bound to the value of
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Λ and, in particular, it is not clear why Λ does not simply vanish" (Tsvi Piran et al., arXiv:1508.01034v1).

There Are None So Blind As Those Who Will Not See.

D. Chakalov
July 25, 2015
Last updated: August 11, 2015, 13:58 GMT

========================================================================================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1508.02779v1 [quant-ph]
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 2015 11:56:13 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmQQS48A7LOYovpa-TMtJWcNFr99+RzaadSpKE5zKn+RA@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <HKNPR04MB045074D08C8FDFB2FD86EDA6B57C0@HKNPR04MB0450.apcprd04.prod.outlook.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: HOFMANN HOLGER FRIEDRICH <hofmann@hiroshima-u.ac.jp>
Cc: Chun-Yen Lin <chunyenlin@cc.ncu.edu.tw>, 
Jonathan Halliwell <j.halliwell@imperial.ac.uk>, Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Ghirardi Giancarlo <ghirardi@ictp.it>, Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>, 
Klaas Landsman <landsman@math.ru.nl>, Jeffrey Bub <jbub@umd.edu>, Karl Svozil <svozil@tuwien.ac.at>, 
Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>, donnelly@physics.ucsb.edu, 
Steven Giddings <giddings@physics.ucsb.edu>, Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>, 
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>, Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>, 
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>, Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>, 
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>, Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>, 
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>, Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>, Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>, 
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>, Josh Goldberg <goldberg@phy.syr.edu>, 
Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>, Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>, 
Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>, Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>, 
Eduardo Guendelman <guendel@bgumail.bgu.ac.il>, Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>, 
Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>, Vincent Moncrief <vincent.moncrief@yale.edu>, 
Thibault Damour <damour@ihes.fr>, Mihalis <dafermos@princeton.edu>, 
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>, Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>, Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>, 
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>, Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>, 
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>, Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>, 
Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>, Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, 
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>, Florian Beyer <fbeyer@maths.otago.ac.nz>, 
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>, Gary W Gibbons <G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>, Paul K Townsend <P.K.Townsend@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
David M A Stuart <D.M.A.Stuart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, Jonathan Thornburg <jthorn@astro.indiana.edu>, 
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>, Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>, 
Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>, Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>, 
Ravindra Saraykar <ravindra.saraykar@gmail.com>, Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
[snip]

Hofmann-san,

> I am always a bit puzzled about replies that do not seem to relate
> to the contents of the paper.

You have facts: see the first link below. What can you do to solve the puzzle of two tracks, 
visible and invisible? Some kind of Schrödinger representation to recover the Hamiltonians (plural)?

Please try to respond professionally.

I extend this suggestion to all your colleagues.

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

________________________________________
> From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
> Sent: Friday, August 14, 2015 7:03 AM
> To: HOFMANN HOLGER FRIEDRICH
> Subject: arXiv:1508.02779v1 [quant-ph]
>

http://arxiv.org/abs/1508.01034v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1508.02779v1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr�dinger_picture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_pig
http://chakalov.net/
http://arxiv.org/abs/1508.02779v1


> Recall the facts from 1911:
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg
>
> Explanation on p. 34 in
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf
>
> More at my website.
>
> D. Chakalov
> chakalov.net

 

=========================================================================================

Subject: Quantization of general relativity ?
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 2014 14:05:20 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmXQvS6PNndALhPXrnie1S1bPx0vccignvqmKehC+o+rw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Charles W Misner <misner@umd.edu>
Cc: Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>, Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>, carlo rovelli <rovelli.carlo@gmail.com>, 
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>, 
Thomas Thiemann <thiemann@theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de>, 
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>, Klaas Landsman <landsman@math.ru.nl>, 
Renate <r.loll@science.ru.nl>, Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>, 
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>, Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>, 
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>, Ben Whale <bwhale@maths.otago.ac.nz>, 
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>, Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>, 
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>, Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>, 
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>, Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>, 
Sascha Husa <sascha.husa@gmail.com>, Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>, 
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>, Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>, 
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>, Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>, 
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>, Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>, 
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>, Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>, 
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>, Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>, 
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>, Louis Witten <lwittenw@gmail.com>, Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>, 
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>, Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>, 
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, Jack Lee <lee@math.washington.edu>, 
Eric Gourgoulhon <eric.gourgoulhon@obspm.fr>, Harvey Reall <h.s.reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
John Stachel <john.stachel@gmail.com>, John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>, 
Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>, Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>, 
Frank Tipler <tipler@math.tulane.edu>, David J Miller <djm@hep.ucl.ac.uk>, 
George F Smoot III <gfsmoot@lbl.gov>, Anthony Leggett <aleggett@illinois.edu>, 
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>, Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>, Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>, George <gfrellis@gmail.com>, 
Stephen Barnett <stephen.barnett@glasgow.ac.uk>, Sorin Paraoanu <sorin.paraoanu@aalto.fi>, 
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
[snip]

Dear Dr. Misner,

In July 1957, you proposed the so-called Feynman quantization of general relativity (originally suggested by
your late mentor John A. Wheeler), and stressed that its Hamiltonian must vanish [Ref. 1].

May I ask you to explain the emergence of visible track of water droplets in Wilson chamber, made by energy
exchanges with a single quantum particle [Ref. 2],

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

I extend this challenge from 1911 to all your colleagues.

In May 1989, I met Dr. John A. Wheeler during a lunch in the cafeteria of the Physics Department (Princeton 
University), and tried to explain briefly the crux of the issue from 1911: the intact quantum reality 'out there'
is *not* directly observable (cf. the link above), which leads to the inevitable conclusion that its Hamiltonian
must vanish [Ref. 1]. Yet the intact quantum reality 'out there' is atemporal *ab initio*, resembling (but not 
identical to) the human cognition. To explain the meaning of 'atemporal', I offered his own observation [Ref. 3],
which he has seen in 1976, on a wall in the Pecan Street Cafe in Austin, TX:

"Time is Nature's way to keep everything from happening all at once."

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8_small.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/note.pdf
http://chakalov.net/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf


Briefly, we have atemporal reality, which shows up as intact quantum reality 'out there', in line with the proposal
by Plato [Ref. 2].

Well, you knew your late mentor, and I suppose you can imagine how he responded. I will always remember his
blue eyes steering at me. The lunch, however, was delicious.

Wishing you a very merry Christmas,

Dimi Chakalov

----
[Ref. 1] Charles W. Misner, Feynman Quantization of General Relativity, Rev. Mod. Phys. 29(3) 
497-509 (1957), p. 499 and pp. 508-509.
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Misner.pdf

[Ref. 2] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194, Fig. 3 and Fig. 8.
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

[Ref. 3] John A. Wheeler, Time Today, in: 'Physical Origins of Time Asymmetry', ed. by J.J. 
Halliwell, J. Pérez-Mercader, and W.H. Zurek, Cambridge University Press, 1994, p. 1.

 

=========================================================================================

 

Subject: arXiv:1508.00531v1 [math.DG]
Date: Fri, 7 Aug 2015 15:03:21 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkpoH8i+ZsFDHDdssQFrhZ6o+=3NWV2FOZAi_ptzV273A@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Christina <sormanic@gmail.com>, Carlos Vega <vegaca@slu.edu>, 
Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>

Dear Christina,

I am trying to understand your recent paper. May I ask you for help with the idea of 
"tau vanishes" (cf. attached).

Taking as analogy the invisible ("dark") strips separating snapshots from a movie reel
(cf. attached), the tau-strips must "vanish" into "null intervals" to produce a 
*continuum* of 4D snapshots 'here and now' viz. spacetime on which you can define 
distance function such that every finite distance, say, one meter, is a set with 
*undecidable* cardinality of 4D points.

So what is "null interval"? Does the vanishing of tau (cf. attached) have a limit? If
it has a limit "zero", how come all 4D spacetime points do not fuse into one superimposed
"point"? Or perhaps this limit is "some kind of boundary, or margin, which is not part 
of the space-time but that, somehow, it is accessible from within it" (Jose Senovilla,
arXiv:physics/0605007v1)?

The feedback from Dr. Vega will be appreciated as well.

Kind regards,

Dimi
--
D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Misner.pdf
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://arxiv.org/abs/1508.00531v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0605007v1
http://chakalov.net/
http://arxiv.org/abs/1508.00531v1
http://chakalov.net/


=========================================================================================

Subject: Xiao Zhang, arXiv:1508.04230v1 [math.DG], p. 2: Lambda is undecidable.
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 2015 15:44:42 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=7wtAjdpFiAk+XNZRQbjxjXLrk5K74VugXb8DiR-m24g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>, Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>, 
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>, Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>, 
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>, 
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>, Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, 
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>, Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, 
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>, Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>, 
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>, Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>, 
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>, Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>, 
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>, Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>, 
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>, Gábor <etesi@math.bme.hu>, Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>, 
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>, George <gfrellis@gmail.com>, 
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>, Zhaoyan Wu <zhaoyanwu2000@yahoo.com>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>, Miguel Sanchez Caja <sanchezm@ugr.es>, 
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>, Edward Witten <witten@ias.edu>, 
Robert Gompf <gompf@math.utexas.edu>, Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>, 
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>, Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>, 
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>, Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>

Dear Xiao,

In your latest arXiv:1508.04230v1 [math.DG], you acknowledged (p. 2) the "pseudotensor
characteristic of the Lagrangian for gravity" (D. Christodoulou, ref. [15] therein) and
stressed that "what energy of the ground states is needs much deeper physical theory".

But how do you know that the cosmological "constant" [lambda] can have any *decisive* 
value in the first place? This is your tacit presumption, which is, in my view, wrong:
[lambda] is undecidable.

If you could prove energy conservation in GR (nobody could do such miracle, of course),
then you might speculate that [lambda] can have some decisive value viz. examine three
possible cases, [lambda] =0, [lambda] >0, and [lambda] <0. But 'energy conservation' is
like your money in your bank account: if you withdrew 100 yuans, the total amount of 
your money with be again conserved. It is like stealing a tractor in Cuba: nobody cares,
for it will be always located on the island. And the island does have fixed boundaries,
as in the example with the bartender on p. 2 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

Nature does not work with such "conservation", firstly because the spacetime does not and
cannot have fixed boundaries *exactly* at the joint endpoint of null-and-spacelike infinity:
see the text at the link above.

For example, if you observe particular amount of energy release from the vacuum (e.g., GRBs),
the "total amount" of energy stored in the vacuum will not change a bit. Why? Because it is
undecidable in the first place, like the song about Aleph-null bottles of beer,

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Aleph-0.html

"Aleph-null bottles of beer on the wall, Aleph-null bottles of beer, Take one down, and pass it
around, Aleph-null bottles of beer on the wall".

Hence all you could do is to seek a "much deeper physical theory" and model the spacetime as
an "island" with undecidable "size" and energy, embedded in 'potential reality', after Plato:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf

The task is strictly mathematical. We should be able to extract unlimited energy from the
vacuum, with no pollution whatsoever. Recall this next time you breath smog in Beijing,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pollution_in_China

Looking forward to reading your corrected arXiv:1508.04230v2 [math.DG],

All the best,

http://arxiv.org/abs/1508.04230v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1508.04230v1
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma-ray_burst
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Aleph-0.html
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pollution_in_China


Dimi
----
D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

----

Note: Ever since the Beginning, at every instant 'now' from the cosmological time the physical universe does have an
exact physicalized quantum-gravitational state -- one-at-a-time -- and we can apply to it the contracted Bianchi
identities (M. Montesinos). Hence the second CC problem 'why now?' ("the coincidence scandal", S. Carroll) is solved
from the outset as well.

More in the explanation from September 2011.

D. Chakalov
August 22, 2015, 12:00 GMT
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D. Chakalov
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Subject: Re: The "radial coordinate r" in Hilbert-Droste-Weyl red herring
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 2015 06:39:31 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmHY4hH_cSwpTD61p35a_8AH2f_+s4038jHquj67Jsk9g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Friedrich W Hehl <hehl@thp.uni-koeln.de>, christian.heinicke@t-online.de
Cc: Wei-Tou Ni <weitou@gmail.com>,
Gary W Gibbons <G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Carlo Rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
[snip]

P.S. No physical stuff can "causally communicate with infinity" (cf. excerpt attached, from D. Brill, History of a black
hole horizon, Grav. & Cosmol. 20 (2014) 165-170), firstly because nobody can define "infinity" in the first place. No,
the conformal recipe of Penrose from January 1963 is for the birds -- I can prove it. But you will have to read and
think. Can you? How about your distinguished colleagues?

D.C.

On Tue, Mar 10, 2015 at 5:54 AM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Fred,
>
> Your latest arXiv:1503.02172v1 [gr-qc] is full of errors. You should
> have made your homework about that "radial coordinate r" in
> Hilbert-Droste-Weyl solution -- nothing to do with Karl Schwarzschild.
> Check out Steven Weinberg's 'Gravitation and Cosmology' (July 1972)
> and Angelo Loinger, The Black Holes do not exist - "Also Sprach Karl
> Schwarzschild", arXiv:physics/0402088v1 [physics.gen-ph].
>
> More at
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt
>
> D. Chakalov
----
Attachment:
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Brill_BH.jpg

Note: As Angelo Loinger explained in arXiv:physics/0402088v1, "within the spatial surface r = 2m (a singular locus)
the time co-ordinate takes the role of the radial co-ordinate, and vice versa (and therefore ds2 loses its essential
property of physical appropriateness) and the solution becomes non-static." Further he stressed that "as far back as
1922 all the competent scientists knew the right interpretation of the standard Hilbert-Droste-Weyl-form. Indeed, in
1922 a meeting was held at the College de France, which was attended by Einstein."

So all mathematical facts were known by 1922, well before all people reading these lines were born. Karl

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0402088
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Brill_BH.jpg
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0402088


Schwarzschild did not suggest any "black hole" (D. Rabounski, p. 102). This whole mess started after a mistake by
David Hilbert in December 1916, as demonstrated by Leonard S. Abrams in arXiv:gr-qc/0102055 and arXiv:gr-
qc/0201044.

Besides, nobody has tried to revive the singularity theorems ("the existence of incomplete and inextensible curves",
J.M.M. Senovilla, Sec. 2) in the presence of "dark matter" and "dark energy" at "point mass". The dynamics of
gravitational energy at every point from geodesics is complicated (see Explanatory Note below), so let me instead
offer some simple ideas.

Every bartender knows what is 'actual infinity':

An infinite crowd of mathematicians enters a bar. The first one orders a pint, the second one a half pint, the third
one a quarter pint... "I understand", says the bartender - and pours two pints.

Every carpenter can understand what is 'Archimedean topology': if you have two timbers of different size, say, A =
3m and B = 10m, you can always find a positive integer 0 < k < ∞, such that if you multiply the smaller A by k,
you can produce a timber larger than B, say, if k = 4, then 4 x 3 = 12 > 10. But you can never reach some "infinite
large" timber and stop there, as in the case of the largest two-pint beer above. Ditto to the opposite case of going
toward "zero timber". Hence the Archimedean topology is equivalent to potential infinity (Eric Schechter), while the
actual/completed infinity is not.

As I said above, the conformal recipe of R. Penrose from 15 January 1963 (Asymptotic Properties of Fields and
Space-Times, Phys. Rev. Lett. 10 (1963) 66-68) is for the birds. See what he wrote in 1964:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Penrose_omega_zero.jpg

Notice the condition [omega] = 0 , which makes the endpoints at infinity unphysical and UNdecidable. Besides, no
conformal transformations could help you avoid the Archimedean topology, so you cannot reach "endpoints" at
infinity and will always proceed further, ad infinitum. I believe every carpenter can understand this.

You can have 'the largest beer' of two pints perfectly defined by actual infinity, because you're working within a
physical world with defined metric, hence the Archimedean topology is perfectly valid. But then you have borders
between the largest beer (denoted with two red dots fixing the closed interval in the drawing below) and the rest
of the world (ambient environment), defined by the metric.

The two red dots belong both to 'the largest beer' and to the ambient environment

Not so for the "infinity" of the spacetime itself. In the case of spacelike infinity (spi), there are some murky
calculations suggesting that it might be "placed" at 1090 km (Martin Walker). This is the largest spacetime, and if
you manage to unite it with null-infinity at [omega] = 0, it will border some "ambient environment" that is not
spacetime (the largest beer) anymore. Forget it.

Thus, you have to start your journey from the endpoints at null-infinity, to find out whether you might hit some
"event horizon", but nothing could "causally communicate with infinity" (cf. the excerpt above, from Dieter Brill) and
define the "entire future history of the spacetime" [Ref. 1]. In the first place, nothing could possibly define borders
at infinity, except for the nothingness itself. And even if you could, all physical stuff in the entire spacetime will be
short-circuited with the nothingness. No, you cannot define 'borders at infinity'. It's an oxymoron.

No way Fred. No way Dieter. No way Roger. Forget it.

D. Chakalov
March 10, 2015
Last updated: June 2, 2015, 13:02 GMT

http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2008/PP-12-18.PDF
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0102055
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http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0605007
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_particle#Application
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http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Penrose_omega_zero.jpg


[Ref. 1] Dieter Brill, Black Hole Horizons and How They Begin,
Astronomical Review, 19 January 2012.
http://astroreview.com/issue/2012/article/black-hole-horizons-and-how-they-begin

"The reason for this odd behavior lies in the very definition of a black hole horizon, which is based on the future of
the spacetime in which it lives. Rather than being defined by initial conditions, like normal dynamical systems, the
horizon satisfies a "teleological" final condition: it must eventually hover in an unstable state between collapse and
expansion. One cannot exactly locate the horizon without knowing the entire future history of the spacetime."
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Subject: Horizons in General Relativity: Request for references
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Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnNFgJsu4u-MR57hbDHz66NF7b5-itLxRMSa4s6jrtyUQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Michael Eichmair <michael.eichmair@math.ethz.ch>
Cc: Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>,
Gary Gibbons <gwg1@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Erwann Delay <erwann.delay@gmail.com>,
Carla Cederbaum <cederbaum@math.uni-tuebingen.de>,
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Yongge Ma <mayg@bnu.edu.cn>,
Sijie Gao <sijie@bnu.edu.cn>,
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Deirdre Shoemaker <deirdre.shoemaker@physics.gatech.edu>,
saulson@physics.syr.edu,
John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>,
Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>,
Malcolm MacCallum <m.a.h.maccallum@qmul.ac.uk>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>,
Bernd Schmidt <bernd@aei.mpg.de>,
Chiang-Mei Chen <cmchen@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>

Dear Dr. Eichmair,

I understood that you will be speaking at 'Geometric Aspects of General Relativity' (September 28th - October 1st,
2015, Montpellier).

If possible, please send me at least one reference to mathematically precise derivation of 'event horizon' (not
"apparent horizon"), as well as your explanation of the reason(s) to ignore the teleological problem in the definition
of the event horizon.

http://astroreview.com/issue/2012/article/black-hole-horizons-and-how-they-begin


I extend this request to all your colleagues.

In my opinion -- please correct me if I am wrong -- in an asymptotically flat spacetime, the future event horizon is a
hypothetical hypersurface which separates the events causally connected to future infinity from those that are not.
Likewise the past event horizon pertains to a hypothetical hypersurface which separated the events that are causally
connected to past infinity from those that are not. Thus, the teleological problem is not some epistemological
problem, which would allow you to claim that you cannot "know" the entire history and future in future/past null
directions, yet the entire history and future is indeed fixed 'out there'. If it were fixed, it would be as if you have a
big black bag containing many small balls, which you cannot open to count the balls, yet the very fact that the black
bag is determined is the necessary and sufficient condition to claim that the number of balls is indeed fixed 'out
there' in the black bag.

Thus, I believe the teleological problem is ontological one, because you and your colleagues cannot, not even in
principle, define any spacetime (vacuum included) that can uniquely fix its entire history and future, after which one
could offer a mathematically precise derivation of 'event horizon'. It's a bundle, plain and simple. No apparent,
trapping, isolated, dynamical, evolving, causal, Killing, non-Killing, universal, Rindler, particle, cosmological, or
putative "horizons" (reference upon request) can solve the ontological problem of 'event horizon'.

More in 'Relative Scale Spacetime',
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Looking forward to hearing from you and your colleagues,

Yours sincerely,

D. Chakalov
----

The right side is a formal condensation of all things whose comprehension in the sense of a field-theory is still
problematic. Not for a moment, of course, did I doubt that this formulation was merely a makeshift in order to give
the general principle of relativity a preliminary closed expression. For it was essentially not anything more than a
theory of the gravitational field, which was somewhat artificially isolated from a total field of as yet unknown
structure.

Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, ed. by Paul A. Schilpp, Tudor Publishing Company, New York, 1951, p. 75
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Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Sascha Husa <sascha.husa@gmail.com>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
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John,

May I suggest two corrections to your latest essay.

1. You stated (p. 1) that "the mediator of the gravitational interaction (the graviton) also feels the gravitational
force", but forgot to acknowledge that such self-acting "gravitons" are nonrenormalizable hypothetical stuff that
nobody knows whether they might exist *in principle*; more from Freeman Dyson (Poincare Prize Lecture, August 6,
2012). So your entire essay is grounded on a wild guess supported only by your wishful thinking.

2. You also wrote (p. 5) that singularities "were where time ran out: part of the edge of spacetime [28]", offering
your 1993 book 'The Origin of the Universe' in ref. [28], but again forgot to acknowledge that nobody has delivered
the mathematical existence of 'event horizon': see p. 2 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

I don't know why you stubbornly refuse to face the facts, which are widely known since 1922.

More in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.pdf

When will you get professional and correct your essay? You may of course continue to ignore my email messages,
like all your colleagues do, but can't change the facts. Nobody can.

D. Chakalov

==========================================================================

Subject: RE: Update?
Date: Sun, 22 Mar 2015 02:42:25 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnVZt9nkt6vpps8+NSkMdaJsfEutJFf9f1=TxOaFVQBtQ@mail.gmail.com> 
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>
Cc: [snip]

P.S. I mentioned your name and quoted from your arXiv:gr-qc/9310031v1 on p. 7 at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

Matthew 7:6.

(just another crank)

On Fri, 12 Oct 2007 15:14:09 +0100,
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Message-ID: <18BC110D9A023542A41960EE3D066CD402D89B0C@icex3.ic.ac.uk> ,
Isham, Christopher J <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk> wrote:
[snip]
> your current mode of writing suggests to everyone that you are
> just another crank.
[snip]
 

Explanatory Note

Back in June 1972, after studying GR for little over four months, I suddenly felt that I have finally grasped it.
Beautiful feeling. It lasted up until the end of 1973 (MTW, p. 467). As of today, I am firmly convinced that the
correct version of GR (cf. Einstein above) must involve null hypersurfaces as well (cf. biocausality, January 1990), in
terms of an atemporal global mode of spacetime, which complements the local (physical) mode of spacetime.

Here's the problem of the mediator of the gravitational interaction: self-interaction. I will use Escher's 'drawing
hands' below and will call the two pari-passu hands marble and timber, after Einstein.

 

The timber (matter) tells the marble (spacetime) how to curve, and at the same instant (cf. the interface 'now') the
curved marble tells the timber how to move. If you use 1-D time, you'll have to specify which goes first. Wrong,
because the two hands, timber and marble, define each other simultaneously: at every interface 'now' with
infinitesimal duration AB (cf. the second drawing below), the gravitational contribution to every timber has been
already negotiated by the two hands. The negotiation takes place along null directions (Kevin Brown), and its
physical duration  dt  is tending asymptotically toward "zero".

Non-homeomorphic sphere-
torus transitions

The atemporal global mode of spacetime, "during" which the hyperimaginary unit  w  is not squared
(explanation below), pertains to quantum, gravitational, and living systems. Point P (cf. the third
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drawing) belongs to the null surface at P (Kevin Brown); PO is inward-pointing normal to P and PW is
outer-pointing normal to P, along with two orthogonal independent spacelike directions (not shown). The
dimensionless scale factor is related to the "expansion" of the balloon surface (APB), driven by "dark
energy" (cf. the note on p. 75 in comments.pdf): the transience of time is not physical phenomenon.
The normal (PO and PW) and spacelike directions (not shown) pertain to the atemporal global mode of
spacetime, in which the offer-and-confirmation wave negotiates (see the cognitive cycle of Ulric Neisser)
the next state of 'physical reality'. Once negotiated, it occupies the local mode of spacetime (w2 = 0),
in which PO = PW = 0 (James Hartle). All living and quantum-gravitational systems, bootstrapped by
their Bridge as the Brain of the Universe, have access to the atemporal global mode of spacetime via
point P:

The inanimate macroscopic matter cannot access the atemporal global mode of spacetime: Dead matter
makes quantum jumps; the living-and-quantum matter is smarter. Details in pp. 7-8 in HBP.pdf.

NB: The gravitational energy density cannot be fixed at AB =  dt (MTW, p. 467) due to the Wegtransformierbarkeit
of gravitational energy: "Vanishing is an important criterion: a complex whose components are wegtransformierbar
cannot be physically real" (A. Afriat and E. Caccese, p. 27 and footnote 31). Not surprisingly, "linear (or dipole)
gravitational radiation does not exist" (J. G. Pereira, p. 3) there either: the wegtransformierbar gravitational energy
is not objective reality 'out there'. The same applies to 'quantum state' (details in pp. 7-8 in HBP.pdf). As Asher
Peres put it, "Quantum states are not physical objects: they exist only in our imagination (global mode of spacetime
- D.C.)." If you look at the quasi-local trajectory of a single fish (timber) in a school of fish (marble), you will see
that, at every completed event from the school of fish (marble), the trajectory of every timber/fish has been
already defined by the negotiations between all timbers (global mode of spacetime) bootstrapped in a school of fish
(marble). Locally (local mode of spacetime), all negotiations are already completed. Mathematically, at every event
(local mode of spacetime), w2 = 0 (hyperimaginary numbers, Relative Scale Spacetime, Fig. 14.1), in such way that
in every negotiated "slice" of the Universe the gravitational energy is “negative, so it exactly cancels the energy you
think is being gained in the matter fields” (S. Carroll). Well, not exactly canceled, because the cosmological constant
is not exactly zero ("the ether would come back!", M. Montesinos): "In terms of mass density, its absolute value is
less than 10-26 kilograms per cubic meter" (J. Baez, Case 1). Point is, the same intangible gravitational energy (Sir
Hermann Bondi) can be physicalized and converted into tangible energy of the "timbers" in the r.h.s. of Einstein's
field equations, which in the case of gamma-ray busts may reach five solar masses emitted in under 60 seconds in
the form of X-rays and gamma rays.

Hence every fish (timber) can safely use "free falling coordinates", because at every instant from its quasi-local
trajectory the intangible energy (Sir Hermann Bondi) coming to it via the school of fish (gravitational "field") has
been already re-converted into timber's tangible energy, and the entire school of fish (marble) will always have
positive energy density, with already re-negotiated mass-energy conservation (by monopole GWs) and momentum
conservation (by dipole GWs) -- once-at-a-time.

No, GR is not "classical" theory. We need quantum gravity. The atemporal cycle with infinitesimal duration AB (cf.
above) is valid for the quantum world as well: at every instant 'now', the Universe is performing quantum-
gravitational "observations" (w2 = 0) on itself, thanks to its self-acting faculty. Details in pp. 7-8 in HBP.pdf. The
atemporal cycle (global mode of spacetime), "during" which the hyperimaginary unit  w  is not squared, can be read
only by quantum, gravitational, and living systems  - not with inanimate dead clocks. So if some academic scholar
speculates on the so-called "parameter t in the time-dependent Schrödinger equation" (Chris Isham, Eq. 3, p. 14),
take it with a grain of salt and remind him of the most widely known public secret in theoretical physics:
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 Compare with Derendinger, slides 11 and 23.

Going back to Hilbert-Droste-Weyl red herring, known also as "event horizon" (cf. above), don't forget that in
physically realistic conditions the time-like naked singularity is inevitable: you cannot eliminate such beast with the
so-called cosmic censorship conjecture. Such catastrophic event would kill the entire universe, just like the ultraviolet
catastrophe. Yes, we do need quantum gravity. Look at the drawing below:

The very fact that you must introduce metric requires to include the endpoint 'time zero' at 10-44m. It is a matter of
logic, first and foremost. You postulate "inflation" starting from some pre-existing medium endowed with pre-existing
metric at 10-38m, which in turn requires the endpoint of 'no return' at 10-44m. You will need some Biblical "miracle"
to resolve the logical paradox of 'borders at nothingness at 10-44m.' It is an oxymoron, just like 'borders at
infinity' above. You need the dual age cosmology introduced in Relative Scale Spacetime: the physical time, as read
with an inanimate clock, can only approach asymptotically The Beginning & The End (Case IV) placed within the
instant 'now' (Luke 17:21). Hence at every instant 'now' we pass through God (John 1:1) paced ]between[ the
consecutive instants 'now', depicted with dark strips from a movie reel in Fig. 3. To understand the "absolute" time
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stored in God (cf. the "movie operator" below), recall the similar case with the energy density of the vacuum. In
QFT people ignore the curvature of spacetime, and only care about energy differences (cf. J. Baez, Case 4, and the
ATM analogy at the end of MST.txt). The "absolute" value of the energy density of the vacuum is UNdecidable, like
the cardinality of the closed set of points (see above) from a closed interval (Kurt Gödel). Regardless of how much
time and energy is explicated in terms of 'physical universe', the latter can never exhaust its UNdecidable
omnipresent source: once created by God (John 1:1), the physical universe (local mode of spacetime) is already
eternal, tending asymptotically (forget about "inflation") toward its Beginning & End (cf. Case IV below).

Finally, let me comment on another red herring, called "gravitational-wave astronomy". Consider, for example,
Alessandra Buonanno and B.S. Sathyaprakash, Sources of Gravitational Waves: Theory and Observations. In:
General Relativity and Gravitation: A Centennial Perspective, ed. by Abhay Ashtekar, Beverly Berger, James Isenberg,
and Malcolm MacCallum, Chapter 6, Cambridge University Press, July 2015; arXiv:1410.7832v2 [gr-qc]. The two
authors thanked Luc Blanchet, Eric Poisson, and Riccardo Sturani for "carefully reading and providing comments on
the manuscript", but since I don't know these comments, I will consider the two authors, along with their four
editors, to be responsible for this red herring: see pp. 25-27 in censorship.pdf.

Just two examples from arXiv:1410.7832v2 [gr-qc] by Alessandra Buonanno and B.S. Sathyaprakash. On p. 5, they
wrote: "The discovery of the Hulse-Taylor binary [11], a system of two neutron stars in orbit around each other, led
to the first observational evidence for the existence of gravitational radiation [12-14]. The loss of energy and
angular momentum to GWs causes the two stars in this system to slowly spiral in towards each other."

The loss of "energy and angular momentum" can be caused by various factors, included pulsar wind. Mrs.
Alessandra Buonanno is Director at Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics and Head of the Division of
Astrophysical and Cosmological Relativity, and it is highly unfortunate that she has chosen to "support" her
speculations with wishful thinking, as if the loss of "energy and angular momentum" could be attributed only and
exclusively only to GWs.

In Sec. 6.2.1 'Post-Newtonian formalism' (p. 10), the two authors claim that the Einstein field equations "can be
recast in a convenient (Sic! - D.C.) form" and suggest some field that might be "a measure of the deviation of the
background from Minkowskian metric".

Thanks to Sir Hermann Bondi, we know that energy transport by GW is a fundamentally nonlinear phenomenon (J.G.
Pereira), and we know from Hermann Weyl (1944) that the linearized approximation of GR is "a shadow without
power". Energy transport by GW cannot, not even in principle, be detected with the linearized approximation of GR.
You cannot detect the gravitational energy-momentum inserted in every quasi-local "fish" by the entire "shoal of
fish", even with finite size of 1090 km, by invoking some magic "reference to the "background" or undisturbed
geometry, which is there before the wave arrives and after it passes" (B. Schutz, p. 317). The reference object is
the entire spacetime en bloc, and you will have to "build a mirror for gravitational waves" (A. Rendall, Sec. 9.5)
exactly at its "endpoints" (see above). Forget it.

To understand the gravitational radiation, imagine looking at a hill covered with a forest (the entire spacetime en
bloc), where some of the trees are not vertical but leaning at an angle:

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
 ////////////////////////////
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

The holomovement of red trees produces a swathe resembling the wave-like movement of a shoal of fish en bloc
("being all in one piece", Martin Armstrong, p. 56). One could detect the swathe locally, at any red tree (cf. Escher's
drawing hands above), provided the red tree is equipped with a brand new wave detector endowed with the faculty
of self-action: the EPR-like correlation of all red trees "takes place" at null hypersurfaces (see above); recall Einstein
above. Have you noticed the wave-like holomovement of centipede's legs? There is no local source of such waves,
just as there is no local source of quantum waves. In both cases, quantum and gravitational, the amplitude of such
holistic waves is dimensionless. Yes, gravitational waves exist, but - no, they cannot be detected with any detector
based on the linearized approximation of GR. LIGO is for the birds: see pp. 25-27 in censorship.pdf.

D. Chakalov
March 21, 2015
Latest update: May 29, 2015, 13:25 GMT
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Subject: Re: Schizophrenic behavior of gravity ?
Date: Thu, 23 Apr 2015 17:13:06 +0000
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxk7Oc_jXDRz0PTu=qwCAupSZcgRi53F0NWEdPLwc2tZcQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>
Cc: Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
[snip]

Laszlo,

On Sat, 28 Mar 2009 02:49:13 +0100 (CET), you wrote:

> Let's do our job, science ...

Let me try. Ten years ago, on Wed, 23 Feb 2005 17:37:02 +0100 (CET), you wrote:

> Thus, to summarize: even if we start with genuine tensorial variables,
> then certain important physical quantities turn out to be non-tensorial.

The explanation can be read on pp. 6-9 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

... and on pp. 25-27 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf

The potential reality is widely known in quantum physics. As Werner Heisenberg stated (23 March 1927), "Die Bahn
entsteht erst dadurch, daß wir sie beobachten." He tried to be more precise in his lectures 'Physics and Philosophy'
(winter 1955-56), by stating that 'Die Bahn' is "in the middle between the idea of an event and the actual event, a
strange kind of physical reality just in the middle between possibility and reality."

More from Erwin Schrödinger,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Derendiger_23.jpg

Needless to say, Aristotle was fully aware of the existence of 'potential reality'. Its physicalized (Sic!) explications
may not be always 'physical observables' [Ref. 1], which is why in GR "certain important physical quantities turn out
to be non-tensorial", as you put it.

For example, you cannot and *must not* be able to find 'potential reality' as gravitational energy density at a point
(MTW, p. 467). It's simply not there, being 'potential reality'.

Yet 'potential reality' always casts its explications (cf. Plato below), for example, as non-zero cosmological "constant"
(Ed Witten complained that cannot sleep at night, poor guy), which makes people fear that "the ether would come
back!",

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Montesinos.jpg

Also, as Thomas Thiemann noticed in arXiv:astro-ph/0607380v1, "The puzzle here is that these observed quantities
are mathematically described by functions on the phase space which do *not* Poisson commute with the constraints!
Hence they are not gauge invariant and therefore should not be observable in obvious contradiction to reality."

Notice that everything said above goes back to Plato, some twenty-five centuries ago,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg

All you may need is to follow your advice: "Let's do our job, science ..."
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D. Chakalov
----
[Ref. 1] Holger Lyre, Does the Higgs Mechanism Exist? arXiv:0806.1359: "Gauge transformations possess no real
instantiations."

Idem, The Principles of Gauging, arXiv:quant-ph/0101047: "The reality of gauge-dependent potentials implies a
mystic influence from non-observable physical beables to observable ones."
 

Addendum

Regarding the proposal from Plato (Plato.jpg), notice that we have instantaneous 4-D “shadows” in every instant
here-and-how from the “movie reel‟, with physically unobservable Lorentzian aether placed in the “dark strips”
]between[ the 4-D instants of the “movie reel‟: the transience of time is not physical phenomenon. Nothing in GR
can be used to detect the fundamental flow of 4-D events (Heraclitus) with respect to the unobservable Lorentzian
aether: LIGO is for the birds (censorship.pdf, pp. 25-27). Thanks to the "speed" of light, the WP0 axis shown in the
balloon inflated by “dark energy‟ (p. 6 above) is being nullified (w2 = 0) -- once-at-a-time, as read by your physical
clock. The “dark strips” (Plato.jpg) of unobservable Lorentzian aether correspond to squared hyperimaginary unit
w2 = 0 (cf. Erwin Schrödinger), which is why the re-assembled -- once-at-a-time -- physical continuum of 4-D
events (local mode of spacetime) is perfect. The latter is like re-assembled horizontal "flat" steps from a ladder, in
which Einstein's Equivalence Principle (M. Montesinos, Fig. 23) holds perfectly -- once-at-a-time -- while the
physically unobservable, due to the "speed" of light, “vertical dark strips” ]between[ the horizontal "flat" steps
define the "vertical" direction of the law of nonconservation (H. Ohanian) viz. the non-zero cosmological "constant"
of the "ladder", with mass density roughly 7.10-27 kg per cubic meter (J. Baez, Case 1). Hence Nature defines the
mass-energy content at every point, once-at-a-time. Simple, no?

D. Chakalov
April 29, 2015
Last updated: May 21, 2015, 10:41 GMT

 

Subject: Re: 4-manifold topology and related topics
Date: Thu, 30 Apr 2015 01:37:34 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxnjv2mLVNSPqTWcbBcxLW2ov6WSyF+J+-2PDc0GNn7fDA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: ETESI Gabor <etesi@math.bme.hu>
Cc: Robert E Gompf <gompf@math.utexas.edu>,
András <stipsicz@renyi.hu>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Miguel Sanchez Caja <sanchezm@ugr.es>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
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Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>

Dear Gábor,

Thanks for your reply.

> On Wed, 29 Apr 2015, Dimi Chakalov wrote:
>
>> P.S. Just three remarks. In arXiv:1503.04945v3, Gabor Etesi stated
>> that "we have the strong conviction that in the classical physical
>> world at least, every physical event (possibly except the initial Big
>> Bang) has a physical cause which is another and preceding physical
>> event."
>>
>> 1. The classical physical world (say, the size of the solar system) is
>> many orders of magnitudes smaller than the observable universe, and
>> does not include the quantum world.
>>
>> 2. The initial "Big Bang" leads to insoluble logical contradictions:
>> see pp. 8-9 in the text at the link below.
>>
>> 3. Every event "has a physical cause which is another and preceding
>> physical event" only in classical physics. In quantum-gravitational
>> physics we have the broader case of causality (dubbed 'biocausality'),
>> explained on pp. 6-11 in the text at the link below.
>>
>
> If I understand your remarks well then I think we are on the same side: the
> result in arXiv:1503.04945v3 gives the chance that at macroscopic scales
> even classically the standard concept of causality breaks down: I
> constructed a space-time which is stably non-globally hyperbolic. I think my
> strict mathematical results open up the possibility that a broader concept
> of causality required already at the classical level...

Regarding (3) above, please check out the broader case of causality (dubbed 'biocausality'), explained on pp. 6-11
in the text at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

The standard concept of relativistic retarded causality does hold, but in biocausality (suggested in January 1990) the
selection of the *next* state of the physicalized (Sic!) universe is negotiated (cf. Escher's hands at the link above)
jointly by the *potential states* (Aristotle) of its (i) history and (ii) potential future. Due to the "speed" of light, we
can make physical observations only on the end results from this negotiation, only on 'irreversible past of physical
reality' cast on a *perfect* continuum of 4-D events: the "dark strips" from the "movie reel" in Plato's proposal

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg

are physically unobservable Lorentzian aether at absolute rest. See Addendum on p. 11 in the first link. Thus, the
classical notion of causality is obtained in the limiting case of biocausality, in which the feedback from the potential
future is vanishing small.

I think the possibility for spacetime engineering, by tweaking the atemporal negotiation of the *next* state of a
physical system, is immensely important. Currently, people can perform it only at a very vestigial level, camouflaged
as "magic" -- see the demo on p. 10 in

http://arxiv.org/abs/1503.04945v3
http://arxiv.org/abs/1503.04945v3
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Chakalov_Jan_1990.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf

"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic" (Arthur Clarke's Third Law). Perhaps we only
need Mathematics.

All the best,

Dimi
----
D. Chakalov
chakalov.net
 

Note on Physical Theology: Case IV

The squared hyperimaginary unit w2 = 0 (see Addendum) corresponds to physicalized potential reality, which
"collapses" -- once-at-a-time -- over particular numerical point (apart from 'zero & infinity') from the real number
line (topological manifold of dimension 1), but this "point" is actually the very interface between the potential reality
(future) and physical reality (past) shown on p. 6 above. Namely, the interface 'now' has dual topology: manifold
of dimension 1 in the past (w2 = 0), and potential reality (future) with indefinable topology, in which the
hyperimaginary unit w is not squared (see below). The potential reality is made of Platonic 'ideas per se' (cf. pp. 7-8
in HBP.pdf), which makes its non-Archimedean topology indefinable: one cannot claim that the idea of a proton is
"smaller" than the idea of a galaxy. Finally, keep in mind that the Noumenon (Das Ding an sich) creates potential
reality and exists as omnipresent non-reality. It (not "He") can never be exhausted, and will create potential reality
during an infinite evolution of the Universe. It cannot "collapse" on any real number but only on the joint ideal point
'zero & infinity' (Case IV below), known as 'the perfect monad without windows' (Leibniz).

Non-homeomorphic
sphere-torus transitions

 

Case I: w → 0 : classical physics
Case II: 0 < w < ∞ : quantum gravity & life sciences
Case III: w →  ∞ : hyper physics (?)

Case IV: w ≡ 0 ≡ ∞ : physical theology. At every interface
'now', we pass through the Noumenon of God (Luke 17:21).

We need to extend the number theory to include its predecessor -- the hyperimaginary numbers -- and to introduce
a brand new notion of 'absolute zero', which complements 'zero something' (an empty set of something missing) and
is applicable to the "absolute vacuum" (Case IV) of the Noumenon (John 1:1).

We cannot construct any "causal boundary" (Bob Low) at null infinity. We need new Mathematics to describe how
each and every spacetime point from the closed interval 'two-pint beer' above belongs to the interface 'now', being
wrapped with the joint ideal point 'zero & infinity' (Case IV) -- check out the no-boundary proposal at my website.
Hence at every instant 'here and now' we pass through God (Luke 17:21).

Possible application of physical theology for spacetime engineering (e.g., REIM) in pp. 4-8 in sheeple.pdf. It's not
"magic". With exception of Case I, the physical presentation of the Universe is modeled as 'the Brain of the
Universe'.

D. Chakalov
April 30, 2015
Last updated: June 1, 2015, 15:34 GMT
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Subject: UNspeakable cognitive vacuum
Date: Fri, 1 May 2015 15:34:57 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmpS5ib5d74mTDvG5qhgWwB3EGUXQOH7Z9owNq6v5pChQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: ETESI Gabor <etesi@math.bme.hu>,
Robert E Gompf <gompf@math.utexas.edu>,
András <stipsicz@renyi.hu>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Miguel Sanchez Caja <sanchezm@ugr.es>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>,
Kevin Brown <kbrown@southern.edu>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Adan Cabello <adan@us.es>,
Michael Seevinck <m.p.seevinck@science.ru.nl>,
Robert W Spekkens <rspekkens@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Renato Renner <renner@phys.ethz.ch>,
Roger Colbeck <colbeck@phys.ethz.ch>,
Karl Svozil <svozil@tuwien.ac.at>,
Merced Montesinos Velásquez <merced@fis.cinvestav.mx>,
Jean-Pierre Derendinger <derendinger@itp.unibe.ch>,
Jorge Pullin <pullin@lsu.edu>

Gentlemen:

Can you attach particular meaning (cognitive "particle") to the drawing attached? If you can, I would say that you
did it by "looking" at some UNspeakable cognitive vacuum, and then pulling out the appropriate meaning (cognitive
"particle") from it.

Likewise, the quantum-gravitational vacuum remains always in its unobservable Macavity state,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Macavity_always

Its "appropriate meaning" defines the mass-energy content at every instant 'here-and-now' -- once-at-a-time.
Details on pp. 6-13 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Macavity_always
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http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


If you are not fluent in GR, see the same Macavity-like vacuum as *the* quantum state,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

More from KS Theorem (I wouldn't dare to elaborate, since according to Prof. Chris Isham I look like "just another
crank").

Keep in mind that the two vacuums, cognitive and quantum-gravitational, are complementary presentations of one
and the same entity, so we actually have One Macavity-like vacuum. We are like the Eskimo trying to understand
the elephant's trunk by measuring it with two complementary devices, "nose" and "arm": see pp. 7-8 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf

Feel free to pass this email to anyone interested in Mathematics. I am not allowed to publish papers at arXiv.org:
see pp. 25-27 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf

Which is actually not a problem, since I am independent researcher. Does a fish need a bicycle? If you understand
the meaning of the last sentence, you can certainly understand the mass-energy "meanings" in quantum-
gravitational physics (included the so-called Higgs boson). Plato called them "shadows",
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg

Good luck.

D. Chakalov
--
Attachment: unspeakable.jpg

   Click the image for more cognitive "particles" of the same type,
   resembling baryons composed of different quarks. Simple, no?

Note

The phenomenon of invariant meaning (see pp. 7-8 in HBP.pdf), such as the invariant meaning of 'google' above, is
similar to the genidentity (Kurt Lewin) of particles of the same type (e.g., the invariant properties of protons), as in
both cases we operate with the underlying 'potential reality' that has zero probability for direct observation: see 'the
colorless octopus per se' (REIM) and Erwin Schrödinger below. Compared to protons, the cognitive "particles", such
as the physicalized google drawing above, have much greater flexibility (not "uncertainty") in delivering the same
invariant meaning with/by their physicalized presentations; the similarity is that in both cases we have physicalized
("colored") presentations of "colorless" potential reality harboring either the invariant meaning or the invariant
properties of elementary particles (cf. John Wheeler below). The spectrum of physicalized presentations of quantum
particles is bounded by the quantum-gravitational vacuum (Case III above), and we predict a new family of Higgs-
like bosons with spin-0 and spin-2, engaged in "self-interaction" at around 14 TeV and "self-energy" contribution to
the cosmological constant problems: "Why is the universe larger than a football?" (Ivo van Vulpen, p. 40). The
solution is provided below.

Let's go to the foundations of Quantum Mechanics.
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Thanks to the intact quantum state as 'potential reality', in Quantum Theory we can suggest a normalized set of
physicalizable (Sic!) and hence observable "shadows" (Plato) cast from/by their intact ("blank") quantum state that
cannot be observed as 'physical reality', just like the cat Macavity (negative energy densities). In Kochen-Specker
Theorem, the intact quantum state shows up in such way that, apart from the trivial case of "Hilbert spaces of
dimension 1 and 2" (Ernst Specker), the physicalizable "shadows" cannot form a set with fixed cardinality: there will
be always indefinable "blank spots" belonging to the uncolored Kochen-Specker sphere; see Helena Granström, p. 2.
This mathematical fact is entirely different from the rejection of local hidden variables by Bell's theorem, because the
latter does not reveal the non-colorizable, intact quantum state with zero probability for observation.

See Erwin Schrödinger above and his letter to Einstein (November 18, 1950; emphasis mine): “It seems to me that
the concept of probability is terribly mishandled these days. Probability surely has as its substance a statement as to
whether something is or is not the case — an uncertain statement, to be sure. But nevertheless it has meaning only
if one is indeed convinced that the something in question quite definitely is or is not the case. A probabilistic
assertion presupposes the full reality of its subject.”

Needless to say, the academic scholars from my email above cannot agree, otherwise they will have to rewrite many
of their renowned academic papers. But keep in mind that the intact quantum state keeps the genidentity
(Genidentität, Kurt Lewin) of quantum particles. As John Wheeler acknowledged, “No acceptable explanation for the
miraculous identity of particles of the same type has ever been put forward. That identity must be regarded, not as
a triviality, but as a central mystery of physics” (MTW, p. 1215).

Consider, for example, a proton. Suppose there are roughly 1082 protons in the observable universe. What makes
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them 'the same' is that they all are physicalizable "shadows" cast from/by their single intact quantum state of 'the
proton per se', which always has zero probability for observation.

Now let's look at the mass of a proton. To quote from Alex Dolgov, arXiv:1206.3725v1 (emphasis mine):

So the proton mass should be 15 MeV minus binding energy, instead of 938 MeV. The solution of the
problem suggested by QCD is that vacuum is not empty but filled with quark [11] and gluon [12]
condensates: (35), having negative vacuum energy: (36).
........
The value of the vacuum energy of the quark and gluon condensates (36) is practically established by
experiment. To adjust the total vacuum energy down to the observed magnitude, ~10-47 GeV4, there
must exist another contribution to vacuum energy of the opposite sign and equal to the QCD one with
precision of one part to 1045. This new field cannot have any noticeable interactions with quarks and
gluons, otherwise it would be observed in direct experiment, but still it must have very same vacuum
energy. This is one of the greatest mysteries of Nature.

I believe this "new field" (Alex Dolgov) is the intact quantum state of 'the proton per se', so it does not have the
"very same vacuum energy" — it is potential reality which always has zero probability for physical observation. Of
course, the academic scholars will disagree, despite the fact that nobody can suggest any physical mechanism, with
duration at least 1029 years (proton's lifetime), for producing 1082 protons with such fantastic precision of one part
to 1045 that can only match the precise cancellation of the energy density of the vacuum, leaving only one part in
10120 to accelerate the "expansion" of spacetime (see the inflating balloon on p. 6 above): "the worst theoretical
prediction in the history of physics!" (Anthony Lasenby et al., p. 187). More from Einstein above.

Yet all people, including the academic scholars above, deeply believe that CERN has discovered some "god particle"
by smashing protons: "The Standard Model does not predict the mass of the Higgs boson itself and therefore it must
be measured experimentally" (CERN, 17 March 2015). English translation: 'We have no theory to predict the mass of
the Higgs boson itself and therefore it might be guessed only with experiments based on wishful thinking or with
crystal balls, whichever comes first'.

If people from CERN disagree, they have to demonstrate some sort of "effective theory" by recovering the proton's
mass 'bottom—up', based on their experimental results: "The combined mass of the Higgs boson is mH = 125.09 ±
0.24 (0.21 stat. ± 0.11 syst.) GeV, which corresponds to a measurement precision of better than 0.2%."

Again, CERN smashed protons to "discover" the Higgs boson mass, so if they have any theory whatsoever, they
should at least be able to recover proton's mass (cf. Particle masses, MJBridger, April 9, 2015).

That's the proof of the (Higgs) pudding. Of course, their first off task is to solve the most widely known public
secret in theoretical physics, ever since 1911.

The total cost of "finding" the Higgs boson ran about $13.25 billion (€11.83 billion), so obviously the academic
scholars at CERN have humongous amount of money — all taxpayers' money — to play with their Higgs
parapsychology. They already dream of a new Barbie, seven times as powerful and several times bigger than the
LHC, "with a circumference of 80 to 100 kilometres": the Future Circular Collider. Their enormous paychecks are
guarantied, along with their medical benefits and pensions, so why would they bother to think?

They have all they want: money. Billions of taxpayers' euros.

BILLIONS.

As Johann Makowsky put it (The Jerusalem Post, 19 April 1985), “Overfunded research is like heroin: It makes one
addicted, weakens the mind and furthers prostitution.”

D. Chakalov
May 3, 2015
Last updated: May 20, 2015, 13:36 GMT
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Subject: [Case_ID: 1047427 / 5393398] 08 Outstanding problem with an on-going project |
08.01 European Research Council or Frontier research
From: Europe Direct <no_reply@edcc.ec.europa.eu>
Date: Wed, 6 May 2015 13:57:57 +0200
Message-ID: <554a01c59bf7a@edcc.ec.europa.eu>
To: dchakalov@gmail.com

Dear Mr Chakalov, Thank you for your message. We would like to inform you
that, due to its specific nature, your enquiry has been forwarded to the
relevant service in the European Commission for their input. Therefore, the
answer may take up to 15 working days according to the Commission "Code of
good administrative behaviour". We apologise for any inconvenience this may
cause you and hope to contact you again with a complete reply to your
enquiry as soon as possible. Kind regards, EUROPE DIRECT Contact Centre/
Research Enquiry Service

--------------------------------------------------
Date: Tuesday, 05/05/2015 13:56:49
From: "Dimi Chakalov" <dchakalov@gmail.com>
Subject: [Case_ID: 1047427 / 5393398] 08 Outstanding problem with an on-going project | 
08.01 European Research Council or Frontier research
--------------------------------------------------

Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS)
Challenging General Relativity
http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/104490_en.html
Project reference: 306425
Funded under: FP7-IDEAS-ERC
From 2012-08-01 to 2017-07-31
Total cost: EUR 1 375 226
EU contribution: EUR 1 375 226
----

Dear Sir or Madam,

There are widely known, ever since 1922, mathematical facts, which prohibit the so called
"black holes". It is not a matter of opinion. Please check out

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

I utterly disagree with wasting taxpayers' money for chasing ghosts -- not only "black holes"
but "Higgs boson" (CERN) and "gravitational-wave astronomy" (ESA) as well. Please refer to 
the text at the link above.

I stand ready to elaborate.

Yours sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov

 

=========================================================================

Subject: The proof of the (Higgs) pudding
Date: Fri, 8 May 2015 03:39:54 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=NmY22jJSqEAwQiOV05o1AE81KpFzqY0ASMpAbfhL=yw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


To: SERGIO.BERTOLUCCI@cern.ch,
ROLF.HEUER@cern.ch,
JOACHIM.MNICH@desy.de,
LOHSE@physik.hu-berlin.de,
KATSAN@admin.in2p3.fr,
JoAnne Hewett <HEWETT@slac.stanford.edu>,
DYREKTOR@ifj.edu.pl,
MANFRED.KRAMMER@oeaw.ac.at,
MEIERK@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
THOMAS.MUELLER@kit.edu,
KERSTIN.BORRAS@desy.de,
HALINA@post.tau.ac.il,
CLAUDIA.WULZ@cern.ch,
MKRAEMER@physik.rwth-aachen.de,
RAFFELT@mpp.mpg.de,
MARKUS.SCHUMACHER@physik.uni-freiburg.de,
ACHIM.STAHL@physik.rwth-aachen.de,
S.BENTVELSEN@nikhef.nl,
N.DEGROOT@hef.ru.nl,
T.PEITZMANN@phys.uu.nl,
BOSMAN@ifae.es,
RICHARD.BRENNER@cern.ch,
JOHAN.RATHSMAN@thep.lu.se,
E.W.N.GLOVER@durham.ac.uk,
MKLEIN@hep.ph.liv.ac.uk,
PHILIPPE.BLOCH@cern.ch,
JEAN-PIERRE.DELAHAYE@cern.ch,
JURGEN.SCHUKRAFT@cern.ch,
URS.WIEDEMANN@cern.ch,
CHARLOTTE.JAMIESON@stfc.ac.uk,
Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>,
th-unit-secretariat@cern.ch,
Ignatios Antoniadis <antoniadis@itp.unibe.ch>,
Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>,
John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>,
john.swain@cern.ch,
GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch,
CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch,
GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch,
CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch,
GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch,
JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch,
ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch,
CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch,
ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch,
Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>,
JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch,
Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>,
HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch,
GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch,
James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>

Dear Colleagues,

I am totally against wasting taxpayers' money for "Higgs boson": see p. 17 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

Please reply professionally.

Sincerely,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


D. Chakalov
--
"The right side is a formal condensation of all things whose comprehension in the sense of a field-theory is still
problematic. Not for a moment, of course, did I doubt that this formulation was merely a makeshift in order to give
the general principle of relativity a preliminary closed expression. For it was essentially not anything more than a
theory of the gravitational field, which was somewhat artificially isolated from a total field of as yet unknown
structure."

Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, ed. by Paul A. Schilpp, Tudor Publishing Company, New York, 1951, p. 75

Note

The proof of the (Higgs) pudding -- what's in a proton? -- requires potential reality (cf. Cases II and III above) for
which the contraposition from classical physics -- something either is or is not -- does not hold. Einstein dubbed it
"a total field of as yet unknown structure." All the details from Aristotle, Heisenberg, and Schrödinger are widely
known, at least to the fifty-one recipients of my email above. In the framework of Margenau's interpretation of
quantum mechanics (Advantages and disadvantages of various interpretations of the quantum theory, Physics Today
7(10), 6-13 (1954), p. 10), in QCD the possessed observables, such as mass and charge, become 'potential reality'
as well. The inevitable endpoint of this transition to potential reality is the quantum vacuum in which all
physicalizable (Sic!) explications, carrying the same invariant "meaning", exist as 'potential reality'. The ontological
status of virtual particles "during" their non-physical presence is 'potential reality with zero probability for
observation'. Hence you can solve the most widely known public secret in theoretical physics, ever since 1911, and
explain what's in a proton -- the proof of the (Higgs) pudding. Good luck.

D. Chakalov
May 8, 2015
Last updated: May 18, 2015, 08:47 GMT

Subject: G.M. Graf, General Relativity HS 08
Date: Thu, 7 May 2015 16:18:53 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkRqrPOc-Nwo6wLzKhTgBZ8BSqEt1GJdVB8=_UUGM+QQA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Gian Michele Graf <gian-michele.graf@itp.phys.ethz.ch>,
 gmgraf@itp.phys.ethz.ch
Cc: Karel Hrbacek <khrbacek@sci.ccny.cuny.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
David Brown <david_brown@ncsu.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Bill Bonnor <w.b.bonnor@qmul.ac.uk>,
Angelo Loinger <angelo.loinger@mi.infn.it>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Robert Low <mtx014@coventry.ac.uk>,
Merced Montesinos Velásquez <merced@fis.cinvestav.mx>,
Jean-Pierre Derendinger <derendinger@itp.unibe.ch>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Demetrios Christodoulou <demetri@math.ethz.ch>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
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Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>,
ETESI Gabor <etesi@math.bme.hu>,
Robert E Gompf <gompf@math.utexas.edu>,
András <stipsicz@renyi.hu>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>,
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Carlo <rovelli.carlo@gmail.com>,

http://www.itp.phys.ethz.ch/research/mathphys/graf/gre.pdf
----

Dear Dr. Graf, 

You said that you welcome comments.

You cannot define a "neighborhood of p" (p. 1) to derive Eq. 3.14 on p. 28: the expression "near p" is poetry. The
same applies to the text on p. 32: "That one can be transformed away by (3.14) at any point of spacetime. The
“equivalence of gravitational and inertial mass” is now automatic: the mass just does not appear."

The reason why "neighborhood of p" and "near p" are poetry is explained at my website. I have sent you many
times the links, but you never replied.

Very briefly, you cannot define spacetime continuum of points p *relationally*, with 'neighborhood of p vs p'. If p
was an apple and you were examining a bag of apples, then 'neighborhood of p' would be 'not-p' (e.g., air between
apples), and you must add 'the bag itself' to 'not-p', so you could speak of an apple p with respect to 'not-p' (air
between apples U the bag itself). Then the *set* of apples p will have denumerable cardinality and cannot make a
continuum due to 'not-p': reductio ad absurdum.

Thus, we have only one option to define the spacetime point p: as an *interface* between irreversible past and
potential future. Needless to say, the *interface* p will have brand new, *dual* topology: both "closed", relative to
its irreversible past (here the contracted Bianchi identity holds perfectly well, along with Eq. 3.14 on p. 28), and
"open", relative to its potential future: see pp. 10-13 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

I will be happy to elaborate, should you or any of your colleagues are interested.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
 

==========================================================================
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Subject: "There are cities there. Our loved ones are there. God is there."
Date: Thu, 7 May 2015 14:44:02 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxn_ECYEAhaeeWpYiHo18Oe7ovpsA8m-CFhH_Wi3Bp=Vqw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: David <dajohnso@yu.edu>
Cc: [snip]

David Alan Johnson, arXiv:1505.00812v1, p. 60
------

David, I think the question of God is very serious: see the "dark strips" in the movie reel in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg

I think the issue is strictly mathematical,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

Please let me know if you would be interested. If not, we can have our discussion when we "take off the train and
go home" (see below).

Dimi
------
A man has a dream that he is traveling in a train, having no idea or recollection how he got there. The train just
goes on an on, at some point it stops, some people get off, new people get in, and the train continues. The man has
no idea what is the meaning of this whole train, where it goes, and why. At one point, the train again makes a stop,
new people get in, but the man knows that this is *his* home station and should get off, which he does. At this
moment he awakes and says, 'what a stupid dream, it makes no sense whatsoever'.

Subject: Red herrings by Jorge Pullin, arXiv:1505.02089v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Mon, 11 May 2015 15:12:41 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnyRZfOQSuB4tcsvtuOCccSbfbMeYrNJxmLWcDnhQ4T4Q@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Feldwebel Hans Georg Schultz <pullin@phys.lsu.edu>
Cc: Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
 Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
 Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
 Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
 Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
 Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
 Charles W Misner <misner@umd.edu>,
 Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>,
 Malcolm MacCallum <m.a.h.maccallum@qmul.ac.uk>,
 Abhay Ashtekar <ashtekar@gravity.psu.edu>,
 Rodolfo Gambini <rgambini@fisica.edu.uy>,
 Ulrich Sperhake <sperhake@tapir.caltech.edu>,
 Javier Olmedo <jolmedo@phys.lsu.edu>,
 Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>,
 Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
 Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
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 Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
 Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>,
 Andrew Waldron <wally@math.ucdavis.edu>,
 Steven Carlip <carlip@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
 John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
 Bahram Mashhoon <mashhoonb@missouri.edu>,
 Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>,
 Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,
 Kip <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>,
 Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
 Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,
 Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
 Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
 Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
 Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
 Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
 Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
 David Albert <da5@columbia.edu>,
 IGUS Jim <hartle@physics.ucsb.edu>,
 Daniel Kennefick <danielk@uark.edu>,
 Jirí Bicák <Jiri.Bicak@mff.cuni.cz>,
 Warren Johnson <johnson@ligo.phys.lsu.edu>,
 Gabriela González <gonzalez@lsu.edu>,
 Alessandra Buonanno <buonanno@physics.umd.edu>,
 Hermann Nicolai <Hermann.Nicolai@aei.mpg.de>,
 Sean Carroll <seancarroll@gmail.com>,
 carlo rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
 Alejandro Perez <perez@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
 Daniele Oriti <daniele.oriti@aei.mpg.de>,
 Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
 Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
 Baron Rees of Ludlow <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
 Luciano Rezzolla <luciano.rezzolla@aei.mpg.de>,
 info@templeton.org

1. Jorge Pullin (p. 1): "For instance, although the Schwarzschild solution was written also in 1916, the idea of black
hole was not properly understood until the 1960s. It is remarkable that many of the brightest minds of the 20th
century physics missed the concept or were quite confused by it. Gravitational waves, already discussed by Einstein
himself in 1916, had a tortuous development (with Einstein himself coming to doubt their existence) until the binary
pulsar put to rest the confusion about their existence [1]."

2. Regarding the ADM paper from 1960, Jorge Pullin wrote (p. 2): The paper then goes on to talk about gravitational
radiation, in particular the definition of the wave-zone, a delicate concept in a non-linear theory. This should be put
in the context that at the time there was controversy in certain circles on the existence of gravitational radiation
(see Kennefick for a complete account of the controversy).

3. Regarding the ADM paper from 1960, Jorge Pullin wrote (p. 3): "It also notes that the constraints are preserved in
time due to the Bianchi identities and therefore are satisfied at all future times if they are satisfied initially."
----

Jorge, there's no sense to play Feldwebel Hans Georg Schultz: "I hear nothing, I see nothing, I know nothing!"

1. The idea of black hole was properly understood by 1922: check out the facts in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

Surely GWs exist, but cannot be detected with LIGO and the like: see p. 9 at the link above.

2. The "definition of the wave-zone" by ADM is pure poetry: you need to place GW mirrors *exactly* at null-and-
spacelike infinity. More on pp. 25-27 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf
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You never replied to my email (Wed, 01 Mar 2006 04:59:31 +0200) in which I suggested to convert the dark
tunnels of LIGO to wine cellars. What else can you do with LIGO and the like?

3. Since the constraints are preserved in time and "at all future times" due to the Bianchi identities, the canonical
formulation by ADM cannot, not even in principle, define any evolution whatsoever. "These are the laws of an
instant in canonical gravity" (Karel V. Kuchar, Time and interpretations of quantum gravity, 1992, available from
your website). Thus, the spacetime is dead frozen and cannot, not even in principle, accept any "dark energy" from
non-zero cosmological constant -- the dynamics of *the spacetime itself* is not permitted in canonical gravity.

Nine years ago, on 31 March 2006, Stanley Deser declared "yes, I do understand GR, but cannot discuss that now."
Of course, he never did.

NB: There can be no "preferred notion of evolution" in GR, simply because it is perfectly hidden due to the "speed"
of light: see the first link above, and the quote from Einstein below.

How long will you play Feldwebel Schultz, Jorge?

On behalf of Albert Einstein, I extend this question to all you colleagues.

D. Chakalov
----
"The right side is a formal condensation of all things whose comprehension in the sense of a field-theory is still
problematic. Not for a moment, of course, did I doubt that this formulation was merely a makeshift in order to give
the general principle of relativity a preliminary closed expression. For it was essentially not anything more than a
theory of the gravitational field, which was somewhat artificially isolated from a total field of as yet unknown
structure."

Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, ed. by Paul A. Schilpp, Tudor Publishing Company, New York, 1951, p. 75.
 

Note on the dynamics of General Relativity

Look at Plato's proposal (Plato.jpg), and imagine some omnipresent meta observer (cf. Case IV above), projecting
3-D movie on the screen, frame by frame (the principle of locality), in such way that in the assembled frames all
physical observers will enjoy re-assembled -- once-at-a-time -- 4-D spacetime (dubbed 'local mode of spacetime').
The "number" of frames per second (FPS), comprising the closed interval 'two-pint beer' above, is in fact
undecidable (Kurt Gödel): the re-assembled 4-D spacetime is perfect continuum, in the sense that there is no
physical (Sic!) reality ]between[ the frames/events comprising the re-assembled 4-D local (physical) mode of
spacetime. George Berkeley referred to the absence of physical reality ]between[ the 4-D events as "the ghosts of
departed quantities" (Berkeley, Sec. XXXV). True, only the "ghosts" are safely kept as 'potential reality', like the grin
of the Cheshire cat without the cat, as observed by Alice. In Quantum Theory, the potential reality is widely known
thanks to Heisenberg and Schrödinger, and in GR it may be interpreted as reference fluid and Lorentzian aether;
Einstein stipulated in Äther und Relativitätstheorie (5 May 1920) that "this ether may not be thought of as endowed
with the quality characteristic of ponderable media, as consisting of parts which may be tracked through time. The
idea of motion may not be applied to it."

Currently, there is no mathematical presentation of the "colorless" potential reality -- mathematicians utterly believe
that the fundamental object 'point' does not have internal structure and topology. They use inadmissible poetry to
describe 'point' with respect to its 'neighborhood', despite the fact that 'neighborhood' will always have finite size
due to potential infinity. Hence they wrongly compare 'that which has no part' (Euclid) with something that always
has finite size and metric, called 'neighborhood', and sweep that garbage under the rug by ignoring the ontological
difference between potential infinity and actual (completed) infinity. If you mix potential infinity and actual
(completed) infinity, you will immediately face the Thomson's lamp paradox. The actual (completed) infinity can
indeed reach 'that which has no part' (Euclid) and will inevitably stop there, while potential "infinity" cannot, and
will only tend asymptotically toward the endpoint denoted with X in the drawing below.
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Fig. 1

Note: The entire "apple" is called 'spacetime M made of infinite glued points X', and
people believe they might be able to define the set of "border points" at infinity to
describe some 'closed system', define the inertial mass confined there, and "prove" its
apparent positivity (Schoen and Yau). How? With mathematical poetry. They would
also replace X with p and claim that "the most fundamental fact about geodesics (...)
is that given any point p M and any vector V tangent to M at p, there is a unique
geodesic starting at p with initial tangent vector V" (J. Lee). And they teach students!
 

To understand the "colorless" potential reality and the so-called hyperimaginary numbers, see the drawing below,
from George Lakoff and Rafael E. Núñez, Where Mathematics Come From, Basic Books, New York, 2001, p. 189
(emphasis mine):
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Fig. 2

Note: Every point from the real number line, such as the point labeled 1 above,
corresponds to "collapsed" potential reality with squared hyperimaginary
unit w2 = 0, corresponding to  R∞ = Ø  obtained by actual (completed) infinity.
The case of non-squared hyperimaginary unit w pertains to non-Archimedean
potential reality that does not belong to the points from the real number line.
It is "colorless" and does not belong to the points comprising closed intervals.

Now let's go back to 18th century, when people were very careful about Mathematics. Look at the n-ball with center
X in Fig. 1 above, with shrinking radius ε (epsilon). Augustin-Louis Cauchy used the French word “erreur’’ to denote
the error in reaching the center X corresponding to the point labeled 1 in Fig. 2. As George Berkeley stressed, any
error, no matter how small, is inadmissible in Mathematics: In rebus mathematicis errores quam minimi non sunt
contemnendi. If we use only Archimedean topology (recall the carpenter above), there are two and only two
alternative options: (i) ε > 0 and the limit X in Fig. 1 viz. the dimensionless point 1 in Fig. 2 can never be reached
due to potential infinity, or (ii) ε ≡ 0 viz. R∞ = Ø (Fig. 2) and the limit X viz. the dimensionless point 1 in Fig. 2 is
indeed reached by actual (completed) infinity -- tertium non datur. However, both alternatives, (i) and (ii), lead to
contradictions. Option (i) contradicts the fact that the limit does exist. For example, imagine two polygons, inscribed
and circumscribed, and double the number of their sides: there exists an endpoint or limit of such sequence, at
which the two polygons disappear, being converted into one perfectly smooth circle comprised of infinite -- actual
infinity -- dimensionless points (Euclid), and you hit the insoluble Thomson lamp paradox. The same problem occurs
with "the big bang". Option (ii) requires to apply metric viz. size to the very limit at point X (Fig. 1) and point 1
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(Fig. 2), just like people in metrology "define" international second to be comprised from no more and no less than
9,192,631,770 time intervals with finite durations. Then the elementary building block of spacetime (Euclid) will have
finite size and duration, like the so-called Planck scale (e.g., 1099 atoms of volume in every cubic centimeter of
space and discrete ticks of about a Planck time or 10-43 second, L. Smolin). Dead end. If you ask what is between
these "atoms of volume" (resembling gauge bosons exchanged between particles), the answer is "nothing", just as
there is no water between two adjacent molecules of water. Which goes back to the standard calculus texts of 18th
century: the consecutive points of the same line succeed each other without any interval.

The only possible solution is to use both Archimedean and non-Archimedean topology (cf. YAIN below), and unite
options (i) and (ii) as pertaining to two ontologically different forms of reality: case (ii) belongs to physical reality in
the past, in which the physical explication of the Universe does have finite size or duration (cf. the closed interval
above), while case (i) belongs to potential reality placed in the future, in which the not-yet physicalized Universe is
infinite -- physical theology. Viewed from the physical world endowed with Archimedean topology, the potential
reality may look like being placed "within zero" or "exactly at infinity", while in fact it is ONE mind-like entity with
non-Archimedean topology, just as there is no distance between the idea of a tree and the idea of a mountain.
Hence if we use the two distorted images of potential reality to "describe" the finite physical world in the past (w2

= 0, see above), we hit Eq. 1 shown at my website (0 x ∞ = 1). The latter is of course truly paradoxical, and we
need the so-called hyperimaginary numbers to define the emergence of points from the real number line viz. the
emergence of spacetime continuum -- once-at-a-time -- as wrapped by one and the same potential reality placed
simultaneously at "infinity" and at "zero", denoted with "colorless"  Hi U 0i :

The idea of topological boundary,
known from math textbooks, is here.

On the other hand, options (i) and (ii) are always separated by the interface 'now'. If the latter is somehow
removed, the "train" may stop and the entire Universe might go back to Case IV above. Or maybe not. Such
eschatological transition is logically undecidable, so God could never be reduced to science and Mathematics. It is
impossible to verify whether Case IV above has or has not qualia from its quantum-gravitational monads (the
"brain" of the Universe), so the question of 'God's thoughts' (Einstein) is also undecidable. Sir Arthur Eddington, for
example, suggested that the "stuff" of the world is "mind-stuff", explained as "the aggregation of relations and
relata which form the building material for the physical world" (The Nature of the Physical World, Gifford Lectures,
1927. Cambridge University Press, 1928, p. 278), but here the mind-like stuff, residing in the potential future,
refers to the imaginary potential states of the "brain" of the Universe, not to some res cogitans or qualia attached to
every proton or galaxy. Very tricky question. We all will find out the answer, sooner or later (better later).

Going back the "projection of the movie" above: the global time of the movie operator (the meta observer, cf. Case
IV above) will match perfectly every 'time parameter' read with the clocks of the re-assembled 4-D observers:
"From one perspective, each such parameter might be regarded as a legitimate definition of (global) time", yet "these
definitions of time are in general unphysical, in that they provide no hint as to how their time might be measured or
registered" (J. Butterfield and C.J. Isham, p. 48). Stated differently, the global time of the movie operator will
collapse (w2 = 0, see above) on every individual 4-D event 'here and now' (interface 'now') or 'frame' from the
re-assembled 4-D movie: the two vectors PO and PW (see the inflated balloon above), which would otherwise
define some global privileged 'arrow of time' and 'reference fluid' (Brown and Kuchar) and violate the Lorentz
invariance, are being nullified (w2 = 0) once-at-a-time (without any interval), as read with the clocks of physical
4-D observers (local mode of spacetime).
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If the movie operator (Luke 17:21) decides to put the movie on hold, his global time will not match the 4-D frames
'here and now' but the atemporal dark strips ]between[ the frames, which harbor the potential states of matter (see
Schrödinger, Heisenberg and Eddington above) complementing the physical reality, called potential reality. The latter
is unphysical (see 'the colorless octopus per se' in REIM) and shows up as non-tensorial quantities pertaining to the
"vertical steps" of the "ladder" above. Hence all re-assembled 4-D observers can postulate time-orientable manifold,
Killing vector field, use pseudotensors, and bravely declare "yes, I do understand GR, but cannot discuss that now"
(cf. Stanley Deser above).

Why not? Because neither Stanley Deser nor any of his colleagues can explain how their local clocks read the global
cosmological time (Thomas Thiemann, p. 2) of 'the entire Universe'. The global cosmological time could become
'physical observable' iff the "ambient environment" (see the two-pint beer above) could act as referential (black)
background with respect to which the global dynamics of the universe, parameterized with its scale factor (read by
local clocks), could be defined ever since "the big bang". But then you have to explain the (black) "ambient
environment" as well, which will promote the Lorentzian aether (see above), the reference fluid, and the endpoint
'time zero' to physical observables, like the two red points above.

Bad idea. Which is why Aristotle suggested the Unmoved Mover, presented with Case IV above. Hence the Universe
becomes the only truly isolated system, endowed with self-action (dubbed Aristotelian Connection) and wrapped by
non-reality (cf. Case IV above). The question about 'borders at infinity' above is resolved with the new zero-valent
logic YAIN (Yes-And-neIN): yes, there are "borders" at infinity, but only within the "horizontal steps" of the
"ladder" comprising 'physical reality' in the past and -- no, there are no "borders" at infinity in the "vertical steps" of
the "ladder" comprising 'potential reality' in the future. Thus, the interface 'now' has dual topology. The alleged
"singularities" (R. Geroch, p. 526) in terms of "incomplete and inextensible curves" (J.M.M. Senovilla, Sec. 2; see
also J. Isenberg, p. 2) are automatically removed by the quantum nature of spacetime points with dual topology.

We must not be able to directly observe the global "parameters" of the Universe, or else the theory of relativity will
be demolished. We can only observe the (non-tensorial) imprint of potential reality, cast on the physical reality at
every consecutive "horizontal" step of the "ladder" above, but not the potential reality itself: Der Geist bewegt die
Materie. Now replace Der Geist with Einstein's 'total field of as yet unknown structure' (see above), and you will be
ready to celebrate the 100th anniversary of his unfinished theory, suggested with crucial help from Tullio Levi-Civita.

Again, keep in mind that Einstein's total field of as yet unknown structure has dual topology: check out the interface
'now' above. You cannot disentangle the "horizontal steps" (cf. Eq. 23 from M. Montesinos) of the "ladder" from the
"vertical" ones viz. the closed topology (past) from the open topology (future) of the interface 'now'. Again, it's a
dual bundle.

As to the so-called Higgs bosons (the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism), be aware that the Higgs recipe is suggested
by ignoring gravity in the quantum world -- people still cannot include gravity in their "standard model", and could
only believe that the nonrenormalizable spin-2 "graviton" might be the "force-carrying particle of gravity" (CERN).
Once we include gravity as quantum-gravitational potential reality, its vacuum (see 'the colorless octopus per se' in
REIM) can and must explicate a brand new family of physicalized ("colored") Higgs-like bosons, with both spin-0
and spin-2. The latter cannot be some "graviton", of course. It will not break the Lorentz invariance either, even if
some day Higgs' decay exhibits a preferred direction (cf. Oliver Buchmueller).

Why not? Because gravity is indissolubly linked to rotation as topological property of spacetime, from elementary
particles (spin, H. Ohanian) to the large-scale universe (Craig J. Copi et al., p. 15), and we can revive Mach’s
principle with respect to the physically unobservable 'rotating reference frame' viz. Einstein's G-field.

The joint phenomenon 'gravity & rotation/spin' is (non-tensorial) imprint of "rotating" potential reality (cf. p. 20 in
note.pdf), cast on the physical reality at every consecutive "horizontal" step of the "ladder" above -- not the
potential reality itself. The physical content of every spacetime point/event (cf. Escher's drawing hands above) is not
entirely determined by its past. Again, if people try to interpret the potential reality as physical reality placed in the
past (cf. the note on p. 75 in comments.pdf), the spacetime itself will be dead frozen: no dynamics of the spacetime
itself is possible if you trust the current GR textbooks (cf. Karel Kuchar above). Which immediately leads to "the
worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!" (Anthony Lasenby et al., p. 187): "Why is the universe larger
than a football?" (Ivo van Vulpen). Wrong question. The dynamics of General Relativity, resulting from Einstein's
'total field of as yet unknown structure', is not entirely determined by its past. We need physical theology.

To sum up, let me repeat my prediction from January 9, 2003: I bet $100 that the Higgs will not be discovered.
Instead, the number of quarks will jump to 8 and more, in a Fibonacci sequence (Thursday, January 9, 2003,
15:56:04 GMT). More in 'the test of the (Higgs) pudding' above.
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As Lord Rutherford noticed in his 1962 Brunel Lecture (14 February 1962), "We haven't the money, so we've got to
think!"

D. Chakalov
May 12, 2015
Last updated: June 7, 2015, 20:58 GMT
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Khodr Shamseddine <khodr@physics.umanitoba.ca>,
Martin Berz <martin.berz@gmx.de>,
Wilhelmus A J Luxemburg <lux@caltech.edu>,
jacqueline.ojeda@math.univ-bpclermont.fr,
mayang@ust.hk,
alain.escassut@math.univ-bpclermont.fr,
aklein@uci.edu,
deturck@math.upenn.edu,
martinjs@umich.edu,
Jose Aguayo <jaguayo@udec.cl>,
mnova@ucsc.cl,
jacqojeda@udec.cl,
Andrew Wiles <andrew.wiles@merton.ox.ac.uk>,
P.H.Haynes@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
J.H.Coates@dpmms.cam.ac.uk,
J.Rasmussen@dpmms.cam.ac.uk,
Paul G Allen <info@alleninstitute.org>

Dear Hyun,

May I share some thoughts with you and your colleagues. Please correct
me if I am wrong.

You said in arXiv:1503.00712v2 [hep-th], p. 2, that "the inflation is
incomplete to describe the very beginning of our universe and some new
physics is needed to probe the past boundary of the inflating
regions."

I believe we need new Mathematics to describe "the past boundary", not
some murky physics like background-independent matrix models. Once we
reject the prior existence of spacetime, we need new Mathematics to
describe the widely known, after Plato, omnipresent object that exists
both "prior" spacetime (John 1:1) and "within" every instant
here-and-now (Luke 17:21). In Mathematics (not in theology), God can
be exposed as *purely mathematical* object endowed with self action,
like Aristotelian First Cause and Unmoved Mover. To preserve the
theory of relativity, such absolute and purely mathematical object
must be *totally hidden* to physical observations by the "speed" of
light: we observe the physical "shadows" of the Universe --
one-shadow-at-a-time -- only post factum, and can never look straight
into their omnipresent source, as explained by Plato some twenty-five
centuries ago,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg

To explain the totally hidden omnipresent source, recall that the
"inflation" of the APB segment in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Greg.jpg

is called "single scale factor a(t)" (arXiv:1503.00712v2 [hep-th], p.
2), as read by your good old wristwatch, but we still don't know how
to explain mathematically the *continuum* of points comprising the
finite (Sic!) APB segment (cf. the drawing above): the cardinality of
such "set" (if any) is undecidable, and we need new Mathematics to
include both the "center" and the W-axis depicted in the drawing
above. Details at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Greg.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.pdf


Your critical comments, as well as those from your colleagues, will be
greatly appreciated.

All the best,

Dimi
----

Note: Serguei Krasnikov posed the following questions (arXiv:1408.6813 [gr-qc],
p. 1): "the Universe according to relativity is a "motionless", "unchanging"
4-dimensional object, and gravity is just its shape. But what can be called
the speed of a shape? What is the "speed of being a ball"?"

But what stuff could assemble the *finite* APB segment (cf. Greg.jpg above),
including its two endpoints [A, B], in the first place? If we use Archimedean
topology and apply frames-per-second analogy (cf. the movie reel in Plato.jpg),
what is the rate of assembling topological points to produce 'one meter' cast
on a *perfectly smooth* manifold (cf. John M. Lee, Introduction to Smooth
Manifolds; reference from 18 Nov 2014 below)? For example, could this "number"
of topological points/frames, assembling 'one meter', be in the range of one
googolplex frames-per-second (FPS)? UNdecidable, due to the balloon "center"
and the W-axis (cf. Greg.jpg). Check out Eq. 1 in 'Relative Scale Spacetime'
and keep in mind that an *invariant* length interval, say, 1 meter or 1 sec,
is not the "curved" APB segment in Greg.jpg above, but the perfectly "flat",
*finite* (in terms of size and duration), and *closed* interval [A, B] which
builds up the "projected" 4-D spacetime (local mode of spacetime): see my
email to Florindo Pirone (9 Mar 2015) below.

Also, why we reject the prior existence of spacetime? Because The Beginning
was not some "inflation" of some pre-existing space endowed with pre-existing
metric, say, at 10^-35 seconds "after" the "big bang", when the universe were
about 1 cm across, and a causally connected region would have been only 10^-24
cm across (the horizon problem). If you say that the universe were endowed with
pre-existing metric, fixing its size at about 1 cm across, you will need some
"miracle" to produce such pre-existing metric from 'something that has no part'
(Euclid), being positioned "before" it at The Beginning. Surely there is a *limit*
that goes at The Beginning and STOPS there, but at this *limit* the physical
universe is UNdecidable: see Thomson's lamp paradox at

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomson%27s_lamp

To understand why physicists need a "miracle", recall the Pink Panther:
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Pink_Panther.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yqgyX9c_hM

He sucked the entire spacetime (up to its asymptotic boundaries at Spi U Scri;
see 10 Dec 2014 below) inside his vacuum cleaner, and then himself, and finally
the vacuum cleaner sucked itself and disappeared into "nothingness". We don't
accept such cartoon "miracles" -- see the first quote from Hyun Seok Yang above,
and keep in mind that the "nothingness" (the Noumenon) exists both "prior" and
"after" spacetime (John 1:1), as well as "between" the successive instants
here-and-now (Luke 17:21), right inside the dark strips from the movie reel (cf. 
Plato.jpg). Thus, God is purely mathematical object: the union (not "set") of
the incomprehensible (by our cognition) Noumenon & 'everything that can be 
comprehensible' in terms of 'reality'. The latter is presented as physical 
reality, cast in the irreversible past, and potential reality placed in the 
potential future, in line with the most general form of *relativistic* causality
dubbed 'biocausality' (January 1990),

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Chakalov_Jan_1990.pdf

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomson's_lamp
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Pink_Panther.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yqgyX9c_hM
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Chakalov_Jan_1990.pdf


I wrote in January 1990 that "the description of the bond "between" mind and
matter and the description of the topology of spacetime are, in essence, one and
the same problem." Twenty-five years later, I delivered the theory of quantum
gravity in 'Relative Scale Spacetime' -- scroll down to the end of this file and
read my note from January 16, 2015, 14:00 GMT.

D. Chakalov
March 9, 2015, 20:25 GMT

=====================================================================

Subject: Re: Is God purely mathematical object ?
Date: Mon, 9 Mar 2015 14:56:24 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxnh4v7V66FUGE-uuzyi1U6fXWN-GdvK9uyJKSvVp1BDqA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Florindo Pirone <florindo.pirone@virgilio.it>
Cc: Hyun Seok Yang <hsyang@kias.re.kr>,
Lars Bergström <lbe@fysik.su.se>,
Ariel Goobar <ariel@physto.se>,
Gregory Moore <gmoore@physics.rutgers.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
David Brown <david_brown@ncsu.edu>,
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Sascha Husa <sascha.husa@gmail.com>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Louis Witten <lwittenw@gmail.com>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>,



Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Carlo Rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
John M Lee <johnmlee@uw.edu>,
Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>,
Demetris <dchristop@econ.uoa.gr>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Rogier Brussee <rogier.brussee@hu.nl>,
Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>,
Anthony Zee <zee@kitp.ucsb.edu>,
Evangelos Melas <evangelosmelas@yahoo.co.uk>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Jeremiah P Ostriker <ostriker@princeton.edu>,
Joe Silk <j.silk1@physics.ox.ac.uk>,
Larry Horwitz <larry@post.tau.ac.il>,
Luca Bombelli <bombelli@olemiss.edu>,
Pankaj S Joshi <psj@tifr.res.in>,
Paul Busch <pb516@york.ac.uk>,
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,
Khodr Shamseddine <khodr@physics.umanitoba.ca>,
Martin Berz <martin.berz@gmx.de>,
Wilhelmus A J Luxemburg <lux@caltech.edu>,
jacqueline.ojeda@math.univ-bpclermont.fr,
mayang@ust.hk,
alain.escassut@math.univ-bpclermont.fr,
aklein@uci.edu,
deturck@math.upenn.edu,
martinjs@umich.edu,
Jose Aguayo <jaguayo@udec.cl>,
mnova@ucsc.cl,
jacqojeda@udec.cl,
Andrew Wiles <andrew.wiles@merton.ox.ac.uk>,
P.H.Haynes@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
J.H.Coates@dpmms.cam.ac.uk,
J.Rasmussen@dpmms.cam.ac.uk,
Paul G Allen <info@alleninstitute.org>,
Angelo Loinger <angelo.loinger@mi.infn.it>

Dear Professor Pirone,

Thank you for your email from Mon, 9 Mar 2015 10:00:16 +0100 (CET).

> I would be very pleased to know your opinion about the time.

Thank you for your interest in my opinion. I believe there are two
ways to present 'time as change': (i) change *in* space, and (ii)
change *of* space.

Case (i) is presented in relativistic physics as 'change of
coordinates' in a reference frame; for example, a map. Say, you have a
map, and this map offers numerical coordinates of Ospedale Sandro
Pertini at Via dei Monti Tiburtini 358, Roma. Any change of your
position on this map corresponds to changes of your coordinates on
this map, so physicists say that such 'coordinate time' is not
fundamental. Why? Because coordinates provided by *all* maps do not
matter, for mainly two reasons. Firstly, the same building, Ospedale
Sandro Pertini, will have different coordinates supplied by different
maps, and secondly, your changes of coordinates shown in *any* map
will be indistinguishable, that is, will remain *invariant* under
changing of maps viz. their conventional coordinates. And since time



is always squared in such coordinate presentations, replacing +t with
-t doesn't matter (e.g., v9 = +/- 3). So in "dynamical" laws you may
replace +t with -t, and there will be no difference to your
*coordinate time* if you go from Ospedale Sandro Pertini to the Trevi
Fountain in Rome (say, +t) or backwards, from the Trevi Fountain to
Ospedale Sandro Pertini (-t).

Thus, physicists conclude that this *coordinate time* is not
fundamental. It is just like going from left to the right in space.
You lose the *flow* of time, and such coordinate time will indeed look
like an illusion, "a stubbornly persistent illusion", as Albert
Einstein wrote to the Besso family.

> Is time only human perceptive illusion (as some scientists say physics
> has proved)?

Not at all! We have case (ii), which is indeed the fundamental *flow*
of time made by 'change *of* space' (case (ii) above), but such *flow*
of time must be *perfectly hidden* to all physical observations. We
have it only as human perception, known as 'psychological time arrow'.
Needless to say, we aren't computers and our psychological time arrow
is *not* governed by the second law of thermodynamics.

To understand case (ii), recall Plato's allegory of the cave, and
notice that 'change *of* space' is presented with changing snapshots
from a movie reel:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg

Physically, we all are "inside" the movie (4-D spacetime), made by
changing snapshots from the movie reel, and cannot "turn around" and
look at the projector and the movie operator. So what will happen *to
us* if the movie operator decides to stop the movie and have a coffee
break, just for 10 min? We will be "frozen" and our *coordinate time*
(case (i) above) will not change. Our physical clocks cannot read such
*global* time, as I tried to explain in September 2011,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Stavros

Please notice that when the movie operator resumes his work after 10
min and the movie is again displayed on the "screen" (4-D spacetime in
relativistic physics), all temporal points from his *global* time will
indeed fuse with our temporal points from our coordinate time "within"
the movie: the W-axis in Plato.jpg above will be *nullified* (w^2 = 0,
with hyperimaginatry numbers), that is, the movie operator's *global*
time (ii) will be converted to the coordinate time (i), and physicists
could claim that our 'psychological time arrow' were some "illusion".

Surely the global flow of time (case (ii) above) must be hidden to all
*physical* observations, or else physicists will detect it and will
discover some *physical* ether viz. absolute reference frame of such
*physical* ether, and the theory of relativity will be demolished.
Thank God, this is impossible.

> Don't we lost our dears and will they continue to live in an 'eternal world'?

Soon or later, we all will lose our deteriorating "jackets" and get
back home (John 1:1). No big deal, next time we may have a chance to
do better.

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Plato.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Stavros


All this reminds me of a story I read when I was teenager. A man has a
dream that he is traveling in a train (cf. the link above from
September 2011), having no idea or recollection how he got there. The
train just goes on an on, at some point it stops, some people get off,
new people get in, and the train continues. The man has no idea what
is the meaning of this whole train, where it goes, and why. At one
point, the train again makes a stop, new people get in, but the man
knows that this is *his* home station and should get off, which he
does. At this moment he awakes and says, 'what a stupid dream, it
makes no sense whatsoever!'

Surely the human life "makes no sense whatsoever" to those who ignore
The Gospel. I've been trying, since January 1990, to convince
physicists that their metaphysical stance about time is an illusion.
But they just don't care. To paraphrase Matthew 7:6, do not throw your
pearls to "academic scholars", for they may trample them under their
feet, and turn and tear you to pieces.

More at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

With all good wishes,

Dimi Chakalov
chakalov.net

======================================================================

Subject: Re: Re: Is God purely mathematical object ?
Date: Fri, 13 Mar 2015 17:11:40 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxn-bbzcX7TzwEnNhGBwhHdbG-w_epyU6FqRKtK6gV7oMA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: florindo.pirone@virgilio.it <florindo.pirone@virgilio.it>
Cc: Sean Carroll <seancarroll@gmail.com>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Tim Maudlin <twm3@nyu.edu>,
Julian Barbour <Julian.Barbour@physics.ox.ac.uk>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
IGUS Jim <hartle@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Jürg Fröhlich <juerg@phys.ethz.ch>,
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Jennifer Ouellette <JenLuc@gmail.com>

Ciao Florindo,

> What do you think of the following article?

Do you know Jehovah's Witnesses? Talking to these people is like
trying to argue with Jehovah's Witnesses. This type of people are
frantic believers of their ideas and cannot even *try* to think as
scientists.

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt
http://chakalov.net/


> What Does 'Happy New Year' Even Really Mean? Physicists engage in a strange
> debate about whether time really passes
>
> By Sean M. Carroll
>
> Smithsonian Magazine | January 2015

Got it,
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/what-does-happy-new-year-even-really-mean-180953633/

The passage of time is physically unobservable, and *must* be
physically unobservable: see case (ii) in my first email from Mon, 9
Mar 2015 14:56:24 +0200 at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

The human brain is not some "information gathering and utilizing
system" (IGUS), as Jim Hartle suggested. You and all people reading
these lines can verify this well known fact with your own brains:
check out a simple experiment with four sayings in my message to the
Human Brain Project (HBP) at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf

Just a few comments to the writings of Sean Carroll in Smithsonian Magazine:

"Think of a movie, back in the days when most movies were projected from
actual reels of film. You could watch the movie, see what happened and talk
sensibly about how long the whole thing lasted. But you could also sneak
into the projection room, assemble the reels of the film, and look at them
all at once. The anti-time perspective says that the best way to think about
the universe is, similarly, as a collection of the frames."

See again case (ii) in my first email (link above).

"There is, perhaps, a judicious middle position between insisting on the
centrality of time and denying its existence. Something can be real - actually
existing, not merely illusory - and yet not be fundamental. Scientists used to
think that heat, for example, was a fluidlike substance, called 'caloric,'
that flowed from hot objects to colder ones. These days we know better: Heat
is simply the random motions of the atoms and molecules out of which objects
are made. Heat is still real, but it’s been explained at a deeper level. It
emerges out of a more comprehensive understanding."

Exactly. Yet Sean Carroll simply does not want to learn how to explain
time at a deeper level. He and his colleagues are already too old to
think.

The future belongs to youth, as explained by Geheimrat Max Planck
(Philosophy of Physics, Norton and Company, New York, 1936, p. 97):

"An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually
winning over and converting its opponents: it rarely happens that Saul
becomes Paul. What does happen is that its opponents gradually die out
and that the growing generation is familiarized with the idea from the
beginning: another instance of the fact that the future lies with youth."

All the best,

Dimi

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/what-does-happy-new-year-even-really-mean-180953633/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf


======================================================================

Subject: Message to the Human Brain Project (HBP): Do NOT waste €1-billion for
"neural computing"
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 2015 19:39:44 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxnt2SwwxhKhai6xnzzimES9Me6qqOokGcsughtxCnoKjA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Wolfgang Marquardt <w.marquardt@fz-juelich.de>
Cc: Sven Fahrner <s.fahrner@fz-juelich.de>,
Markus Diesmann <m.diesmann@fz-juelich.de>,
Alexandre Pouget <alexandre.pouget@unige.ch>,
cosyne2014@gmail.com,
cosyne.meeting@gmail.com,
Secretariat of Mrs Kroes <Neelie.Kroes@ec.europa.eu>,
Neelie Kroes' Spokesperson <Ryan.Heath@ec.europa.eu>,
Press Officer <Linda.Cain@ec.europa.eu>,
brain_mind@epfl.ch,
henry.markram@epfl.ch,
richard.walker@epfl.ch,
hbp.info@hbpconsortium.org,
public.website@hbpconsortium.org,
meierk@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
Walter Greiner <greiner@fias.uni-frankfurt.de>,
malsburg@fias.uni-frankfurt.de,
Karlheinz Langanke <k.langanke@gsi.de>,
wolf.singer@brain.mpg.de,
Horst Stöcker <stoecker@uni-frankfurt.de>,
triesch@fias.uni-frankfurt.de,
fias@uni-frankfurt.de,
Jakob Macke <jakob.macke@tuebingen.mpg.de>,
mbethge@bccn-tuebingen.de,
contact-dlr@dlr.de,
martin.wiedemann@dlr.de,
peter.wierach@dlr.de,
Bernhard Milow <bernhard.milow@dlr.de>,
info@grs-sim.de,
Sebastian Seung <seung@mit.edu>,
toga@loni.ucla.edu,
bruce rosen <bruce@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu>,
van@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu,
info@humanbrainproject.eu,
communications@humanbrainproject.eu,
guy.willis@epfl.ch,
sto@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
annika.hjelm@epfl.ch,
christoph.ebell@epfl.ch,
Paul G Allen <info@alleninstitute.org>

Dear Dr. Marquardt,

Regarding your yesterday's (March 9th) report to the HBP Board of



Directors, which will be discussed at their meeting on 17-18 March by
twenty-two (perhaps more) scientists, please notice that "neural
computing" is an oxymoron.

Currently, people at Jülich Research Centre deeply believe that one
could boost supercomputing through neuroscience, with the aim of
simulating the brain in a computer. Many of their colleagues have
already gathered at Salt Lake City to attend "Computational and
Systems Neuroscience (Cosyne) 2015", March 5 - 8, 2015. Their belief
in "neural computing" was summarized at the website of Jülich Research
Centre as follows:

Mathematical Models Provide Explanations
http://www.fz-juelich.de/portal/EN/Research/ITBrain/human-brain-modelling/inm-6.html?nn=1354726

"Visual perceptions, smells or spoken words: all of our sensory
impressions and cognitive and emotional experiences are processed in
the brain. This is done by transmitting information, in the form of
electric impulses, from one of the some 86 billion neurons to the
others at lightning-fast speeds. In turn, each neuron has up to 10,000
junctions, which are known as synapses. Thus the brain is a gigantic
control centre."

Check out how they portrait their "scientific endeavors":
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf

This is just crap (pardon my French). Here's a simple proof, which I
believe you and all your colleagues can verify with your brains.

Consider the *meanings* explicated with these four sayings:

1. You can't hide a piece of broccoli in a glass of milk.
2. Who has no horse may ride on a staff.
3. Don't wear polka dot underwear under white shorts.
4. Faute de mieux, on couche avec sa femme.

Can you understand the *meanings* of these sayings? If you can, which
sayings presented similar meanings? My answer: 1 & 3 and 2 & 4.

However, the *meaning* itself is NOT directly presented, and therefore
cannot be "computed" from the neural presentations of the *words* used
in sayings 1 - 4 above. The *meaning* is invariant in all human
brains, regardless of their neural differences, aging, etc., and does
not decay, simply because it is NOT governed by the second law of
thermodynamics. There are many other experiments leading to the same
conclusion, which I can gladly offer to you and all your colleagues.

NB: The only possible explanation of the mind-brain and mind-matter
relations was suggested by Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1646-1716),
and elaborated by Wolfgang Pauli on January 7, 1948 [Ref. 1].

More at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

Please feel free to pass this email to HBP Board of Directors. I will
be happy to elaborate, with utmost pleasure.

Yours sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov

http://www.fz-juelich.de/portal/EN/Research/ITBrain/human-brain-modelling/inm-6.html?nn=1354726
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt


----

[Ref. 1] H. Atmanspracher and H. Primas, The Hidden Side of Wolfgang
Pauli, Journal of Consciousness Studies, 3 (1996) 112-126; cf. Sec.
VI, Matter and Psyche as Two Aspects of One Reality, p. 122.

-----

Note: The quote from the website of Jülich Research Centre -- "all of
our sensory impressions and cognitive and emotional experiences are 
processed in the brain" -- can be utterly misleading, because one could
easily slip into Marxist-Leninist crap, according to which the brain is
the "hardware" and the mind is its "software". It would be like a DVD on
which a movie is encoded with particular binary code, in such a way that
if you play the DVD on your TV, you will watch the movie being reproduced
from the DVD due to the *isomorphism* between the images and sound of the
movie and their *correlates* burned on the DVD. Hence Marxist-Leninist
"scientists" could claim that "all of our sensory impressions and cognitive
and emotional experiences" are expressed as 'qualia' on our "TV screen",
but it is the "hardware" and the "software" that make the "calculations" in
the brain, so if they find the "software" and understand the "hardware",
they could boost supercomputing through "neurocomputing", and of course
crack all encrypted messages sent by various spying agencies (presumably,
they are 'the good guys', so they will spy only on 'the bad guys'). All
they need is just one billion euros -- all taxpayers' money -- and one day 
they might emulate those "1,000 trillion calculations per second" (see
Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf above).

Mind you, this is not a joke. The Human Brain Project Board of Directors
(BoD) are deadly serious about *our* one billion euros, and the so-called
Mediation Office for the Human Brain Project at Forschungszentrum Jülich
GmbH proposed yesterday (March 9th) in their 'Mediation Process Working
Groups Submit Recommendations for Decision' that

"... systems and cognitive neurosciences should be reinforced as
cross-cutting projects linking existing subprojects. These cross-cutting
projects are intended to bring together research on specific issues of
systems and cognitive neurosciences in several work packages (Sic! - D.C.). 
The cross-cutting projects should be funded by a redistribution of 
resources from the existing subprojects, i.e., from the Core Project
of the HBP. The mediation group recommends that this should be decided by
the project management on the basis of an evaluation of the scientific 
quality and the compatibility of the research with the mission of the HBP."

Notice that "several work packages" need money, which must be cut off from
other projects "by a redistribution of resources from the existing subprojects,
i.e., from the Core Project of the HBP." That's all they care: MONEY.

Nobody even mentiones the outstanding problems of cognitive neuroscience. In
February 2013, I wrote many times to these people (Subject: €1 billion European
research prize ?), as they are funded by the European Commission through its
Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) Flagship grant taken from *our* taxes:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Brain_Project#Organisation_and_funding

Nobody replied. And nobody will reply. Who cares about cognitive neuroscience ?

Surely the brain can establish memory traces of the type 'if A then B' (Richard
Semon called them 'engrams'), and these associative links have a very rich

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Brain_Project#Organisation_and_funding


spectrum of neural presentations (not "encodings", as in a DVD), exhibited for
example in neuroplasticity, but each and every associative link or 'engram' is
pre-correlated with the entire brain and body (much like a fish is pre-correlated
with the entire school of fish). Point is, this incredibly complex 'binding
phenomenon' cannot be based on any "computation". We don't know the *physics*
of binding phenomenon in the first place.

D. Chakalov
March 10, 2015
Last updated on March 12, 2015, 00:55 GMT

PDF copy at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf

======================================================================

Subject: Spi U Scri
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 2014 13:12:16 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=BF79DK9K68exuWZbwJs4W=krNvJ5MJ2FkqTVuzgUo2g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Ben Whale <bwhale@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Ben Whale <ben.whale@otago.ac.nz>
Cc: Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
PoNing Chen <pnchen@math.columbia.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Sascha Husa <sascha.husa@gmail.com>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Louis Witten <lwittenw@gmail.com>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf


Dear Dr. Whale,

I am trying to understand your arXiv:1401.1287v2 [gr-qc]. May I ask
two questions.

Q1: Can you obtain a boundary of ideal points, such that the boundary
pertains *jointly* to (i) kinematical spacelike infinity (spi) and
(ii) dynamical null infinity (scri) ?

Q2: If you can, what could be the topological structure of such
boundary of ideal points residing at 'spi' U 'scri' ?

Regarding the fundamental difference between 'spi' and 'scri' , please
see Bob Geroch (June 1976),

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_pp3_6.jpg

In my opinion, all efforts to replace 'limits' by "local differential
geometry at the points at infinity" (Geroch, cf. the link above) are
sheer poetry. I hope you will disagree and answer Q1 and Q2, perhaps
by some brand new "conformal compactification" (via the rescaling of
the metric) of spacetime, adding the kinematical spacelike infinity
(spi) as a boundary, hence brought it into a finite spacetime region,
along with 'scri'. Feel free to use any method of your choice.

I offer Q1 and Q2 to all your colleagues. Please use math.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: Re: Spi U Scri
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 2014 14:19:21 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxky5jMphraysaAEmOJnHZ04-tov_tntQZv+_48E5+g3kw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Robert Geroch <geroch@uchicago.edu>
Cc: Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>

Bob, you argued in arXiv:1005.1614v1 [gr-qc] that "special relativity
remains a viable physical theory even when there is permitted signals
traveling faster than light", although you acknowledged "I am not sure
that this is the right perspective".

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_pp3_6.jpg


Can you nevertheless suggest some "maximal spacelike hypersurface" to
reach kinematical spacelike infinity (spi), as conjectured by your
colleagues in 1979 ?

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Schoen_Yau.jpg

On September 5, 1978, you endorsed their highly speculative essay, and
by now you and/or some of your colleagues should have made your homework,
as explain in my preceding email below.

Please reply with math -- if you can.

Dimi

On Wed, Dec 10, 2014 at 1:12 PM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear Dr. Whale,
>
> I am trying to understand your arXiv:1401.1287v2 [gr-qc]. May I ask
> two questions.
>
> Q1: Can you obtain a boundary of ideal points, such that the boundary
> pertains *jointly* to (i) kinematical spacelike infinity (spi) and
> (ii) dynamical null infinity (scri) ?
>
> Q2: If you can, what could be the topological structure of such
> boundary of ideal points residing at 'spi' U 'scri' ?
>
> Regarding the fundamental difference between 'spi' and 'scri' , please
> see Bob Geroch (June 1976),
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_pp3_6.jpg
>
> In my opinion, all efforts to replace 'limits' by "local differential
> geometry at the points at infinity" (Geroch, cf. the link above) are
> sheer poetry. I hope you will disagree and answer Q1 and Q2, perhaps
> by some brand new "conformal compactification" (via the rescaling of
> the metric) of spacetime, adding the kinematical spacelike infinity
> (spi) as a boundary, hence brought it into a finite spacetime region,
> along with 'scri'. Feel free to use any method of your choice.
>
> I offer Q1 and Q2 to all your colleagues. Please use math.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> D. Chakalov
----

Note: The answer to Q2 is crucial to the issue of gravitational wave
"mirrors" at Spi U Scri, which are needed to "prove" the positivity
mass conjecture: see the essay by R. Schoen and S.T. Yau above.

D. Chakalov
December 10, 2014, 15:30 GMT

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Schoen_Yau.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_pp3_6.jpg


=====================================================================

Subject: arXiv:1502.03930v1 [math-ph]
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 2015 03:42:59 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm23zDj-i-J=3fDOhQ=XZ7FLNz1ic=CBqEuHhKTo4QFiA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>
Cc: Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@ims.cuhk.edu.hk>, 
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>

What a beautiful paper. Thank you Domenico. I wish I knew how Cauchy
hypersurfaces could end at spatial infinity: "But only S, which
stretches out to spacelike infinity, is a Cauchy surface, i.e., covers
all of spacetime in its domain of dependence".

Can you find in GR some maximal hypersurface? Back in September 1978,
Schoen and Yau promised that "will treat this topic separately",

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Schoen_Yau.jpg

If you know such "maximal hypersurface", please drop me a line.

Dimi
----

Note: See the last paragraph at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_pp3_6.jpg

Try to insert some "dark energy", to animate the "maximal hypersurface"
at spacelike infinity (Bob Geroch new nothing about "dark energy" in 1976), 
and drop me a line when you're ready.

D. Chakalov
February 16, 2015, 02:00 GMT

=====================================================================

Subject: J.M. Lee, Introduction to Smooth Manifolds, 2nd ed., Springer, New
York, 2013, pp. 1-3
Date: Tue, 18 Nov 2014 15:47:54 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxkx-opaAOyWJgqT7o+WZpB8dEaiApCR=PzQiwB+MCQM=A@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: John M Lee <johnmlee@uw.edu>
Cc: Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>,
duchamp@uw.edu,
mitchell@math.washington.edu,
Demetris <dchristop@econ.uoa.gr>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Schoen_Yau.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_pp3_6.jpg


Jack Lee <lee@math.washington.edu>,
Eric Gourgoulhon <eric.gourgoulhon@obspm.fr>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Karel Hrbacek <khrbacek@sci.ccny.cuny.edu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Alex <vinograd@unisa.it>,
rogier.brussee@hu.nl,
steklov@mi.ras.ru,
info@iisf.it

John:

I believe the notions of "smoothness" used to describe some object
"that varies continuously", and the murky idea of "distinct points"
used to introduce Hausdorff space [Ref. 1], contain too much
mathematical jabberwocky and need clarifications and corrections by
'maximal set theory' (check out my previous email).

If you are interested in "smoothness on an intuitive level" [Ref. 1],
see Fig. 14 in 'Relative Scale Spacetime' at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf

The initial idea belongs to Plato (cf. Fig. 3 above).

Pity you never replied to my email. You simply don't care about Mathematics.

D. Chakalov
----

[Ref. 1] J.M. Lee, Introduction to Smooth Manifolds, 2nd ed.,
Springer, New York, 2013, pp. 1-3.

"The first requirement for transferring the ideas of calculus to
manifolds is some notion of “smoothness.” For the simple examples of
manifolds we described above, all of which are subsets of Euclidean
spaces, it is fairly easy to describe the meaning of smoothness on an
intuitive level. For example, we might want to call a curve “smooth”
if it has a tangent line that varies continuously from point to point,
and similarly a “smooth surface” should be one that has a tangent
plane that varies continuously.
....

"(W)e will think of a smooth manifold as a set with two layers of
structure: first a topology, then a smooth structure. In the first
section of this chapter we describe the first of these structures. A
topological manifold is a topological space with three special
properties that express the notion of being locally like Euclidean
space. These properties are shared by Euclidean spaces and by all of
the familiar geometric objects that look locally like Euclidean
spaces, such as curves and surfaces.
....

"Hausdorff space: for every pair of distinct points p, q ..."

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf


=====================================================================

Subject: Harvey Reall, General Relativity 4/11/13, p. 53 and p. 92
Date: Sun, 9 Nov 2014 18:27:43 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=BzY6Uf8z_HA51xHktudOV9N=eACKLYpcqxc4H+U1wpQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Harvey Reall <h.s.reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>
Cc: J.M.Evans@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
R.E.Goldstein@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
M.B.Green@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
D.Tong@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
H.Osborn@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
John Stachel <john.stachel@gmail.com>,
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>

Dear Dr. Reall,

You wrote on p. 92: "Gravitational waves carry energy away from the
souce. Calculating this is subtle: as discussed previously, there is
no local energy density for the gravitational field."

I don't mind the typo in the first sentence. What bothers me is that
you have completely misunderstood the problem mentioned on p. 53
(attached). See p. 26 in 'Relative Scale Spacetime' at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf

Will be happy to elaborate, should you or some of your colleagues is
interested. Just don't teach your students until you begin to
understand your errors.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

--
Attachment
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Reall.jpg

=====================================================================

Subject: I wonder if you would agree to endorse the submission of my
manuscript to arxiv.org
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2014 20:46:18 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnT5DjEt8jL+y=Hcz=ibd7LoSjM=nn7HhRn5T5DD6YDkQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Howard Georgi <hgeorgi@fas.harvard.edu>

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Reall.jpg


Dear Professor Georgi,

I wonder if you would agree to endorse the submission of my manuscript to arxiv.org.

Let me quote from
https://arxiv.org/help/endorsement

"The endorsement process is not peer review. You should know the
person that you endorse OR (emphasis mine - D.C.) you should see the
paper that the person intends to submit. We don't expect you to read
the paper in detail, or verify that the work is correct, but you
should check that the paper is appropriate for the subject area. You
should not endorse the author if the author is unfamiliar with the
basic facts of the field, or if the work is entirely disconnected with
current work in the area."

The title of my manuscript is 'Relative Scale Spacetme', 27 pages in
PDF format, available from

www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf

It seems to me that 'relative scale spacetme' is similar to your
scale-invariant theory (arXiv:hep-ph/0703260v3) in which "objects
don’t change when their dimensional qualities are multiplied by a
rescaling parameter," as explained at

http://phys.org/news100753984.html

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Yours sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: Relative Scale Spacetime
Date: Sun, 16 Nov 2014 13:50:11 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=HZ5XcD+dRCxJdiS8r-jm2aNp1HZfKQE7w01WH6-D1+w@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>
Cc: Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>,
John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>,
awards@royalsociety.org,
john.pethica@materials.ox.ac.uk,
martyn.poliakoff@nottingham.ac.uk,
Frank Tipler <tipler@math.tulane.edu>,
frankwilczek <wilczek@mit.edu>,
john.swain@cern.ch,
GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch,
CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch,
GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch,
CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch,

https://arxiv.org/help/endorsement
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf
http://phys.org/news100753984.html


GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch,
JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch,
ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch,
CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch,
ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch,
Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>,
Ignatios Antoniadis <IGNATIOS.ANTONIADIS@cern.ch>,
JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch,
Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>,
HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch,
GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch,
James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>,
Carsten Gundlach <c.j.gundlach@soton.ac.uk>,
Andersson N A <n.a.andersson@soton.ac.uk>,
Roy Maartens <roy.maartens@port.ac.uk>,
Robert P Kirshner <kirshner@cfa.harvard.edu>,
Robert P Crease <rcrease@notes.cc.sunysb.edu>,
th-unit-secretariat@cern.ch,
Manfred Requardt <requardt@theorie.physik.uni-goettingen.de>,
Razieh Pourhasan <r2pourha@uwaterloo.ca>,
Federico Piazza <fedosquare@gmail.com>,
Naoya Kitajima <nk610@icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp>,
Hernan Gonzalez <hdgonzal@uc.cl>,
John W Barrett <john.barrett@nottingham.ac.uk>,
Slava <viacheslav.belavkin@nottingham.ac.uk>,
Steve Adler <adler@ias.edu>,
George Svetlichny <svetlich@mat.puc-rio.br>,
Mario Livio <mlivio@stsci.edu>,
George F Smoot III <gfsmoot@lbl.gov>,
Günter Scharf <scharf@physik.uzh.ch>,
David J Miller <djm@hep.ucl.ac.uk>,
Roman Jackiw <jackiw@lns.mit.edu>,
Gian Michele Graf <gian-michele.graf@itp.phys.ethz.ch>,
Stefan Wolf <wolfst@inf.ethz.ch>,
nbeisert@itp.phys.ethz.ch,
jinke@itp.phys.ethz.ch,
gaberdiel@itp.phys.ethz.ch,
broedel@itp.phys.ethz.ch,
mfraas@itp.phys.ethz.ch,
canduc@itp.phys.ethz.ch,
deleeuwm@itp.phys.ethz.ch,
verguc@itp.phys.ethz.ch,
blau@itp.unibe.ch,
Roger Colbeck <colbeck@phys.ethz.ch>,
John Klauder <john.klauder@gmail.com>,
Marco Spaans <spaans@astro.rug.nl>

Dear Dr. Gianotti,

You will be a "great honour and responsibility" to lead CERN, and I
hope you will face the most widely known public secret in theoretical
physics, known since 1911: see Fig. 8 at

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Latest update at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf

Sincerely,

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf


Dimi Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: The entanglement of matter and geometry, arXiv:1412.1807v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 2014 18:37:02 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxn=4=FOgPKvama6O4u0WNNS=h2AB1u2SQLcCw3Lo-u6=Q@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Craig J Hogan <craighogan@uchicago.edu>, cjhogan@fnal.gov
Cc: Ted Jacobson <jacobson@physics.umd.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Rafael Sorkin <sorkin@physics.syr.edu>,
Fermilab Talks <fermilab@fnal.gov>,
shandvi@fnal.gov,
hugh@fnal.gov,
yoo@fnal.gov,
bauer@fnal.gov,
Howard Georgi <hgeorgi@fas.harvard.edu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Adam Riess <ariess@pha.jhu.edu>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Alessandro Teta <teta@mat.uniroma1.it>,
Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,
Andrei Khrennikov <Andrei.Khrennikov@lnu.se>,
Angelo Loinger <angelo.loinger@mi.infn.it>,
Anthony Lasenby <a.n.lasenby@mrao.cam.ac.uk>,
Anthony Zee <zee@kitp.ucsb.edu>,
Antoine Suarez <suarez@leman.ch>,
Arati Prabhakar <outreach@darpa.mil>,
Baron Rees of Ludlow <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
Benni R <reznik@post.tau.ac.il>,
Bernadette Seevinck-Teulings <m.p.seevinck@science.ru.nl>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Bernard Schutz <Bernard.Schutz@aei.mpg.de>,
Bernd Brügmann <b.bruegmann@tpi.uni-jena.de>,
Bernd Schmidt <bernd@aei.mpg.de>,
Bianca Dittrich <dittrich@aei.mpg.de>,
Bob Coecke <coecke@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,
brain_mind@epfl.ch,
Brian P Dolan <bdolan@thphys.nuim.ie>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,
carlo rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
carmen.sandi@epfl.ch,
Catherine Meusburger <catherine.meusburger@gmail.com>,
cbs@fas.harvard.edu,
Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Charis Anastopoulos <anastop@physics.upatras.gr>,
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Craig Copi <cjc5@po.cwru.edu>,
Daniel Favrat <daniel.favrat@epfl.ch>,



David B Malament <dmalamen@uci.edu>,
David Spergel <dns@astro.princeton.edu>,
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>,
dl@scimednet.org,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Dominik Schwarz <dschwarz@physik.uni-bielefeld.de>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
energycenter@epfl.ch,
Eric Gourgoulhon <eric.gourgoulhon@obspm.fr>,
Erik Curiel <erik@strangebeautiful.com>,
Etera Livine <etera.livine@ens-lyon.fr>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Evangelos Melas <evangelosmelas@yahoo.co.uk>,
fabien.delalondre@epfl.ch,
Felix Schuermann <felix.schuermann@epfl.ch>,
Fotini Markopoulou <fotinimk@gmail.com>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
gary.marcus@nyu.edu,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
George Efstathiou <gpe@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
Giovanni Amelino-Camelia <amelino@roma1.infn.it>,
giovanni.salesi@unibg.it,
Giuseppe Vitiello <vitiello@sa.infn.it>,
Graham Nerlich <Graham.Nerlich@adelaide.edu.au>,
Günther Hasinger <guenther.hasinger@ipp.mpg.de>,
Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Helvi Witek <h.witek@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
henry.markram@epfl.ch,
info@scimednet.org,
J.R.Fanchi@tcu.edu,
Jack Lee <lee@math.washington.edu>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
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"... the nature of the entanglement of matter and geometry is not
known, because it depends on unknown quantum degrees of freedom of the
geometry."
----

In fact, the nature of the entanglement of matter and geometry is
known: see Relative Scale Spacetime,
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Should you or any of your colleagues have doubts, check out Fig. 8, p.
14, at the link above. It is *the* most widely known public secret in
theoretical physics, ever since 1911.

You are the Director of Fermilab Center for Particle Astrophysics, and
there's no way to pretend that you know nothing about it.

Once I hear from you, I will show you where you went wrong in your
arXiv:1412.1807v1 [gr-qc], and explain your errors.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: Norbert Straumann, arXiv:1106.0900v2, Eq. 36
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 2015 15:51:19 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkBEvuCnwkGQrhKuBuQLXFKWs3k4-VLzhc6HtB=vAcFPQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>
Cc: rasche@physik.uzh.ch,
Domenico Giulini <giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
John Stachel <john.stachel@gmail.com>,
Angelo Loinger <angelo.loinger@mi.infn.it>

Norbert Straumann: "I see no reason to suspect that Einstein took the
trace term from Hilbert."

Not from Hilbert but from Tullio Levi-Civita who of course knew the
contracted Bianchi identity. Details from Angelo Loinger's
arXiv:physics/0702244v1 were sent to you, D. Giulini, John Stachel,
and many other people (email from Mon, 2 Aug 2010 20:05:20 +0300), but
of course you never replied.

Einstein was not some "mind reader" and he could not suggest the
crucial trace term all by himself. It may look plausible to you, but
only with the benefit of the hindsight.

If you are still interested in the origin of gravity, see pp. 7-8 in
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf

More from Einstein below.

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://arxiv.org/abs/1106.0900v2
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0702244
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


D. Chakalov
----

The right side is a formal condensation of all things whose
comprehension in the sense of a field-theory is still problematic. Not
for a moment, of course, did I doubt that this formulation was merely
a makeshift in order to give the general principle of relativity a
preliminary closed expression. For it was essentially not anything
more than a theory of the gravitational field, which was somewhat
artificially isolated from a total field of as yet unknown structure.

Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, ed. by Paul A. Schilpp, Tudor
Publishing Company, New York, 1951, p. 75

=====================================================================

Subject: Re: Relative Scale Spacetime: Hyperimaginary numbers
Date: Sat, 7 Mar 2015 14:25:03 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxk4n0dt5wihEKj1G1WAcrF8t2hnt1sK2KqFURYm_AwSEQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: director@fields.utoronto.ca,
aconway@fields.utoronto.ca, 
inquiries@fields.utoronto.ca,
cf@math.princeton.edu,
yang@math.princeton.edu, 
Manjul Bhargava <bhargava@math.princeton.edu>

P.S. Update at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

D.C.

On Fri, 21 Nov 2014 14:46:09 +0200, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear Colleagues,
> I believe we need new Mathematics:
>
> Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194v6
> http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
>
> The so-called hyperimaginary numbers are introduced to present the
> idea of Plato (Fig. 3 and Fig. 14). Let me know if you are interested.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Dimi Chakalov
>

http://www.directtextbook.com/isbn/B0006AS9SE
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


=====================================================================

Subject: H. Friedrich, Geometric Asymptotics and Beyond, arXiv:1411.3854v1
[gr-qc], pp. 2-3
Date: Sat, 22 Nov 2014 15:07:50 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=EONyqU07JU=jecL9vTufb+piqcW9HaddrnrV0fxVKiQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>
Cc: Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
Friedrich W Hehl <hehl@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Catherine Meusburger <catherine.meusburger@gmail.com>,
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>,
John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Derek Wise <derek.wise@gravity.fau.de>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Thomas Thiemann <thiemann@theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de>,
Thibault Damour <damour@ihes.fr>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Henk van Elst <hvanelst@karlshochschule.de>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>,
Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Gary W Gibbons <G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>,
Bahram Mashhoon <mashhoonb@missouri.edu>,
Abhay Ashtekar <ashtekar@gravity.psu.edu>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
carlo rovelli <rovelli.carlo@gmail.com>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor von Münchhausen,

If you wish to elaborate on the conformal speculations of Penrose from
1963, about the global structure of gravitational fields obtained with
some "boundary function" on Münchhausenland, do your homework first.

According to Kevin Brown (Locality and Temporal Asymmetry, ref. [20]
in [Ref. 1]), "light exists only as completed interactions on null
intervals". It is like clapping hands: no physical clock can read the
time of *not-yet* clapped hands, resembling a "free" photon after it
was emitted but before being absorbed along null intervals.



The instant of 'clapped hands', AB = dt (cf. Fig. 11 in [Ref. 1]), can
be obtained as an interval,

(A - P) - (B - P) = A - B.

The (sliding) cutoff P disappears. Then set AB --> 0 to obtain dt at
the asymptotic limit, and now you are prepared to explain the
*dynamics* of gravity along a continuum of infinite (actual infinity)
points dt, each of which represents 'clapped hands', or
already-completed interactions along null intervals, as gravity
propagates with the "speed" of light.

Photons don't do work on spacetime. Gravity does. So you have to
explain à la Baron von Münchhausen (i) the self-acting of matter due
to its self-coupling by its gravitational fields, and (ii) the
perpetual energy non-conservation at each and every event dt, which
also requires to explain the perpetual change of gravitational energy
density at each and every instant dt (MTW, p. 467), as read with your
wristwatch, as you read these lines.

If you can't do your homework, ask Stanley Deser for help. Eight years
ago, he declared that understands the dynamics of gravity, but failed
to explain it. Or ask Fredy Hehl for help, as he also believes that
understands GR. Or any of your colleagues in the CC: list.

If you all fail, recall the idea of Plato, Fig. 3 in [Ref. 1]. Be
aware that you may need new Mathematics.

Needless to say, you may ignore the facts and pretend that you've
never heard about your problems. After all, you and your colleagues
live in total socialism, your pay checks and pensions are secured, and
nobody expects from you to start thinking. Why would you?

D. Chakalov
----
[Ref. 1] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194v6
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

=====================================================================

Subject: Mathematical General Relativity, Emile Borel Centre, Henri Poincare
Institute, Paris, September 14 - December 18, 2015
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 2014 00:55:36 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmFhG1ZzKCWVKAJo+nc+6=hptabU-yjH-=TWt3uGveOrg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Bianca Dittrich <dittrich@aei.mpg.de>,
Catherine Meusburger <catherine.meusburger@gmail.com>,
Fotini Markopoulou <fotinimk@gmail.com>,
Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,
Thomas Thiemann <thiemann@theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Phil <contact@philippelefloch.org>,
marc.herzlich@univ-montp2.fr,
dafermos@princeton.edu,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
Matthew Choptuik <choptuik@physics.ubc.ca>,
michael.eichmair@math.ethz.ch,
gerhard.huisken@uni-tuebingen.de,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
aionescu@math.princeton.edu,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
erwann.delay@univ-avignon.fr,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
jeremie.szeftel@upmc.fr,
abdelghani.zeghib@ens-lyon.fr,
benoit.perthame@upmc.fr,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Eric Gourgoulhon <eric.gourgoulhon@obspm.fr>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
John M Lee <johnmlee@uw.edu>,
Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>,
duchamp@uw.edu,
Stephen Mitchell <mitchell@math.washington.edu>,
Demetris <dchristop@econ.uoa.gr>,
J.M.Evans@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
Raymond Goldstein <R.E.Goldstein@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
M.B.Green@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
Fernando Quevedo <F.Quevedo@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
D.Tong@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
H.Osborn@damtp.cam.ac.uk,
John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
John Stachel <john.stachel@gmail.com>,
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Check out the problems of mathematical GR at

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

I will be happy to attend your gathering and explain them in details.
Currently, you've been using mathematical "axioms" that are based on
sheer poetry and wishful thinking.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
----

Note: See an excerpt from Eric Gourgoulhon's '3+1 Formalism in General
Relativity' (Springer, 2012), based on his lectures given at the
General Relativity Trimester held in the Institute Henri Poincare in

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Paris, Sept.- Dec. 2006, at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Eric_poetry.jpg

To understand the poetry in the excerpt above, let me offer a similar
poetic "explanation" of open and closed intervals.

Consider five distinguishable yet identical apples with finite
dimensions, denoted with A, and attach numbers to them, A1, ..., A5,
then make an "open interval" of these five apples, such that A1 and A5
are excluded. How? Well, there is obviously air between [A1] and [A2]
and between [A4] and [A5], and we all know that 'air' is not-apple.
Now, shrink the dimensions of all five apples and instruct their "size"
to actually reach the ultimate limit (Sic!) at which all apples already
'have no parts' (Euclid). It is "intuitively clear" (mathematicians love
this phrase) that (i) there exists an infinite (actual infinity) and
undecidable "number" of point-like apples in the open interval (A2, A4),
and (ii) two and only two distinguishable point-like apples are excluded
from the open interval (A2, A4), being the very "end points" [A1] and [A5]
that define the "open interval". How is this possible? Well, we believe
there is still air between [A1] and [A2] and between [A4] and [A5]. This
remaining "air" is not-apple, but it is "intuitively clear" (see above)
that this "air" has completely disappeared ("empty set") in the open
interval (A2, A4), leaving only the two denumerable and distinguishable
"end points" A1 and A5. Voila!

If you deeply believe can understand such jabberwocky, you're ready to
postulate the notions of "smoothness" and "neighborhood", introduce
Hausdorff space, and teach Mathematical General Relativity at Emile
Borel Centre at Henri Poincare Institute, Paris, September 14 -
December 18, 2015. Just make sure that nobody will ask any questions.

D.C.
December 3, 2014

=====================================================================

Subject: "Open Neighborhood" ?
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 2014 12:09:07 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxn1jwDzktfi7p_aiYTxHMHCgweJ7ca7nvA9jmsj4s9g6Q@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Margherita Barile <barile@dm.uniba.it>
Cc: Camillo De Lellis <camillo.delellis@math.uzh.ch>, 
Karel Hrbacek <khrbacek@sci.ccny.cuny.edu>

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/OpenNeighborhood.html
--

Dear Dr. Barile,

I think your entry at the link above contains inadmissible poetry,
because the alleged "definitions" of 'open set' and its complement
'closed set' are wrong: it is in principle impossible to even think of

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Eric_poetry.jpg
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/OpenNeighborhood.html


'topological point' as an individual entity that belongs to the
*continuum* of topological points.

In my opinion, the murky idea of "locally Euclidean", used in the
"derinition" of 'manifold' at MathWorld, is also sheer poetry. Will be
happy to elaborate.

Please pass this email to Eric Weisstein and Todd Rowland, in case
they are interested in Mathematics.

Kind regards,

Dimi Chakalov
----

Note: A few minutes ago, I sent a message to MathWorld:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/blue_points.jpg

Needless to say, nobody will respond.

D.C.
December 8, 2014, 10:43 GMT

=====================================================================

Subject: Table II, arXiv:1412.2046v1 [gr-qc] & New J. Phys. 16, 023027 (2014)
vs. MTW, p. 467
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 2014 11:05:45 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxn36VdY9mDR1zgO0GeRXp_DXQzRACYPGhXbbeLcLtCjpQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: stephen.barnett@glasgow.ac.uk
Cc: Richard Woodard <woodard@phys.ufl.edu>

Dear Dr. Barnett,

I am trying to understand your ideas. May I ask for help regarding
your tensor interpreted as "the gravitational field tensor"
(arXiv:1412.2046v1, Table II).

You stated that, "in anticipation of coupling to matter which will set
the energy scale" (New J. Phys., footnote 4), your theory "does not,
as yet, include coupling to material sources of gravitational
radiation" (ibid., Sec. 6.4).

Please explain whether your "gravitational field tensor" may or may
not solve the problem with localization of gravitational energy
density (MTW, p. 467). If it can't, why? If it can, how?

I also will be happy to learn the opinion of Dr. Woodard
(arXiv:1407.4748v1) regarding the problem at MTW, p. 467, given the

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/blue_points.jpg


fact that gravitational energy cannot be "conserved" during the
evolution of the Universe.

My solution can be read at
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: G. S. Paraoanu, The quantum vacuum, arXiv:1402.1087v2 [quant-ph], p. 6
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 2014 14:02:26 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=1rJH06yevg8YxMcvc9Pcyxv3TpAGfgL=SBVHDJhi=Gw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Sorin Paraoanu <sorin.paraoanu@aalto.fi>, paraoanu@cc.hut.fi
Cc: Peter Milonni <peter_milonni@comcast.net>,
Tony Leggett <aleggett@illinois.edu>

p. 6: "properties are not intrinsically attached to objects, but are
created contextually, as shown by the Kochen-Specker theorem. Because
in quantum field theory the vacuum has a structure, properties can be
generated at a certain point by changes of this structure, and not
just by bringing them in from somewhere else. (...) the structure
exists as such, ready to acquire real properties, without being
constructed beforehand by energy or mass previously brought in from
elsewhere."
--

Dear Dr. Paraoanu,

Reading your paper was a real pleasure. Thank you.

See the most widely known, ever since 1911, public secret in
theoretical physics in Fig. 8,
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Peter and Tony know it very well, but are keeping quiet. I hope you
will mention it in your next arXiv:1402.1087 v3 [quant-ph].

Kind regards,

Dimi Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: Re: Suggestion

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Date: Tue, 16 Dec 2014 13:34:38 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxkgv-jZXn-5PHqxvur=zWjFEjSK0PHNBSmvCuN6jgUttg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Jonathan Halliwell <j.halliwell@imperial.ac.uk>
Cc: Roland Omnes <roomnes@wanadoo.fr>,
Amihay Hanany <a.hanany@imperial.ac.uk>,
Helen Fay Dowker <f.dowker@imperial.ac.uk>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Tony Valentini <antonyv@clemson.edu>,
Philipp Roser <philipproser@gmail.com>

Jonathan, you know the problem from 1911 very well (see Fig. 8 at the
link below), so why are you keeping quiet? It's not fair to hide from
kids what you know.

I attended your Tuesday Seminar at Imperial College on Tue 24 Nov
2009, 13:30pm - 14:30pm, raised my hand and asked you about the
solution to the problem from 1911, but you did NOT reply to my
question. Helen was sitting next to me, and she did not say anything
either. Then I emailed you later on the same day (Tue, 24 Nov 2009
20:06:09 +0000), but you didn't reply. You did not even correct your
arXiv:gr-qc/0208018 by acknowledging that the "decoherent histories"
approach is red herring.

Again, why are you keeping quiet? Have you already retired, like Chris?

D. Chakalov

On Tue, Dec 16, 2014 at 12:30 PM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear Dr. Roser,
>
> I looked at your MS dissertation at Imperial College London and
> noticed that your senior colleagues have not told you about the most
> widely known, ever since 1911, public secret in theoretical physics,
> Fig. 8 in
>
> http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
>
> Don't trust your senior "colleagues", because they will never tell you
> everything they know, and will let you chase the same ghost they've
> been trying to catch since their MS dissertations. Do your homework
> instead.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> D. Chakalov
>

=====================================================================

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Subject: Dah-Wei Chiou, Loop Quantum Gravity, arXiv:1412.4362v1 [gr-qc], p. 6
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 2014 02:52:54 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=gCzmtxUmn3k8a3QiBQSi7rj34GiCYdQLupbKVTAdSMA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Dah-Wei Chiou <dwchiou@gmail.com>
Cc: Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Wei-Tou Ni <wtni@phys.nthu.edu.tw>,
Li-Fang Li <lilf@itp.ac.cn>,
Alejandro Perez <perez@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Carlo <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
José Antonio Zapata <zapata@matmor.unam.mx>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Erik Curiel <erik@strangebeautiful.com>,
Martin Bojowald <bojowald@gravity.psu.edu>,
Abhay Ashtekar <ashtekar@gravity.psu.edu>,
Hermann Nicolai <Hermann.Nicolai@aei.mpg.de>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Michel <michel.dyakonov@gmail.com>,
Philipp Roser <philipproser@gmail.com>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
lewand@fuw.edu.pl,
Thomas Thiemann <thiemann@theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de>,
Gerhard C Hegerfeldt <gerhard.hegerfeldt@physik.uni-goettingen.de>,
Alfredo <amac@xanum.uam.mx>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
James York <york@astro.cornell.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>

Dear Dr. Chiou,

You said that quantum gravity "remains the Holy Grail of theocratical
physics" (p. 6). I think your statement is a joke, just like the
entire "loop quantum gravity". I explained this to Alejandro Perez on
17 May 2012, so now I will be very brief.

By construction, the canonical quantization of GR starts from the
splitting of spacetime, "thereby doing grave injustice to space-time
covariance that underlies general relativity" (Abby Ashtekar,
arXiv:gr-qc/0410054v2, p. 32). Once you split the spacetime, there is
no way whatsoever to "identify true physical time if indeed there is
one" (Philipp Roser and Antony Valentini, arXiv:1406.2036v2 [gr-qc],
p. 2). It's just not there -- see Confucius below.

To explain the situation, imagine a hen that is producing 3-D eggs,
one at a time, while you and all your colleagues are trapped inside
such continuum of 3-D eggs, endowed with retarded causality. You
notice that your egg (singular) is changing 'in time', so you
introduce some "true physical time" (cf. above) and split the 4D
spacetime of eggs à la ADM.

Can you explain the hen and its eggs by examining only and exclusively
only the continuum of eggs? That's "the Holy Grail of theocratical



physics" (p. 6).

Notice that the "hen" was suggested by Plato many centuries ago: see Fig. 3 at
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Any comments?

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
----
The hardest thing of all is to find a black cat in a dark room,
especially if there is no cat.
Confucius

-----------------
Note: If you identify some "true physical time", you will also identify 
some referential physical ether at absolute rest (the "hen"), otherwise
your "true physical time" makes no sense. Go ahead, make your best shot.

Alternatively, see Fig. 3 at the link above, and
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/hen_eggs.jpg

It matches the fourth group of the Ishamian taxonomy (C.J. Isham,
Prima Facie Questions in Quantum Gravity, arXiv:gr-qc/9310031v1).

D. Chakalov
December 17, 2014, 19:50 GMT

==================

Subject: Re: Dah-Wei Chiou, Loop Quantum Gravity, arXiv:1412.4362v1 [gr-qc],
p. 6
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 2014 20:28:44 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnzWiuhCJN04jC-WHHvPc4aNkhNEdXHrwjKyA6rD3H-xw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: carlo rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>
Cc: Dah-Wei Chiou <dwchiou@gmail.com>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Wei-Tou Ni <wtni@phys.nthu.edu.tw>,
Li-Fang Li <lilf@itp.ac.cn>,
Alejandro Perez <perez@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
José Antonio Zapata <zapata@matmor.unam.mx>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Erik Curiel <erik@strangebeautiful.com>,
Martin Bojowald <bojowald@gravity.psu.edu>,
Abhay Ashtekar <ashtekar@gravity.psu.edu>,
Hermann Nicolai <Hermann.Nicolai@aei.mpg.de>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Michel <michel.dyakonov@gmail.com>,
Philipp Roser <philipproser@gmail.com>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
Jerzy Lewandowski <lewand@fuw.edu.pl>,

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/hen_eggs.jpg


Thomas Thiemann <thiemann@theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de>,
Gerhard C Hegerfeldt <gerhard.hegerfeldt@physik.uni-goettingen.de>,
Alfredo <amac@xanum.uam.mx>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
James York <york@astro.cornell.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>

On Wed, 17 Dec 2014 18:31:46 +0100, carlo rovelli
<rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr> wrote:
>
>> Any comments?
>
> Sure: please notice that in its covariant formulation Loop Quantum Gravity
> does not need a space versus time split.

Did you manage to identify some "true physical time" so that we can
"look around, and see as far as we like" (Lee Smolin, Three Roads to
Quantum Gravity, p. 205) ?

> See for instance the recent book "Introduction to Covariant Loop Quantum
> Gravity" by Vidotto and myself.

The cover of your book, by Martin Klimas, is fantastic and has nothing
to do with your hypotheses.

You and Vidotto wrote (p. 258): "The main open questions in the theory
are two. The first regards its consistency, the second the possibility
of making predictions." And later (p. 251): "Waiting for some
empirical support, we are not sure the track is the good one. But the
sky is much more clear than just a few years ago, in quantum gravity."

No, the sky isn't clear at all, and it has never been. With the
current version of GR, you don't have the topological dimensions of
spacetime in the first place. As M. Bojowald acknowledged (Canonical
Relativity and the Dimensionality of the World, arXiv:0807.4874v1
[gr-qc]), "If the theory does not allow us, even in principle, to
extend solutions arbitrarily far in one direction, it may be difficult
to view this direction as a dimension of the world."

More from Confucius.

D. Chakalov

----
The hardest thing of all is to find a black cat in a dark room,
especially if there is no cat.
Confucius

=====================================================================



Subject: Re: [arXiv #132383] Re: arXiv submission submit/1106261
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 2014 13:38:36 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmfJrGqDbMiHgdY1ecOBPBPzFm5T51sOYZUQ6b0Tkr8xQ@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <rt-4.0.6-27655-1415891417-1493.132383-6-0@CULibrary>
References: <RT-Ticket-132383@CULibrary>
<201411072312.sA7NC8Gk007184@lib-arxiv-008.serverfarm.cornell.edu>
<CAM7EkxkGnWj+Wz79VBO_MybfCWNAt7-3POqSmU1QOLP21Mn9vg@mail.gmail.com>
<rt-4.0.6-27655-1415891417-1493.132383-6-0@CULibrary>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: arXiv Help <help@arxiv.org>, moderation@arxiv.org

Dear Sir or Madam,

For over one month, since November 13th, my paper 'Relative Scale Spacetime' at
http://arxiv.org/submit/1106261

is 'on hold' pending a decision on classification.

If possible, please let me know when you will make a decision on classification.

Sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov

On Thu, 13 Nov 2014 10:10:17 -0500,
Message-ID: <rt-4.0.6-27655-1415891417-1493.132383-6-0@CULibrary>,
arXiv Help <help@arxiv.org> wrote:
>
> Dear D. Chakalov,
>
> Your submission is currently on hold pending a decision on classification.
> The "hold" status merely indicates that one or more of the moderators need
> additional time to consider your article.
>
> Due to the volume of mail arXiv receives, we are not able to provide regular
> status updates. Upon resolution, your submission will be deposited in arXiv,
> or we will contact you with further information.
>
> This address is for technical administration only. Please send questions/concerns
> regarding moderation to moderation@arxiv.org. For more information on arXiv
> moderation see:
>
> http://arxiv.org/help/moderation
>
> --
> arXiv admin
>
>

=========================================

Subject: Re: [arXiv #132383] Re: arXiv submission submit/1106261
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 2014 19:40:57 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkyBPVyi6FipaPpNnM6v33=Zuv7VX=XVcoB8jNLJT5ihA@mail.gmail.com>

http://arxiv.org/submit/1106261


From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: arXiv Help <help@arxiv.org>, moderation@arxiv.org

On Wed, 17 Dec 2014 10:07:02 -0500,
Message-ID: <rt-4.0.6-4009-1418828822-60.132383-6-0@CULibrary>,
arXiv Help <help@arxiv.org> wrote:
>
> Dear Dimi Chakalov,
>
> Unfortunately we do not yet have a final decision for your paper.
> Once our moderators have made a decision, your paper will either
> be deposited into arXiv or we will contact you with additional
> information, as we have specified previously.

I hope your moderators will make a decision by Christmas, for obvious reasons.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

> On Wed Dec 17 06:38:42 2014, dchakalov@gmail.com wrote:
>>
>> Dear Sir or Madam,
>>
>> For over one month, since November 13th, my paper 'Relative Scale
>> Spacetime' at
>> http://arxiv.org/submit/1106261
>> is 'on hold' pending a decision on classification.
>>
>> If possible, please let me know when you will make a decision on
>> classification.
>>
>> Sincerely,
>>
>> Dimi Chakalov
>>

=====================================================================

Subject: Re: Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194: Comments welcomed
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 2014 14:10:49 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmOBqwnB2gVkUH6aT_ByNpU=0aVJGcjDijUJmHe8Z0YAA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Adam Riess <ariess@pha.jhu.edu>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Alessandro Teta <teta@mat.uniroma1.it>,
Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,
Andrei Khrennikov <Andrei.Khrennikov@lnu.se>,
Angelo Loinger <angelo.loinger@mi.infn.it>,
Anthony Lasenby <a.n.lasenby@mrao.cam.ac.uk>,
Anthony Zee <zee@kitp.ucsb.edu>,

http://arxiv.org/submit/1106261


Antoine Suarez <suarez@leman.ch>,
Arati Prabhakar <outreach@darpa.mil>,
Baron Rees of Ludlow <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
Benni R <reznik@post.tau.ac.il>,
Bernadette Seevinck-Teulings <m.p.seevinck@science.ru.nl>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Bernard Schutz <Bernard.Schutz@aei.mpg.de>,
Bernd Brügmann <b.bruegmann@tpi.uni-jena.de>,
Bernd Schmidt <bernd@aei.mpg.de>,
Bernhard Milow <bernhard.milow@dlr.de>,
Bianca Dittrich <dittrich@aei.mpg.de>,
Bob Coecke <coecke@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,
brain_mind@epfl.ch,
Brian P Dolan <bdolan@thphys.nuim.ie>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,
carlo rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
carmen.sandi@epfl.ch,
Catherine Meusburger <catherine.meusburger@gmail.com>,
cbs@fas.harvard.edu,
Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Charis Anastopoulos <anastop@physics.upatras.gr>,
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Craig Copi <cjc5@po.cwru.edu>,
Daniel Favrat <daniel.favrat@epfl.ch>,
David B Malament <dmalamen@uci.edu>,
David Spergel <dns@astro.princeton.edu>,
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>,
dl@scimednet.org,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Dominik Schwarz <dschwarz@physik.uni-bielefeld.de>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
energycenter@epfl.ch,
Eric Gourgoulhon <eric.gourgoulhon@obspm.fr>,
Erik Curiel <erik@strangebeautiful.com>,
Etera Livine <etera.livine@ens-lyon.fr>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Evangelos Melas <evangelosmelas@yahoo.co.uk>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
fabien.delalondre@epfl.ch,
Felix Schuermann <felix.schuermann@epfl.ch>,
Fotini Markopoulou <fotinimk@gmail.com>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
gary.marcus@nyu.edu,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
George Efstathiou <gpe@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
Giovanni Amelino-Camelia <amelino@roma1.infn.it>,
giovanni.salesi@unibg.it,
Giuseppe Vitiello <vitiello@sa.infn.it>,
Graham Nerlich <Graham.Nerlich@adelaide.edu.au>,
Günther Hasinger <guenther.hasinger@ipp.mpg.de>,
Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Helvi Witek <h.witek@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
henry.markram@epfl.ch,
info@scimednet.org,
J.R.Fanchi@tcu.edu,



Jack Lee <lee@math.washington.edu>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
jeffrey.muller@epfl.ch,
Jeremiah P Ostriker <ostriker@princeton.edu>,
Joe Silk <j.silk1@physics.ox.ac.uk>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
John Norton <jdnorton@pitt.edu>,
John Stachel <john.stachel@gmail.com>,
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Jonathan Halliwell <j.halliwell@imperial.ac.uk>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>,
Josh Goldberg <goldberg@phy.syr.edu>,
Jürg Fröhlich <juerg@phys.ethz.ch>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
kenneth_blum@harvard.edu,
Larry Ford <ford@cosmos.phy.tufts.edu>,
Larry Horwitz <larry@post.tau.ac.il>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>,
Lawrence M Krauss <krauss@asu.edu>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Luc Blanchet <blanchet@iap.fr>,
Luca Bombelli <bombelli@olemiss.edu>,
Luciano Rezzolla <luciano.rezzolla@aei.mpg.de>,
Martin Barstow <mab@le.ac.uk>,
Martin Bureau <bureau@astro.ox.ac.uk>,
Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>,
meierk@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
Michael Spivak <puborperish@gmail.com>,
Michael Strauss <strauss@astro.princeton.edu>,
Mike <mturner@kicp.uchicago.edu>,
Mike Edmunds <mike.edmunds@astro.cf.ac.uk>,
Muhammad Sharif <hasharif@yahoo.com>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Neil Turok <nturok@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>,
Ntina Savvidou <ksavvidou@physics.upatras.gr>,
Oliver Jennrich <oliver.jennrich@esa.int>,
Paddy <nabhan@iucaa.ernet.in>,
Pankaj S Joshi <psj@tifr.res.in>,
Paul Busch <pb516@york.ac.uk>,
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,
Paul G Allen <info@alleninstitute.org>,
Paul Steinhardt <steinh@princeton.edu>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Perez <perez@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Peter Milonni <peter_milonni@comcast.net>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
presse@rektorat.uni-heidelberg.de,
psychq@psych.nyu.edu,
Ravindra Saraykar <ravindra.saraykar@gmail.com>,
Raymond Chiao Y <rchiao@ucmerced.edu>,
Renato Renner <renner@phys.ethz.ch>,
Renyue Cen <cen@astro.princeton.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
Richard Price <rprice.physics@gmail.com>,



Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Robert Brandenberger <rhb@hep.physics.mcgill.ca>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Roger Blandford <rdb3@stanford.edu>,
Rupert Sheldrake <rsheldrake@clara.co.uk>,
ruy@lnls.br,
salesi@unibg.it,
Salvatore.Esposito@na.infn.it,
Saul Perlmutter <saul@lbl.gov>,
SciTech.Editorial@esa.int,
Sean Carroll <seancarroll@gmail.com>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Simon White <swhite@mpa-garching.mpg.de>,
Slava <viacheslav.belavkin@nottingham.ac.uk>,
Stanislav Babak <stba@aei.mpg.de>,
Steven <sw@uwaterloo.ca>,
Steven Carlip <carlip@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
Steven Giddings <giddings@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Ted Jacobson <jacobson@physics.umd.edu>,
Thomas Filk <Filk@physik.uni-freiburg.de>,
Thomas Thiemann <thiemann@theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de>,
Torsten Asselmeyer-Maluga <torsten.asselmeyer-maluga@dlr.de>,
willem.wybo@epfl.ch,
William G Unruh <unruh@physics.ubc.ca>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
arXiv Help <help@arxiv.org>,
moderation@arxiv.org

Remember: In mathematical physics, God can be identified only as
*purely mathematical* object. That's our job, and it is not about
religion but Mathematics. Needless to say, we should be always aware
of our limitations, as we cannot in principle reveal the complete
nature of God with Mathematics.

Happy Birthday of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

D. Chakalov

On Thu, 30 Oct 2014 01:12:22 +0200,
Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Ladies and Gentlemen:
>
> The theory of relative scale spacetime has been announced at
>
> http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
>
> Your professional comments and critical suggestions will be appreciated.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> D. Chakalov

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


=====================================================================

Subject: Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 2014 22:11:07 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=JO73XxwV4yKVH75YN_oWouEddAZbKUM5hi1pTw6kOLA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: David Krakauer <director@discovery.wisc.edu>
Cc: president@santafe.edu,
nvf1@psu.edu,
jdg@santafe.edu,
jaffe@physics.harvard.edu,
daniel.stein@nyu.edu,
michael.mauboussin@credit-suisse.com,
wid@discovery.wisc.edu,
energy_systems@anl.gov,
info@phy.anl.gov,
alexlub@math.huji.ac.il,
gross@math.harvard.edu,
kronheim@math.harvard.edu,
mazur@math.harvard.edu,
tate@math.harvard.edu

Dear Dr. Krakauer,

I learned from SFI website that you are interested in "the origin of
intelligence in the universe", and that Wired Magazine named you among
50 people who might change the world.

Please see a mathematical task from Plato, Fig. 3 and Fig. 14.2 at

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

In my opinion, we only need Mathematics.

Wishing you and your colleagues a very merry Christmas,

Dimi Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: Quantization of general relativity ?
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 2014 14:05:20 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmXQvS6PNndALhPXrnie1S1bPx0vccignvqmKehC+o+rw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Charles W Misner <misner@umd.edu>
Cc: Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


carlo rovelli <rovelli.carlo@gmail.com>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Thomas Thiemann <thiemann@theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Klaas Landsman <landsman@math.ru.nl>,
Renate <r.loll@science.ru.nl>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Ben Whale <bwhale@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Sascha Husa <sascha.husa@gmail.com>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Louis Witten <lwittenw@gmail.com>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>,
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>,
Jim Isenberg <isenberg@uoregon.edu>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Jack Lee <lee@math.washington.edu>,
Eric Gourgoulhon <eric.gourgoulhon@obspm.fr>,
Harvey Reall <h.s.reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
John Stachel <john.stachel@gmail.com>,
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>,
Peter Jenni <Peter.Jenni@cern.ch>,
Frank Tipler <tipler@math.tulane.edu>,
David J Miller <djm@hep.ucl.ac.uk>,
George F Smoot III <gfsmoot@lbl.gov>,
Anthony Leggett <aleggett@illinois.edu>,
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Stephen Barnett <stephen.barnett@glasgow.ac.uk>,
Sorin Paraoanu <sorin.paraoanu@aalto.fi>,
Peter Milonni <peter_milonni@comcast.net>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>

Dear Dr. Misner,



In July 1957, you proposed the so-called Feynman quantization of
general relativity (originally suggested by your late mentor John A.
Wheeler), and stressed that its Hamiltonian must vanish [Ref. 1].

May I ask you to explain the emergence of visible track of water
droplets in Wilson chamber, made by energy exchanges with a single
quantum particle [Ref. 2],

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

I extend this challenge from 1911 to all your colleagues.

In May 1989, I met Dr. John A. Wheeler during a lunch in the cafeteria
of the Physics Department (Princeton University), and tried to explain
briefly the crux of the issue from 1911: the intact quantum reality
'out there' is *not* directly observable (cf. the link above), which
leads to the inevitable conclusion that its Hamiltonian must vanish
[Ref. 1]. Yet the intact quantum reality 'out there' is atemporal *ab
initio*, resembling (but not identical to) the human cognition. To
explain the meaning of 'atemporal', I offered his own observation
[Ref. 3], which he has seen in 1976, on a wall in the Pecan Street
Cafe in Austin, TX:

"Time is Nature's way to keep everything from happening all at once."

Briefly, we have atemporal reality, which shows up as intact quantum
reality 'out there', in line with the proposal by Plato [Ref. 2].

Well, you knew your late mentor, and I suppose you can imagine how he
responded. I will always remember his blue eyes steering at me. The
lunch, however, was delicious.

Wishing you a very merry Christmas,

Dimi Chakalov

----
[Ref. 1] Charles W. Misner, Feynman Quantization of General
Relativity, Rev. Mod. Phys. 29(3) 497-509 (1957), p. 499 and pp.
508-509.
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Misner.pdf

[Ref. 2] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194, Fig. 3
and Fig. 8.
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

[Ref. 3] John A. Wheeler, Time Today, in: 'Physical Origins of Time
Asymmetry', ed. by J.J. Halliwell, J. Pérez-Mercader, and W.H. Zurek,
Cambridge University Press, 1994, p. 1.

=====================================================================

Subject: Olimpia Lombardi awarded $120,843 by FQXi, 2013
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 2014 01:28:33 +0200

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Misner.pdf
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxny7xP4OGaSW9Wi2TJ-2tW3VrQjq0vjsPf0UEtZh4hEYw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Olimpia Lombardi <olimpiafilo@arnet.com.ar>
Cc: Sebastian <sfortin@gmx.net>,
Jonathan Halliwell <j.halliwell@imperial.ac.uk>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Fotini Markopoulou <fotinimk@gmail.com>,
Alessandro Teta <teta@mat.uniroma1.it>,
Kavita Rajanna <mail@fqxi.org>,
Brendan <foster@fqxi.org>,
Daniel Sudarsky <sudarsky@nucleares.unam.mx>,
Robert E Wyatt <wyattre@cm.utexas.edu>,
Peter Riggs <peter.riggs@anu.edu.au>,
Tomoi Koide <tomoikoide@gmail.com>,
A Rod Gover <r.gover@auckland.ac.nz>,
sean.curry@auckland.ac.nz,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Brian Greene <bg111@columbia.edu>,
Adán Cabello <adan@us.es>,
Otfried Guehne <otfried.guehne@uni-siegen.de>,
jan-ake.larsson@liu.se,
Jorge Pullin <pullin@lsu.edu>,
Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>,
Hans Peter Nilles <nilles@th.physik.uni-bonn.de>,
Frank Tipler <tipler@math.tulane.edu>,
frankwilczek <wilczek@mit.edu>,
john.swain@cern.ch,
GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch,
CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch,
GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch,
CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch,
GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch,
JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch,
ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch,
CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch,
ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch,
Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>,
Ignatios Antoniadis <IGNATIOS.ANTONIADIS@cern.ch>,
JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch,
Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>,
HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch,
GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch,
James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>,
Carsten Gundlach <c.j.gundlach@soton.ac.uk>,
Andersson N A <n.a.andersson@soton.ac.uk>,
Jeremy <jb56@cam.ac.uk>

http://fqxi.org/grants/large/awardees/view/__details/2013/lombardi
--

Dear Dr. Lombardi,

May I ask you to explain the emergence of visible track of water
droplets in Wilson chamber, made by energy exchanges with a single
quantum particle,

http://fqxi.org/grants/large/awardees/view/__details/2013/lombardi


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

Please notice that the unsolved problem from 1911 is not about a
particle "escaping along a particular direction, which is clearly not
a spherically symmetric state of affairs" (Mario Castagnino et al.,
arXiv:1412.7576v1, p. 5), so your "modal-Hamiltonian interpretation of
quantum mechanics" (arXiv:quant-ph/0610121v2) may not work at all --
see the link above. More in [Ref. 1].

I extend this task from 1911 to all your colleagues.

With all good wishes for 2015 and beyond,

Dimi Chakalov

----
[Ref. 1] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194, Fig. 3
and Fig. 8.
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

=====================================================================

Subject: Re: Olimpia Lombardi awarded $120,843 by FQXi, 2013
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 2015 11:08:10 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxn15QeUFXxDg4PSM6Ut2VCBr_Mw5VGLD6H_dSvHbdo3og@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Olimpia Lombardi <olimpiafilo@arnet.com.ar>
Cc: Sebastian <sfortin@gmx.net>,
Jonathan Halliwell <j.halliwell@imperial.ac.uk>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Fotini Markopoulou <fotinimk@gmail.com>,
Alessandro Teta <teta@mat.uniroma1.it>,
Kavita Rajanna <mail@fqxi.org>,
Brendan <foster@fqxi.org>,
Daniel Sudarsky <sudarsky@nucleares.unam.mx>,
Robert E Wyatt <wyattre@cm.utexas.edu>,
Peter Riggs <peter.riggs@anu.edu.au>,
Tomoi Koide <tomoikoide@gmail.com>,
A Rod Gover <r.gover@auckland.ac.nz>,
sean.curry@auckland.ac.nz,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Brian Greene <bg111@columbia.edu>,
Adán Cabello <adan@us.es>,
Otfried Guehne <otfried.guehne@uni-siegen.de>,
Jan-Åke Larsson <jan-ake.larsson@liu.se>,
Jorge Pullin <pullin@lsu.edu>,
Fabiola Gianotti <Fabiola.Gianotti@cern.ch>,
Hans Peter Nilles <nilles@th.physik.uni-bonn.de>,
Frank Tipler <tipler@math.tulane.edu>,
frankwilczek <wilczek@mit.edu>,
john.swain@cern.ch,
GERALDINE.SERVANT@cern.ch,
CEDRIC.DELAUNAY@cern.ch,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


GIAN.GIUDICE@cern.ch,
CHRISTOPHE.GROJEAN@cern.ch,
GILAD.PEREZ@cern.ch,
JAMES.WELLS@cern.ch,
ANDREA.THAMM@cern.ch,
CHRISTIAN.THOMAS.BYRNES@cern.ch,
ANNE-MARIE.PERRIN@cern.ch,
Susanne Reffert <SUSANNE.REFFERT@cern.ch>,
Ignatios Antoniadis <IGNATIOS.ANTONIADIS@cern.ch>,
JULIEN.LESGOURGUES@cern.ch,
Georgi Dvali <GEORGI.DVALI@cern.ch>,
HYUN.MIN.LEE@cern.ch,
GEORGE.ZOUPANOS@cern.ch,
James Gillies <James.Gillies@cern.ch>,
Carsten Gundlach <c.j.gundlach@soton.ac.uk>,
Andersson N A <n.a.andersson@soton.ac.uk>,
Jeremy <jb56@cam.ac.uk>

On Fri, 2 Jan 2015 17:18:12 -0300,
Message-ID: <8171927C30D94FE38D46465D822D1271@OLIMPIAPC>,
Olimpia Lombardi <olimpiafilo@arnet.com.ar> wrote:
>
> Hi Dimi,
>
> I don’t understand why you bestow upon yourself the right to decide
> when you will answer my questions

But you don't have to "understand" it, Olimpia. Do your homework
instead. First things first.

After you write a paper "for publication" (see your email below) and
show that you deserve the money from FQXi, I will gladly answer all
your questions.

Maybe some of your colleagues can help you, as many of them have
accepted financial support as well. CERN, for example, have so far
collected over 7 BILLION Euros -- all taxpayers' money -- and of
course are perfectly aware of *the* most widely known public secret in
theoretical physics, ever since 1911.

Go ahead. Do your homework.

D. Chakalov

> From: Dimi Chakalov
> Sent: Wednesday, December 31, 2014 5:32 PM
> To: Olimpia Lombardi
> Subject: Re: Olimpia Lombardi awarded $120,843 by FQXi, 2013
>
> Hi Olimpia,
>
>> Thank you for pointing out the situation of the Wilson chamber: I will
>> suggest my collaborators that we will treat this case (maybe similar to
>> the Mott prolem) with our modal-Hamiltonian interpretation, and write
>> a paper for publication.
>
> The most widely known public secret in theoretical physics is not



> similar to the Mott problem: see again
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
>
> Please drop me a line when you complete your paper for publication. I
> will then reply to your questions, with utmost pleasure.
>
> All the best for 2015.
>
> Dimi
>

=====================================================================

Subject: Lee Smolin, arXiv:1503.01424v1 [hep-th], 4 Mar 2015
Date: Thu, 5 Mar 2015 10:55:47 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnmPRh7zuGOko+Rr8nyfsdzMp9KhNkjjUfVA6Z=mnNj1Q@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>
Cc: John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Cecilia Flori <cflori@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Andreas <andreas.doering@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,
Sergio Doplicher <dopliche@mat.uniroma1.it>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Bob Coecke <coecke@comlab.ox.ac.uk>

Lee:

You suggested to "extend each duality to a triality by promoting the
silent, non-dynamical structure needed to express a duality to a
third, equal dynamical partner."

The doctrine of trialism was suggested on Thu, 16 Jul 1998 10:31:41
-0700 in Quantum Approaches to Consciousness <QUANTUM-
MIND@LISTSERV.ARIZONA.EDU> .

I have sent the link to the original proposal to you and your
colleagues, many times indeed. Sadly, you never responded, but now
have launched exactly the same idea.

Read my mind.

D. Chakalov
----

Note: Suppose Lee Smolin was an Eskimo who has never seen and will
never see an elephant in his life. Yet he can make observations on
elephant's trunk by two complementary devices, which measure properties
of 'nose' and properties of 'arm'. Obviously, Lee Smolin can never
understand the underlying 'ONE entity', called 'trunk',

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/qualia_1.html#1

All he could do in arXiv:1503.01424v1 [hep-th] was to promote the
"silent, non-dynamical structure needed to express a duality to a
third, equal dynamical partner" (e.g., 'trunk'), and conjecture that 
"quantum mechanics itself can be understood as a consequence of 
the matrix dynamics resulting from breakng the fundamental triality
to a duality". 

In 2010 he collected $47,500 from FQXi,

http://fqxi.org/grants/large/awardees/view/__details/2010/smolin

To quote from his technical abstract: "We propose to investigate the
consequences for several issues in fundamental physics and cosmology
of the hypothesis that time is real and fundamental." 

NB: Of course time is real and fundamental, thanks to the 'ONE entity'
called 'trunk'. This is the crux of 'trialism' -- see the first link.

Also, in 2014 he got $3,500 from FQXi for "unification and fermions within
quantum spacetime" and $6,000 in 2007 to "support travel for collaborators
working on a book about the nature of time in physics and cosmology --
in progress." Altogether $57,000. No much, but after all a buck is a buck.

Do not ignore *the* most widely known public secret in theoretical physics,
explained in my email from Sat, 3 Jan 2015 11:08:10 +0200 above. Lee Smolin
was in the CC: list above, but of course he kept quiet. He collected all
the cash already, why worry about science?

D. Chakalov
March 5, 2015, 23:15 GMT

=====================================================================

Subject: arXiv:1502.02058v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Tue, 10 Feb 2015 15:20:37 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm3NQ=A=gWePn3i1Pv1Ff0N8-Ka_tc3OEn9MR9R71r2Ng@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Rod Sutherland <sutherland@usyd.edu.au>
Cc: Kristie Lyn Miller <kmiller@usyd.edu.au>,
David.Miller@arts.usyd.edu.au,
jtismael@email.arizona.edu,
john.cusbert@gmail.com,
dorato@uniroma3.it,
Huw Price <box3@prce.hu>,
Martin <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
Scott Aaronson <aaronson@csail.mit.edu>,
Yakir Aharonov <yakir@post.tau.ac.il>,
Lev Vaidman <vaidman@post.tau.ac.il>,
Craig Callender <ccallender@ucsd.edu>

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/qualia_1.html#1
http://fqxi.org/grants/large/awardees/view/__details/2010/smolin


Hi Rod,

You claim that your model "appears to be consistent with all existing
experimental evidence", but you forgot to include the emergence of
visible track of water droplets in Wilson chamber, made by energy
exchanges with a single quantum particle [Ref. 1],

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

Please do your homework and do not ignore the facts. I wrote many
times to Huw and Martin, but they never responded. It is about time,
really.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
----
[Ref. 1] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194, Fig. 8,
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

======================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1502.02058v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 2015 09:12:40 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnTqPQ6cPxziOY6UeXQRp0HXNV+Szqp__emKeSVF1ZzLA@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <52D17374B5D54143B9326E66827FE60D589F41E0@ex-mbx-pro-03>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Roderick Sutherland <rod.sutherland@sydney.edu.au>
Cc: Kristie Miller <kristie.miller@sydney.edu.au>,
David Miller <d.miller@sydney.edu.au>,
jtismael@email.arizona.edu,
john.cusbert@gmail.com,
dorato@uniroma3.it,
jvc@ics.mq.edu.au,
Huw Price <box3@prce.hu>,
Martin <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
Scott Aaronson <aaronson@csail.mit.edu>,
Yakir Aharonov <yakir@post.tau.ac.il>,
Lev Vaidman <vaidman@post.tau.ac.il>,
Craig Callender <ccallender@ucsd.edu>

Rod:

> 1. In any case, your objection also seems to apply to the standard
> interpretation of quantum mechanics, not just my work. So you seem
> to be disagreeing with most of the physics community.

Corrections: Not just "most of the physics community" but the entire
physics community has totally ignored the most widely known fact from
1911: see Fig. 8 in my email below. It is a fact, not 'opinion', so
there is no place for agreement vs disagreement. You can't argue with
facts.

If you wish to reply to my initial email, read it first, then try to think.

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


I extend this gentle suggestion to all your colleagues.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

________________________________________
> From: Dimi Chakalov [dchakalov@gmail.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, 11 February 2015 12:20 AM
> To: Roderick Sutherland
> Cc: Kristie Miller; David Miller;
> jtismael@email.arizona.edu; john.cusbert@gmail.com;
> dorato@uniroma3.it; jvc@ics.mq.edu.au; Huw Price; Martin;
> Scott Aaronson; Yakir Aharonov; Lev Vaidman; Craig Callender
> Subject: arXiv:1502.02058v1 [gr-qc]
>
> Hi Rod,
>
> You claim that your model "appears to be consistent with all existing
> experimental evidence", but you forgot to include the emergence of
> visible track of water droplets in Wilson chamber, made by energy
> exchanges with a single quantum particle [Ref. 1],
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
>
> Please do your homework and do not ignore the facts. I wrote many
> times to Huw and Martin, but they never responded. It is about time,
> really.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> D. Chakalov
> ----
> [Ref. 1] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194, Fig. 8,
> http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

======================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1502.02058v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 2015 14:19:17 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=LmhF_4+weY_cEwdSrHX3F55Vk1AMkk8KEZLFE35syrw@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <CABd=H2rM70WpY2c0oFAi7Tt6Me7v2LA=Lx_Px5ckF=rjFGDA1A@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Huw Price <hp331@cam.ac.uk>
Cc: Baron Rees of Ludlow <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>

Huw,

Glad to see that you can reply to my email. Very rare event, the first
one in 12 years (no typo). At least now you could not claim that you
know nothing about your severe problems.

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


> You really do know how to make friends, don't you! :)

I don't need friends. I only need to see your correction to your
ideas, based on the facts since 1911. Please don't procrastinate any
more.

I extend this subtle suggestion to Martin as well.

Dimi

_____________________________
>
> From: Dimi Chakalov [dchakalov@gmail.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, 11 February 2015 12:20 AM
> To: Roderick Sutherland
> Cc: Kristie Miller; David Miller; jtismael@email.arizona.edu;
> john.cusbert@gmail.com; dorato@uniroma3.it; jvc@ics.mq.edu.au; Huw
> Price; Martin; Scott Aaronson; Yakir Aharonov; Lev Vaidman; Craig Callender
> Subject: arXiv:1502.02058v1 [gr-qc]
>
> Hi Rod,
>
> You claim that your model "appears to be consistent with all existing
> experimental evidence", but you forgot to include the emergence of
> visible track of water droplets in Wilson chamber, made by energy
> exchanges with a single quantum particle [Ref. 1],
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
>
> Please do your homework and do not ignore the facts. I wrote many
> times to Huw and Martin, but they never responded. It is about time,
> really.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> D. Chakalov
> ----
> [Ref. 1] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194, Fig. 8,
> http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
>

======================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1502.02058v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 2015 19:56:25 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=bNF1VpY8Oo5o0q-D1XiDiO3K_HYqAQJ-CrSnHYah8kA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Huw Price <hp331@cam.ac.uk>
Cc: Baron Rees of Ludlow <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
George Efstathiou <gpe@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Sascha Husa <sascha.husa@gmail.com>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Charles W Misner <misner@umd.edu>,
John Stachel <john.stachel@gmail.com>,
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Anthony Lasenby <a.n.lasenby@mrao.cam.ac.uk>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>

P.S. Let me help you a bit more with Fig. 8, which now you know very well.

You posed the following question in 'Time's Arrow and Archimedes' Point':

"If there were a solution of this kind in quantum theory, after all,
how could it have gone unnoticed for so long?"

Because people like you and Martin (Baron Rees of Ludlow) don't want
to face the facts. The end result is "the worst theoretical prediction
in the history of physics!":

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/the_worst.jpg

If you disagree, please reply professionally. It's about time, literally.

Best - D.

On Sat, Feb 14, 2015 at 7:18 PM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> Seriously, Dimi, if you want my help you need to stop being cryptic.
>
> Could you please look at the attachment? It's Fig. 8. There's nothing
> "cryptic" there. It is a fact known since 1911. How can you explain
> the red quantum arrow?
>

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/the_worst.jpg


> Also, recall that I never asked for help. Please don't twist my words.
>
> Go ahead and do your job, professionally. You are Bertrand Russell
> Professor of Philosophy, right?
>
> The problem is yours. You need help. I'm fine.
>
> All the best,
>
> Dimi
>
>
>> On 14 February 2015 at 17:02, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> > I've seen that diagram, but I'm afraid it doesn't help.
>>>
>>> There is no "diagram", Huw. How can you explain the red quantum arrow in
>>> Fig. 8?
>>>
>>> Again, please reply as physicist and don't ignore the facts:
>>>
>>> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
>>>
>>> Dimi
>>>
----
Attachment:
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

======================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1502.02058v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 2015 16:17:28 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkKfskn=7WokU8Yd_7WJSXkuKy-YpGwPXwdDqaqQa+1Qw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Baron Rees of Ludlow <mjr@ast.cam.ac.uk>
Cc: Michael Banks <michael.banks@iop.org>,
Huw Price <hp331@cam.ac.uk>,
Rod Sutherland <sutherland@usyd.edu.au>,
David Miller <d.miller@sydney.edu.au>,
Scott Aaronson <aaronson@csail.mit.edu>,
Yakir Aharonov <yakir@post.tau.ac.il>,
Lev Vaidman <vaidman@post.tau.ac.il>,
Craig Callender <ccallender@ucsd.edu>,
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,
Lawrence M Krauss <krauss@asu.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
David B Malament <dmalamen@uci.edu>,
Eduardo I Guendelman <guendel@bgu.ac.il>,
Hartmann Römer <hartmann.roemer@physik.uni-freiburg.de>,
Steven Carlip <carlip@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>,
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>,
George Efstathiou <gpe@ast.cam.ac.uk>,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg


Joe Silk <j.silk1@physics.ox.ac.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
John Barrow <J.D.Barrow@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
info@templeton.org

Martin,

Let me explain why I included your email address in the CC: list of my
initial email to Rod Sutherland (printed below).

Four years ago, your were awarded the 2011 Templeton Prize for some
"big questions" that "strike at the core of life, fostering spiritual
progress that the Templeton Prize seeks to recognize",

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2011/apr/06/martin-rees-wins-gbp-1-million-templeton-prize

You acknowledged that you were "surprised" by the award, and also that
your views on science and religion are "rather boring" (cf. the link
above), yet you had no qualms about accepting the award and gladly
collected the cash -- £1,000,000.

Since you are a man of honour, you must feel very uneasy with these
money, which you definitely do not deserve. Not at all. You said in
2008 that you have "enough confidence in the multiverse" to bet your
dog's life on it, but such claim can hardly justify the Templeton
Prize.

Now you have the chance to make a genuine contribution to the "big
questions" that "strike at the core of life, fostering spiritual
progress that the Templeton Prize seeks to recognize", after which you
will feel an honest, upright and respectable person who does indeed
deserve the 2011 Templeton Prize and those £1,000,000.

All you need is to solve the 1911 puzzle -- read my email below. You
will end up with a new version of Quantum Theory, which could
(hopefully) allow you to solve Einstein's cosmological "constant"
problem from February 1917, and even speculate whether "there is life
out there" and "Will the Human Race Survive the Twenty-first Century",
as you put it. These are all "big questions" that "strike at the core
of life, fostering spiritual progress that the Templeton Prize seeks
to recognize".

Go ahead, Martin. Don't procrastinate.

I extend this gentle suggestion to all your colleagues.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

_____________________________
>
> From: Dimi Chakalov [dchakalov@gmail.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, 11 February 2015 12:20 AM
> To: Roderick Sutherland
> Cc: Kristie Miller; David Miller; jtismael@email.arizona.edu;
> john.cusbert@gmail.com; dorato@uniroma3.it; jvc@ics.mq.edu.au; Huw
> Price; Martin; Scott Aaronson; Yakir Aharonov; Lev Vaidman; Craig Callender

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2011/apr/06/martin-rees-wins-gbp-1-million-templeton-prize


> Subject: arXiv:1502.02058v1 [gr-qc]
>
> Hi Rod,
>
> You claim that your model "appears to be consistent with all existing
> experimental evidence", but you forgot to include the emergence of
> visible track of water droplets in Wilson chamber, made by energy
> exchanges with a single quantum particle [Ref. 1],
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
>
> Please do your homework and do not ignore the facts. I wrote many
> times to Huw and Martin, but they never responded. It is about time,
> really.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> D. Chakalov
> ----
> [Ref. 1] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194, Fig. 8,
> http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
>

=====================================================================

Subject: The physics of the brain
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 2015 03:33:46 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm55Q9aobq1EL0vo_4NbrR=v0AakHsBv7YpJ1x3ewpJxA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Nathalie George <nathalie.george@upmc.fr>,
Yves Agid <yves.agid@icm-institute.org>, 
Laurent Cohen <laurent.cohen@psl.aphp.fr>,
Sid Kouider <sid.kouider@ens.fr>, 
Jérôme Sackur <jerome.sackur@gmail.com>, 
contact@icm-institute.org

Dear colleagues,

I greatly admire your efforts and achievements, and wish you all the
best for 2015 and beyond.

In case you are interested in the binding problem viz. the physics of
the brain, please check out 'Relative Scale Spacetime',

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

In my opinion, the entire Universe is designed like a brain, hence the
need for new physics and Mathematics. If I am on the right track, it
may be possible to alter any physical system by spacetime engineering,
as the human brain is always embedded in 'the brain of the Universe'.

Kind regards,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Dimi Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1501.01205v1 [gr-qc], p. 19
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 2015 01:46:55 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmUCayLEUo6X=HTKskUwOhJ2ynY8ygOOPSaZo6FWdN0Hg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Niall <n.omurchadha@ucc.ie>,
David Brown <david_brown@ncsu.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Thomas Thiemann <thiemann@theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Charles W Misner <misner@umd.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
John Stachel <john.stachel@gmail.com>,
John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>
Cc: Claus Gerhardt <gerhardt@math.uni-heidelberg.de>

P.S. Suppose, for the sake of the argument, that you solve the
Hamiltonian constraint problem and achieve the quantization of
gravity, as claimed by Claus Gerhardt on the basis of his "modified
evolution equation" (p. 2). Then you will inevitably "discover" some
hidden "time parameter" of the gravitational field, and immediately
pinpoint the so-called reference fluid and its particles which
"identify the points of space, and clocks carried by these particles
identify the instants of time" (J.D. Brown and K.V. Kuchar,
arXiv:gr-qc/9409001), after which you will automatically "discover"
the Ether and ruin the entire theory of relativity.

Go ahead. Thomas Thiemann already published his so-called Master
Constraint Programme, now it's your turn.

D.C.



----
Subject: arXiv:1501.01205v1 [gr-qc], p. 19
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 2015 23:24:47 +0200
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Claus Gerhardt <gerhardt@math.uni-heidelberg.de>
Cc: [snip]

Claus Gerhardt: "Let us emphasize that the quantization has already
been achieved"
--

Claus, get professional and don't publish such jokes. The quantization
of gravity has very specific requirements that are known since 1930s,
thanks to Wolfgang Pauli: show the gravitational contribution of the
vacuum and solve Einstein's cosmological "constant" problem from
February 1917.

But of course you can't, so you'll keep dead quiet.

If your colleagues are good in math, check out Relative Scale Spacetime,
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

D. Chakalov

=====================================================================

Subject: Dark energy of... what ?
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 2015 16:49:02 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmXeqjuHH6rWByR6TVhiTeNvUb7uVmJC1NMimrsSTxHUg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: edesiobarboza@uern.br, rafaelda.costa@e-campus.uab.cat, 
evertonabreu@ufrrj.br, jorge@fisica.ufjf.br
Cc: Mike Turner <mturner@uchicago.edu>,
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>, 
Charles W Misner <misner@umd.edu>

Dear colleagues,

Given that thermodynamics sets limits on physical processes, and by
assuming that general relativity is the correct theory of gravitation,
you claim in your arXiv:1501.03491v1 [gr-qc] that "dark energy is not
immune to the laws of physics".

But we don't know the value of the energy density of the vacuum of
space -- a bare geometrical [lambda]-term -- nor the value of the
gravitational energy density at a spacetime point. So first you need
to fix QM, as the problem is known since 1911,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg


Fig. 8 at the link above is from Relative Scale Spacetime,
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Please do your homework. Only people like Mike Turner and Stan Deser
will refuse to face the facts.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov

======================================================================

Subject: Einstein field equations in "vacuum"
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 2015 16:03:45 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnBiM10c4rBzW-=OmVW+JRj15w-Z5Th=zR8cqjOSLbvTQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Louis Witten <lwittenw@gmail.com>,
Saul Teukolsky <saul@astro.cornell.edu>
Cc: Leo <leostein@astro.cornell.edu>,
Eanna Flanagan <flanagan@astro.cornell.edu>,
Ted Jacobson <jacobson@umd.edu>,
Steven Carlip <carlip@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@zarm.uni-bremen.de>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Edward Witten <witten@ias.edu>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Demetris <dchristop@econ.uoa.gr>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>,
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>

Dear Louis and Saul,

With all due respect, may I stress that "vacuum" field equations are
based on pure poetry and wishful thinking in the initial "definition"
of the "vacuum". Not surprisingly, you still cannot even imagine what
could be the agent emerging from the "vacuum" in the case of
Einstein's cosmological "constant" from February 1917.

Your latest papers, arXiv:1501.03968v1 [gr-qc] and arXiv:1410.2130v2
[gr-qc], fail to acknowledge that what you call "vacuum" could be an
entirely different form of reality, known since Plato: check out Fig.
3 in 'Relative Scale Spacetime',

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Saul only mentioned "the bizarre properties predicted by relativity,
such as event horizons or an exterior geometry described by the Kerr
metric", and said that you may find "something unexpected ... ".

No, it is not "unexpected", because we know it for 25 centuries --
check out the link above.

Wishing you all the best,

Dimi

======================================================================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1501.06762v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 2015 14:24:42 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=n++6Exhhuo9o17-6HjoVviDKpxfWq9LXOCLFZo5gMdA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Eduardo Guendelman <guendel@bgu.ac.il>
Cc: arkaprab@post.bgu.ac.il,
granitg@post.bgu.ac.il,
tomeryg@post.bgu.ac.il,
christian.rohrhofer@edu.uni-graz.at,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Sascha Husa <sascha.husa@gmail.com>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>,

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Ben Whale <ben.whale@otago.ac.nz>,
George Efstathiou <gpe@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>

Dear Eduardo,

Let's get professional, okay?

> Schwarzschild and Friedmann Lemaître Robertson Walker metrics
> from Newtonian Gravitational collapse
>
> but the point of our work was pedagogical first, i.e. to teach GR by
> developing through elementary means ways to arrive at basic results
> of GR without heavy math, there were previous attemps, but not correct,
> here we think we achieve this in a perfectly consistent way.

What you called "basic results of GR" lead to "the worst theoretical
prediction in the history of physics!" (Wiki),

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmological_constant#Quantum_field_theory

It's like you have to climb a very high mountain, but instead you show
students how to walk around the mountain and ignore your ultimate
task.

> Of course, the generalizations you suggest are possible, since the
> introduction of a cosmological constant in Newtoniam cosmology can be done

Go ahead then. You will solve "the worst theoretical prediction in the
history of physics!" (see above).

If you fail, scroll down to the end of the text at the link below, to
read a very simple explanation (January 16, 2015, 14:00 GMT),

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

I look forward to reading your forthcoming arXiv:1501.06762 v2
[gr-qc]. You don't have to mention my name, just please do your job
professionally.

I extend this humble suggestion to all your colleagues.

All the best,

Dimi

On Wed, 28 Jan 2015 06:10:50 +0200, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear Eduardo,
>
> I just read your latest arXiv:1501.06762v1 [gr-qc], and would like to
> ask you and your colleagues a question.
>
> As we all know, Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker spacetime is used
> to speculate about "dark energy". Yet you and your colleagues wrote:
>

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmological_constant#Quantum_field_theory
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt


> "The cosmological solution may cut, thus representing a "ball" of
> matter, outside this spherically symmetric ball we will assume (Sic! -
> D.) there is a sperically symetric static space time.
> ...
> "... it is very much like a conserved energy of a mechanical system,
> and indeed the sign of k determines whether R will expand to
> infinity...
> ...
> "... the conservation of energy that results from that the metric
> outside is assumed (Sic! - D.) to be static".
>
> Q: Can you include "dark energy" in your next arXiv:1501.06762 v2 [gr-qc] ?
>
> Please scroll down to the end of the text below to read a very simple
> explanation (January 16, 2015, 14:00 GMT),
>
> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt
>
> Shalom,
>
> Dimi
>
----

Note: See "the worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!":

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/the_worst.jpg

D.C.
January 28, 2015, 13:25 GMT

======================================================================

Subject: Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 2015 15:53:21 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm3HwTQ-D0T11VNATaxVmnPDXRrbHSPkD8ppZX9thfuUQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: John L Bell <jbell@uwo.ca>,
Karel Hrbacek <khrbacek@sci.ccny.cuny.edu>,
Tomás Jech <jech@math.cas.cz>,
Andrew Wiles <andrew.wiles@merton.ox.ac.uk>,
Akihiro Kanamori <aki@math.bu.edu>,
Meinulf Goeckeler <meinulf.goeckeler@physik.uni-regensburg.de>,
Martin Raussen <raussen@math.aau.dk>,
Thomas SCHUCKER <thomas.schucker@gmail.com>,
Hans Ringstrom <hansr@kth.se>,
Michael Spivak <puborperish@gmail.com>,
carlson@math.ohio-state.edu,
Sy David Friedman <sdf@logic.univie.ac.at>,
rami@cmu.edu,
alessandro.andretta@unito.it,
barbanej@union.edu,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/the_worst.jpg


roger@uniovi.es,
taylora@union.edu,
James Cummings <jcumming@andrew.cmu.edu>,
clinton.conley@univie.ac.at,
glimmeffros@gmail.com,
clemens@math.psu.edu,
Todd Eisworth <eisworth@math.ohiou.edu>,
zsiga@renyi.hu,
jacques.stern@ens.fr,
peter.collins@maths.ox.ac.uk,
bill.roscoe@cs.ox.ac.uk,
Edmund Robertson <efr@st-and.ac.uk>,
joc@st-andrews.ac.uk,
kunen@math.wisc.edu,
vaughanj@uncg.edu

The solution to Weyl's problem:

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Ignore it at your peril.

D.C.
----
But as things now stand we must point out that, in spite of Dedekind,
Cantor, and Weierstrass, the great task which has been facing us since
the Pythagorean discovery of the irrationals remains today as
unfinished as ever; that is, the continuity given to us immediately by
intuition (in the flow of time and in motion) has yet to be grasped
mathematically as a totality of discrete "stages" in accordance with
that part of its content which can be conceptualized in an "exact" way.

Hermann Weyl, The Continuum. A Critical Examination of the Foundation
of Analysis. English translation by Stephen Pollard & Thomas Bole,
Thomas Jefferson University Press, Philadelphia, 1987, pp. 23-24
(Hermann Weyl, Das Kontinuum. Kritische Untersuchungen über die
Grundlagen der Analysis, Veit, Leipzig, 1918).

=======================================================================

Subject: On the breaking of gravitational conformal symmetry by means of a
complex Brans-Dicke red herring
Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2015 15:00:57 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=aOJN6gt6ShJ6FiBLGU--SxtY3tSnN9LLAhAFVX-H6bw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>
Cc: Gerardus <g.thooft@uu.nl>,
Hagen Kleinert <h@klnrt.de>,
Philip Mannheim <philip.mannheim@uconn.edu>,

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Robert Mann <rbmann@uwaterloo.ca>,
Deepak Vaid <deepak@nitk.edu.in>,
Antonio Padilla <antonio.padilla@nottingham.ac.uk>,
Ed Copeland <ed.copeland@nottingham.ac.uk>,
Francesca Vidotto <fvidotto@science.ru.nl>,
Carlo Rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,
Christian Wuthrich <wuthrich@ucsd.edu>,
Craig Callender <ccallender@ucsd.edu>,
Mike Cruise <amc@star.sr.bham.ac.uk>,
Roy Maartens <roy.maartens@port.ac.uk>,
Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
Mike <mturner@kicp.uchicago.edu>,
Torsten Asselmeyer-Maluga <torsten.asselmeyer-maluga@dlr.de>,
Charles W Misner <misner@umd.edu>,
Lawrence M Krauss <krauss@asu.edu>,
Tamara Davis <tamarad@physics.uq.edu.au>,
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,
Klaas Landsman <landsman@math.ru.nl>

Dear Hans,

In your latest arXiv:1502.00020v1 [gr-qc], you said that Einstein’s
theory of general relativity is "now in urgent need of drastic
modifications in its quantum and cosmological aspects."

Check out the most widely known public secret in theoretical physics:
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

Fig. 8 at the link above is from Relative Scale Spacetime,
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Please do your homework. Only people like Gerardus will refuse to face
the facts from 1911, and will bury their heads in the sand like an
ostrich.

All the best,

Dimi

=======================================================================

Subject: A Note on Boltzmann Red Herring
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 2015 17:20:00 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnGySNqc9Jkf6NVEXJcFYN1Z+MJL=ZreAZYZrk1MpSvuA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Nomura Yasunori <ynomura@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Leonard Susskind <susskind@stanford.edu>,
Roy Maartens <roy.maartens@port.ac.uk>,
Sean Carroll <seancarroll@gmail.com>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Deepto Chakrabarty <deepto@space.mit.edu>,
Marc Kamionkowski <kamion@jhu.edu>,
Andreas <albrecht@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
Dadiv <dmwittman@ucdavis.edu>,
J Anthony Tyson <tyson@physics.ucdavis.edu>,
Anthony Zee <zee@kitp.ucsb.edu>,
Don N Page <don@phys.ualberta.ca>,
Anthony Leggett <aleggett@illinois.edu>,
Ronald J Adler <gyroron@gmail.com>,
H Kitada <hitoshi@kitada.com>,
IGUS Jim <hartle@physics.ucsb.edu

Yasunori-san,

Your claim in arXiv:1502.05401v1 [hep-th] that the problem of the
arrow of time were "equivalent to the Boltzmann brain problem" is
false.

First, you need to resolve *the* most widely known, ever since 1911,
public secret in theoretical physics,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

Fig. 8 at the link above is from 'Relative Scale Spacetime' [Ref. 1].

More at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

Feel free to pass this email to anyone interested in theoretical
physics, modulo IGUS like Jim Hartle and Lenny Susskind.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
----
[Ref. 1] D. Chakalov, Relative Scale Spacetime, viXra:1410.0194v6,
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

========================================================================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1309.7248v2 [gr-qc]
Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2015 16:47:14 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnYGuqS8i8nxLgoEPjAVhNb=9tRFZ1WtGz2p-GThTW-5g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>
Cc: Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Louis Witten <lwittenw@gmail.com>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>

P.S. May I offer a theory similar to CCC, which I believe Roger hasn't
(yet) explained with math. It is a quiz I heard from my daughter:

Q: What is green, lives underground, has one eye, and eats stones?
A: The One-Eyed Green Underground Stone Eating Monster!

When you start with wrong presumptions and ask wrong questions, soon
or later you will offer 'the right answer to a wrong question' (with
lots of math, of course).

No, you cannot "explain" anything with "the space-like future null
infinity", because the latter is a mathematical jabberwacky: see my
email 'Spi U Scri' from Wed, 10 Dec 2014 at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

If you disagree, please reply to the question in my previous email
below, in your next arXiv:1309.7248 v3 [gr-qc].

D.

On Tue, Feb 3, 2015 at 3:29 PM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Paul,
>
> I think Penrose’s Conformal Cyclic Cosmology (CCC) is a mathematical
> jabberwacky: the space-like future null infinity and the "bang
> surface" cannot be defined.
>
> Do you really believe that the so-called aeons are defined exclusively
> by positive energy densities with "conformal metric common to
> consecutive aeons"?
>
> Dimi
>

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt


=========================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1309.7248v2 [gr-qc]
Date: Thu, 5 Feb 2015 15:37:34 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkDEu9Y1ApoTgb+f2FRqRmDmxyPBeNy7AhZzNOdFUUQ-Q@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>
Cc: Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Louis Witten <lwittenw@gmail.com>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>

Thanks a lot for your feedback, Sean. I know your papers and consider
you one of the leading experts in theoretical physics. Let me just say
that we might have access to an unlimited treasure, in terms of
unlimited (not "dark") energy and brand new technologies based on
spacetime engineering. The only thing people may not like is that the
theory is rooted on The Gospel, as God is presented as purely
mathematical object. So I suggest we ignore all theological issues and
start with unraveling the so-called hyperimaginary numbers (cf.
Relative Scale Spacetime, Fig. 14.2), make the correct model of
spacetime, run it, and see what will happen. If the Universe is indeed
designed like a brain, we might have access to spacetime engineering.
You can see how people like Dynamo (Steven Frayne) are scratching the
tip of the iceberg, and on the top of that they call it "magic". But
it is not "magic". It could be a multibillion euro business.

Let's get practical. First and foremost, we need Mathematics.

All the best,

Dimi

On Thu, 5 Feb 2015 12:31:36 +0000 (UTC),
Message-ID: <461587021.214898.1423139496306.JavaMail.yahoo@mail.yahoo.com> ,

https://www.google.com/search?q=Dynamo+youtube&gws_rd=cr&ei=LR4DVe76KY32avL4gpgO


Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
[snip]

========================================================================

Subject: Re: The hypothesis of formative causation
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 2015 13:08:25 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm6uHKk61+6WAhdKre_vWQ28pVt_ifT7orfBLaoZZBNSQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Rupert Sheldrake <rsheldrake@clara.co.ux>
Cc: Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.ux>,
dl@scimednet.orx, info@scimednet.orx, 
Claudia Nielsen <claudia@cnielsen.ex>

Dear Rupert,

I hope my email from Thu, 7 Aug 2014 19:54:03 +0300 has been safely received.

I have an immodest request for references. I am writing a book on
spacetime engineering, and need to quote your groundbreaking
experiments demonstrating the existence of memory pattern as a result
from learning a new skill, which can enhance and speed up the learning
of the same skill by other biological species, located far away from
the first ones. Experiments with mice and monkeys are most welcomed.
Also, please send me the reference to the experiment with people
trying to memorize two samples of unrecognizable text in English: one
sample was indeed a senseless jabberwocky, but the other one was an
old Japanese song, which is widely known in Japan, but none of the
people knew it. Sure enough, the second text was easily memorized by
all people, most likely due to the existing memory pattern in the
brains of people in Japan, thousands of kilometers away. I believe all
this boils down to our collective unconscious (Das Kollektive
Unbewusste, Carl Gustav Jung), which is the subject of my new book,
plus some other stuff mentioned briefly at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

Have you seen YouTube clips from Dynamo (Steven Frayne)? I think he is
just scratching the tip of the iceberg, although he calls it "magic".
Point is, this "iceberg" is not "magic". As Sir Arthur Clarke put it,
any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from "magic".
And I think spacetime engineering could be a multibillion (no typo)
euro business...

With all good wishes to you, your wife, and all your colleagues,

Dimi

On Thu, 7 Aug 2014 19:54:03 +0300, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kollektives_Unbewusstes
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kollektives_Unbewusstes
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt


> Dear Rupert,
>
> Thanks to Ms Nielsen, I had the privilege of meeting you and your wife on
> 30 May 2002 in London [Ref. 1].
[snip]

====================

Subject: Re: The hypothesis of formative causation
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 2015 13:59:40 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkFEqUaA4AtfuuA_T47dyOueT+uE3anFZEQwTMx-XE1zA@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <7B9076DF-5E2C-4F36-A437-A70B3828B31B@clara.co.uk>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Rupert Sheldrake <rsheldrake@clara.co.ux>
Cc: Claudia Nielsen <claudia@cnielsen.ex>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.ux>,
dl@scimednet.orx, info@scimednet.orx,
Saul Perlmutter <saul@lbl.gov>,
Adam Riess <ariess@pha.jhu.edu>, 
Mike Turner <mturner@uchicago.edu>

Thanks a lot for the references, Rupert. Your posed a question in
'Morphic Resonance: The Nature of Formative Causation' (4th ed.,
September 2009, p. xiii): "Why should we assume that all the Laws of
Nature were already present at the instant of Big Bang". Of course we
can't assume such red herring, and I offered *the only possible*
solution. Yet nobody cares.

Example: Three people were awarded Nobel Prize in 2011 for "the
discovery of the accelerating expansion of the Universe through
observations of distant supernovae". Scroll down to the end of the
text at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

Please notice my note there, from January 16, 2015, 14:00 GMT.

Best - Dimi

On Tue, Feb 24, 2015 at 1:27 PM, Rupert Sheldrake <rsheldrake@clara.co.ux>
wrote:
[snip]

========================================================================

Subject: Quantum formulation of the Einstein Equivalence Principle,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt


arXiv:1502.00971v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2015 04:48:48 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=Qjp_RynEE3Eu7w=_f6-BC5VXtzUTY1jmG4+9e5ayo3g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Magdalena Zych <magdalena.zych@univie.ac.at>
Cc: Brukner Caslav <caslav.brukner@univie.ac.at>,
iqoqi-vienna@oeaw.ac.at,
iqoqi-ibk@oeaw.ac.at,
Anton <anton.zeilinger@univie.ac.at>,
gabriela.barreto.lemos@univie.ac.at,
xiaosong.ma@univie.ac.at,
rupert.ursin@oeaw.ac.at,
Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Zeh <zeh@uni-heidelberg.de>,
Anthony Lasenby <a.n.lasenby@mrao.cam.ac.uk>

Dear Dr. Zych,

It is a real pleasure to read your article.

Please notice that the understanding of EEP in quantum theory requires
correct understanding of the "quantised internal energy" (p. 2), and
of course you do need "well-defined trajectories" (p. 14),

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

Fig. 8 at the link above is from 'Relative Scale Spacetime',
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

If you wish to include gravity, keep in mind "the worst theoretical
prediction in the history of physics!",

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/the_worst.jpg

Perhaps José Geraldo Pereira can help you, provided he doesn't
speculate about "teleparallel gravity" or similar pink elephants.

Good luck.

All the best,

D. Chakalov
----

Note: In addition to the 1911 problem with well-defined trajectories
in quantum theory (cf. Fig. 8 above), you have to solve the problem
of localization of gravitational energy density at a point (MTW, p. 467),
so that the gravitational energy will be well-defined as well. If you
can suggest any solution different from the one proposed in 'Relative
Scale Spacetime', please drop me a line and I will respond immediately.
Bear in mind though that I am 62 now, and if you reply after 30+ years,
I may be a bit slow to respond...

D. Chakalov
February 4, 2015, 18:18 GMT

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/the_worst.jpg


========================================================================

Subject: arXiv:1408.2403v3 [gr-qc]
Date: Thu, 12 Feb 2015 14:36:59 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxk0gHwAtdif5wb=uNoFJhHrEVZ_PXBYdGq7By5mi2cZVQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Partha Ghose <partha.ghose@gmail.com>
Cc: Hyun Seok Yang <ya19683@gmail.com>,
Huw Price <hp331@cam.ac.uk>,
Jorge Pullin <pullin@lsu.edu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Pankaj S Joshi <psj@tifr.res.in>,
Eduardo I Guendelman <guendel@bgu.ac.il>

Dear Partha,

It is a real pleasure to read your latest paper. Thank you so much. As
always, I am learning a lot from you.

May I ask you for help, as I was never able to understand the
transition from SEP (p. 2) to Eq. 2 (p. 3): "The tangent plane to such
a (pseudo-Riemannian manifold with Lorentzian signature) manifold is
flat Minkowski space-time without gravity".

The problem is explained by Hyun Seok Yang, quoted in 'Relative Scale
Spacetime', viXra:1410.0194, Fig. 1, p. 7,
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194 .

Please let me know if you would be interested. The quantum version is
depicted in Fig. 8 therein, and it seems to me all this leads to a
brand new quantum gravity.

Al the best,

Dimi

=========================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1408.2403v3 [gr-qc]
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 2015 14:47:15 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxkyYzzfX_EYtqguU6i01o7S5bjNiKZGHNMpDQQQJ5bh_Q@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <CAE0ToOyngw_2JXPsQyrRPiPrFrAeQOCTfL-8nsi421KYjjPCSg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Partha Ghose <partha.ghose@gmail.com>
Cc: Hyun Seok Yang <ya19683@gmail.com>,
Jorge Pullin <pullin@lsu.edu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Pankaj S Joshi <psj@tifr.res.in>,

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


Eduardo I Guendelman <guendel@bgu.ac.il>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>

Dear Partha,

> where \eta_{\mu \nu} is the flat metric and h_{\mu \nu} is a small
> perturbation which goes to zero in the limit of a truly infinitesimal
> world region.

Which leads to a well-known jabberwocky:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Greg.jpg

Please reply to my initial email after you read it, and then check out
Hyun Seok Yang, quoted in 'Relative Scale Spacetime', viXra:1410.0194,
Fig. 1, p. 7,

http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Back in June 1972, after studying GR for little over four months, I
suddenly had a feeling that I finally grasped it. Beautiful feeling.
It lasted until the end of 1973 (MTW, p. 467). Nobody knows what is "a
truly infinitesimal world region", as you put it. Euclid only called
it "that which has no part".

Anyway. If you are interested in QM, see the link in my P.S. below.

All the best,

Dimi

> On Fri, Feb 13, 2015 at 8:13 AM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> P.S. Fig. 8 mentioned in my initial email refers to your
>> arXiv:quant-ph/0104104v2. Please don't miss Fig. 8, as it shows the
>> most widely known public secret in theoretical physics (nothing to do
>> with Bohmian mechanics and the so-called "decoherence"). You can see
>> it at
>>
>> http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
>>
>> Best - D.
>>

-----------

Note: To understand why the expression "small perturbation which goes to
zero in the limit of a truly infinitesimal world region" is jabberwocky,
see Greg.jpg at the link above. You cannot talk about "scale factor" and
hence the time parameter t , as read with your clock, in Greg.jpg above.

Notice that the curved segment (AP + PB) has finite size and pertains to a
"balloon" with center O and expanding radius inflated by "dark energy" along
the W axis, which is orthogonal to the vector at P, and is depicted in Fig. 3
in 'Relative Scale Spacetime'. Hence the time parameter t has an orthogonal
component along the W axis, which is being nullified at every "dark strip" in
Fig. 3 by w^2 = 0 -- once-at-a-time.

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Greg.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg


As to WEP (Einstein's "glücklichste Gedanke meines Lebens") and SEP (cf. 
Partha Ghose, arXiv:1408.2403v3 [gr-qc]), look at the drawing below:

      |------------------------|

What do you see?

Obviously, this is an elephant walking on tightrope, only at *every*
instant we look at the elephant, it does NOT interact with light and
becomes instantaneously "dark".

Where does it go at the very instant of observation? Back to its Macavity state,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Macavity_always

Mathematically, the Macavity state of the invisible "dark" elephant is
depicted in Fig. 14.1 in 'Relative Scale Spacetime' as 'physical
reality' with hyperimaginaty unit w^2 = 0. The latter matches the dark
strips ("Zen gaps") from the movie reel in Fig. 3 therein.

We expect from the invisible "dark" elephant to produce gravitational
radiation, but GWs are not 'pure geometry without matter', like the grin
of the Cheshire cat _without the cat_ (Alice's observation). Whatever they
are, in order to be detected, GWs must be converted into a 'cat' capable of
interacting with some cat-measuring device. Trouble is, the cat-measuring
device requires localization of gravitational energy *density* at a point,
which is impossible in current GR (MTW, p. 467). You need quantum gravity.
LIGO is for the birds.

D. Chakalov
February 15, 2015, 14:00 GMT

========================================================================

Subject: Re: Ask us Anything
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 2015 19:02:25 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=dErKHivpj4zf4jqn6wEELC9vU73y9XxerheeJM3XYiQ@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <CAOu_SZFUXFWmBL70VeWinnTjdhCw_Jx7O+O+PzN9TH3RMB-d-A@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Nikola Chakalov <chakalov.nikola@gmail.com>
Cc: Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>

Look at the drawing below:

|------------------------|

What do you see?

Obviously, this is an elephant walking on tightrope, only at *every*
instant we look at the elephant, it does NOT interact with light and
becomes instantaneously "dark".

Where does it go at the very instant of observation? Back to its Macavity state,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Macavity_always


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Macavity_always

Likewise, every time you look at a school of fish, you cannot witness
the bi-directional negotiation between every fish and 'the rest of
fish in the school',

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/school_of_fish.jpg

The bi-directional negotiation, producing the wave-like movement
(=GWs) of the school of fish, has been *already* completed at every
instant of observation, and the "dark" elephant is gone: see the
drawing above.

BTW do you remember the old Toshiba TV we had at Kühnplatz in Vienna?
At some point we all heard a distinctive sound, as there was release
of tension in its plastic constituents. I asked your Mom and you if
you can hear it, and you confirmed. That's GWs in action:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Wald_p120.jpg
(Robert M. Wald, Space, Time, and Gravity, University Of Chicago
Press, 1992, p. 120)

So you too have detected GWs, which I evoked in the old Toshiba TV :-)
More from Uncle Bob above.

Tati

========================================================================

Subject: T. P. Singh, arXiv:1503.01040v1 [quant-ph], "No experiment to date
disagrees with quantum theory."
Date: Wed, 4 Mar 2015 14:36:54 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=HE2j9ccBXFBdtT03LZHsvi+N_rNT3kZK=n-k0eFWmnQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Tejinder Singh <tpsingh@tifr.res.in>
Cc: Ivette Fuentes <ivette.fuentes.guridi@univie.ac.at>,
Magdalena Zych <magdalena.zych@univie.ac.at>,
Angelo Tartaglia <angelo.tartaglia@polito.it>,
rpenna@mit.edu,
yenchin.ong@nordita.org,
jorma.louko@nottingham.ac.uk,
thomas.sotiriou@nottingham.ac.uk,
John W Barrett <john.barrett@nottingham.ac.uk>,
Carlo Rovelli <rovelli@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Alejandro Perez <perez@cpt.univ-mrs.fr>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Dorje Brody <d.brody@imperial.ac.uk>,
Jonathan Halliwell <j.halliwell@ic.ac.uk>,
Lee Smolin <lsmolin@perimeterinstitute.ca>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@itp.uni-hannover.de>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Adan Cabello <adan@us.es>,
Michael Seevinck <m.p.seevinck@science.ru.nl>,
Robert W Spekkens <rspekkens@perimeterinstitute.ca>,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Macavity_always
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/school_of_fish.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Wald_p120.jpg


Renato Renner <renner@phys.ethz.ch>,
Roger Colbeck <colbeck@phys.ethz.ch>,
thomas.wilson@cern.ch,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
Karl Svozil <svozil@tuwien.ac.at>,
John Ellis <John.Ellis@cern.ch>,
Steve Adler <adler@ias.edu>

Hello Dr. Singh,

In my email from Fri, 20 Apr 2012 13:29:03 +0300, I explained your
problems with KS Theorem and stressed that nobody can fit such Onta
(Henry Margenau) or 'non-colorizable state' (never in plural) into
Hilbert space.

Yet you continued to publish papers, totally ignoring the facts, as if
you haven't learned anything from me. The experiment that disagrees
with QM is known since 1911, and is the most widely known public
secret in theoretical physics:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg

Fig. 8 at the link above is from 'Relative Scale Spacetime',
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194

Will you again ignore the facts from 1911 ?

I extend this question to all your colleagues.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
----

Note: Back in the year 2000, when I was living at Kühnplatz in Vienna
(cf. my preceding email from 13 February 2015 above), I spoke with
Karl Svozil at his office at Wiedner Hauptstrasse, and suggested a
symbolic presentation of 'the non-colorizable state' (Onta) in the
context of Schrödinger's cat: [cat per se] >> |alive cat> + |dead cat>.
Needless to say, the "quantum jumps" (verdammten Quantenspringerei,
Erwin Schrödinger) are artifacts from the inanimate measuring devices:
Dead matter makes quantum jumps; the living-and-quantum matter is smarter.
Karl Svozil never responded, of course, nor did any of his colleagues in
the past fifteen years.

Notice that 'the non-colorizable state' (Onta) is 'potential reality',
and its *physical* presence is "zero": see w^2 = 0 in Fig. 14.1 in
'Relative Scale Spacetime' (link above). Also, in life sciences and in
quantum cosmology we have non-unitary, truly creative transitions
within 'potential reality' of the type [cat per se] => [dice per se],
and the physical world becomes enriched from two 'colorizable' (|alive
cat>, |dead cat>) to six (|1>, ..., |6>) 'colorizable' explications of
'potential reality' -- check out your prenatal Zygote state in the
note below from January 16, 2015, 14:00 GMT. Physically, we cannot
detect 'potential reality' (global mode of spacetime), and if people
try to find it in the past light cone of the enriched physical world,
they will end up with "the worst theoretical prediction in the history
of physics!",

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Fig_8.jpg
http://vixra.org/abs/1410.0194


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/the_worst.jpg

Simple, no?

D. Chakalov
March 4, 2015, 16:15 GMT

========================================================================

Subject: Matt Visser, arXiv:1501.01619v1 [gr-qc], p. 4
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 2015 17:38:14 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxkq+LK3UVKL50hBEaTxQ-4f+SpwHTD0+zv1ozeRggqnLg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>
Cc: moderation@arxiv.org,
Don Marolf <marolf@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Sascha Husa <sascha.husa@gmail.com>,
Hans Ringström <hansr@kth.se>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Richard M Schoen <schoen@math.stanford.edu>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Niall Ó Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Carlos Kozameh <kozameh@famaf.unc.edu.ar>,
Bernard J Carr <b.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk>,
Ed Witten <witten@ias.edu>,
Ben Whale <ben.whale@otago.ac.nz>,
George Efstathiou <gpe@ast.cam.ac.uk>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>

Matt dorogoi,

Back in July 2005, you and Don Marolf were moderators of physics.GR,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/the_worst.jpg


and deleted my paper submitted to arXiv.org ('Are Gravitational Waves
Directly Observable?', physics/0507133, Sun, 17 Jul 2005 18:59:24 GMT,
196kb) without any explanation.

I will never forget your communist censorship. Shame on you and Don Marolf.

Your claim in arXiv:1501.01619v1 [gr-qc] that the strong energy
condition (SEC) must be violated is actually *required* in my theory,
which you and Don Marolf deleted in July 2005.

To be specific, in your article from 1997, 'Energy conditions in the
epoch of galaxy formation', reproduced as arXiv:1501.01619v1 [gr-qc],
you stressed that (p. 4) "more that 33% of the present-day energy
density is due to a cosmological constant," and "fixing the
age-of-the-oldest-stars problem will inescapably require the
introduction of "abnormal" matter -- indeed large quantities of
abnormal matter, sufficient to overwhelm the gravitational effects of
the normal matter, are needed."

Welcome aboard, Matt. You don't need any "abnormal" matter to explain
those "more that 33% of the present-day energy density". You have only
one option, which is known ever since Plato: see 'Relative Scale
Spacetime',

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf

I of course submitted 'Relative Scale Spacetime' at arXiv.org, but the
current moderators have placed it 'on hold' since November 13, 2004.
That's right, my latest paper is 'on hold' for _two months now_.

Do you still work as moderator at arXiv.org, Matt? If you do, my paper
may be kept 'on hold' forever, so that it never sees the day of light.
That will be communist censorship, again.

D. Chakalov
----

Note: An example from brain science. If you disregard the input from
'potential reality', you will be also pressed to assume some "abnormal"
matter, such that it could correlate app. 1,000 trillion synapses and
execute 1,000 trillion calculations per second:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf

And if you disregard the input from 'potential reality' in gravitational
physics, the "abnormal" matter will abnormally shrink the radius of the
universe, so that it "could not even reach to the moon" (Wolfgang Pauli),

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.html#Zygote

In both cases, your tentative "solutions" lead to reductio ad absurdum.

Plato has solved the puzzle 25 centuries ago. No need to invent the wheel.

D. Chakalov
January 16, 2015, 14:00 GMT

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/rs_spacetime.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf


 

But what consciousness is we know not and how it is that
anything so remarkable as a state of consciousness comes about
as a result of irritating nervous tissue, is just as unaccountable
as the appearance of the Djin when Aladdin rubbed his lamp.

Aldous Huxley

 

According to GR mantra, the spacetime itself is considered to be a four-dimensional smooth manifold  M ,
equipped with some notion of past and future (time-orientability) introduced 'by hand', and an observer is
nothing but an 'information gathering and utilizing system' (IGUS) modeled with a future-directed smooth causal
curve on  M , such that all events during her/his lifetime are given en bloc: the fundamental 'flow of events' is
not permitted.

Consider Mrs Claudia Schiffer, depicted with consecutive events from her lifetime:
 



 

Something is missing, isn't it? Check out pp. 7-8 in HBP.pdf, pp. 7-8 in horizon.pdf, and my note from January
16, 2015, 14:00 GMT, above.

D. Chakalov
March 21, 2015
Latest update: March 26, 2015, 11:45 GMT

 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


Subject: arXiv:1403.3558v1 [gr-qc] and arXiv:1403.3560v1 [gr-qc]: How to construct
  spacetimes with a “piece of smooth” I+ ?
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2014 14:18:03 +0200
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Tim-Torben Paetz <tim-torben.paetz@univie.ac.at>,
      Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>
Cc: Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>, Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Evangelos Melas <evangelosmelas@yahoo.co.uk>, Robert Geroch
<geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>, Hermann Nicolai <Hermann.Nicolai@aei.mpg.de>, Adam
Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>, Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>, Chris
Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>, Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>, Lars
Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>, Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>, Laszlo Szabados
<lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>, Niall 'O Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>, Robert M Wald
<rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>, Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>, Paul Tod
<tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>, William G Unruh <unruh@physics.ubc.ca>, Jeffrey Winicour
<winicour@pitt.edu>, Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>, James M Nester
<nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>, Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>, Erik Curiel
<erik@strangebeautiful.com>, Bernard Schutz <Bernard.Schutz@aei.mpg.de>, Abhay
Ashtekar <ashtekar@gravity.psu.edu>, John Stewart <j.m.stewart@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Bernd Brügmann <b.bruegmann@tpi.uni-jena.de>, Bernd Schmidt <bernd@aei.mpg.de>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>, Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>, Luciano Rezzolla
<luciano.rezzolla@aei.mpg.de>, Christoph.Affeldt@aei.mpg.de, Heather.Audley@aei.mpg.de,
Berit.Behnke@aei.mpg.de, Katrin.Dahl@aei.mpg.de, Marina.Dehne@aei.mpg.de,
Kyriaki.Dionysopoulou@aei.mpg.de, Maike.Lieser@aei.mpg.de, Giulio.Mazzolo@aei.mpg.de,
Natalia.Korsakova@aei.mpg.de, Daniel.Siegel@aei.mpg.de, Gunnar.Stede@aei.mpg.de,
Yan.Wang@aei.mpg.de, Simon Barke <Simon.Barke@aei.mpg.de>

Tim and Piotr:

Do you know how to cook Andean Flamingo with Jabuticaba? With "less demanding
settings". Instead of Andean Flamingo, use a large broiler, and if you can't find Jabuticaba
in your local grocery, replace it with cabbage and then cook it as 'chicken with cabbage'.
That's your Einstein’s vacuum constraint equations. Can't move to field equations and
FLRW cosmology, of course.

Also, you claim that "a generally accepted framework for describing gravitational radiation
seems to be the method of conformal completions of Penrose", but even in your 'chicken
with cabbage' the smoothness of the conformally rescaled metric at I+ is prevented by
gauge-independent logarithmic coefficients for generic initial data. So you have nothing, not
even a tiny piece of cabbage.

But if you ("we hope that our results here will contribute to resolve the issue") and your
colleagues are somehow optimistic, and hope to have found "an essential germ of truth"
(Ashtekar's expression), don't forget to install a "mirror" for GWs right on the edge of your

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheeple


“piece of smooth” I+ . Alan Rendall might help you -- he is so good at math! And Bernie
Schutz will be able to calculate GWs "near" spatial infinity (cf. Walker_Schutz.jpg attached).

Meanwhile, take a look at
https://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory/home/what-is-gravity

What a pity you cannot reply...

D. Chakalov
--
Attachment: Walker_Schutz.jpg

=======================

Subject: Re: arXiv:1403.3558v1 [gr-qc] and arXiv:1403.3560v1 [gr-qc]: How to construct
  spacetimes with a “piece of smooth” I+ ?
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2014 18:51:16 +0200
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Tim-Torben Paetz <tim-torben.paetz@univie.ac.at>,
      Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>
Cc: [see above]

See: R. Geroch, Asymptotic Structure of Space-Time,
Proceedings of a Symposium held 14-18 June, 1976 in Cincinnati, OH.
http://home.uchicago.edu/~geroch/P464/AsympStr.pdf

The most obvious mathematical poetry is outlined with circles: "near" and "smooth
extension" in

http://home.uchicago.edu/~geroch/P464/AsympStr.pdf


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_p2.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_p3.jpg

The combination of "near" and "smooth extension" is plain Bushism.

Let's denote a physical point 'here and now' with P, "near" with N, and infinity with I+.
Here's the picture:

P---->N---->I+

You suggest "conformal transformation" of P to N, such that N might be veeery close to I+,
while P will be still infinitely away from it. But as Bishop Berkeley stressed in 19th century,
N either (i) runs toward I+ but will NEVER reach it, or (ii) does indeed reach it.

Case (i) means that you've not produced anything new by "conformal transformation" of P
to N, because in both cases the "distances" from P to I+ and from N to I+ are exactly the
same: UNdecidable.

Case (ii) means that N can and will indeed reach I+, at which point will have no metric
whatsoever. None. So you cannot relate it to P with "conformal transformation".

This is the poetry of R. Penrose from January 1963. If you like it, please don't bother to
respond nor think. Have a beer instead.

Cheers - D.

On Mon, Mar 17, 2014 at 3:42 PM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]

-----------

Note

I will write a very brief and casual explanatory note here, because sheeple are not
interested in rigorous formulation of spacetime and its "borders" at infinity. But if you are
interested, please let me know and I will elaborate extensively.

In QFT we care about energy differences (Baez, answer 4). Likewise, we care about
distances in space, shown with intervals. Let's denote the sliding cutoff at 'zero length'
with C (see it in the drawing in Addendum 4), 'here and now' with P, and "near" with N.

C----N----P

Here's some advanced math: (P-C) - (N-C) = P - N . The UNdecidable sliding cutoff at  C 
is gone. You can imagine this cutoff exactly at future null infinity and it will disappear, too.

Now place  C  exactly at the Beginning and exactly at the End of the cosmological time, as
measured with your good old wristwatch, and you will understand the dual age cosmology:
once created by 'the set of all sets' [John 1:1], the physical explications of the Universe
can only approach asymptotically the Beginning & the End placed jointly at  C .

If the cutoff at  C  were decidable, it could not be the Aristotelian First Cause and
Unmoved Mover (Kuchar), because there will be something physical beyond it. Simple, no?

For more, see my email from 1 September 2014 to a Russian physicist below. Notice that
the quantization of spacetime is introduced with biocausality once-at-a-time along null
directions (not positive/negative timelike directions, as in Wheeler-Feynman absorber
theory and Cramer's TIQM): "light exists only as completed interactions on null intervals"
(Kevin Brown).

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_p2.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Geroch_p3.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Penrose_p565.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheeple
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Penrose_p565.jpg
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/vacuum.html
http://biblehub.com/john/1-1.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unmoved_mover
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Yuan_QG1
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Stavros
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Chakalov_Jan_1990.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheeler%E2%80%93Feynman_absorber_theory#T-symmetry_and_causality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheeler%E2%80%93Feynman_absorber_theory#T-symmetry_and_causality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transactional_interpretation
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Brown_null


Hence quantum-gravitational interactions are quasi-local, like the quasi-local trajectory of
every fish, produced by atemporal negotiations -- think globally, act locally -- within the
borders ( Hi U 0i ) of its bootstrapping school of fish.
 

Such holistic 'school of fish' (cf. MST, Video, Sec. 2.2) can cover and bootstrap any finite
time-like interval and spacetime region, say, between Boston and Copenhagen, as
explained below (J. Cramer, “The Quantum Handshake: A Review of the Transactional
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics,” presented at “Time-Symmetry in Quantum
Mechanics” Conference, Sydney, Australia, 23 July 2005, Slide 27).
 

In the quantum-gravitational spacetime, the "quantum jump" (Planck) from Boston to
Copenhagen is exactly ds/dt: see Fig. 4 in MST, What is self action. In the 'school of fish'
analogy, the "quantum ripples" above resemble some mind-like quantum dough of yet-to-
be physicalized matter, like 'the grin of the Cheshire cat without the cat'.

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Esher.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#shoal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacetime#Time-like_interval
http://faculty.washington.edu/jcramer/PowerPoint/Sydney_20050723_a.ppt
http://www.chemteam.info/Chem-History/Planck-1901/Planck-1901.html
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/quantum_dough.jpg
http://www.literature.org/authors/carroll-lewis/alices-adventures-in-wonderland/chapter-06.html


 

Symbolic presentation of Einstein's equation:
The grin without the cat tells its cat how to move;
the cat tells its purely geometrical grin how to curve.

This purely geometrical form of reality is known since Plato, and is called in MST 'potential
reality'. Think of 'potential reality' as colorless light (recall again Plato) which contains
infinite (uncountably infinite) colorful viz. physicalizable presentations. The physicalized
explications of 'potential reality' at length scales larger than our solar system are attributed
to gravity, and many (otherwise smart) people called them "dark", which led to "the worst
theoretical prediction in the history of physics!" (Wiki). Why? Because such physicalized
contributions of energy and momentum are 'sufficient conditions for spacetime'. They
originate from 'the universe as ONE', and cannot in principle be traced back to anything
located in the past light cone. Yet people stubbornly follow their preconceived expectations
of some non-baryonic dark matter and dark energy of (you name it), and search for their
physical sources located exclusively in the past light cone, in line with the metaphysical
idea of retarded causality. But retarded causality can include potential reality placed in the
so-called global mode of spacetime of 'the universe as ONE': see again biocausality.
Regrettably, people manufacture some wrong ideas of "dark" stuff of physical reality, while
the phenomenon is produced by energy-momentum contributions of the universe as ONE
(global mode of spacetime) residing in the potential future as "colorless" (see above)
potential reality: see ATM analogy at the end of MST.txt.

To understand this "dark" puzzle (see an animation here in .mpg, 2.1 MB), imagine that
you can observe only an expanding balloon (A. Eddington), depicted in the drawing below
with three consecutive red balloons, and are puzzled by the "dark" energy source of
"expansion" (three people managed to get a Nobel prize for this exercise).

As explained in September 2011, we cannot observe the consecutive contributions from
potential reality, which are being "inserted" in the "dark gaps"  ds/dt  -- once-at-a-time.
If you decide to replace them only and exclusively only with physical reality located in the
past light cone of the universe (expanding red balloon), you will be talking moonshine.
Forget it. For example, the axis of electron's spin (H. Ohanian) or that of galaxy rotation
are topological effects of spacetime, produced by "colorless" potential reality, so there is no
physical stuff in the past light cone to produce these effects. It is manifestly pointless to
search for any "dark" physical stuff in the universe. It will be like searching for some
computing mechanism in the human brain. Surely only matter can interact with matter, but
with biocausality we have additional physicalized (Sic!) contributions from the potential
future -- once-at-a-time along the Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 1 here).

Again, read carefully my email below and write me back with your questions.
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D. Chakalov
March 22, 2014
Latest update: September 21, 2014, 14:13 GMT

===========================

Subject: Re: S. Krasnikov, What is faster - light or gravity, arXiv:1408.6813v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Mon, 1 Sep 2014 17:49:38 +0300
Message-ID:
<CAM7EkxmGGwbp4nrYMwmCnr9Y2hEycOZqLx=cnLwyeJSea57rGA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Serguei <gennady.krasnikov@pobox.spbu.ru>
Cc: Stanley Deser <deser@brandeis.edu>,
Polina Kopeikin <kopeikins@missouri.edu>,
Mukhanov <mukhanov@theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de>,
Stanislav Babak <stba@aei.mpg.de>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Carl H Brans <brans@loyno.edu>,
Paul Davies <deepthought@asu.edu>,
Sean Carroll <seancarroll@gmail.com>,
Sean Hayward <sean_a_hayward@yahoo.co.uk>,
Bahram Mashhoon <mashhoonb@missouri.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Jorge Pullin <pullin@lsu.edu>,
George <gfrellis@gmail.com>,
Henk van Elst <hvanelst@karlshochschule.de>,
Hans C Ohanian <hohanian@einsteinsmistakes.com>,
Zhaoyan Wu <zhaoyanwu2000@yahoo.com>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
William G Unruh <unruh@physics.ubc.ca>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Shing-Tung Yau <yau@math.harvard.edu>,
Brian P Dolan <bdolan@thphys.nuim.ie>,
Evangelos Melas <evangelosmelas@yahoo.co.uk>,
Dieter R Brill <brill@umd.edu>,
Gary Horowitz <gary@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Gary W Gibbons <G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Greg Galloway <galloway@math.miami.edu>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Harvey S Reall <H.S.Reall@damtp.cam.ac.uk>,
Ettore Minguzzi <ettore.minguzzi@unifi.it>,
Jorg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>

Serëzha dorogoi,

>> He never explained his "understanding" of
>> GR, and neither did you.



>
> My understanding being most orthodox needs no explanation.

Wrong. See the quote from Einstein in my initial email below.

>> Your statement in arXiv:1408.6813v1 [gr-qc] that "the Universe
>> according to relativity is a "motionless", "unchanging" 4-dimensional
>> object and gravity is just its shape" does not refer to the genuine
>> dynamics of gravity, because the latter cannot be defined by ignoring
>> the inherent energy non-conservation due to gravity:
>
> I do ignore the (non)conservation of anything, because it is
> absolutely irrelevant.

Wrong. You cannot talk about the dynamics of gravity, because it
cannot be defined after ignoring the inherent energy non-conservation
of matter coupled by its gravity: see again the links in my initial
email below. The issue is crucial to your speculations, not "irrelevant".

If you could define an isolated system in GR, with "boundaries"
somewhere in spacetime (try to install them exactly at
null-and-spacelike infinity), such that they can act as mirrors for
gravitational waves, and finally prove that the total matter-energy
content in this isolated system is always positive (Sic!), you will be
able to offer legitimate speculations about the dynamics of gravity
within such isolated system, and eventually compare it to the "speed"
of light.

Shall I write this in Russian, so that you can understand it?

I'm sure you colleagues can, and will appreciate their professional response.

D. Chakalov

On Sun, 31 Aug 2014 21:14:13 +0300, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Stanley Deser wrote me on 31 March 2006: "yes, I do understand GR, but
> cannot discuss that now." He never explained his "understanding" of
> GR, and neither did you. May I offer some corrections to your latest
> essay.
>
> Your statement in arXiv:1408.6813v1 [gr-qc] that "the Universe
> according to relativity is a "motionless", "unchanging" 4-dimensional
> object and gravity is just its shape" does not refer to the genuine
> dynamics of gravity, because the latter cannot be defined by ignoring
> the inherent energy non-conservation due to gravity:
>
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress–energy_tensor#In_general_relativity
>
> "In general relativity, the partial derivatives used in special
> relativity are replaced by covariant derivatives. What this means is
> that the continuity equation no longer implies (Sic! - D.C.) that the
> non-gravitational energy and momentum expressed by the tensor are
> absolutely conserved, i.e. the gravitational field can do work on
> matter and vice versa. (...) In curved spacetime, the spacelike
> integral now depends on the spacelike slice, in general. There is in
> fact no way to define a global energy-momentum vector in a general
> curved spacetime."
>
> Thus, before you start writing your next arXiv:1408.6813 v2 [gr-qc],

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Russia.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress%E2%80%93energy_tensor#In_general_relativity
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/asymptotic_flatness.pdf


> you must define the genuine dynamics of gravity (forget ADM) under
> perpetual energy non-conservation. But of course you can't, because
> gravity cannot do work on matter -- and vice versa -- inside the
> spacetime from your GR textbooks, which is obtained as an *end result*
> from their joint and non-linear work on each other. It would be like
> observing a single photon "during" its intermediate flight from one
> spacetime point to another. You can't do it either, because the
> absorption-and-emission of a photon is one single and
> already-completed event, like clapping hands. You need to know what
> has been happening "between" spacetime points, "before" they were cast
> as "motionless" and "unchanging" 4-dimensional end-result --
> once-at-a-time,
>
> https://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory/topology
>
> Einstein was fully aware of this 'total field of as yet unknown
> structure' (see below). How about you and your colleagues?
>
> D.C.
>
> --
> The right hand side is a formal condensation of all things whose
> comprehension in the sense of a field theory is still problematic. Not
> for a moment did I doubt that this formulation was merely a makeshift
> in order to give the general principle of relativity a preliminary
> closed-form expression. For it was essentially no more than a theory
> of the gravitational field, which was isolated somewhat artificially
> from a total field of as yet unknown structure.
>
> Albert Einstein
>

 

Addendum

In order to practice spacetime engineering as Naturheilverfahren, you have to work
simultaneously on two "layers": (i) the UNspeakable potential reality (cf. ATM analogy at
the end of MST.txt), which Einstein dubbed 'a total field of as yet unknown structure', and
(ii) its physicalized presentations. All you have to do is to fix the desired final future state
of (ii), a bit like choosing the final destination of your car with its GPS navigation, after
which the "car" will create its own track forward, as best as it can. The correct analogy
would be that of a train, which always follows its railroad, only the latter is being re-
assembled and re-created from its future potential path (i) at every next instant 'here and
now' (cf. Fig. 4 here). To elaborate on the train analogy, if you work with a train which
starts from Munich and has particular dispositions (propensities) to end up at Stuttgart
Hauptbahnhof, you may change its final potential destination to, say, Hamburg
Hauptbahnhof, which may be an entirely new, yet possible, final destination. You may
change it even further, say, to London, but not to New York, for obvious reasons. You
don't push anything by force -- altering the imaginary phase of potential-reality waves does
not require energy. Just apply the Law of Reversed Effort (Aldous Huxley): when your mind
is still, the universe surrenders (Lau-Tzu). It's that simple.

D. Chakalov
September 21, 2014
Latest update: September 23, 2014, 20:42 GMT

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Esher.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/MST.txt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imaginary_unit#i_and_.E2.88.92i
http://danassays.wordpress.com/collected-essays-by-aldous-huxley/aldous-huxley-essays-knowledge-and-understanding/
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/l/laotzu133381.html




L. B. Szabados, Two dimensional Sen connections in general relativity,
arXiv:gr-qc/9402001v1. Class. Quant. Grav. 11 (1833-1846) 1994

"It is well known that one cannot associate gauge-independent energy-momentum 
(and angular momentum) density with the  gravitational ‘field’; i.e. any such 
expression is pseudotensorial or, in the tetrad formalism of gravity, depends on the 
tetrad  field too. For asymptotically flat spacetimes, however, one can define the 
total energy-momentum [1-3]."
--
[1] R. Penrose, W. Rindler, Spinors and Spacetime, Vol. 2, Cambridge Univ. Press, 
1986
[2] R. Geroch, Asymptotic structure of spacetime, in Asymptotic structure of 
spacetime, Eds.: F.P. Esposito and L. Witten, (Plenum  Press, New York) 1977; R. 
Geroch, G.T. Horowitz, Phys.Rev.Lett. 40 203 (1978)
[3] R. Beig, B.G. Schmidt, Commun.Math.Phys. 87 65 (1982); A. Ashtekar, J.D. 
Romano, Class.Quantum Grav. 9 1069 (1992)

====================================

Comments on (Horowitz 1984) and (Szabados 1994)

The problem of quantum-gravitational (quasi) localization

The local energy-momentum (and angular momentum) density of the 
gravitational ‘field’ (Szabados 1994) is treated as classical, gauge-independent 
quantity. But "the only covariant expression involving the first derivatives of the 
metric is zero." (Horowitz 1984)

The solution

The localized -- once-at-a-time -- energy-momentum (and angular momentum) 
density of the gravitational ‘field’ is not classical quantity, because it cannot be 
gauge-independent. It emerges from quantum-gravitational potential reality, and 
its physical presentation must be "zero nothing":  Hi U 0i . Otherwise the metric 
could not be dynamical, but will be dead fixed by gauge-independent energy-
momentum (and angular momentum) density of the gravitational ‘field’.

Moreover, to define the asymptotic structure of spacetime (ref. [2] in Szabados 
1994), we need to define both spatial and null-infinity with no-boundary proposal, 
which is based also on  Hi U 0i .  Details at

https://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory/topology

D. Chakalov
June 2014



Reversible Elimination of Inertial Mass (REIM)
https://sites.google.com/site/MaximalSetTheory

 

Have you seen the changing colors of an octopus? It doesn't have intrinsic color. It is colorless,
yet can show any color. Pick any physical color of the octopus and ask yourself, 'is this the color
of the octopus?' YAIN (Yes And neIN). Yes, because every physical color is produced by the
colorless octopus. Nein, because the colorless octopus does not have intrinsic color. Now think of
the set of its physical colors -- it is a quantum set produced by an unphysical colorless octopus,
due to bootstrapping all colors (set members) into a quantum set, yet the unphysical colorless
octopus is not member of its own 'set of colors', because has no intrinsic color whatsoever: the
colorless octopus cannot in principle possess any intrinsic color, neither before nor after we
measure it (Schrödinger, 1935). The crux of REIM is about manipulating such unphysical
"colorless octopus" from its source ("trunk").

The hypothetical Reversible Elimination of Inertial Mass (REIM) assumes a new degree of freedom
of gravity, which is "removable" with human brains entangled with the REIM drive, in such way
that the latter can retain its strictly positive mass and energy at every instant 'now' from the
Arrow of Space (cf. the red arrow in the drawing below), but will remain in brain-controlled "free
fall" and lose its resistance to acceleration (inertia). Although the Arrow of Space cannot be
stopped, I suppose one can temporarily switch off particular wave components of gravity (see
Fig. 3.2 in Addendum 2) related to Machian inertia produces by 'the whole universe'.
 

To understand "free fall", check out the explanation of Einstein's Equivalence Principle in Fig. 1.
Regarding the "removable" feature of gravity, see an excerpt (emphasis added) from John D.
Norton (6 Feb 2012), What is a four dimensional space like?

Does the general idea of "lifting" an object into the fourth dimension still seem
elusive? If so, here's a technique for visualizing it that may just help. The trick is to
imagine that differences in position in the extra dimension of space can be
represented by differences of colors.

Here's how it works when we
start with a two dimensional
space and lift into the third
dimension. The objects in the
original two dimensional space
are black. As we lift through
the third dimension, they
successively take on the colors
blue, green and red.

Now let's apply this colored layer trick to
the earlier example of lifting a coin out
of a frame. The coin starts in the same

https://sites.google.com/site/MaximalSetTheory
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b4tmbE5jj4
http://s3.amazonaws.com/scifri-videos/camouraw2.mp4
https://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory/
https://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory/
http://www.tuhh.de/rzt/rzt/it/QM/cat.html#sect8
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#separated
http://www.pitt.edu/~jdnorton/teaching/HPS_0410/chapters/four_dimensions/index.html#Using


two dimensional space as the frame. We
lift it up into the third dimension into a
higher spatial layer that we have color-
coded red. In this higher layer, the coin
can move freely left/right and front/back
without intersecting the frame. We
moving it to the right until it passes over
the frame. Then we lower it back down
outside.
 

Now imagine that we cannot perceive the
third dimension directly. Here's how we'd
picture the coin's escape. It starts out inside
the frame in the space of the frame. It is
then lifted out of the frame into the third
dimension. At that moment, it is indicated
by a ghostly red coin. Its spatial (and
temporal - D.C.) position in the left/right
and front/back direction has not changed.
All that has changed is its height. It is now
in the red height layer. If we move the
coin left or right, or front and back, in this
red layer, it no longer intersects the frame
and can move right over it. We won't see it
move over the frame, however. As far as we
are concerned it will just move through it
(Sic! - D.C.).

What will happen to a coin if it can be "lifted" in the red height layer? Coin's location in
spacetime will not change, and we won't see it "move over the frame". We will only see its
remnant in "free fall", because its inertia will be moved "over the frame". The direction "over the
frame" is the w-axis of the Arrow of Space above.

But how do we entangle our brains with the coin, so that we can move it with/by our intention,
just like we move our thoughts? Can't do REIM only with the physical presentation of the coin
(recall the failure of "breakthrough propulsion physics" at NASA).

Think of the Platonic idea of a coin per se. It belongs to the unphysical ("colorless") potential
reality, and can be manifested with many words, say, Münze (German), muntstuk (Dutch), sikke
(Turkish), uhlamvu (Zulu), etc. The coin per se is UNspeakable, so we can entangle it to our
brains and "lift" it in the red height layer effortlessly, just like we move our thoughts. The
physical coin will always follow the unphysical ("colorless") coin, which is know since 1911. It is
also conjectured that the underlying phenomenon in Nature is the production of positive mass
during the Arrow of Space (cf. Addendum 2), and REIM explores the alteration of spacetime
metric due to "negative mass" stored as unphysical potential reality, which produces accelerated
displacement of positive mass in any spatial direction chosen by REIM operators, in violation of
Newton's third law and without limit. Presumably, REIM is implemented in Alien Visiting Crafts
(AVCs) with spacetime engineering. In summary, let me suggest that REIM can be fully
reproducible quantum-gravitational phenomenon. Only the mathematical formalism of Maximal
Set Theory is still unknown, which is reflected in "the worst theoretical prediction in the history of
physics!" (Wiki).
 

D. Chakalov
December 8, 2013
Latest update: March 25, 2014, 14:60 GMT

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/bpp/
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#balkanization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_expansion_of_space#Other_conceptual_models_of_expansion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_expansion_of_space#Other_conceptual_models_of_expansion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmological_constant#Quantum_field_theory


Subject: Message to the Human Brain Project (HBP): Do NOT waste €1-billion for
 "neural computing"
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 2015 19:39:44 +0200
Message-ID:
<CAM7Ekxnt2SwwxhKhai6xnzzimES9Me6qqOokGcsughtxCnoKjA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Wolfgang Marquardt <w.marquardt@fz-juelich.de>
Cc: Sven Fahrner <s.fahrner@fz-juelich.de>,
 Markus Diesmann <m.diesmann@fz-juelich.de>,
 Alexandre Pouget <alexandre.pouget@unige.ch>,
 cosyne2014@gmail.com,
 cosyne.meeting@gmail.com,
 Secretariat of Mrs Kroes <Neelie.Kroes@ec.europa.eu>,
 Neelie Kroes' Spokesperson <Ryan.Heath@ec.europa.eu>,
 Press Officer <Linda.Cain@ec.europa.eu>,
 brain_mind@epfl.ch,
 henry.markram@epfl.ch,
 richard.walker@epfl.ch,
 hbp.info@hbpconsortium.org,
 public.website@hbpconsortium.org,
 meierk@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
 Walter Greiner <greiner@fias.uni-frankfurt.de>,
 malsburg@fias.uni-frankfurt.de,
 Karlheinz Langanke <k.langanke@gsi.de>,
 wolf.singer@brain.mpg.de,
 Horst Stöcker <stoecker@uni-frankfurt.de>,
 triesch@fias.uni-frankfurt.de,
 fias@uni-frankfurt.de,
 Jakob Macke <jakob.macke@tuebingen.mpg.de>,
 mbethge@bccn-tuebingen.de,
 contact-dlr@dlr.de,
 martin.wiedemann@dlr.de,
 peter.wierach@dlr.de,
 Bernhard Milow <bernhard.milow@dlr.de>,
 info@grs-sim.de,
 Sebastian Seung <seung@mit.edu>,
 toga@loni.ucla.edu,
 bruce rosen <bruce@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu>,
 van@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu,
 info@humanbrainproject.eu,
 communications@humanbrainproject.eu,
 guy.willis@epfl.ch,
 sto@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
 annika.hjelm@epfl.ch,
 christoph.ebell@epfl.ch,
 Paul G Allen <info@alleninstitute.org>

Dear Dr. Marquardt,

Regarding your yesterday's (March 9th) report to the HBP Board of Directors,
which will be discussed at their meeting on 17-18 March by twenty-two (perhaps
more) scientists, please notice that "neural computing" is an oxymoron.

Currently, people at Jülich Research Centre deeply believe that one could boost
supercomputing through neuroscience, with the aim of simulating the brain in a
computer. Many of their colleagues have already gathered at Salt Lake City to
attend "Computational and Systems Neuroscience (Cosyne) 2015", March 5 - 8,
2015. Their belief in "neural computing" was summarized at the website of Jülich
Research Centre as follows:



Mathematical Models Provide Explanations
http://www.fz-juelich.de/portal/EN/Research/ITBrain/human-brain-modelling/inm-6.html?nn=1354726

"Visual perceptions, smells or spoken words: all of our sensory impressions and
cognitive and emotional experiences are processed in the brain. This is done by
transmitting information, in the form of electric impulses, from one of the some 86
billion neurons to the others at lightning-fast speeds. In turn, each neuron has up
to 10,000 junctions, which are known as synapses. Thus the brain is a gigantic
control centre."

Check out how they portrait their "scientific endeavors":
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf

This is just crap (pardon my French). Here's a simple proof, which I believe you
and all your colleagues can verify with your brains.

Consider the *meanings* explicated with these four sayings:

1. You can't hide a piece of broccoli in a glass of milk.
2. Who has no horse may ride on a staff.
3. Don't wear polka dot underwear under white shorts.
4. Faute de mieux, on couche avec sa femme.

Can you understand the *meanings* of these sayings? If you can, which sayings
presented similar meanings? My answer: 1 & 3 and 2 & 4.

However, the *meaning* itself is NOT directly presented, and therefore cannot be
"computed" from the neural presentations of the *words* used in sayings 1 - 4
above. The *meaning* is invariant in all human brains, regardless of their neural
differences, aging, etc., and does not decay, simply because it is NOT governed by
the second law of thermodynamics. There are many other experiments leading to
the same conclusion, which I can gladly offer to you and all your colleagues.

NB: The only possible explanation of the mind-brain and mind-matter relations
was suggested by Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1646-1716), and elaborated by
Wolfgang Pauli on January 7, 1948 [Ref. 1].

More at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.txt

Please feel free to pass this email to HBP Board of Directors. I will be happy to
elaborate, with utmost pleasure.

Yours sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov
----

[Ref. 1] H. Atmanspracher and H. Primas, The Hidden Side of Wolfgang Pauli,
Journal of  Consciousness Studies, 3 (1996) 112-126; cf. Sec. VI, Matter and
Psyche as Two Aspects of One Reality, p. 122.

----

Note: The quote from the website of Jülich Research Centre -- "all of our sensory
impressions and cognitive and emotional experiences are processed in the brain" --
can be utterly misleading, because one could easily slip into Marxist-Leninist crap,
according to which the brain is the "hardware" and the mind is its "software". It
would be like a DVD on which a movie is encoded with particular binary code, so if

http://www.fz-juelich.de/portal/EN/Research/ITBrain/human-brain-modelling/inm-6.html?nn=1354726
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzCvlFRISIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzCvlFRISIM


you play the DVD on your TV, you will watch the movie being reproduced from the
DVD due to the isomorphism between the images and sound of the movie and
their correlates burned on the DVD. Marxist-Leninist "scientists" deeply believe
that all living creatures are some "information gathering and utilizing systems"
(IGUSes), and those at Jülich Research Centre believe that "all of our sensory
impressions and cognitive and emotional experiences" were expressed as qualia on
our 'TV screen', but it is the "hardware" and the "software" that produce the
"calculations" in the brain (cf. Explanatory Note below), so if they find the
"software" and understand the "hardware", they could boost supercomputing
through "neurocomputing", and perhaps crack all encrypted messages sent by
various spying agencies (presumably, they are 'the good guys', so they will spy
only on 'the bad guys'). All they need is just one billion euros -- all taxpayers'
money -- and one day they might emulate those "1,000 trillion calculations per
second" (Sunday_Times_16_02_2014.pdf).

Sounds like a stupid joke, but isn't. The Human Brain Project Board of Directors
(BoD) are deadly serious about our one billion euros, and the so-called Mediation
Office for the Human Brain Project at Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH proposed
yesterday (March 9th) in their 'Mediation Process Working Groups Submit
Recommendations for Decision' that

  "... systems and cognitive neurosciences should be reinforced as
  cross-cutting projects linking existing subprojects. These cross-cutting
  projects are intended to bring together research on specific issues of
  systems and cognitive neurosciences in several work packages (Sic! - D.C.). 
  The cross-cutting projects should be funded by a redistribution of 
  resources from the existing subprojects, i.e., from the Core Project
  of the HBP. The mediation group recommends that this should be decided by
  the project management on the basis of an evaluation of the scientific 
  quality and the compatibility of the research with the mission of the HBP."

Notice that "several work packages" need money, which must be cut off from other
projects "by a redistribution of resources from the existing subprojects, i.e., from
the Core Project of the HBP." That's all they care: MONEY.

Nobody even mentions the outstanding problems of cognitive neuroscience. In
February 2013, I wrote many times to these people (Subject: €1 billion European
research prize ?), as they are funded by the European Commission through its
Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) Flagship Grant, taken from our taxes:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Brain_Project#Organisation_and_funding

Nobody replied. And nobody will reply. Who cares about cognitive neuroscience ?

Surely the brain can establish memory traces of the type 'if A then B' (Richard
Semon called them 'engrams'), and these associative links have a very rich
spectrum of neural presentations (not "encodings", as in a DVD), exhibited for
example in neuroplasticity, but each and every associative link or 'engram' is pre-
correlated with the entire brain and body (much like every fish is pre-correlated
with the entire school of fish). Point is, this incredibly complex 'binding
phenomenon' cannot be based on any "computation". We don't know the physics
of binding phenomenon in the first place.

D. Chakalov
March 10, 2015
Last updated on March 18, 2015, 12:12 GMT

PDF copy at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf
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Subject: Re: €1 billion European research prize ?
Date: Thu, 12 Mar 2015 22:24:45 +0200
Message-ID:
<CAM7Ekx=8WboLGVBrS1=72ph6p-
V7BS40NwtFnEJwLSNs=LEsGw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Henry Markram <henry.markram@epfl.ch>
Cc: Wolfgang Marquardt <w.marquardt@fz-juelich.de>,
Sven Fahrner <s.fahrner@fz-juelich.de>,
Markus Diesmann <m.diesmann@fz-juelich.de>,
Alexandre Pouget <alexandre.pouget@unige.ch>,
cosyne2014@gmail.com,
cosyne.meeting@gmail.com,
brain_mind@epfl.ch,
richard.walker@epfl.ch,
hbp.info@hbpconsortium.org,
public.website@hbpconsortium.org,
meierk@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
Walter Greiner <greiner@fias.uni-frankfurt.de>,
malsburg@fias.uni-frankfurt.de,
Karlheinz Langanke <k.langanke@gsi.de>,
wolf.singer@brain.mpg.de,
Horst Stöcker <stoecker@uni-frankfurt.de>,
triesch@fias.uni-frankfurt.de,
fias@uni-frankfurt.de,
Jakob Macke <jakob.macke@tuebingen.mpg.de>,
mbethge@bccn-tuebingen.de,
contact-dlr@dlr.de,
martin.wiedemann@dlr.de,
peter.wierach@dlr.de,
Bernhard Milow <bernhard.milow@dlr.de>,
info@grs-sim.de,
Sebastian Seung <seung@mit.edu>,
toga@loni.ucla.edu,
bruce rosen <bruce@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu>,
van@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu,
info@humanbrainproject.eu,
communications@humanbrainproject.eu,
guy.willis@epfl.ch,
sto@kip.uni-heidelberg.de,
annika.hjelm@epfl.ch,
christoph.ebell@epfl.ch,
info@bcos.uni-freiburg.de,
andrea.huber@bcos.uni-freiburg.de,
schwarzwaelder@bcos.uni-freiburg.de,
herz@bccn-munich.de,
office@bccn-munich.de,
schoernich@bio.lmu.de,
thomas.brandt@med.uni-muenchen.de,
mcn.office@bio.lmu.de,
S.Hartmann@lmu.de,
d.sturma@fz-juelich.de,
g.r.fink@fz-juelich.de,
gereon.fink@uk-koeln.de,
slns@fz-juelich.de,



fschneider@ukaachen.de,
h.stroeher@fz-juelich.de,
a.morrison@fz-juelich.de,
j.kukolja@fz-juelich.de,
kkonrad@ukaachen.de,
kai.vogeley@uk-koeln.de,
josef.kessler@uk-koeln.de,
Heidi Jacobs <h.jacobs@fz-juelich.de>,
r.merkel@fz-juelich.de,
p.wingen@jara.org,
brain@jara.org,
Paul G Allen <info@alleninstitute.org>

Dear Dr. Markram,

I believe you are the Director of the Human Brain Project (HBP).

I still have not received your reply to my email sent two years ago, on Tue, 19
Feb 2013 00:10:13 +0200.

In your interview with Ms Neelie Kroes, then Vice-President of the European
Commission, published on January 29, 2013 at YouTube,

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsZ_LBdthC0

you explicitly suggested "neuromorphic computing systems" and "neuromorphic
computing processor" (07:10 - 08:03).

I do not tolerate wasting taxpayers' money for your fantasies and those of your
colleagues.

NB: Don't waste taxpayers' money earned with hard labor by millions of people. If
you and your colleagues wish to contemplate on your fantasies and dreams, do it
with your private money and during your leisure time, during weekends and
holidays.

Please read my message to HBP (attached), addressed to Dr. Wolfgang Marquardt.
It is available online at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf

Your immediate reply to my email from Tue, 19 Feb 2013 00:10:13 +0200 and to
the objections to your fantasies (cf. attached) is urgently needed.

Please do not procrastinate any more.

Sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov

On Tue, 19 Feb 2013 00:10:13 +0200,
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx==Lk4rodsiLD82KOLu3YrSL8Syp+yVNMzqg-
Ph=vZrSw@mail.gmail.com> ,
Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]

Attachment:
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf
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Subject: Re: The physics of the brain
Date: Fri, 13 Mar 2015 04:01:18 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmYKYWwAKx2Jx0FsXiAt0g+ihkTB+4rP7E-
X2Tea3Nwfg@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Yves Agid <yves.agid@icm-institute.org>,
Nathalie George <nathalie.george@upmc.fr>,
Laurent Cohen <laurent.cohen@psl.aphp.fr>,
Sid Kouider <sid.kouider@ens.fr>,
Jérôme Sackur <jerome.sackur@gmail.com>,
contact@icm-institute.org
Cc: Katrin Amunts <k.amunts@fz-juelich.de>,
Pascal Fries <pascal.fries@esi-frankfurt.de>,
Etienne Hirsh <etienne.hirsch@icm-institute.org>

Dear colleagues,

No reply to my email from Tue, 6 Jan 2015 03:33:46 +0200 has reached me so
far. I emailed you again on the next day, right after I learned about the horrible
attack on Charlie Hebdo, and shared my opinion that such terrorists must be
treated like cancer tumors. Nobody replied either.

In case you are interested in the physics of the brain and spacetime engineering,
please check out my message to the Human Brain Project (HBP.pdf attached),
which is also available at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf

Sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov

On Tue, 6 Jan 2015 03:33:46 +0200,
Message-ID:
<CAM7Ekxm55Q9aobq1EL0vo_4NbrR=v0AakHsBv7YpJ1x3ewpJxA@mail.gmail.com>
,
Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Dear colleagues,
>
> I greatly admire your efforts and achievements, and wish you all the
> best for 2015 and beyond.
>
> In case you are interested in the binding problem viz. the physics of
> the brain, please check out
[snip]
> In my opinion, the entire Universe is designed like a brain, hence the
> need for new physics and Mathematics. If I am on the right track, it
> may be possible to alter any physical system by spacetime engineering,
> as the human brain is always embedded in 'the brain of the Universe'.
>
> Kind regards,
>
> Dimi Chakalov

Attachment:
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf
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Explanatory Note

Following Plato, I will denote by 'idea' the object of every mental activity,
representing the meaning of all things (including 'the unknown unknown' residing
in the future) cast before the human mind. The difference between (i) an idea and
(ii) its cognitive presentations as meanings is that the latter are speakable, while
the former is not (resembling cognitive "vacuum"; see below). This operational
definition of 'idea' encapsulates the mind-brain problem (completely ignored in the
Human Brain Project). I will try to disentangle some of the issues related to Plato's
ideas and explain (not solve) the mind-brain problem.

The idea per se can only be described with Mathematics (cf. Maximal Set Theory).
It cannot have any neural presentation. Its meanings have multiple neural
presentations (not "encoded information", as in a DVD) distributed in the entire
brain, and these neural presentations are related to our sensory systems -- vision,
hearing, somatic sensation (touch), taste, smell, and vestibular (balance and
movement). For example, the idea of 'dog per se' is presented by distinguishable
meanings belonging to an open set of various concrete dogs, and the cardinality of
such open set is undecidable: we can always add a new element that belongs to
such open set, as we keep the UNspeakable idea of 'dog per se' in our mind.
Again, the idea itself is UNspeakable, being cast (figuratively speaking) before the
human mind, and can be accessed only via its speakable meanings.

Notice the definition of set by Georg Cantor (1895): any gathering-together
(Zusammenfassung) of determined and well-distinguished objects into a whole (zu
einem Ganzen). To quote Georg Cantor (emphasis mine):

Thus, the idea of 'dog per se' is not included in the elements of any set (Menge),
but only corresponds to a set with elements defined by particular meanings, e.g.,
the visual images of concrete dogs, their barking (hearing), smell, etc. These
meanings are stored in our mind and provide invariant meanings for all humans
-- regardless of the inevitable differences in their neural presentations (not
"encodings"). The human mind (not its brain) can create and understand brand
new meanings of the idea of 'dog per se', for example, in the expressions 'barking
dogs don't bite' or 'it rains cats and dogs', which don't fit in the initial set. Point is,
the idea itself is UNspeakable (cf. the four sayings above). It is not composed
from elements in the periodic table. It does not decay and cannot be eaten by
worms, of course.

Let me offer an experiment with the human mind and its brain, to explain in what
sense they are ontologically different. But first, may I repeat the old story about
an Eskimo, who has never seen and will never see an elephant in his life, yet can
make observations on elephant's trunk by two complementary devices, which can
only measure properties of 'arm' and properties of 'nose'. Obviously, the Eskimo
can never understand the underlying 'ONE entity' called trunk. Worse, he may be
tempted to seek some causal relation between the 'arm' and the 'nose', and waste
his life with questions like which goes first, and how. We are just like Eskimos,
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because at any instant, as read with our clocks, we can only observe two post
factum correlated (pre-established harmony, Leibniz) explications of 'the trunk'.
Details from Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz and Wolfgang Pauli above. In brief,
'ideas per se' spring from the underlying 'ONE entity' or "trunk", in terms of two
dual explications: "arm" as 'matter and fields grounded on the quantum vacuum',
and "nose" as 'speakable meanings grounded on the UNspeakable cognitive
vacuum'. The two vacua, quantum and cognitive, are UNspeakable in the sense
that they do not have real quantum particles nor real cognitive "particles" or
'meanings', like catalogued books stored in a library: check out again the four
sayings above, and noticed that you were "focusing" on truly UNspeakable ideas,
yet you can "explain" them only with some real cognitive "particles" or sayings viz.
with their real meanings. Notice also that the 'idea per se' will look "physical" if we
trace it to the quantum vacuum, just as the same 'idea per se' will look "mental"
if we trace it to the cognitive vacuum. Yet the 'idea per se' is neither physical nor
mental (cf. 'fundamental dualism', January 1990), but an UNspeakable "trunk"
observed by "Eskimos". (The cognitive-and-quantum vacuum is essential to REIM
and spacetime engineering, mentioned on 6 Jan 2015 above.)

Now the experiment. Imagine a cube made of some white plastic material, with 3
cm rib, painted blue, which you cut into 27 little cubes, 1 cm each, and ask
yourself the question: how many little cubes have 3 painted sides, 2, 1, and zero?
No matter how you solve the task, you will use mental images, and the object
performing the counting is the human mind. The counting is accompanied by work
in the brain, performed by the brain and on the brain (not on its mind). One can
detect such work by measuring, for example, the regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) with functional MRI and claim that mental rotation tasks are correlated with
increased rCBF in Brodmann's areas 7A and 7B, the middle frontal gyrus, extra-
striate cortex, the somatosensory cortex, and frontal cortex (Mark S. Cohen et al.,
Changes in cortical activity during mental rotation. A mapping study using
functional MRI, Brain 119 (1996) 89-100). Fine, but such findings do not imply
that, in mental rotation tasks, the entire brain was "employing" Brodmann's areas
7A and 7B, the middle frontal gyrus, etc., to execute some "neural computing". No
neural tissue could execute any calculations, for example, addition:

There is no privileged neural structure, such that the rest of the brain could feed it
with encoded (what is the "neural code" here?) values of A and B to yield C, by
calculating A + B = C, and then pass C back to the rest of the brain. The latter
must patiently wait to receive the calculated result (e.g., what is the final score C
of blue balls?) in order to send the next patch of encoded data, but during such
calculation time our stream of consciousness (William James) will be dead blank
and has to be filled with calculated imaginations. If the brain could produce such
Biblical miracle, its mind will be epiphenomenon.

In summary, the neural presentations (not "encoded information", as in a DVD) of
brain's memory are associative links of the type 'if A then B', which the brain (not
the mind) establishes during learning. The work done by the brain (not by the
mind) can be easily detected in the brain, but this work is not executed by
"neural computing". The brain (not the mind) literally acts on itself by self-action
performed by the brain, and on the brain: only matter can act on matter. Hence
the physics of the brain pertains to 'things we know that we don't know'. We need
new physics (see pp. 7-8 in horizon.pdf) and most importantly new Mathematics.

No, Henry Markram et al. cannot find any "neural computing" in the brain,
because the person who worked with the plastic cube is not there. She is simply
UNspeakable and emanates from 'the trunk'.
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As Confucius stated, 'the hardest thing of all is to find a black cat in a dark room,
especially if the cat is not there'. Nothing can "calculate" the meaning of this
statement, not even with €1 billion from the Future and Emerging Technologies
(FET) Flagship Grant, taken from our taxes. Forget it.
 

D. Chakalov
March 15, 2015
Latest update: March 26, 2015, 11:52 GMT

 

 

But what consciousness is we know not and
how it is that anything so remarkable as a
state of consciousness comes about as a
result of irritating nervous tissue, is just as
unaccountable as the appearance of the
Djin when Aladdin rubbed his lamp.

Aldous Huxley

 

 

According to GR mantra, the spacetime itself is considered to be a four-
dimensional smooth manifold  M , equipped with some notion of past and future
(time-orientability) introduced 'by hand', and an observer is nothing but an
'information gathering and utilizing system' (IGUS) modeled with a future-directed
smooth causal curve on  M , such that all events during her/his lifetime are given
en bloc: the fundamental 'flow of events' is not permitted. We need new physics:
see pp. 7-8 in horizon.pdf.

Consider Mrs Claudia Schiffer, depicted with consecutive events from her lifetime:
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Something is missing, isn't it? Check out again pp. 7-8 in horizon.pdf.

D. Chakalov
March 19, 2015
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Addendum
 

 

Ensuing from Wheeler-Feynman absorber theory, I suggested (January 1990) a new
form of retarded causality, called biocausality (cf. above), and in 2000 the doctrine
of trialsim, based on Leibniz' pre-established harmony.

The essence of biocausality can be traced back to Aristotle. For example, Wolfgang
Pauli suggested in 1953 that the concept of finality ("the end (telos), that for which
a thing is done," Aristotle, Physics 194b33) should be considered as a complement
to causality, and that there is a third kind of natural laws, apart from deterministic
and statistical laws, which consists in "correcting the fluctuations of chance by
meaningful or functional coincidences of causally non-connected events" [Ref. 1].
He clearly explained why "it would be most satisfactory if physics and psyche could
be seen as complementary aspects of the same reality" [Ref. 2]. Further arguments
in pp. 24-28 in horizon.pdf and pp. 17-27 in note.pdf.

Biocausality is derived from the Arrow of Space (cf. Addendum 6), hence complies
with relativity theory. It is neither "acausal", as suggested in Jungian Synchronicity
[Ref. 3], nor some "complement to causality" (Pauli), but the broadest form of
relativistic causality valid for living, quantum, and gravitational systems. The
limiting case of biocausality, in which the correlation within the instant 'now' covers
infinitesimal spacetime region, applies to inanimate matter in classical physics (cf.
Case I on p. 13 in horizon.pdf).

Compared to Hans Reichenbach's Common Cause Principle ("simultaneous
correlated events have a prior common cause that screens off the correlation", F.
Arntzenius), the common source of matter & psyche is not chronologically "earlier",
but is placed in the so-called global mode of spacetime as potential reality
]between[ the spacetime points/events. Yet it is being collapsed to zero in order
to produce the local (physical) mode of spacetime -- once-at-a-time (cf. pp. 24-28
in horizon.pdf).

Thanks to biocausality, the ultimate description of the physical world must be
undecidable and indefinable, in order to be flexible enough to accept and
implement the atemporal feedback from the potential reality (cf. p. 13 in
horizon.pdf), resulting in quantum and biological correlations, Synchronicity [Ref.
4], and free will: "No theory can predict exactly what these particles will do in the
future for the very good reason that they may not yet have decided what this will
be!" (John Conway and Simon Kochen, p. 26).

There is no "uncertainty" in the quantum reality. There is no need for "anthropic"
parapsychology. All events are already pre-correlated by pre-established harmony
and spring from ONE.
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[Ref. 1] Die Vorlesung an die fremden Leute, in Der Pauli-Jung-Dialog und seine
Bedeutung für die moderne Wissenschaft, ed. by Halard Atmanspacher et al.,
Springer, Berlin, 1995, pp. 317-330.

[Ref. 2] H. Atmanspracher and H. Primas, The Hidden Side of Wolfgang Pauli,
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Psyche as Two Aspects of One Reality, p. 122.
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[Ref. 4] Nuclear submarines collide in Atlantic. Damaged British and French vessels
return to base after crash deep below ocean's surface. By Rachel Williams and
Richard Norton-Taylor, The Guardian, 16 February 2009.

A Royal Navy nuclear submarine and a French vessel have been
damaged in a collision deep below the surface of the Atlantic Ocean.
HMS Vanguard and Le Triomphant, which were carrying nuclear missiles
on routine patrols, are reported to have collided while submerged on 3
or 4 February. Between them they had about 250 sailors on board.
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On Mon, 13 Apr 2015 12:20:24 -0400, 

Message-ID: <rt-4.0.6-31039-1428942024-686.142693-6-0@CULibrary>, 

arXiv Moderation <moderation@arxiv.org> wrote: 

> 

> Your submission has been removed upon a notice from our moderators, who 

> determined it inappropriate for arXiv. 

[snip] 

> Our moderators are not referees and provide no comments with their decisions. 

 

arXiv Moderation: 

 

You executed communist censorship against my paper 'Relative Scale Spacetime'. 

 

Here are the facts. 

 

Fact #1: Your anonymous moderators "provide no comments with their 

decisions". Ten years ago, in July 2005, when Matt Visser and Don 

Marolf were moderators at arXiv.org, they deleted my paper 'Are 

Gravitational Waves Directly Observable?' (physics/0507133, Sun, 17 

Jul 2005 18:59:24 GMT, 196kb) without any explanation either. 

 

This is communist censorship. 

Fact #2: You kept my paper, entitled Relative Scale Spacetime, "on 

hold" for five months, since November 13, 2014. On Thu, 13 Nov 2014 

10:10:17 -0500, I was informed by arXiv Help <help@arxiv.org> that my 

paper "is currently on hold pending a decision on classification. The 

"hold" status merely indicates that one or more of the moderators need 

additional time to consider your article." 

 

Fact #3: Today you "determined it inappropriate for arXiv", but cannot 

show any argument whatsoever against the new interpretation of the 

origin of gravity, suggested in 'Relative Scale Spacetime'. 

 

Fact #4: You are not aware of the basic facts of the current, and 

essentially incomplete, formulation of General Relativity [Ref. 1]. 

All mathematical facts were known by 1922: 

 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf 

 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


Fact #5: You don't even dare to show your names. 

 

Shame on you, "moderators". You are total disgrace for Cornell University. 

 

D. Chakalov 

 

---- 

 

[Ref. 1] Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, ed. by Paul A. Schilpp, 

Tudor Publishing Company, New York, 1951, p. 75. 

 

"The right side is a formal condensation of all things whose 

comprehension in the sense of a field-theory is still problematic. Not 

for a moment, of course, did I doubt that this formulation was merely 

a makeshift in order to give the general principle of relativity a 

preliminary closed expression. For it was essentially not anything 

more than a theory of the gravitational field, which was somewhat 

artificially isolated from a total field of as yet unknown structure." 

 

 
 

People are not interested in quantum-gravitational potential reality: see the water droplets 

in Wilson cloud chamber on p. 8 in horizon.pdf. People like “Yif magic”: a black metal ring is 

“translocated” inside a glass cup. Wow. How amazing. Thrilling. Exhilarating. Want more? 

 

 

 

More on the “translocation” (quantum tunneling) on pp. 7-8 in HBP.pdf. 

 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-R_UjP9vzw
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6gd3-ZYMoM
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Translocation.mp4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_tunnelling#The_tunnelling_problem
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/HBP.pdf


D. Chakalov 

April 17, 2015 

Last updated: April 22, 2015, 14:43 GMT  
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Brian: 

 

> We appreciate your interest in our work and the big question 

> of dark energy. 

 

My solution to the so-called "dark" manifestations of gravity is 

alternative to all your efforts to understand the issue, ever since 

1930s. 

 

> Keep thinking and exploring the concepts! 

 

Werner Heisenberg and Erwin Schrödinger have indicated the only 

possible path toward the solution; all you need is to show some 

interest in it. 

 

Some prerequisites can be read at 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf 

 

Sincerely, 

 

D. Chakalov 

 

> On Jan 23, 2014, at 2:16 PM, Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com> wrote: 

[snip] 

 

 

 

See my note from January 16, 2015, 14:00 GMT, on p. 75 in 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.pdf 

 

Given the lack of any interest in the origin of quantum-gravitational potential reality, I have 

decided to follow 'the two rules for success': 

There are two, and only two, rules for success. 

 
Rule #1: Never tell them everything you know. 

 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/comments.pdf
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April 14, 2015, 20:08 GMT 
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Malcolm dorogoi, 

You are definitely Russian. See what you wrote (p. 34): "In the near future, the ground-

based laser interferometric detectors, with their recently improved sensitivity, will give 

interesting results whether they make a detection or not. (Since the predicted emission of 

expected sources should be detectable, not seeing anything would cause a reevaluation of 

our theoretical understanding.)" 

The reevaluation of your theoretical understanding should have begun in 1922: 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf 

You also wrote (ibid.): "There is still hope that the space-based interferometric detector 

LISA will fly within some of the readers' lifetimes." 
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When pigs fly. 
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Ladies and Gentlemen: 

 

Regarding the so-called "gravitational-wave astronomy", check out the facts on p. 9 in 

 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf 

(April 17, 2015, 11:52 GMT) 

 

LIGO is for the birds. 

 

Three years ago, on 22 Apr 2012, NSF OIG received my objections (Ref. No. 6786, cf. 

attached), but left you play with your fantasies. 

 

We live under communist censorship: 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf 

 

Feel free to pass this email to anyone who believes in the opposite. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

D. Chakalov 

 

On Sun, 22 Apr 2012 23:55:15 -0400, 

Message-ID: 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/censorship.pdf


<2D1C5457CACAB04F9325751A96F342D904BC4AB8@NSF-BE-03.ad.nsf.gov>, 

OIG <oig@nsf.gov> wrote: 

> 

> Re: NSF OIG has received your submission. Thank you. 

---- 

 

 

 

 

 

A KISS Note 

S. Krasnikov reminded us (comments.pdf, p. 3) that “the Universe according to relativity is 

a "motionless", "unchanging" 4-dimensional object, and gravity is just its shape. But what 

can be called the speed of a shape?” To answer this question, keep in mind that 

gravitational waves (GWs) “travel” within themselves and with respect to themselves. We 

don‟t know the actual “speed of a shape”. We assume that it matches the “speed” of light, 

and none of them can single out some preferred frame. So far so good, but here comes the 

so-called GW “astronomy”, using the linearized approximation of GR (horizon.pdf, p. 9) and 

postulating some thaumaturgic “reference to the "background" or undisturbed geometry, 

which is there before the wave arrives and after it passes” (B. Schutz, p. 317). To detect 

the work exerted on the “GW detectors”, made with the  “speed of a shape” and by the 

“shape” itself, let me suggest a simple (KISS) Gedankenexperiment on the timing of GW 

detection along one of LIGO‟s arms AB, with proper distance AB = 4 km: the duration tAB of 

the passing “shape” of spacetime from point A to point B is finite, and since you know the 

distance, you will be able to calculate the  “speed of a shape” in Minkowski spacetime (“a 

shadow without power”, Hermann Weyl). Go ahead, it‟s just a KISS Gedankenexperimet. 

Notice that we have instantaneous “shapes” in every snapshot „here-and-how‟ from the 

movie reel in Fig. 3, with physically unobservable Lorentzian aether placed in the “dark 

strips” ]between[ the instants „here-and-now‟: the transience of time is not physical 
phenomenon. Namely, the “dark strips” of physically unobservable Lorentzian aether 

correspond to squared hyperimaginary unit w2 = 0, which is why the resulting physical 
continuum of events „here-and-now‟ (local mode of spacetime) is perfect. Nothing in GR 

can be used to detect the fundamental flow of 4-D events (Heraclitus) with respect to the 
unobservable Lorentzian aether: “no “mechanism” exists in GR, which is capable of 

producing GW‟s. In other terms, if we displace a mass, its gravitational field and the related 
curvature of the interested manifold displace themselves along with the mass” (A. Loinger). 

 

LIGO is for the birds. 
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April 20, 2015 

Latest update: April 30, 2015, 10:05 GMT 
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To: Warren Johnson <warren.johnson@phys.lsu.edu> 

Cc: Counsel to the Inspector General <HQ-OIG-Counsel@mail.nasa.gov>, 

OIG <oig@nsf.gov>, 

[snip] 

 

Warren dorogoi, 

 

You are totally Russian, too. 

> I have read the crucial parts of Mr. Chakalov's fundamental complaint, 

> which apparently is:   the accepted theory of gravitational wave detection 

> is completely wrong. 

Yes, it is completely wrong: 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Jose.jpg 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Bondi_1990.jpg 

> This is analogous to saying that the accepted theory of electromagnetic 

> wave detection is completely wrong. 

You are totally wrong: see above. 

If you have read my fundamental complaint, why are you dead quiet about it? 

See the facts on p. 9 in 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf 

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/russian.html
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Jose.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Bondi_1990.jpg
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/horizon.pdf


Get real and stop wasting BILLIONS of dollars -- all taxpayers' money --  

for your fantasies. 

LIGO is for the birds. 

D. Chakalov 

 

 

 

Explanatory Note 

If the reader has basic knowledge in gravitational physics, there‟s nothing much to explain. 

First, some history. Daniel Kennefick reminded us (p. 1) that in 1981 Kip Thorne had no 

difficulty in "finding a taker for a wager that gravitational waves would be detected by the 

end of the last century. The wager was made with the astronomer Jeremiah Ostriker, one of 

the better-known critics of the large detectors then being proposed. Thorne was one of the 

chief movers behind the largest of the new detector projects, the half-billion-dollar Laser 

Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory, or LIGO. He lost the bet, of course." Ten 

years ago, on Monday, 18 July 2005, the talibans at arXiv.org deleted my paper 'Are 

Gravitational Waves Directly Observable?' (physics/0507133, Sun, 17 Jul 2005 18:59:24 

GMT, 196kb) without any explanation (see above). Nine years ago (Wed, 01 Mar 2006 

04:59:31 +0200), I suggested to Jorge Pullin to convert the dark, air-conditioned tunnels of 

LIGO to wine cellars (it is important to keep the temperature at 13ºC - 15ºC). Surely the 

linearized approximation of GR can be used to adjust the GPS system, but not to detect the 

gravitational radiation online, as it “happens” in real time read by a clock. Why? Because 

the phenomenon is fundamentally nonlinear (Hermann Bondi). It is a fact of Nature (J.G. 

Pereira; N. Dadhich; M. Montesinos). Let me try to offer a very simple explanation, such 

that every taliban can understand it. 

Here is the idea of GW “astronomy”, straight from LIGO: 

 

  

 

Details from Kip Thorne, Overview of Gravitational Wave Science, Caltech's Physics 237-

2002, Ph237Week1Slides.pdf. Notice his slide 5, in which we learn that “each polarization 

has its own gravitational-wave field”, which must be safely separated by LIGO “scientific” 

collaboration, or else the two gravitational-wave fields (B. Schutz, p. 312, Fig. 22.1) will 

conflate and intermingle. 
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But since these details may be complicated to the talibans at arXiv.org, let me offer a 

simple drawing based on the „before-after‟ explanation by Bernie Schutz above. I will use a 

plastic bottle which is being “squeezed” by passing GWs, and invoke some magical 

“reference to the "background" or undisturbed geometry, which is there before the wave 

arrives and after it passes” (B. Schutz, p. 317; emphasis mine). 

    

t1: No gravity waves t2: Gravity waves present t3: No gravity waves 

 

Note: Following V. Faraoni (p. 4), “we consider a gravitational wave with a single 

polarization traveling along the z-axis perpendicular to the interferometer‟s arms, 

perfectly reflecting mirrors, and a single reflection of each laser beam.” 

Contrary to Hermann Weyl (see above), LIGO “scientific” collaboration claims that GWs can 

travel in Minkowski spacetime, which will act as a “background” – just as if they use a 

thermometer to detect the fluctuations of the temperature, relative to the base states at t1 

and t3. Only their GW “astronomy” cannot in principle handle “a GW of arbitrary amplitude” 

(M. Maggiore, p. 32), so they “derived” the ultra-weak limit from strong GWs with pure 

magic, enhanced with wishful thinking and total ignorance of gravitational physics. 

NB: The linearized approximation of GR kills the very effect they wish to measure, from the 

outset. It would be as if they wish to measure the quantum "waviness" of a trajectory of a 

Frisbee, but since the effect will be terribly small, they decide to apply classical physics. 

Replace „classical physics‟ with „linearized approximation of GR‟ and you will understand the 

mythical “stress-energy tensor for gravitational waves” in MTW, p. 970, Eq. 35.71; see also 

A. Buonanno, p. 17, Eq. 4.1 and M. Maggiore, p. 34, Eq. 1.130. 

For the record: Twelve years ago, on Thursday, 20 February 2003, I asked Hans-Jürgen 

Schmidt a very simple question (Thu, 20 Feb 2003 12:05:02 +0200): 

“Isn't it true that the necessary condition for detecting gravitational waves is that the 

distribution of energy-momentum of a physical system in the gravitational field must be 

uniquely defined on a continual trajectory, not just in one instant of measurement?” 

Of course, Hans-Jürgen Schmidt never replied. Point is, if the Advanced LIGO and Advanced 

Virgo detect gravitational waves (C. Van Den Broeck, p. 6), they will prove that the 

gravitational energy can indeed be “uniquely defined on a continual trajectory, not just in 

one instant of measurement” (MTW, p. 467), and pigs will fly. 
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Ever since Kip Thorne failed to detect the transport of energy by GWs “by the end of the last 

century” (see D. Kennefick above), LIGO “scientific” collaboration does one and the same 

thing: asks for more money – taxpayers‟ money – to pay for ever-increasing “sensitivity” of 

their GW “detectors”, up to the horribly expensive Advanced LIGO. B. Schutz openly stated 

(p. 4; emphasis mine) that “by 2020 at least 3-4 billion dollars will have been invested 

by a dozen national and international scientific organizations in building gravitational wave 

detectors on the ground and in space”. Yet they still have no theory. Only a long chain of 

total failures, starting from Kip Thorne. 

Here Robert Wald (p. 120; emphasis mine) comes to rescue his bewildered colleagues: 

  

So let‟s assume that the plastic bottle above is being altered by passing GW with 

dimensionless amplitude “2.3x10-26” (arXiv:0909.3583v4): how will the “shape” of 

spacetime (see S. Krasnikov above) produce work to induce stresses in the plastic bottle? 

At what length scale would LIGO “scientific” collaboration postulate the “coupling”? 

Anyway. The correct theory of gravitational radiation was developed by Sir Hermann Bondi 

in 1961, and published one year later; see his Paper VII. It was intentionally neglected by 

all people obsessed with “gravitational-wave astronomy”. They decided to cheat and 

suggested some kind of “mixed procedure” (Jose Pereira; see also MTW, p. 968). They 

aren‟t stupid and can read English: see Ruben Aldrovandi et al., arXiv:0809.2911, p. 13. 

They simply love money. 

As Johann Makowsky put it (The Jerusalem Post, 19 April 1985), “Overfunded research is 

like heroin: It makes one addicted, weakens the mind and furthers prostitution.” 

 

D. Chakalov 

April 19, 2015 

Last update: May 20, 2015, 15:10 GMT 
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Abstract

Ensuing from first principles, a new theory of spacetime has
been suggested, called ‘relative scale spacetime’. It 
denounces the absolute size of objects at different length
scales, thanks to which the phenomena known as quantum
state (“just in the middle between possibility and reality”, 
Heisenberg) and Einstein’s “total field of as yet unknown
structure” are unified as potential reality of 
quantum-gravitational origin (dubbed causal field), endowed
with relative-scale metric. At macroscopic scale, it produces
what is known as gravitation, without any “dark” matter nor
“dark” energy.

Read a draft version (28 September 2015, 26 pages) in
rs_spacetime.pdf.

See also pp. 17-38 in note.pdf and pp. 24-28 in horizon.pdf.

Download the red herrings known as "event horizon" and "gravitational-
wave astronomy" (horizon.pdf, 29 pages and note.pdf, 38 pages), my
message to the Human Brain Project (HBP.pdf, 10 pages), the abstract of
the first paper introducing the so-called biocausality (January 1990), the
latest paper Relative Scale Spacetime (25 pages) from viXra:1410.0194
and my comments on it (comments.pdf, 77 pages and censorship.pdf, 27
pages), and the PDF copy of this website plus additional papers,
Indefinable.pdf (384 pages, 12,123,953 bytes).

Forty-three years ago (January 1972), I started this project with the hope
to understand the physics of the human brain and learn to harness its
tremendous latent abilities. However, it turned out that the proper
mathematics is still unknown: see Eq. 1 in Relative Scale Spacetime at

Search this site
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viXra:1410.0194.

May I introduce my forthcoming monograph Maximal Set Theory (in
preparation). We wish to change our Zeitgeist by introducing Mathematics
to God and solve the fundamental problems of set theory and topology. As
of today, "some fundamental property of sets is still unknown" (Hrbacek
and Jech, p. 269). As expected, the reaction of today's academic scholars
to my work has been very similar to that of Leopold Kronecker regarding
Cantor's discovery in 1873 ("scientific charlatan"). Yet I hope
mathematicians have significantly improved in the past 140 years, and
don't expect to ignore my efforts to complete the set theory of Georg
Cantor. I will be happy if they show genuine interest in their crucial
unsolved problems, so here's the crux of Maximal Set Theory (MST).

In a nutshell, MST suggests that point-set topology deals with spacetime
points, which are emergent objects possessing dual structure (see the
drawing below) explained with the flow of time and the notions of set
(Cantor) and limit (Cauchy; see the circumference of a circle), and
describes God as mathematical object, known as the "set" of all sets. Every
individual point (marked below with blue) emerges from the "set" of all
sets at the instant 'now' (see the drawing below), and the instantaneous
collection (actual infinity) of such uncountably infinite emerging points
produces a 'now-at-a-distance' slice of God in terms of flat 3-D space (cf.
Fig. 1) with elementary displacement ds/dt (shown as "thickness" ∂(A) in
the second drawing below) along the "orthogonal direction" of the flow of
time modeled with an Arrow of Space. The latter re-creates and assembles
the very manifold of physical (blue) spacetime -- one-3D-slice-at-a-time --
and protects the global mode of spacetime of the 'total Universe as ONE'
from physical observations by potential infinity with which the "ceiling"
(Einstein) and the "bottom" (Planck scale) cannot be physically observed.
The spacetime manifold is being "quantized" from the outset by atemporal
assembling of flat 3-D slices (see biocausality) along null surfaces, which
cannot be detected "online" due to the so-called speed of light -- the
elementary displacement ds/dt is "collapsed" to zero (empty set) in the
past to produce perfect continuum, and cannot be physically observed for
the next instant 'now' in the future. Thus, the assembled physical universe
looks self-acting and propelled by some schizophrenic "dark energy": "the
worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!" (Wiki).

In MST, the very 'set' has ontologically different nature, compared to its
members (metaphorically, a forest is more than its trees). Every set is
produced by an UNspeakable ("colorless") object which entangles
(Schrödinger) the members of its set into a whole (zu einem Ganzen,
Cantor) by presenting itself with every individual member of its set, yet it
cannot be entirely (Sic!) explicated with any individual member of its own
set, but only by the set itself. Compared to the members of its set, the
UNspeakable set-forming object has ontologically different nature, dubbed
here 'potential reality' (linguistic examples here). We may think that if an
idea (Plato) creates a set of things, it should not be a member of its own
set (bivalent logic), but because it is in fact dual (God is both inside of me
and outside of me), it can do both (zerovalent logic YAIN; see below). In
brief, God is obtained as purely mathematical object, which does not
support any religious (anti-theism included) rules or rituals. We are free to
have family and kids, enjoy our life as much as we can (celibacy is both
irrelevant and wrong), and help people in need (Matthew 25:35-40; Luke
15:3-7). It is a mater of our free-will choice (James 4:17) encoded in the
Universe, not religion.

The crux of MST is a global arrow of events (Der Geist bewegt die Materie,
Vergil, The Aeneid, Ch. 6, 727), modeled with an Arrow of Space (Fig. 1).
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This is our model of creative evolution of the explicable universe, produced
by a dual object residing in the instant 'now' (see the drawing below), and
denoted with God (Luke 17:21).

Dual topology: Clopen (both closed and open) sets.
The instant 'now' from the global arrow of events (Arrow of Space) is
not 'third object' but the very interface between physicalized past
and potential future.

With MST, we can understand the quantum world and the origin of gravity
(the discovery of Charles Thomson Rees Wilson is known since 1911), and
unite them with the quantum gravity of the Universe as ONE (see 'the eye
of the Universe' below). Namely, the spacetime point 'now' from the global
arrow of events (Arrow of Space) is dual, because it corresponds to both
physical reality (blue point) and potential reality residing in the potential
future (red point) of 'the total universe as ONE' (sufficient condition for
spacetime). The latter facilitates non-linear interactions between the
material content of every spacetime point 'now' and 'the rest of the
universe' via their common potential reality (red point; see also
Addendum 1 below). The resulting Arrow of Space includes the dual object
'now' placed both "inside" of its current explicated universe in the past
(Luke 17:21) and "outside" of it, in the potential future of the explicated
universe. Notice that God is invisible with any observations (otherwise the
Arrow of Space will identify an absolute reference frame/aether and
demolish the theory of relativity), and its consecutive fleeting "flashes" cast
in the past (explicable universe) produce perfectly smooth manifold --
zero gaps "between" points -- endowed with the faculty of self action. All
efforts since 1930s to reduce the self action of the Universe to exclusively
physical interactions have only produced "the worst theoretical prediction in
the history of physics!" (Wiki).

To be specific, MST suggests maximal extension of sets by including a dual
object known as the "set" of all sets, which can bootstrap objects "of our
intuition or our thought" (Cantor) into a set, yet is not set. Russell's
paradox is avoided, because "the whole question whether a class is or is
not a member of itself" (Russell) presupposes that 'negation as failure' and
its opposite case of 'confirmation as success' can produce 'truth values' by
bivalent logic, while in MST we use zerovalent logic YAIN (see below) in
which undecidable statements are 'absolutely undecidable' and are taken
as complementary in order to produce 'truth values' in statements
regarding the incomprehensible and dual object ONE (e.g., "trunk").

Namely, the dual object both contains itself in every set member explicated
from it in the past, which is why it is "inside of itself", and does not
contain itself because is "outside" of its own sets, being placed in its
potential future as well (God is both inside of me and outside of me). The
dual object 'now' is placed at the very interface between every closed set
fixed in the past (the "limit point x" is included) and the potential
("colorless", see REIM) state of the same set in the future. The set of
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spacetime points is closed in the past, because every individual member of
this set is an 'endpoint' explicated by the dual object, but such set of
spacetime points is not entirely (Sic!) determined by its history (past light
cone), because the same dual object 'now' is placed en bloc in the
potential future (red point) of all spacetime points as well. It only pertains
to the set of its points, in the sense that it binds its points into a set.
Notice the crucial distinction between 'member of a closed set fixed in the
past' and 'pertains to an open set in the future, without being its member
in the past'. The dual binding object 'now' is both, because it is the very
interface between past and potential future. In Thomson's lamp paradox
below, the final state of the lamp '2 min' is member of the set of
converging steps, as much as its history comes from finite durations of the
lamp, produced with potential infinity. Yet the final 2-minute mark is not
member of this set of 'on-off' states with finite duration, because at this
final endpoint the state of the lamp must be an empty set, and we insert
there the point '2 min' with actual infinity (hypertask). Thus, the endpoint
'2 min' is both member of the set of past states of the lamp and 'not
member', because the dual phenomenon which creates all points of
physical spacetime is both member of the set of spacetime points fixed in
the past ("flash" of the Universe) and pertains to the same set, being its
potential future (potential reality, after Plato) as well.

Every spacetime point has such dual topology at the interface 'now',
because it simultaneously belongs to its closed set of spacetime points cast
in the past, and does not belong to its set of spacetime points, as it also
belongs to the source ("something else") of spacetime points, which
resides in the future, i.e., "outside" of the closed set of points cast in the
past (see YAIN below). Contrary to the stipulation in Penrose 1963,
infinity is not some "boundary" at finite spacetime regions (Newman et al.
2010), but the final step of producing every individual point, completed
jointly (Sic!) by its past and future. On one hand, every physical object
with finite size and duration, such as 'two minutes', is placed in the past,
which is why at every instant 'now' it has already been constructed by a
closed set of blue spacetime points -- included the "limit point x" -- and
has obtained an exact boundary at every individual point -- once-at-a-
time. On the other hand, the same physical object has indefinable state
regarding its next state 'now', in order to be flexible (see below), which
allows to be re-created in its potential future, again once-at-a-time. Thus,
the boundary itself is dual: both fixed for the past and indefinable for the
potential future. With bivalent logic (e.g., Santos 2005), this will be
impossible.

But how can a set of points be both exactly fixed in the past by including
its topological boundary exactly at the "limit point x" and flexible for its
next re-created state in its potential future? With current textbooks in
topology, this again will be impossible -- watch Bob Franzosa below. Keep
in mind that the boundary ∂(A) is perfect continuum of geometrical points,
as obtained by actual infinity in the circumference of a circle. The boundary
∂(A) is also dual, because it belongs to both the dark rectangle A shown in
the first part of the drawing and its referential not-A (dotted line) in the
second part of the drawing, obtained by removing A from its referential
background. The very boundary ∂(A), depicted in the third part of the
drawing below, both belongs to the dark rectangle A and does not belong
to A, because the boundary ∂(A) also belongs to 'the whole grey
background minus A' or simply not-A.

NB: This dual boundary is the "thickness" of the interface 'now' (see
above) along the "orthogonal" Arrow of Space (Fig. 1). It is obtained in the
same way as the endpoint in Thomson's lamp paradox and the notion of
limit (Cauchy). In my opinion, the dual boundary ∂(A) is a big can of
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worms for current textbooks in topology and set theory, so people try to
sweep it under the rug by using sheer poetry in their efforts to suggest
some kind of "neighborhood". (The preceding sentence uses two explicit
yet UNspeakable Platonic ideas which have nothing to do with 'worms' nor
'rug'; more linguistic examples here.)

Which is why in Einstein's General Relativity "there is no mass density for
gravitation" (Yau et al., p. 1): the boundary ∂(A) can be neither a 'point'
(see the circumference of a circle) not an extended region defined by
points exactly at region's boundary ∂(A), and people resort to
mathematical poetry.

 
Regarding the notions of 'boundary' (watch 20:00-23:00 from
Franzosa's lecture above) and 'neighborhood' viz. infinitesimal open
set, notice that the "thickness" of boundary ∂(A) is made of purely
geometrical points (the grin of the cat without the cat, see
Addendum 1 below), which means that ∂(A) cannot change its
ontological status to become a collection of extended, albeit small,
physical objects, so that at the end of the day you would obtain one
and only one point in ∂(A): points are not Archimedean entities. You
cannot handle the geometrical points in boundary ∂(A) like beers in
your fridge and claim that you can drink 'all but one', so the
"thickness" of the ultimate boundary ∂(A) will be just one single beer
(point), because it were already "undrinkable". In fact, the very
"thickness" of ∂(A) contains the same uncountably infinite points
constituting every flat slice of 3-D space (Fig. 1 and Addendum 1)
that are in the larger rectangle A. Hence all points and their
topology are dual (see the first drawing above).

Using the metaphor of "colorless" octopus, every set of "flashes" is made
from "colored" (physicalized) states, and the members (points) of this set
are exactly fixed in the past, including their "limit point x". Yet at the same
interface 'now' (see the first drawing above), the same set is open as well,
being flexible for acquiring new "colored" (physical) members in the
potential future, by filling in the UNspeakable "colorless" empty set (subset
of the set of past "flashes") with new set members in the next instant
'now', which in turn makes the future cardinality indefinable: the
omnipresent 'empty set' (Noumenon) will always remain 'open' to potential
future. In the example for 'topological boundary' from Wiki below, all light
and dark blue points are the same "flashes" of "colored" (physicalized)
states fixed in the past, while the physically-invisible and UNspeakable
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"colorless" empty set (Noumenon) is both the white background area
outside the drawing below and the omnipresent empty set  ]between[  all
light blue and dark blue points, which makes them perfect continuum (see
also Fig. 1) of points from differentiable manifold, as every dual point fixed
in the past has tangent space placed in its potential future.

Thus, the boundary of (i) every individual light blue and dark blue point
and (ii) the whole object shown below is fixed in the past, because at
every instant 'now' the empty set (Noumenon), which produces such past
boundary, is already 'not there'. Yet at this same instant 'now', the same
empty set (Noumenon) is filled with "colorless" potential states of every
individual light blue and dark blue point, placed in the potential future
of the whole object shown below, due to which the latter has become
flexible, just like the human brain (see the explanation below).

 
It is manifestly wrong to use
the white area as referential
object, because the points at
the very boundary (dark blue)

will have entirely different
nature compared to the light

blue points of the set.
The solution for building

spacetime points at infinity is
by using entirely different

referential object for all light
blue and dark blue points:

place them in the past (see
the first drawing above) and
shift all white points in the

empty set, Ø .

Let me stress that MST is based on the idea of 'the Universe as ONE
brain'. We propose that all living and quantum-gravitational systems evolve
along the flow of time modeled with an Arrow of Space. The latter
introduces the so-called biocausality and provides brand new supplemental
("confirmation wave") & sufficient influences by 'the universe as ONE' which
uniquely re-determine every instant 'now', once-at-a-time and with
certainly: God casts the die, not the dice (Einstein). These supplefficient
influences (from supplemental and sufficient) make quantum and
gravitational systems flexible (not "uncertain"), just like the human brain.
(As an example, consider the neuronal basis of the human tongue: unlike
a robot, it is not "programmed" to direct any specific movement of the
tongue, thanks to which it is very flexible and the speech sensorimotor
cortex, along with the whole brain, can perform any movement of the
tongue and control the lips, jaw and larynx as we speak.) Thus, the
supplefficient influences make every individual point viz. spacetime
boundary exactly fixed in the past, and at the same instant 'now' every
individual point viz. spacetime boundary are flexible, being wrapped by an
indefinable boundary, which allows them to be re-created in the potential
future, once-at-a-time. As a result, the set of such dual points evolves
along the Arrow of Space en bloc, exhibiting wave pattern of
holomovement (e.g., the wave-like movement of the legs of a centipede),
without any dedicated source for such wave (there is no dedicated source
of quantum waves either; ditto for gravitational waves) nor any "dark
energy".
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The quantum set (see below) of such dual points, called 'spacetime',
automatically acquires its exact past boundary, because the boundary has
been present at every point cast in the past. At the same time, every
spacetime point and the set of such points are wrapped by one and the
same indefinable (not derivable from the past) future boundary, which
makes the same quantum set 'open' for its next potential future. Also, the
future boundary cannot be reached along any direction (included null)
within the "expanding" spacetime. To use the balloon metaphor, the radius
of "expanding" balloon is the "direction" for obtaining boundary at infinity,
but this "direction" is "orthogonal" to 4-D spacetime, which is why this
"orthogonal direction" and the dual object residing there at absolute rest
are unphysical, and are considered empty set, and at every instant 'now'
are being (present continuous) collapsed to zero -- once-at-a-time (see
the dark room metaphor and the Ouroboros in Addendum 2). It may
sound strange, but God is both 'the set of all sets' and 'empty set with
zero intrinsic content', which leads to the omnipresence of God in every
point here-and-now (Luke 17:21).

Thus, the Arrow of Space allows for non-unitary evolution of 'everything
which exists as reality' in terms of potential reality (see the red point in
'the eye of the Universe' below) and physical reality (blue point), and
contains an omnipresent instant 'now' -- the very interface between the
potential future (potential reality or "memory" of the universe) and the
physicalized events cast in the irreversible past. The complementary set of
'everything existing as non-reality' (the Noumenon) is being collapsed to
zero "inside" the dual instant 'now' (Luke 17:21). The Noumenon (empty
set, see NB above) is crucial for the Arrow of Space, because time is what
keeps everything from happening all at once (Cummings), therefore the
ultimate source of the explicable universe must always remain non-
reality, being the non-exhaustible remnant from God [John 1:1], while
'everything which is reality' is always evolving during the evolution of the
explicable universe, as its current "memory" stored as potential reality
and physicalized past grow indefinitely by obtaining brand new events:
"You cannot step into the same river twice, for fresh waters are ever
flowing in upon you" (Heraclitus).

MST is obtained by postulating a limit of a sequence of steps. Since every
set {A} is defined relationally, it defines its opposite/complementary set
{not-A} as well. Then we make a union of {A} and {not-A}, and denote
this union with {B}, which is also a set, hence {B} also defines the
opposite set {not-B}, etc., until we reach the maximal extension of sets by
the final union of sets: 'everything which is reality' & 'everything which is
non-reality and does not evolve'. This final union is also the limit of the
sequence, because the union from the two sets of 'reality' & 'non-reality'
cannot produce a 'set' anymore, and has become self-reflective Unmoved
Mover. Hence the final union must be 'not-set' as well, otherwise one can
produce the next union viz. set, ad infinitum. But if we use only bivalent
logic, we will reach logical contradiction regarding properties of objects
from this final union, which cannot be resolved, because there is no "larger
system" anymore: the final union is 'the whole Universe'. Then we claim
that this final union is a genuine undecidable object which exists in every
relational set "vacuously", and use it to propose an indefinable boundary
on both every individual point and the set of spacetime points, as stated
above.

As depicted in 'the eye of the Universe' below, every physical (blue) point
is surrounded by the "memory" (potential reality) of the universe (red
point), and their union is immersed in the Noumenon (marked with an
ellipse). This is the final union ONE (the "set" of all sets) of everything
existing as reality, in terms of potential (red) and physical (blue) realities,
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and everything existing as 'not evolving non-reality' (the Noumenon).

The eye of the Universe, in line with the doctrine of trialism
and biocausality: (i) reality (physical and potential) is complemented
by (ii) not evolving non-reality (the Noumenon), and the union of (i)
& (ii) exists as (iii) ONE, also known as God.

Now let's trace MST to Georg Cantor. Recall the existential definition of set
by Georg Cantor (7 November 1895): any gathering-together
(Zusammenfassung) of determined and well-distinguished objects into a
whole (zu einem Ganzen).

English translation:

Every condition on things (e.g., 'something you can sit on' is set-forming
condition for 'set of chairs') corresponds to a set, as it "binds" objects into
a whole (zu einem Ganzen). We shall introduce two new parameters,
called volume and content, to distinguish the changeable properties of
elements (volume) from those which remain invariant and define the
intrinsic content of the set: the changeable properties identify every
element, and are related to the volume of the set, measured with its
distinguishable sub-sets, while 'the whole' is determined by the invariant
properties of all elements, which bootstrap them into a set and define the
content of the set. Also, following the doctrine of trialism we shall
introduce three fundamental elements of the Universe, depicted in 'the eye
of the Universe' above: ONE Pure Being explicated with two
complementary presentations (Pauli), res extensa (physical reality, blue
point) and res cogitans (potential reality, red point).

Regarding Baldy's Law 'some of it plus the rest of it is all of it', we stress
that it is applicable only to inanimate matter in classical physics and the
current essays in set theory (e.g., Hrbacek and Jech), because is based on
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bivalent logic and cannot include the binding phenomenon called
entanglement: "the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics"
(Schrödinger). Hence in Quantum Theory the notion of 'set' includes the
phenomenon of entanglement, which also binds objects into a whole (zu
einem Ganzen, Cantor), but in MST 'the whole' is a brand new object in
itself, which makes every quantum set something "more" and different
from the simple aggregation of elements in a classical set. The quantum
set is present in living systems as well, such as the human brain and a
school of fish.

All sets of physical objects are quantum sets -- the phenomenon which
binds its members into a whole (Cantor) is the UNspeakable "memory" of
the universe, called here 'potential reality' (red point). The latter is
conditio sine qua non for all sets of physical reality (blue point), but is
not member of any set of physical reality, and does not conform to the
Archimedean Axiom; see REIM and linguistic examples here.

Now we shall introduce three existential axioms.

I. Axiom of the Noumenon: The set of non-real things, called
here Noumenon and denoted with  0i , belongs to 'the perfect monad
without windows' (Leibniz), has infinite (actual infinity) volume and
absolute zero (always non-existent) content, and is considered non-
evolving Pure Being. Corollary 1: The set of non-real things is
indistinguishable from any sub-set of non-real things.

II. Axiom of the set of all sets: The set of real things, denoted here with 
R , is definable with respect to the set of non-real things  0i , and their
union is the set of all sets, or the total Universe as ONE, called for brevity
"it". Corollary 2: The set of all sets is dual object, because is both 'set'
and 'not-set'.

III. Axiom of Relational Existence of Definable Sets: Every set {A} can
exist as definable set iff its relational set {not-A} is also definable set.
Corollary 3: The total Universe "it" is indefinable ONE object, hence is
incomprehensible with bivalent logic and requires the zerovalent logic YAIN.

The new logic YAIN pertains to dual objects and quantum sets, and is
reduced to bivalent logic in the absence of quantum entanglement. 
Example: If you cannot see an elephant's trunk, how would you describe
it? Either 'nose' or 'arm'? Both 'nose' and 'arm'? The truth of these
propositions is undecidable within the arm-nose system (Gödel sentences).

  YAIN

Derivatives from Axioms I-III: The Noumenon  0i  contains non-evolving
Pure Being, which is inexhaustible and always non-real, being the remnant
from [John 1:1]. The Noumenon contains an infinite (actual infinity)
number of sub-sets (Corollary 1) of non-real things, which enables the
Arrow of Space to explicate infinite (actual infinity) events from 'the
unknown unknowns'. The set of non-real things  0i  enables the Arrow of
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Space to run indefinitely: once created by [John 1:1], the lifespan of  R 
becomes eternal (see dual age cosmology here). All definable sets require
potential reality (linguistic examples here). The union "it" contains
potential reality at absolute rest, and is self-referential and self-acting ONE
entity known as the Unmoved Mover (Aristotle). The union "it" exists in the
set {R} "vacuously".

Example: The final endpoint in Thomson's lamp paradox is an "empty" set
(both open and closed), which both (i) belongs to the domain of
convergence and (ii) does not belong to the domain of convergence.
Without YAIN, (i) and (ii) are alternatives. If the final endpoint (i) belongs
to the domain of convergence, the next two alternatives come from either
(1) potential or (2) actual infinity. If the union of (i) and (1) is true, there
can be no endpoint due to potential infinity, and the domain of
convergence will be an endless open set. If the union of (i) and (2) is
true, then at actual infinity the infinitesimal separation of points (ds/dt) will
be zero, all points will be fused into ONE Pure Being, the Arrow of Space
will stop, and the Universe will be brought back to [John 1:1]. If we
choose the second alternative (ii) "does not belong", the unions (ii, 1) and
(ii, 2) contradict the very existence of limit (Cauchy). With YAIN, we make
all options complementary. Q.E.D. 

Physically, we can observe only and exclusively only blue points (see 'the
eye of the Universe'), obtained from those colored initially with red (the
grin of the cat without the cat, see Addendum 1), and all blue points are
"flashes" which emerge from the union "it".

If we were two-dimensional creatures in a Flatland, and a 3-D Noumenon
was passing through our 2+1-D spacetime, first we will see 'nothing'
(Axiom I), then will notice just one point, then will see a growing circle in
"our" Flatland, which will eventually reach the maximal radius of Flatland,
after which the radius will shrink back to one point, and finally will totally
disappear and we will again see 'nothing'. Notice that all points from "our"
Flatland are points from the passing Noumenon as well; hence the union
of  0i  and  R  both belongs and does not belong to "our" Flatland.

To show the application of MST in quantum gravity, consider the dual age
of the universe: the local (physical) mode of spacetime is made by
"expansion" (Arrow of Space) of the radius r of the
universe simultaneously in both "directions" (see the drawing below),
toward the red center and red endpoints at null-and-spacelike infinity.

The red points belong to the so-called global mode of spacetime, which is
immersed in the Noumenon (see 'the eye of the Universe' above) in which
The Beginning & The End resides at absolute rest as ONE Pure Being. All
blue points (Points II) emerge from the red points (Point I) as 'the final
endpoint' in Thomson's lamp paradox. Namely, the limit (Sic!) at which
all blue spacetime points emerge from ONE red Point I is made by actual
infinity in the global mode of spacetime. Hence every blue spacetime
point both belongs (YAIN) to the physical universe and does not belong
(YAIN) to the physical universe, for it belongs to its source  0i & R  as
well.

As a physical example, consider "the worst theoretical prediction in the
history of physics!" (Wiki), which includes the "dark filaments" in the
computer simulation of the universe (see the drawing below): in MST there
is no "dark stuff", because the source is ONE Pure Being. It (not "He")
must not be reached from/within the local mode of spacetime, because it
is the Unmoved Mover (Aristotle). It can reside only in the global mode of
spacetime, "separating" all blue points by non-reality  0i : perfect
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continuum.

Hence at every instant 'now' from the Arrow of Space, the local (blue)
mode of spacetime is being re-created as perfect continuum (cf. Fig. 1
here). And since we are 4-D Flatlanders, we can observe, due to the
"speed" of light, only an already-assembled physical universe, after which
people produced "the worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!"
(Wiki) by placing the "dark stuff" only in the already-assembled spacetime.

In science, God is not about religion. It (not "He") is a mathematical object
(Luke 17:21). If we postulate additional features of God, such as [Matthew
7:7], we will leave science: we cannot verify with experiment or
observation that what we celebrate at Christmas is, or isn't, rooted on God
as mathematical object. No theorem can prove nor disprove that God is
something more than a mathematical object, hence obliterate theology by
reducing it to science. Thank God, this is impossible.

Of course, it is our free-will choice to introduce Mathematics to God,
because it (not "He") is an indefinable object. But if you choose to reject
God, ask yourself how you obtained your free will in the first place. Was it
somehow "encoded" in your DNA?

Or maybe the Universe itself is endowed with free will, and evolves like a
brain?

The Bolshoi cosmological simulation of the universe,
University of California, Santa Cruz

In summary, Maximal Set Theory (in preparation) will explore the idea that
the Universe is similar to the human brain, and evolves along the so-
called Arrow of Space. The latter provides strictly retarded causality (called
biocausality) and explains the dynamics of both living and quantum-
gravitational systems: Dead matter makes quantum jumps; the living-and-
quantum matter is smarter. Ensuing from dual age cosmology, MST
suggests that the "duration" from (John 1:1) to the actualized presence of
the universe is indefinable: once created in the local (physical) mode of
spacetime (Fig. 1), the explicable evolving universe cannot be traced back
to The Beginning nor can reach The End, denoted with  C  in the drawings
below. The peculiar statement by Yakov Zeldovich, 'long time ago, there
was a brief period of time during which there was still no time at all',
means that the atemporal Beginning & End at  C  is present "inside" every
topological point at the interface 'now' (Luke 17:21) in terms of an
absolutely "colorless" Noumenon (cf. 'the eye of the Universe' here). The
dual age cosmology requires dual topology of spacetime "points" at the
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interface 'now'.

The blue points A and B are explained in Relative Scale (RS) gravity.
Starting from point C (Point I) at exactly 'time zero' [John 1:1], the
topological dimensions of the universe were created with blue points (local
mode of spacetime, Points II), "after" which each and every blue
point represents 'the true starting point of inflation'. Also, the final
"distance" between the blue points B and the red point C in the second
drawing above is indefinable, and this infinitesimal "distance" permits one
and only one blue point to be fitted there, once-at-a-time, at every instant
'now' from the Arrow of Space. Hence at a given instant 'now', all
uncountably infinite blue points are placed in our ever-increasing past,
being re-created and uniquely defined "flashes". All blue points,
constituting 'the whole physical spacetime' (local mode of spacetime), are
fixed en bloc (Zusammenfassung zu einem Ganzen, Georg Cantor), without
any physical boundary conditions whatsoever: the "boundary" is the red
point  C  of non-reality, residing at absolute rest both "inside" every
infinitesimal point and "outside" null-and-spacelike future infinity (see NB
above). Thus, at every instant 'now' we pass through The Beginning & The
End (Luke 17:21).

All this on 25 November 2015. Stay tuned.

Dimi Chakalov
October 21, 2013
Latest update: September 28, 2015, 11:53 GMT

Download PDF copy from here.

Addendum 1

Symbolic presentation of Einstein's equation:
The grin without the cat tells its cat how to move;
the cat tells its pure grin how to curve.
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Non-Archimedean
"something else"

[Cat per se] ≠ 
|alive cat> + |dead cat>

'All right,' said the Cat; and this time it vanished quite slowly,
beginning with the end of the tail, and ending with the grin,
which remained some time after the rest of it had gone.
'Well! I've often seen a cat without a grin,' thought Alice;
'but a grin without a cat! It's the most curious thing I ever
say in my life!'

As an exercise in obtaining points with the indefinable limit, approached
with four running guys in the drawing above, consider a finite segment of
1-D Euclidean space, filled with uncountably infinite points, and bounded
by endpoints A and B at which we attach real numbers: AB identifies 'the
one and only' unique point C, separating AB by Golden Ratio (AC/CB =
AB/AC). The point C exists, yet is not obtainable by infinite descent,
because is rooted on irrational numbers. Thus, there is always a limit (see
also Thomson's lamp paradox above), yet the Dedekind Cut cannot be
reached even with transcendental (non-algebraic) numbers. Which is why
the fundamental objects in MST are 'points', not their numbers. Namely,
there is no difference in obtaining blue points with "exact" numbers (e.g.,
+/- 4 = √8.√2 or 22 + 32 = (+/- 4)2 ) or "approximately", as in the
asymptotic limit of circumference of a circle: at the end result/limit there
are always blue points in the past -- the "limit point x" is always included
-- and nothing else.

Try to prove Fermat's conjecture, which means proving the truth for all
exponents, given that the "number" of exponents is uncountably infinite.
You can't. Nobody can. You can only produce a longer conjecture by using,
for example, over 150 pages. The root of the problem is in the
undecidable "number" (which cannot be a 'number') of the power of the
set of points from a line segment. Surely it has a limit, as every bartender
knows very well (see Addendum 2), but nobody can follow Thomson's lamp
with potential (Sic!) infinity, up to the final 2-min mark at which there is
no lamp any more, in order to prove the existence of 'limit' as a
countable number. The points have both comprehensible and undecidable
properties, and in certain cases cannot be mapped to numbers. Hence
certain conjectures about numbers will be always undecidable. Otherwise
you would be able to pinpoint God with numbers. Forget it.

In general, the presumption about universal validity of Archimedes' Axiom
is wrong. Thanks to Georg Cantor, we know that the "number" of points in
(i) proton's diameter (0.8418 fm), (ii) a table with length 1 m, and (iii) a
galaxy cluster with diameter from 2 to 10 Mpc, is one and the same:
uncountably infinite. The so-called points are non-Archimedean entities --
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they cannot stack up alone, to form any finite length, as in cases (i) - (iii).
The "stacking" of flat 3-D sections of the Universe is made by the Arrow of
Space: see the explanation of Einstein's Equivalence Principle and Figs 1-3
in Addendum 2. People claim that "on a logarithmic scale, a dot is halfway
between the Planck length and the size of the universe" (Wiki), but infinity
cannot be reached from "expanding" Archimedean spacetime. It's just not
there.

In summary, we cannot postulate some Archimedean track from Planck
length to 'one meter', and then define 'one meter' by multiplying Planck
length by 1.6 x 1035. Secondly, we cannot postulate some Archimedean
track from Planck length to the size of the universe at infinity either. We
always encounter finite lengths and durations at all length scales (the grin
of the cat on the cat; see above), symbolically presented with  1  below,
so how were these finite objects recovered from primordial geometrical
points? Here's the ultimate puzzle of spacetime:

  0 x ∞ = 1  (Eq. 1).

Notice the tacit presumptions from Archimedes' Axiom, due to which the
left-hand side of Eq. 1 includes "zero" (Dichotomy paradox) multiplied by
"infinity": these tacit presumptions are wrong. We have in the left-hand
side non-Archimedean "something else", presented with UNspeakable
"colorless" potential reality, while the finite physical world is placed in the
right-hand side of Eq. 1. The non-Archimedean potential reality is neither
res extensa nor res cogitans (mind), but a pre-geometric plenum (Sic!)
which cannot be presented by "zero" nor by any finite yet very small object
(Planck length), and cannot be multiplied by "infinity" nor by some very
large number either. It is the "thickness" of the boundary ∂(A) above. It is
an ontologically different "something else", for which there is still no
mathematical formalism: see the first paragraph above. The boundary ∂(A)
above, the endpoint of producing circumference of a circle, and the
endpoint '2 min' in Thomson's lamp paradox exist as a limit (Cauchy) at
which God (see 'the eye of the Universe' above) inserts a blue point to re-
create the local (physical) mode of spacetime, but with actual infinity and
by making this blue point dual, for it belongs both to the past and to the
potential future -- see the first drawing above. This blue point shows only
a "colored octopus" or particular "state" of a quantum system due to the
"flash" (not "collapse") of the wave function into, say, |alive cat> -- one-
at-a-time along the Arrow of Space -- but never its UNspeakable pre-
geometric "colorless" potential reality from which it emanates as 'physical
reality', as we all (included the authors of textbooks in set theory and
topology) know from Plato.

NB: No matter how we tweak the left-hand side of Eq. 1, we can't obtain
'the grin of the cat without the cat', which corresponds to non-
Archimedean potential reality at the final step of obtaining the
circumference of a circle, at which God inserts one single blue endpoint to
fill in the omnipresent 'empty set' and recover the boundary ∂(A) above --
once-at-a-time.

For if we use Archimedes' Axiom, in the first case we have to recover
every finite extension of objects exactly, that is, 'exactly one meter' from
either a very small point such as Planck length or zero (empty set) -- the
either-or alternatives are dictated by our bivalent logic. The same applies
to the exact recovery of 'one second' and similar metrological tasks. So if
the primordial point was 'finite but very small', there can't be any invariant
'meter' and invariant 'second', because no physical phenomenon could
reproduce them exactly, by stopping exactly at 'one meter' and 'one
second': there is no limit there. Alternatively, if the primordial point was
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zero (empty set), even an infinite stacking of zeroes will yield zero. Hence
our bivalent logic and Archimedes' Axiom produce reductio ad absurdum. In
the second case, we have to recover the size of the universe again from
the primordial point (see Thomson's lamp above), and will face the same
either-or alternatives: either exactly infinite by actual infinity, or zero. The
latter is obviously wrong, while the former implies that the actual size of
the universe is indeed infinite at actual infinity, which is also impossible, at
least because at actual infinity the universe cannot be gravitationally closed
system.

The joint solution is explained with Fig. 3 in Addendum 2, and requires to
abandon the universal validity of Archimedes' Axiom and use zerovalent
logic YAIN: the true size of the universe is a brand new indefinable case
(see an explanation with elephant's trunk here). Namely, the kinematics of
the Arrow of Space (Fig. 1) is an achronal flat 3-D "flash" of the Universe,
in which its size is indeed finite and the explicable universe is
'gravitationally closed system' -- once-at-a-time -- but because the
Universe is assembling these flat 3-D slices and obtains 4-D spacetime
with 'time as read with a clock' and CPT symmetry (local mode of
spacetime), the Arrow of Space evolves by potential infinity and is
unconstrained by any limit, and the explicable universe is 'open' for brand
new events, up to actual infinity. And because we strive to somehow
combine these complementary states (see the first drawing above) from
the kinematics and dynamics of the Arrow of Space, we end up with the
indefinable boundary explained with zerovalent logic YAIN, and cannot
move further. This is the ultimate limit on our cognition -- not the
Universe.

We are simply "Eskimos" and cannot understand God as dual mathematical
object. If the indefinable limit were comprehensible with bivalent logic, we
would immediately seek the next explanation from 'something else', and
repeat this step ad infinitum. Perhaps the Universe needs such indefinable
limit in order to exist. Which is why we suggested to upgrade the current
essays on set theory and topology with 'God as mathematical object', as
stated in the beginning.

In Relative Scale (RS) gravity, the "size" of the universe is always "one
meter", at all length scales. The fundamental connection between non-
Archimedean potential reality ("a total field of as yet unknown structure,"
Einstein) and physical reality (shadows in Plato's cave) is presented with
Eq. 1 above. This is the crux of MST and the doctrine of trialism. As
Einstein himself acknowledged (Albert Einstein, p. 75),

The right hand side is a formal condensation of all things whose
comprehension in the sense of a field theory is still problematic. Not
for a moment did I doubt that this formulation was merely a
makeshift in order to give the general principle of relativity a
preliminary closed-form expression. For it was essentially no more
than a theory of the gravitational field, which was isolated somewhat
artificially from a total field of as yet unknown structure.

Notice that the total field of as yet unknown structure cannot be 'empty
space':
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The total field of as yet unknown structure is the imponderable pre-
geometric plenum called ether:

How does it come about that alongside of the idea of ponderable
matter, which is derived by abstraction from everyday life, the
physicists set the idea of the existence of another kind of matter, the
ether?
...
Recapitulating, we may say that according to the general theory of
relativity space is endowed with physical qualities; in this sense,
therefore, there exists an ether. According to the general theory of
relativity space without ether is unthinkable; for in such space there
not only would be no propagation of light, but also no possibility of
existence for standards of space and time (measuring-rods and
clocks), nor therefore any space-time intervals in the physical sense.
But this ether may not be thought of as endowed with the quality
characteristic of ponderable media, as consisting of parts which may
be tracked through time. The idea of motion may not be applied to
it.

A. Einstein, Äther und Relativitätstheorie, University of Leiden, 5 May
1920

Just replace 'ether' with 'potential reality',  Hi U 0i .

D. Chakalov
November 11, 2013
Last updated on May 1, 2014, 14:00 GMT
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Chakalov

Maximal Set Theory >

How to reach infinity?

Long time ago, there was a brief period of time
during which there was still no time at all.

Yakov Zeldovich

Many physicists complain that cannot understand Maximal Set Theory
(MST). I suppose they wouldn't hesitate to use Einstein's Equivalence
Principle (cf. NB in Addendum 2 below), although cannot understand it
either. I will try to explain both, hoping that the hypertask of recovering
finite distances and durations from dimensionless points has been made
clear in Addendum 1.

I will examine the nature of infinity and the "boundaries" of the
cosmological (FLRW) spacetime at infinity (Penrose 1963; Geroch 1977, pp.
3-6; Newman and Tod 1980, p. 2), and challenge the current model, as
stated by Newman et al. 2010:

The fuzzy idea of where and what is infinity was clarified and made
more specific by the work of Penrose [46, 47] with the introduction
of the conformal compactification (via the rescaling of the metric) of
spacetime, whereby infinity was added as a boundary and brought
into a finite (Sic! - D.C.) spacetime region. Penrose's infinity or
spacetime boundary, referred to as Scri or J, has many sub-regions:
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future null infinity, J+; past null infinity, J-; future and past timelike
infinity, I+ and I-; and spacelike infinity, I-0.

But how do you measure infinity, once it was "added as a boundary and
brought into a finite spacetime region"? In the case of Hulse-Taylor pulsar,
the radius of the universe should be more than 1090 km, which is of
course "unimaginably bigger than the observable Universe, whose radius is
a mere 1023 km" (Schutz, p. 9). Well, I smell a rat here. Moreover, if we
assume that the "expanding" spacetime is asymptotically flat, the distance
from every point to the "cutting edge" of the observable universe is
roughly 1026 m in any direction and the observable universe corresponds
to a comoving volume of about 1080 m3 (Wiki), so the amount of "dark
energy" at the joint presentation of null-and-spacelike infinity must be both
dynamical and indefinable, which is why dual age cosmology and relative
scale gravity are the only possible solutions to the puzzle of "expanding"
metric and its dynamics at infinity (Fig. 3).

But how to reach infinity, starting from every here-and-now point in the
universe, given that the "endpoint" must be transportable to all sub-
regions of infinity in Newman et al. 2010 above?

First, we need a limit (Cauchy) of some sequence of steps, at which the
"boundaries" of cosmological spacetime can and will be reached at actual
infinity. If we were dealing with sub-systems of the universe, the existence
of limit at actual infinity can be demonstrated with the algorithm for
obtaining circumference of a circle: at every step we double the number of
sides of inscribed and circumscribed polygons and decrease their length,
and at actual infinity the sides of the two polygons reach zero (empty set),
and inevitably hit the final limit -- a point from a circle -- and cannot make
any step further. This is what we call the endpoint: a non-Archimedean
realm of pure geometry, resembling the grin of the Cheshire cat without
the cat (Alice).

However, if we apply a similar recipe (e.g., "via the rescaling of the
metric"; see above) to 'the whole spacetime', hoping to somehow include
its final "boundaries" at "asymptotic infinity", we will look just like Chuck
Norris.
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Why? Because the only possibility to reach the boundaries of 'the whole
spacetime' is to move into an ontologically different realm, a non-
Archimedean realm (denoted in MST with a red endpoint C ), which can
and will impose a cutoff on the size of spacetime at actual infinity, simply
because nothing can move further anymore (compare with "nice behaviour
'on the edge'", Whale, p. 2).

How far is infinity at the endpoint  C ? Well, it depends. If we look at it
from within spacetime, the endpoint  C  will be always positioned both
"below" an infinitesimal point and "above" the expanding cosmological
horizon. But thanks to the Arrow of Space, the endpoint  C  is residing in
our common potential future as well. It is simply potential reality,
explicated with "flashes" of physical reality (shadows on Plato's cave).

Can we demonstrate the existence of potential reality (example in GR
here) at the endpoint  C ? Yes we can, only it is UNspeakable. Consider, for
example, three sayings, which produce "flashes" of physical reality (words)
by "measurements" of the invariant content at the UNspeakable endpoint 
C :

1. All are not hunters that blow the horn.
2. La robe ne fait pas le médecin.
3. Es ist nicht jeder ein Koch, der ein lang Messer trägt.

The content of this set of three sayings is perfectly clear, and is
distinguishable from the content at endpoint  C  in another set, for
example, 'when it rains, it pours'. In Mandarin, the new set-forming
content at endpoint  C  can be roughly expressed as

.

The two sets of sayings demonstrate two UNspeakable and perfectly
identifiable instances of 'potential reality', but there is NOTHING that
"separates" these two instances -- see NB in the third web page here.

The mathematics of this pre-quantum "dough" is unknown. All we know
is that the endpoint  C  (not "He") cannot live in any Archimedean
spacetime endowed with metric. Henry Margenau suggested the term Onta
for the phenomenon by which two or more individual elements can
entangle and become 'something more' than the sum of the two. Hence
Onta binds all "flashes" into a set (Georg Cantor) of blue points (e.g, the
words in the two sets of sayings above), and nothing else (see NB above).

In summary, every set necessarily includes Onta, and the content of
endpoint  C  varies in the closed interval [0, ∞], beginning with the content
of the Noumenon, which is absolutely zero. In this sense, [John 1:1] is
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right here-and-now (Luke 17:21), as it always been and always will. We
cannot talk about the case "before" The Beginning, because there were no
events there -- only the Noumenon and nothing else, because the
complementary set {R} of 'things which are real and evolve' was still 'not
there'. As Yakov Zeldovich put it, 'Long time ago, there was a brief period
of time during which there was still no time at all.' Then at the instant of
Creation (cf. dual age cosmology) all blue spacetime points of set {R}
were created en bloc, and also as dual points, exactly as the final endpoint
in Thomson's lamp paradox.

Thus, at every instant 'now' from the Arrow of Space, we have a
re-created set -- one-at-a-time -- of uncountaly infinite blue Points II,
such that each and every blue spacetime point is uniquely defined, which
in turn leads to re-creation of the whole spacetime en bloc -- every blue
spacetime point comes from the endpoint  C . So if we consider the balloon
metaphor to look within its "expanding 3D surface" and hopefully add
infinity "as a boundary and brought into a finite spacetime region" (cf. the
excerpt above), we are doomed to fail, because there can be no
"boundary" of spacetime there -- the boundary is embedded within every
blue spacetime point (compare with Frauendiener), but at every instant
'now' from the Arrow of Space the "direction" to look at the cutoff at
endpoint  C  within the local (physical) mode of spacetime is reduced to
zero or potential infinity, again once-at-a-time.

Caution: The sayings above demonstrate the ability of human brains to
process knowledge simultaneously at two layers, speakable and
UNspeakable, but in the case of 'the universe as ONE brain' we focus on
their basis called 'potential reality', and will not speculate about possible
mental correlates/quale resembling our thoughts, such as 'God's thoughts'
(Einstein). Suffice to say that in MST the basis of 'God's thoughts' are
quantum-gravitational waves (Fig. 3) which bootstrap 'the universe as ONE
brain'. Notice that 'potential reality' in physics corresponds to latent
observables (Margenau) and virtual particles, due to their destructive
interference. If they become "real", we encounter non-unitary energy
effects. Hence 'potential reality' is immersed in the Noumenon, as depicted
in 'the eye of the Universe'.

To realize the importance of these waves of potential reality, recall again
"the worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!" (Wiki): up to
96% from everything in the universe is pronounced "dark". On the one
hand, the energy-momentum contributions from the potential quantum-
gravitational waves (called ether waves by Sir Arthur Eddington) are real
and have been confirmed since 1930s (Fritz Zwicky), but on the other,
these contributions cannot be traced back to any physical source. Yet
people try to calculate them from the idiosyncratic assumption 'only matter
can act on matter', only to wind up in a totally "dark" mess spiced with
advanced math and "anthropic coincidences" (Weinberg). In life sciences,
nobody would propose some "dark" computer or homunculus in the brain
to help you "calculate" the invariant meaning in the sayings above with
your 100 billion neurons. But in theoretical physics people still prefer
"dark" stuff.

In MST, the energy-momentum contributions from 'the universe as ONE
brain' are physicalized (Sic!) input from the so-called sufficient conditions
for spacetime. This certainly needs explanation, but I will offer here only
two made-up stories.

Imagine a dancing elephant in a china store, whose main job is to keep all
fragile porcelain up in the air and in perfect correlation, yet doesn't brake
anything, because is "dark". Then keep in mind that the dancing elephant
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could be 25 times larger than the store, but again you can't see it because
is "dark". The second story is about the so-called cosmic coincidence
problem. Suppose there is initially only one drop of petrol in the tank of
your car, after which you run the engine and press the accelerator, and as
you accelerate your car (gravitationally closed system), more and more
petrol emerges in the tank, so at some point (as matter and vacuum
energy densities become "approximately equal," Carroll) you scratch your
head and decide to call the source of physicalized petrol "dark".

But if we consider the unphysical Noumenon (cf. Axiom I in MST), all
"dark" effects of gravity can be explained: we have non-unitary gain and
loss of physicalized energy, but cannot fit these quantum-gravitational
influences only in the local mode of spacetime; see the explanation of the
new logic YAIN here and the "stacking" of flat 3-D hypersurfaces below.
Most importantly, the Noumenon acts as 'final endpoint' and 'limit',
because at any instant 'now' from the Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 1 below),
"it" is not present in any flat 3-D achronal "flash" of the Universe,
because is being collapsed to empty set.

Fig. 1

Four achronal isolated systems or "flashes" with different -- one-at-a-
time -- yet conserved -- once-at-a-time -- matter-energy content. In
every individual layer the contracted Bianchi identity holds FAPP, so
we can effectively switch off gravity at a point (Bergmann), after
Einstein's Equivalence Principle (cf. NB in Addendum 2). Every
instant 'now' from the Arrow of Space is such achronal flash or "slice"
of the Universe, in which the gravitational energy density and the
fleeting "states" of all quantum systems (see Addendum 1) are
perfectly defined in the past, hence can be assembled to produce a
quasi-local quantum-gravitational trajectory (cf. REIM). The
"orthogonal" w-axis of the Arrow of Space is collapsed in the drawing
above on four different asymptotically flat 3-D "slices", defined with
four competed negotiations between matter and geometry --
one-negotiation-at-a-time. All flat achronal 3-D hypersurfaces are
put together by the Arrow of Space, and because the "orthogonal"
w-axis is set to zero (empty set => perfect continuum), people
manufacture a temporal dimension "as read with a clock", and
consider the input from the sufficient conditions for spacetime
"dark".

All issues here are perfectly known since 1920s, but are persistently
ignored by the established theoretical physics community. Sir Arthur
Eddington, for example, suggested that the "stuff" of the world is "mind-
stuff" explained as "the aggregation of relations and relata which form the
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building material for the physical world" (The Nature of the Physical World,
Gifford Lectures, 1927. Cambridge University Press, 1928, p. 278); more
below.

The conclusion by Sir Arthur Eddington "something unknown is doing we
don't know what" refers to the most widely know public secret in
theoretical physics, after the discovery of Charles Thomson Rees Wilson in
1911. And today people at CERN are spending billions of euro -- all
taxpayers' money -- to chase a ghost, which they called "god particle".

As to astrophysics and cosmology, let me quote from “The Internal
Constitution of the Stars”, Presidential Address of Professor A.S. Eddington
to Section A of the British Association at Cardiff, on 24th August 1920,
published in The Observatory Vol. XLIII No. 557, October 1920.
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This is Die gegenwärtige Situation (after Schrödinger) in theoretical
physics. We may have unlimited source of clean physicalized energy with
brain-assisted vacuum polarization and REIM, and there would be no need
to burn coal nor build nuclear power plants. Only the mathematics of MST
is still unknown.

D. Chakalov
35A Sutherland St
London SW1V 4JU

November 27, 2013
Latest update: March 14, 2014, 11:48 GMT

Addendum 2

An infinite crowd of mathematicians enters a bar.
The first one orders a pint, the second one a half pint,
the third one a quarter pint... "I understand", says the
bartender - and pours two pints.

It will be difficult to overestimate the importance of infinity for General
Relativity. People muse on whether a particle "can or cannot escape to
infinity" (Hayward, p. 2) and suggest "radiating gravitational energy to
infinity" (Hayward, p. 1), but, "unlike any other physical theory, there is no
mass density for gravitation. The naive formula that mass is the bulk
integral of mass density is ultimately false. For this reason, most study is
limited to the total mass of an isolated (Sic! - D.C.) gravitating system"
(Shing-Tung Yau et al., p. 1), whereby "isolated" means 'up to infinity'.
 
However, there is a grave pitfall in the recipe for reaching infinity -- see
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Newman et al. above and Frauendiener's essay on conformal infinity, p. 8
and p. 13 (emphasis added). Mathematical physicists use the notion of
infinity just like bartenders, although infinity covers the whole spacetime,
and not a sub-system with boundaries within spacetime, like the inscribed
and circumscribed polygons above. I warned J. Frauendiener (2 Dec 2013)
and some of his colleagues (21 Nov 2013) about their mathematical error,
and will briefly explain it here.

Notice that in Frauendiener's essay the so-called scale/conformal factor  Ω ,
p. 8, "vanishes on the boundary", p. 13. I think this kind of Russian poetry
is inadmissible in science and mathematics. Let's see what it actually
implies, and why the fifty-year old recipe for conformal infinity is wrong.

Suppose the instant at which the alleged unphysical metric  g  will indeed
reach infinity is the endpoint  C  in the drawing below. Point O is the
unphysical center of the "expanding balloon" with unphysical radius  r . We
wish to know what will happen at the endpoint  C  if all distances, from all
points in the curved line (physical 2-D closed space), actually reach
infinity.

Fig. 2

To understand the exercise, look at your wristwatch and imagine that the
endpoint  C  is at 3 o'clock and the upper and lower signs for infinity are at
12 o'clock and 6 o'clock respectively. At the final instant at which the
radius  r  actually and finally reaches infinity, the physical space will break
at 12 o'clock and 6 o'clock, and an irreversible and non-smooth topological
transition will occur, such that the physical 2-D space will lose one of its
spatial dimensions and will be converted to an infinite flat 1-D space,
depicted with the vertical bold line above.

On the other hand, in Frauendiener's essay the scale/conformal factor  Ω 
simply "vanishes on the boundary" (p. 13) located at endpoint  C . But you
can't have any metric at endpoint  C , neither unphysical nor
physical.

Why? Because you use bivalent logic and must choose between two
alternatives: either the "scaled down" metric (i) actually reaches infinity, or
(ii) never ever reaches infinity. If you choose (i), you will inevitably
reduce/collapse the expanding 3-D space from FLRW spacetime to an
Euclidean plane (cf. Fig. 2 above), after which cannot have any of the
initial metrics from Frauendiener's essay, p. 8. If instead you choose (ii),
you are again in murky waters and cannot define 'isolated system in GR'.
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What to do? You decide to indulge in mathematical poetry (Penrose 1963)
by "attaching" to the original spacetime manifold some "additional points"
which, according the physical metric, were "at infinity" but, according to
the "scaled down" metric, were not at infinity, and then proclaim that "the
appropriate asymptotic behavior of the conformal factor Ω is expressed in
terms of the local behavior of Ω near (emphasis added - D.C.) these
additional points" (Geroch 1977, pp. 3-6). But since you use bivalent logic,
you cannot have your cake and eat it. To solve the problem, you need
zerovalent logic YAIN: the final endpoint exactly at actual infinity satisfies
both (i) and (ii), because is an ontologically different entity: the global
mode of spacetime of potential reality pertains to actual infinity, and is
simultaneously at null-and-spacelike infinity and ]between[ every physical
points from the local (physical) mode of spacetime. The latter can never
actually reach the former, but only approach it asymptotically by potential
infinity. Hence every achronal flat 3-D slice of the Universe (cf. Fig. 1) has
dual topology.

Unlike in special relativity, we cannot ignore the contributions from a
surface at spatial infinity, and somehow "assume" that the energy-
momentum tensor of the system, stretched to spatial infinity, is entirely
confined in a finite region in 3-D space. So the source of energy
nonconservation may come from a dual surface at spatial infinity
pertaining to the global mode of spacetime of potential reality: see Sir
Arthur Eddington above.

NB: The frozen achronal flat 3-D slices with dual topology explain the true
meaning of Einstein's Equivalence Principle. The breakthrough came in
1907, and Einstein described it later as “der glücklichste Gedanke meines
Lebens” (the happiest thought of my life). In his speech in Kyoto on 14
December 1922, he recalled the incident in 1907 as follows (Pais, p. 179):

I was sitting in a chair in the patent office in Berne when all of a
sudden a thought occurred to me: If a person falls freely, he will not
feel his own weight. I was startled. This simple thought made a deep
impression on me. It impelled me toward a theory of gravitation.

Every time we switch to a local geodesic coordinate frame (Ohanian, p. 3;
Padmanabhan, p. 213), we actually select one frozen achronal flat 3-D
section (Fig. 1) of the Arrow of Space at actual infinity (vertical black line
in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2), which we experience one-at-a-time as 'the instant
now' at which Einstein's Equivalence Principle holds perfectly -- once-at-a-
time.

Hence we can solve the 'have your cake and eat it' problem of energy
conservation in GR (Carroll). On the one hand, we cannot have energy
conservation (Ohanian, p. 3; Padmanabhan, p. 213) in the tensorial (MTW,
p. 467) formulation of GR, but on the other -- we must always be able to
switch to free fall coordinates. Here the problem is solved from the outset:
every point from a geodesic belongs to a newly re-created universe with
asymptotically flat spacetime in which the total energy of matter & gravity
is (almost) zero. It's like adding 1 l of hot water to 1 l of cold water to
obtain 2 l with "neutral" temperature corresponding to "flat spacetime". For
the next point from a newly re-created universe, you add 1.5 l of hot
water to 1.5 l of cold water to obtain 3 l with again "neutral" temperature,
and have "flat spacetime" again, so the particle moves along a geodesic.
Yet if you examine the chain of these re-created universes along the Arrow
of Space (see Fig. 1 above), you have added 1 l more water ("dark
energy") and the law of nonconservation holds as well. Notice that the
chain of the Arrow of Space builds up the topological dimensions of the
physical, 3+1-D spacetime (local mode of spacetime) point by point from
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'something else'. Briefly, "the happiest thought" of Einstein's life
corresponds to the black vertical line in the drawings below, endowed with
dual topology.

Fig. 3.1

The endpoint C in Fig. 2 ('the eye of the Universe') is shown in
the center; the unphysical radius r of the "expanding
balloon" is orthogonal to every flat 3-D achronal "flash" of the
Universe (Fig. 1) at actual infinity, depicted with black vertical
line which "separates" the global topological transitions
between 'sphere' (closed space) and 'torus' (open space).

rx ry = 1 (multiplicative identity)

Fig. 3.2

Topological transitions producing one standing quantum-
gravitational "wave" (the basis of 'God's thoughts', Einstein) in
the global mode of spacetime, called in MST 'potential reality'.
Supposedly, the modulation of the phase of this "wave"
produces REIM.

Hence you may claim that “there’s energy in the gravitational field, but it’s
negative, so it exactly (not quite -- D.C.) cancels (once-at-a-time -- D.C.)
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the energy you think is being gained in the matter fields” (Carroll). Then it
will be natural to expect that the zero-point energy (Nernst 1916) will be
related to the self-acting faculty of the Universe, exhibited in the
elementary step from one instant 'now' to the next one. Hence the
cancellation above must not be perfect (Witten), and in every spacelike
hypersurface the repulsive gravitational field must not be exactly zero,
although the total gravitational energy is strictly positive definite (cf.
"neutral temperature" above): we can never see the gaps of Zen of
Macavity (Helfer).

Pity nobody is interested. But as Bishop George Berkeley warned us, in
rebus Mathematicis errores quam minimi non sunt contemnendi. True,
because if you ignore your mathematical errors, you will end up with poetic
statements such as "the space-time manifold must be geodesically
incomplete in some timelike direction" (Penrose, p. 234) and suggest
"interchanging of timelike and spacelike coordinates within the horizon of a
black hole" (Wiki). You can never understand the mass density for
gravitation (Shing-Tung Yau et al., p. 1; MTW, p. 467), the intangible
energy (Bondi) of the gravitational field, and the transition from strong to
weak gravitational waves: Minkowski spacetime is just "a shadow without
power" (Weyl 1944).

Just keep in mind that the mass density for gravitation is the same kind of
potential reality demonstrated with the sayings above: the "memory" of
the Universe (the grin of the Cheshire cat without the cat, as noted by
Alice) always has physical presentations in terms of 'self-interacting matter
& gravity', which are perfectly local, yet their common source  C  remains
always non-local, resembling a quantum dough of yet-to-be-physicalized
propensities. The same applies to the physicalized contributions from the
quantum vacuum and the unlimited energy density stored there as
potential (also "exotic") reality.

For more, see the solution of the puzzle of infinity (cf. Q.E.D. above) and
the no-boundary proposal. It is relational ontology in its purest form: at
the instant 'now', all uncountably infinite points make an achronal "slice"
(cf. Fig. 1 above) from the Universe, and are uniquely defined with respect
to their relational source  C  . Hence their "boundary" is ONE Pure Being,
as it always was and always will (Luke 17:21).

Again, there is a boundary at infinity, but is indefinable. Once created,
the physical universe (cf. Fig. 1) has perfectly defined cutoffs at every
instant 'now' -- one-at-a-time -- toward the indefinable boundary at
infinity, and these cutoffs do have exact numerical values: recall the
Dragon chasing its tail (Ouroboros), which he always "bites" in the past,
but can never reach it in the future. The Arrow of Space can never
actually reach the boundary at infinity, because will stop there and the
physical universe will cease to exist. Thank God, this is impossible. Or is it?

D. Chakalov
December 4, 2013
Latest update: May 5, 2014, 11:20 GMT
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Chakalov

Maximal Set Theory >

Natural Healing

If we can control with our brain waves the conversion
of genes into proteins, why not use the Bridge to
the Brain of the Universe for spacetime engineering?

For the record: Twenty years ago, in January 1994, I wrote a letter to Mrs.
Brenda Dunne, Laboratory Manager of PEAR Lab at Princeton University,
and declared that I am ready to do experiments and work on my theory,
and will be happy to visit them again. She replied in May 1994, only to say
that they are very busy with their own program. Meanwhile I wrote to U.S.
Department of Energy in March 1994, explaining my proposal for extracting
energy from the quantum vacuum, and in mid-April received a letter from
Walter M. Polansky (then Director of the Laboratory Technology Research
Division), dated 8 April 1994, in which my proposal was rejected without
any explanation. Even worse, Walter M. Polansky suggested that I should
read physics textbooks. I immediately challenged him to show at least one
error in my proposal, but never heard from him. Now I know, with the
benefit of the hindsight, what I could have achieved in United States within
just a few years after 1994, because non-invasive brain monitoring
facilities were already available at that time. But I would have supervisors,
and couldn't be independent researcher.

Twenty years later, I continue to be independent researcher -- apart from
the moral support of my family and friends, nobody supports my work in
any way, shape or form whatsoever, so I still have nobody to say 'thank
you', and subsequently there's nobody behind my back to tell me what to
do. Now I only need Mathematics, and do not offer experiments to anyone.

The scope of this website is to explain the mathematical tasks related to
set theory and topology, and the proposal that God [John 1:1] can be
interpreted at most primitive level as purely mathematical object.
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Physically, God is 'the Universe as ONE', and is totally hidden due to the
"speed" of light: the physical world is exposed in the past as "flashes" of
physical reality -- one-at-a-time along the flow of time -- all of which have
already (biocausality) been completed at the instant of observation, like
clapping hands. The flow of time (modeled with an Arrow of Space) is
absolute, and its "driving force" is exposed only as purely mathematical
object, thanks to which the Universe as ONE exhibits the faculty of self-
action along the Arrow of Space, resembling the human brain. (Current
efforts to explain the self-action of the Universe lead to the puzzle that
96 percent of matter is made of stuff that cannot be observed or even
comprehended.) Physically, there is 'absolutely nothing' between the
spacetime points exposed in the past as "flashes" made by "clapping
hands", which is why the resulting continuum of physical points is perfect.

Maximal Set Theory (MST) unites two metaphysical ideas: the flow of time
(Heraclitus) and the interpretation of the physical world as emerging from
a different kind of reality (dubbed 'potential reality'), resembling Plato's
theory of Ideas. We postulate that the flow of time (modeled with an
Arrow of Space) requires physical reality in the past and potential reality
in the future, and place the instant 'now' at their interface. Hence the
duration of the interface 'now', during which the "colorless" potential reality
casts a "flash" into the past to produce a fleeting "colored" (physical)
spacetime point, is 'absolutely nothing' (called in MST Noumenon), like the
physical duration of "clapping hands". Thanks to the human brain, the
interface 'now', viewed from a meta-observer "outside the train", is
stretched to finite duration, hence can accommodate the invariant faculties
of the human psyche, such as the unchanging human self. And yes, the
human brain can change its potential future and that of the "train",
perhaps by modulating the phase of the hypothetical atemporal topological
waves depicted in Fig. 3.2 from Addendum 2.

There are two sets of predictions from MST: engineering, such as REIM,
and those related to natural healing (Naturheilverfahren). These predictions
are based on the premise that the Universe functions as ONE Brain, in the
sense that the human brain and the 'Universe as ONE' share the same
Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 1) and biocausality, but natural healing is more
specific, because we explore die Gefühle und Willensvorgänge (feelings and
volition) associated with both brains, ours and the ONE Brain [Matthew
7:7-8].

Obviously, the engineering applications of MST do not explicitly refer to The
Gospel, but in both cases the underlying phenomena are quantum
entanglement (Erwin Schrödinger) and biocausality, and subsequently
brain-controlled 'spacetime engineering' (SE). The latter includes (but is not
limited to) fine-tuning of the "colorless" potential reality, hence choosing
the desired future state of either a person with particular health problems
or inanimate objects. Metaphorically, think of a train which inevitably
follows its railway, so if we fix particular final destination of the train, we
will change the railway and the train will inevitably follow its new path. In
the case of natural healing, the person with health problems will activate
her latent abilities to regain her health. As to the engineering applications,
ranging from REIM and brain-controlled gravitational energy release (the
upper limit of gamma-ray bursts is five solar masses emitted in under 60
seconds) to brain-controlled molecular engineering, the sky is the limit!

Trouble is, we still have only a conceptual formulation of MST, and the lack
of mathematical theory does not allow us to make calculations and design
brand new experiments with which we could test MST and (hopefully)
understand its nuts and bolts. This is why we utterly need new
mathematics to amend the set theory and topology.
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Currently, the authors of textbooks in topology (e.g., Adams and Franzosa,
pp. 78-79) stipulate that the interval highlighted in black (see below) were
open, and the number of red running guys were decidable and therefore
can be counted, just like the constituents of international second, so at the
end of the day the red running guys will certainly reach the two red
endpoints of the interval below, and make the latter closed by stopping at
the limit (Cauchy) shown with red square brackets, but at this stop-instant
the red endpoints/limits must be excluded, because they will be the very
"boundary" (see Franzosa's video lecture, 20:00-23:00).

[x <---(xxxxxxxx)---> x]

Since all points are the same, the immediate neighborhood of
every black point must possess the same "separable structure"
found at the stop-points : [x(x)x] . Which means that every point
can in principle become decidable and countable object, and can be
considered individual object like a 'spherical cow' or the constituents
of international second. Which in turn requires that you must find
something -- but not points! -- that separates (Sic!) every point
from its neighboring point, or else all points will fuse into one
(possibly nonstandard hyperreal) 'spherical cow'. Now try to explain
the continuum of points and its cardinality, after Kurt Gödel (1947).

NB: Points are undecidable objects, because every point pertains to both
physical (blue) reality and potential (red) reality, as shown in the drawing
below. The first case is explained in terms of two-valued states or
valuations valid for one instant 'now', which is why the valuations of
'physical reality' can take on only one of the two values, either 1 or 0
(classical logical truth assignments). For example, at any instant 'now' from
the time read with your wristwatch, you either read this text or don't. But
as we know since Plato, there is an ontologically different, and much
broader form of reality, called in MST potential reality, which is
undecidable and "colorless" with respect to the classical logical truth
assignments, hence the logical truth assignments for potential (red) reality
is zero-valued logic YAIN. For example, at any instant 'now' from the time
read with your inanimate wristwatch, you are both physical reality -- you
either read this text or don't -- and  potential reality, because at the same
instant 'now' you are placed in your undecidable and "colorless" potential
future as well. Think of virtual particles which perpetually jump into and
out of 'physical reality': what kind of reality are they during their physical
non-existence? Are they 'physical reality' or not (classical logical truth
assignments)? Every answer to the last question yields zero-valued truth
assignment YAIN. As Heisenberg explained in his lectures Physics and
Philosophy (winter 1955-56), the concept of 'potentia' in Aristotelian
philosophy "introduced something standing in the middle between the idea
of an event and the actual event, a strange kind of physical reality just in
the middle between possibility and reality." Replace 'between' with the
interface 'now' shown below, and keep in mind that 'points' have dual
topology, as they denote both reality in the past (physical reality) and
possibility for reality (potential future) -- once-at-a-time along the Arrow
of Space.

Thus, God (Luke 17:21) is both inside of us in the past and outside of us
in the potential future.

Every spacetime point has internal structure presented with the dual
topology of interface 'now'. The fundamental difference between the
current version of set-theoretic topology and MST stems from the
"structure" of points: it cannot be produced with the rule 'all but one', as
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shown with the exclusion of the last endpoint of 'limit' with open and
closed brackets,  )]  ,  but only with the interface 'now', denoted with  ]) 
and explained with the drawing below from the front page. Thanks to
actual infinity, there is absolutely no separation "between" points in the
past (blue segment of interface 'now'), so it is impossible in principle to
identify a point by any number (see Addendum 3 below). Yet the same
interface 'now' belongs to the "colorless" potential reality of all spacetime
points as well, hence the red segment of interface 'now' is always open to
the future ('the unknown unknown' included) by potential infinity, so
contrary to Chuck Norris you cannot enumerate the points of the red
segment and count them.

The interface 'now' above is shown with vertical black line in Fig. 3.
This is the "location" of God exactly at actual infinity, without
physical spacetime with past (blue) and future (red) segments. The
physical spacetime tends asymptotically toward God in terms of
achronal "slices" of the Universe as ONE, subject to be re-
created one-at-a-time and assembled with the Arrow of Space to
produce the physical spacetime with asymptotically open/closed 3-D
space and 'time as read with a clock' (Fig. 1).

Instead of deriving the properties of spacetime exclusively from matter and
fields, we introduce two requirements for spacetime: necessary (matter
and fields) and sufficient. The latter come from the Universe as ONE Brain
and are interpreted as pre-geometric plenum -- a "colorless" (red)
potential reality which does not conform to Archimedes' Axiom and does
not possess metric (see the grin of the cat without the cat in Addendum
1), and acts on matter and fields but without being back-acted upon: the
"colorless" quantum world and reference fluid in GR are the same potential
reality known since Plato. In the case of the human brain, try the linguistic
experiments (sayings) here to verify the UNspeakable potential reality (not
its qualia called 'mind') coupled to your brain, in line with the doctrine of
trialism (see the elephant trunk metaphor here).

In summary, we propose that every point in set-theoretic topology is
spacetime point of the interface 'now' (see the drawing above). The latter
has dual structure, being both perfectly defined "flash" in the past and
indefinable ("colorless") potential reality in the upcoming future. If
confirmed, MST will reveal new Mathematics, and we might be able to
understand how the intangible (Sir Hermann Bondi) gravitational energy
density becomes physicalized upon entering the local (physical) mode of
spacetime as perfectly defined "flash" in the past. See also one of the
widely known public secrets in theoretical physics here, after the discovery
of Charles Thomson Rees Wilson in 1911.
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The only mystery in Quantum Mechanics is the creation of macroscopic
track by energy-momentum exchange between a single quantum particle
and its macroscopic environment. You cannot postulate some "collapse" of
the wave function nor "decoherence" (Alessandro Teta, pp. 8-10), which
occur on two layers, observable and quantum, to produce the observed
picture above: read Erwin Schrödinger.

In general, a variable has no definite value before I measure it;
then measuring it does not mean ascertaining the value that it has.
But then what does it mean?

A variable has no definite value before I measure it, because the potential
quantum reality does not have any preexisting (non-contextual) "color".
Then measuring it does not mean ascertaining the value that it has
previously had, because the potential quantum reality is ontologically
different from its observable "flashes", as we know since Plato. In the case
of Schrödinger's cat, the potential quantum reality 'out there' is
UNspeakable "colorless" (highlighted above with red) 'Cat per se', which is
ontologically different from its observable explications with |alive cat> and
|dead cat>. You cannot catch the 'Cat per se' with probabilities (Sic!),
because they refer only to the observable "flashes". The same localization
holds for gravitational energy density: the gravitational mass-energy is
also "colorless" potential reality, which is why it cannot have "flashes"
which could be integrated over a finite spacetime domain to "recover" the
potential gravitational reality: a forest is ontologically different from its
trees. Due to the phenomenon of entanglement, the potential gravitational
reality is ontologically different from its observable mass-energy "flashes",
and does not have preexisting "color" either. The intangible (Sir Hermann
Bondi) gravitational energy becomes physicalized or "colorized" only upon
entering the local (physical) mode of spacetime in the past (highlighted
above with blue), in terms of linearized gravitational field with "conserved"
gravitational energy, and only once-at-a-time along the Arrow of Space
(see Fig. 1 here). Thanks to the set-forming "colorless" potential reality, all
forms of entanglement -- quantum, gravitational, and biological -- produce
set members with different properties (cf. sufficient conditions), compared
to the preexisting (Sic!) properties of set members in classical physics.
People are unaware of the additional influences of the holistic "forest" on
each entangled "tree", which make the latter fundamentally undecidable,
and acknowledge that "some fundamental property of sets is still unknown"
(Hrbacek and Jech, p. 269). But this fundamental property of sets is widely
known since Plato, and has produced the puzzle identified by Erwin
Schrödinger in 1935. There is no sense to ignore the facts of Nature. Just
try to explain the creation of macroscopic track by energy-momentum
exchange between a single quantum particle and its macroscopic
environment (see above). This is Quantum Gravity 101.
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It is impossible in principle to "recover" the full potential reality from its
"colored" presentations in QM and GR. In the first case, such task is
prohibited by Kochen-Specker Theorem (see Granström and Hughes), and
in GR by Einstein's Equivalence Principle (MTW). If this task were possible,
QM would be reduced to some statistical theory of preexisting quantum
objects, while GR would describe some physical gravitational field,
resembling electromagnetic field, and "the ether would come back!"
(Montesinos). To use the shoal of fish metaphor, every quantum-
gravitational "fish" has an exact "colored" presentation (flash) cast from
the underlying quantum-gravitational potential reality at every instant 'now'
-- one-at-a-time and with certainty, like Wheeler's "cloud". The rest of
potential "flashes" do not matter for this instant 'now', and are kept as a
pre-quantum (Sic!) "dough" for the next instant 'now'. We see a wave-like
holomovement of the whole 'shoal of fish', without any dedicated source
(like a drum producing sound with a vibrating membrane) of such
quantum-gravitational waves. And of course there is no source of quantum
waves either.

Have you seen the wave-like movement of the legs of a centipede? Surely
there are dedicated physical mechanisms to facilitate (Sic!) the wave-like
holomovement of the whole 'shoal of fish' or the correlation of all
constituents of the human brain or the legs of a centipede, but again they
only facilitate the non-linear feedback-corrections originating from their
common potential future (cf. sufficient conditions for spacetime). They both
cannot and should not implement it entirely, as compared to a robot.

Metaphorically, we see only a glove (e.g., Zygote) which facilitates the
hand, but never the hand itself. The current version of GR also predicts
"gravitational waves" (swathe), but these "waves" only facilitate the
supplemental influences from the sufficient conditions for spacetime, which
Hermann Weyl dubbed ‘the eternal repose of Father Æther’. The genuine
gravitational waves result from gravitational self action (Sic!) and cannot
in principle be "reflected" by any "mirror" (Rendall). They do not propagate
on any "background" whatsoever, and cannot be detected with the
linearized approximation of GR, used to build LIGO and the like. Now go
back to the only mystery in Quantum Mechanics.

To practice spacetime engineering, you need to "step to the right" and get
your brain entangled with the "colorless" potential quantum-gravitational
world (highlighted above with red) by the Law of Reversed Effort (Aldous
Huxley): when your mind is still the universe surrenders (Lau-Tzu). Then
you choose the desired future state (see the train metaphor) common to
both brains, yours and the ONE Brain [Matthew 7:7-8], and practice
spacetime engineering (SE). Notice that it is impossible in principle to
create any evil act with spacetime engineering, such as harming or hitting
someone or spying on some alleged "bad guys" because you were from
"the good guys" (e.g., NSA) -- you will instantaneously harm your brain
with the confirmation wave resulting from your evil intention. There is no
way to misuse spacetime engineering and direct it against people, like
dynamite. Only parapsychologists are trying to make some "psi weapon".
With SE, this is simply impossible. Otherwise I would have said nothing
about my theory and switched long ago to something else, like raising
tomatoes in my garden. There could be nothing worse than being
entangled with the pain and suffering of people.

Again, only the proper mathematics of MST is still unraveled, waiting
patiently for mathematicians to get their job done.

I believe the importance of these issues cannot be overestimated, yet still
have no feedback from professional mathematicians. Under these
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circumstances, I strongly deter from offering any mathematical details, and
will follow the famous 'two rules for success':

There are two, and only two, rules for success.
Rule #1: Never tell them everything you know.

D. Chakalov
January 29, 2014
Latest update on November 13, 2014, 03:53 GMT

Addendum 3

"Is there any point to which you would wish to draw my attention?"
"To the curious incident of the dog in the night-time."
"The dog did nothing in the night-time."
"That was the curious incident," remarked Sherlock Holmes.

Arthur Conan Doyle, The Adventure of Silver Blazes

People look at the NB argument above and say, 'what's the problem with
defining an open interval in the usual way, which excludes the end points?
It's just a definition that mathematicians find it helpful to think about.
There really isn't anything to go wrong with a definition like this.'

Surprisingly, 'the dog did nothing in the night-time,' although the
identification of one single point is grave error. Because of this error, you
must find something -- but not points! -- that separates every point from
its neighboring point, or else all points will fuse into one single 'spherical
cow'. But you wouldn't even try to avoid your error. Why? Because nothing
wrong happens anyway! This is the curious incident.

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz was concerned with this issue, and argued that
"idealized numbers" containing infinitesimals must be introduced. But how?
The infinitesimal is dynamical object, it simply runs toward infinity. It does
not stop there. People only give the direction toward infinity (Cauchy), and
then suggest that the endpoint at which the infinitesimal will stop must be
excluded. How? Just use two entirely different presentations of infinity,
potential and actual/completed, and claim that the first one will always
allow the infinitesimals to run toward infinity (hence you'll have more than
enough points to make smooth functions), while at the same time the
second one will 'get you to the point', as every bartender knows very well
(see Addendum 2).

Abraham Robinson was indeed Mathematician, and didn't agree with such
poetry. But there is no sense to "insert" new kinds of numbers in a line
segment in order to produce 'genuine infinitesimals', because any number
identifies a point, and you will again be heading toward a dead-end. There
is no "greater" nor "less" for infinity in Nature, but only for our cognitive
concept called "number". Don't mix apples with oranges.

Here is a simple explanation borrowed from Archimedes, based on
circumscribed and inscribed polygons inside and outside a circle, and
doubling the number of their sides until they snap to a circle.
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The radius (AB) of the circle is obtained when (Sic!) the "size" of point B
matches the sides of the infinitely-sided circumscribed and inscribed
polygons. The latter do not have "size" either, otherwise they would be
physical and will be tending asymptotically to point B which still did not
exist. Point B exists just as any other point in your textbooks in topology,
but is obtained by Actual Infinity (Cantor). It is impossible in principle to
ascribe any number to point B, because no transfinite number can reach
point B, ever. Notice that point B corresponds to the 2-min mark in
Thomson's lamp paradox, at which we do not have any "lamp" anymore.
Why? Because point B exists as pre-geometric plenum: a "colorless" (red)
potential reality which does not conform to Archimedes' Axiom and does
not build metric (see the grin of the cat without the cat in Addendum 1).
Like prisoners chained in Plato's cave, we only see a "colorful" shadow at
point B, projected from the underlying UNspeakable "colorless" (red)
potential reality -- check it out with your brain below.

1. All are not hunters that blow the horn.
2. La robe ne fait pas le médecin.
3. Es ist nicht jeder ein Koch, der ein lang Messer trägt.

The invariant meaning of this set of three sub-sets (sayings) is perfectly
clear, yet is UNspeakable. Notice that all members (words) of this set are
precisely localized exactly at geometrical points by "colorful" shadows at
point B -- bare "points" without matter, like the grin of the cat without the
cat (Addendum 1), are "colorless" (red) potential reality.

There is a fundamental gap between the physical reality (blue) and
potential reality (red) shown with the drawing at NB above, and this
fundamental gap corresponds to bi-directional transitions along the Arrow
of Space (see Fig. 1) between the physical and potential worlds. You
cannot bridge this gap by potential infinity. When you look at the physical
world in the past (blue), you see an already-completed by actual infinity
world in Deo (Cantor). In brief, you may use numbers only for physical
objects of finite size and duration, which can indeed be enumerated, like
spherical cows or the constituents of international second.

Points are not identifiable in principle, because they do not conform to
Archimedes' Axiom. If they were identifiable, like the Archimedean
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constituents of 'one second', you could claim that a line segment with
length 1m, and a square with side 1m, and a cube with 1m rib contain
different number of points, so Georg Cantor was wrong. You may only
claim that there might be infinitely many infinities with different "powers",
but can't find a limit (if any) on "powers", so you're back in murky waters.

In MST, the solution to this problem is with a new structure of every point,
by placing every point at the interface 'now'. Hence every point has dual
topology (see the drawing above) and every next instant 'now' passes
through God presented with the gaps "between" 3-D slices of the Universe
(Fig. 1).

Sure enough, the dual topology of points doesn't "bark", just like the
ultraviolet catastrophe which never happened. Max Planck solved the latter
puzzle, and was of course severely criticized by the established academic
scholars for "ruining" the beautiful structure of classical physics, only to
explain a "catastrophe" which never actually happened. As Bertrand Russell
succinctly put it, 'Most people would rather die than think; many do.' 

Given the two rules for success above, I can only offer the opinion of Max
Planck (Philosophy of Physics, W.W. Norton and Company, New York, 1936,
p. 97):

An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually
winning over and converting its opponents: it rarely happens that
Saul becomes Paul. What does happen is that its opponents
gradually die out and that the growing generation is familiarized with
the idea from the beginning: another instance of the fact that the
future lies with youth.

D. Chakalov
February 6, 2014
Latest update: August 30, 2014, 10:40 GMT
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The next question was - what makes planets go around the sun?
At the time of Kepler some people answered this problem by saying that

there were angels behind them beating their wings and pushing the planets
around an orbit. As you will see, the answer is not very far from the truth.

The only difference is that the angels sit in a different direction and their
wings push inward.

Richard Feynman, The Character Of Physical Law, 1967

What makes changes in spacetime, shown with green and red?
What if the spacetime itself "changes" (Fig. 1), instead of being
fixed (Hermann Weyl) as some "block universe" (Ellis, Fig. 4)?
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See the little red arrow? We only have a name for it: gravity. We cannot
suggest an explanation of gravity, only a description, as one could describe
'heat' with hot weather which makes you thirsty and you want to jump in
the pool. This is describing 'heat' with something hot, like describing
gravity (the little red arrow) with something caused by gravity. It would be
like describing heat with some brand new particles, which are very small
and terribly hot, say, heatino and its SUSY partner heatinino. An
explanation of 'heat' requires reducing it to 'something else', such as
kinetic energy, and then demonstrating how kinetic energy produces what
we described as 'heat'. But we don't have such explanation, and might as
well use "angels" instead of "curvature" to describe gravity, as Richard
Feynman remarked. Why? Because "curvature" is not an explanation, and
cannot be linked to any other phenomenon, just like you cannot fit heatino
and heatinino in the Standard Model.

For if we cannot define the entire spacetime as 'closed system', up to its
endpoints at null-and-spacelike infinity (which requires to explain both the
localization of the energy density of the gravitational "field" at a topological
point and at the "boundary" of that "field" at null-and-spacelike infinity),
we cannot claim that one can boil water with gravitational energy (the so-
called Bondi news) nor explain the positivity of mass and prove (not
assume) the existence of maximal spacelike hypersurface: with gravity,
what happens here-and-now depends on the entire spacetime (Ciufolini
and Wheeler, p. 270). If you have an electric heater at some location in
your living room and wish to understand how it works, you don't need to
know 'the entire living room' up to its final endpoints and the gradient of
heat at every point, because you will be dealing with a local source of
physical (not physicalized) energy and its local effects, and can easily
make your living room a 'closed system' by ignoring 'the rest of the
universe'. 

The conformal speculations of Penrose are wrong (explanation here), so
statements like "since no light rays can enter an asymptotically flat
spacetime through I+, no boundary data are needed to evolve the interior
spacetime" (J. Winicour, p. 1) are sheer wishful thinking. If you replace
"no light rays can enter an asymptotically flat spacetime" with 'no light
rays can leave an asymptotically flat spacetime', you'll run into another
mathematical poetry, resembling "event horizon". Regardless of how you
would "confine" infinity, it cannot be proved for massive particles in FLRW
spacetime. No you can't (C. Norris). Forget it.

We cannot explain the little red arrow by reducing it to 'something else',
like we explain temperature by reducing it to kinetic energy. We cannot
use any physical gravitational field that would be similar to magnetic field.
Only the geometry of the entire spacetime, but in GR it cannot be defined
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as 'closed system' (e.g., Schoen and Yau). As M. Visser explained, "The
essence of the problem lies in the fact that the Einstein equations of
general relativity are local equations, relating some aspects of the
spacetime curvature at a point to the presence of stress-energy at that
point. What general relativity does not do is to provide any natural way of
imposing global constraints on the spacetime -- certainly the Einstein
equations provide no such nonlocal constraint." Moreover, GR cannot
determine the topology of spacetime in the first place, and since the
topology depends on matter-energy density, while the academic scholars
claim that 95 per cent of the stuff of the world were "dark", their efforts to
understand gravity resemble the old joke:

How do we know that Father Christmas has a beard?
We know it, because show falls when he shakes it.

What if the physical universe changes at the fundamental level of
'spacetime', such that every topological point here-and-now is the end
product of the negotiations -- one-at-a-time -- between mass and
"curved" spacetime? If 'mass tells spacetime how to curve, and curved
spacetime tells mass how to move' (see above), we need an atemporal
medium (dubbed 'global mode of spacetime') to connect every local
topological point 'here-and-now' with 'the entire Universe as ONE', like a
school of fish (cf. pp. 4-5 here). Stated differently, to explain the little red
arrow, we need to reveal what Einstein dubbed "a total field of as yet
unknown structure" (Albert Einstein, p. 75), which springs from the "Zen
gaps":

The right hand side is a formal condensation of all things whose
comprehension in the sense of a field theory is still problematic. Not
for a moment did I doubt that this formulation was merely a
makeshift in order to give the general principle of relativity a
preliminary closed-form expression. For it was essentially no more
than a theory of the gravitational field, which was isolated somewhat
artificially from a total field of as yet unknown structure.

Let me suggest a hypothesis about the origin of gravity, ensuing from the
dynamic causality (dubbed biocausality) along the Arrow of Space (see Fig.
1). The ultimate task is to understand how the physical universe changes
during its cosmological evolution, ensuing from the idea that the entire
Universe is designed like a human brain: there must be something
pertaining to the entire Universe (called 'potential reality', residing in the
so-called global mode of spacetime), which remains invariant, thanks to
which the physical universe can change in time, as measured with a clock.
Consider, for example, a concept such as 'corner': it can be physicalized
with many languages and hence has different neural correlates in the
brains of different people, their brains change as well, etc., yet the concept
of 'corner per se' remains invariant (cf. Plato below). The human self also
keeps its identity, despite its perpetually changing brain composed of 100
billion neurons and 500 trillion synapses, ever since its prenatal Stage 1,
Zygote. In the case of human brain and body, such invariant "matrix" for
evolution cannot be reduced to the physical, and perpetually changing,
constituents of a Zygote.

In the case of the Universe, such invariant "matrix" resembles a blank
colorless canvas (see below), which cannot exist without the colorful
painting on it, yet the colorless canvas per se is something ontologically
different. Ditto to the physical and perpetually changing universe: the
physical content of the universe does change, like changing colors (cf.
REIM) cast on blank colorless canvas, yet the ontologically different
"colorless canvas" (see below) must keep an invariant 'line element' (Wiki)
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with which the physical content of the universe is defined 'in spacetime'.
This invariant 'line element' is considered 'potential reality' residing in
physically unobservable "Zen gaps" -- "a total field of as yet unknown
structure" (Einstein).

NB: But what if the "colorless canvas" itself can be shrunk and inflated
relative to its macroscopic "size" (Alice)? After all, in the three cases
depicted below, the "colorless canvas" could be traced to the physical or
"colorful" spacetime (not shown) only as infinitesimal "changes" dt, but (i)
it is impossible to detect the transition between any dt and its next dt
online, as it "happens" in time-like "direction", and (ii) the "sizes" of dt are
indistinguishable, as all different-in-size colorless canvases contain the
same undecidable "number" of spacetime points (Cantor). If dt had
Archimedean topology and could be presented with a number, say, dt =
10-44 s (Planck time), we could use an absolute 'one second' and
determine the duration of each colorless canvas, as read with a physical
clock. Thanks to Cantor, we know that it is impossible in principle to attach
any numerical value to dt, as it emerges from potential "colorless
canvases" with undecidable "size" due to the absence of any metric there.

But what is dt, really? It is "an intrinsic time interval associated to any
timelike displacement", as "fundamental systems all march to the beat of
the same drummer" (T. Jacobson, pp. 18-19). But the rate (denoted with
R, see the explanation below) of "beating" elementary dt-s by one and the
same "drummer", in order to assemble 'one second time of light', is not a
number. If the rate R was an integer, as in the operational definition of
international second (see below), we will have to assume, in line with
Archimedean topology, that such "drummer" is some mysterious physical
system capable of assembling 'one second time of light' from elementary
cycles dt -- without any gaps between the successive cycles dt. But this is
absurd, plain and simple (e.g., A. Peres). To solve this fundamental puzzle,
we will assume that R is fixed (see frames-per-second analogy and its
disambiguation below) and allow T to be flexible, as depicted with three
different-in-duration "colorless canvases" in the drawing below. Obviously,
neither T nor R or dt can be presented with any number.

Again, dt is the only 'drum beat' we can observe from the three colorless
canvases below, so we cannot determine whether it emerges from "large"
or "small" colorless canvases T, as they do not have any metric.

Although the three colorless canvases are shown as 'different in duration',
what we cannot see is the one single "colorless" point (cf. Eq. 3 below)
which is the source of potential or "colorless canvases", being both "that
which has no part" (Euclid) and 'that which has no end nor part' (see the
explanation at Eq. 1 below).

The "colorless canvas" is both "that which has no part" (Euclid)
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and 'that which has no end nor part' (cf. Eq. 1 below). It is a
mind-like potential reality, known as “that which moves without
being moved” (Aristotle), dubbed God’s thoughts by Einstein. It
is ‘the grin of the Cheshire cat without the cat’, and its physical
presence is (Sic!) “zero”. It has no metric: the idea of a tree 
cannot be “smaller” than the idea of a mountain (e.g., the
“largest” colorless canvas).

Hence Nature can obtain smaller or larger physical (colorful) stuff (just
"details", Einstein) with smaller or larger size, pertaining to the so-called
local (physical) mode of spacetime (see below). We postulate that the sole
variable of the potential, "colorless canvas" of spacetime is an atemporal
"time", denoted with T (explanation below). It is of course 'potential reality'
residing in physically unobservable (due to the speed of light) Zen gaps --
"a total field of as yet unknown structure" (Einstein).

In every theory of spacetime, the first off task is to define the rods and
clocks. Our theory of Relative Scale (RS) spacetime is based on the
proposal of Plato in his work The Republic and the Universals, which we
denote as 'potential reality' and interpret as unphysical (yet physicalizable)
'elements of reality' shown as two explications of the Universe, matter and
psyche, originating from one common source (Pauli); see 'the eye of the
Universe' here. Physicists are very reluctant to acknowledge that 'potential
reality' is the cause of Genidentität (Kurt Lewin) and run into insoluble
problems. For example, John Wheeler (p. 1215) stressed that "an electron
here has the same mass as an electron there is also a triviality or a
miracle. (...) No acceptable explanation for the miraculous identity of
particles of the same type has ever been put forward. That identity must
be regarded, not as a triviality, but as a central mystery of physics." In
psychology and Mathematics, we freely operate with 'potential reality'. It is
UNspeakable, like an unphysical "colorless" element of reality, which can be
explicated in many (open set) physicalized objects. For example,
mathematicians introduce Platonic solids, yet we know that their physical
explications come always in some concrete form, like 'this football is a
sphere'. It is like using adjectives: if we say 'blue', we must always specify
what physical object is 'blue'.

Think of "bare" spacetime as blank colorless canvas, such that (i) there is
no canvas without its physicalized, colorful painting, and (ii) there is no
physicalized, colorful painting without its canvas. The second requirement
explains the so-called sufficient conditions for spacetime, which are 'global
constraints on the spacetime'. Further, in relative scale spacetime we
postulate 'potential reality' as fundamental reality, which is explicated, for
example, as invariant region of spacetime, such as 300,000,000m viz. 1s
time of light. So we suggest, after Plato, that a spacetime region,
corresponding to 1s time of light, shows physicalized explications -- one-at-
a-time along the Arrow of Space -- of its unphysical "colorless" Platonic
source dubbed here 'potential reality', and stress that such physicalized
'line element' (denoted with L, see Addendum 4 below) is not identical to
its unphysical, yet-to-be physicalized 'potential reality'. Due to requirement
(ii), it is impossible to derive the properties of the "canvas" (introduced
with mathematical axioms) from its physicalized, colorful "painting", e.g,
derive the time-orientability of the "canvas" from manifolds that are
Hausdorff, second countable and C∞ by using only and exclusively only
their material (physicalized) content; scroll down to the end of Sec.
Topology for specific examples.

NB: Thus, in our theory of relative scale (RS) spacetime we use an
unobservable 'time of light' (denoted with T below) as colorless canvas or
simply 'potential reality' (the flight time of not-yet-absorbed photon is not
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physical), and propose its alterations as the origin of gravity: changes of T
are changes of the potential reality of 'one second time of light', denoted
with D. The latter is physical ("colorful"), while T is its underlying "colorless
canvas". Hence the unobservable 'time of light' T matches the "duration" of
the invisible, due to the speed of light, Zen gaps. Scroll down to read the
FPS analogy and its disambiguation.

The current formulation of GR is still 'work in progress', as we haven't
revealed Einstein's "total field of as yet unknown structure". Surely the
gravitational energy density is always physicalized at every topological
point here-and-now, yet it is not tensorial quantity (MTW, p. 467). Why?
Because the localization of positive gravitational energy is quantum-
gravitational phenomenon based on 'potential reality': we encounter
physicalized explications, which the orthodox theory of gravity (e.g., Wald,
1984) cannot explain. Another example of 'potential reality' is the quantum
vacuum -- check out ATM (cash machine) analogy at the end of MST.txt
and the "dark puzzle" explained here. The mathematical issues of relative
scale spacetime are presented in Sec. Topology. At this moment, we can
offer equations only in symbolic form (see Addendum 4 below), because
the Mathematics is still uncovered.

Let's get started. We don't know the nature of gravity, which is most likely
related to the ultimate puzzle of spacetime (Addendum 1): how finite
objects, presented symbolically with number 1 in the right-hand side of the
equation below, emerge (Isham and Butterfield) from primordial
geometrical points ('the grin of the Cheshire cat without the cat', as
observer by Alice) with non-Archimedean topology? (Previously, I
presented Eq. 1 below with the dubious expression 1/∞ → 0; the correct
version is shown below, as we place 'potential reality' endowed with non-
Archimedean topology always in the left-hand side.)

0 x ∞ = 1  (Eq. 1).

This symbolic equation shows the ultimate puzzle of the invariant 'one
meter' and 'one second' of finite (Sic!) size and duration, obtained by
multiplying "that which has no part" (Euclid) by 'that which has no end nor
part'. Suppose we place an invariant 'one second' in the right-hand side. All
we can say is that 'one second' is finite. Which means that, on the one
hand, it can be physicalized by "colorful" stuff and offer metric for its
physicalized "colorful" stuff, thank to which we can use Archimedean
topology for the physicalized "colorful" stuff (Case II below). On the other
hand, the same invariant 'one second' can be physicalized by "colorful"
stuff  iff  it has the non-Archimedean "blank colorless canvas" as potential
reality (cf. above) in which there is no metric, so the three canvases
depicted in the drawing above are indistinguishable (Case I) as well.

We can interpret the right-hand side of Eq. 1 as the product of assembling
infinitely many (actual infinity) topological points with 0-dimensionality to
obtain a 'completed totality' (known as 'set') of topological points with
infinite (actual infinity) cardinality and elementary ("that which has no
part", Euclid) duration dt. Thanks to Cantor, we know that such 'completed
totality' (known as 'set') of temporal points (dt) cannot be defined with
Archimedean topology viz. by using any denumerable value of n, for
example, 'n frames per second' (FPS) or "9,192,631,770 periods of the
radiation corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels
of the ground state of the caesium 133 atom" (international second). No
physical phenomenon can do the job of assembling denumerable  n  to
obtain 'one second' of finite duration, with the utmost precision of an
invariant 'one second'. No way. Not even with Gedankenexperiment, by
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setting n = 10  to assemble (Sic!) an invariant 'one second' from the so-
called Planck time. Thus, we have to acknowledge that the phenomenon of
assembling the topological dimensions of the physical universe (cf. the
Arrow of Space in Fig. 1 here) does not have physical nature, simply
because it cannot have physical nature, as we know since the time of Plato
(see above). This creative phenomenon is dubbed here 'Aristotelian
Connection' (AC), and we postulate that it (not "He") has self-acting
nature resembling the human brain.

NB: In our theory of relative scale (RS) spacetime, we shall assume that
AC is related (we still don't know how) to the invariant "speed" of light c,
with which an invariant spatial region of 360,000km (299,792,458m) is
being (present continuous) assembled by AC as '1s time' (denoted with D
below) -- once-at-a-time along the Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 1 here).

To shorten the explanation of RS spacetime, we shall refer to the NB
paragraph above with 'light assembles time viz. spacetime'. 

Thanks to the finite value of "speed" of light c, we can define 'spacelike
separation' and introduce a metaphysical axiom called 'causality', which we
use to define 'cause and effect' (recall that in GR, "acceleration is not an
effect (since it is not a generally relativistic vector)", as explained in Wiki).
So we know that with Archimedean topology we cannot understand the two
sides of Eq. 1, as we cannot set n = ∞ and dt = 0. Also, c does not
possess Archimedean topology either; for example, in theory of relativity
0.8c + 0.7c = c. If we use Archimedean topology and set dt = 10-44s
(Planck time) and the number of temporal "frames" n = 1044, we would
"recover" 'one second of light time', but introduce an absolute length scale
of bare 'spacetime per se', which is very bad idea (see below).

This is the ultimate puzzle of spacetime: the non-Archimedean topology of
its mind-like source called by Euclid "that which has no part". Sir Arthur
Eddington described it as "the aggregation of relations and relata which
form the building material for the physical world" (p. 278). It is
"ferociously difficult" (Isham and Butterfield) to understand the emerging
of Archimedean spacetime as "shadows" (Plato) from 'something else'
endowed ab initio with non-Archimedean topology (dubbed here 'potential
reality', outlined with red below).

The names of the shadows are "explained" in physics textbooks.
Creating changes in the potential reality (outlined with red) is
considered ‘spacetime engineering’, performed by the “chained”
observers during the “Zen gaps” (dark strips between frames).
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Plato’s light emitted from the source at left has two spacetime
presentations, dubbed (i) global and (ii) local modes of spacetime. In case
(i), Plato’s light along the w axis reaches only the dark strips (“Zen gaps”)
separating 4 successive movie frames. Notice that the w axis is atemporal
(“outside the train”) and occupies the so-called global mode of spacetime.
In case (ii), Plato’s light and the w axis are nullified -- once at a time --
to obtain the infinitesimal physical lifetime dt of each and every movie
frame. We have here 4 movie frames, each with duration dt, shown as
physicalized shadows on the movie screen. This is the so-called local
(physical) mode of spacetime. It is a perfect continuum of events, because
the physical "duration" of “Zen gaps” (dark strips between frames) is
“zero”. Hence at every instant dt from the local (physical) mode of
spacetime, the w axis is being re-nullified and its physical presence
becomes “zero”, in order to obtain the next “Zen gap” separating the
successive (in 1-D time) and neighboring ("sideways" in 2-D Cauchy
surface) topological points constituting (Eq. 1) physicalized shadows cast
on 2-D movie screen. The screen itself is "colorless canvas" (see above)
"during" the atemporal global mode of spacetime, denoted as case (i). It
becomes "colorized" only once-at-a-time, only "during" the infinitesimal
physical lifetime dt of each and every movie frame, denoted as case (ii).

Ditto to 4D (e.g., Wald), only the Cauchy surface cannot be “curved”. It is
an instantaneous “slice” of the Universe – one at a time – from which the
physicalized universe is being assembled, like a scanned pumpkin at
absolute rest.

We can try to understand ‘that which has no part’ (dt) only with the new
zero-valent logic YAIN, by interpreting dt with two complementary
properties: both zero (Eq. 1) and finite. Of course, dt may be something
we cannot comprehend in principle, like an Eskimo who would interpret
'nose' and 'arm' as two complementary presentations of 'trunk'. Ditto to
the reciprocal case of 'infinitely large': it may be both infinite (Eq. 1) and
finite, or maybe something entirely different, like 'trunk'.

The moral of this story is that we can use Archimedean topology only to
the extent to which the spacetime of physicalized potential reality (called
local mode of spacetime) has indeed Archimedean topology (cf. Case II in
Addendum 4), knowing very well that the primordial spacetime of potential
reality (called global mode of spacetime) has non-Archimedean topology
(recall the definition of 'point' by Euclid "that which has no part"). Which is
why we cannot introduce an absolute lengths scale viz. determine
"absolute" distances pertaining to "large" and "small" regions of spacetime
(Case I in Addendum 4), hence eliminate requirement (ii) above ("blank
colorless canvas").

What we do know, however, is that gravity cannot be presented as
"curvature", so that we could use tensor calculus to handle the so-called
curvature and tangent vectors "intrinsically" (Baez and Bunn). Gravity
might look like "curvature" (see the first drawing above), but isn't. Why?
Because Minkowski spacetime is not like an elastic body or rubber band. To
quote from Hyun Seok Yang, "the flat spacetime in general relativity
behaves like an elastic body with tension although the flat spacetime itself
is the geometry of special relativity. (...) That is, the (flat) spacetime
behaves like a metrical elasticity which opposes the curving of space. But
this picture rather exhibits a puzzling nature of flat spacetime because the
flat spacetime should be a completely empty space without any kind of
energy as we remarked above. How is it possible for an empty space of
nothing to behave like an elastic body with tension ?" The latter is believed
to be some "dark" smooth dynamical tension (Carroll), which people
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consider "dark" because it cannot be traced back to its omnipresent source
(explanation here). It would be like you throw a stone up in the air and
expect to see it coming down, but the stone suddenly begins to accelerate
upwards and disappears in the sky. What would be the source of such "anti
gravity"? Wrong question. Gravity has two presentations -- see the
centripetal and centrifugal gravitational gradients below.  

To understand how 'an empty space of nothing' acquires physicalized (Sic!)
energy in the right-hand side of Einstein's equation (the second drawing
above), see the ATM analogy at the end of MST.txt and pp. 4-5 here. We
need quantum gravity, because GR is not classical local theory. Matter is
self-coupled by its own gravity, which leads to self action of matter. This is
the crux of the dynamics of gravity "along light cones". To understand why
we cannot represent the dynamics of gravity with its final end results --
the time read by your clock -- watch the animation from John Walker
below.

The "intermediate" time of "free" photons is not physical.
Only its final end results -- one-at-a-time -- are physical,
as shown at the instants of "clapping hands" or Escher's
drawing hands below.

Gravity is a bootstrapping phenomenon producing a holistic "school of fish"
in which every "fish" follows its own quasi-local (Sic!) geodesic.
Metaphorically, the school of fish tells every fish where to go in its next
instant 'now' by exerting physicalized (see NB below) energy-momentum
into its next state, while at the same instant (Sic!) every fish determines
the next global state of the whole school (=spacetime) of fish. This non-
linear bi-directional negotiation (resembling Escher's 'drawing hands' below)
is the crux of gravity. It requires 'necessary and sufficient conditions for
spacetime' (21.09.2008). Due to the "speed" of light, we can observe in
the local mode of spacetime only the end result -- one-at-a-time -- from
this bi-directional negotiation in the global mode of spacetime, between
every quasi-local fish and the entire school of fish as ONE.

NB: Hence at every instant of "clapping hands" here-and-now (cf. Fig. 4
here), the bi-directional negotiation has been already (Sic!) completed
"within" photon's zeroth world line, which the photon has already
completed by traveling "zeroth" (cf. Eq. 1) unit space ds per "zeroth" unit
time dt (cf. w axis in Addendum 4).
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If you believe can boil water with the so-called Bondi news,
try to explain the dynamics of gravity "along light cones".
Notice that in GR 'mass tells spacetime how to curve, and
curved spacetime tells mass how to move' (see above), but
the upper hand can modify the lower hand  iff  it was
already determined in its past light cone by the lower hand,
but the lower hand can modify the upper hand  iff  it was
already determined in its past light cone by the upper hand:
Catch 22 logical contradiction. The non-linear dynamics of
matter-spacetime negotiation requires 'potential reality' in
the global mode of spacetime to facilitate such atemporal
negotiation -- one-at-a-time (cf. the w axis in Addendum 4.)

Unlike magnetism, gravity is intertwined with rotation: see centripetal and
centrifugal gravitational gradients below. The "push and pull" gradients of
gravity are of topological origin (cf. pp. 4-5 here), and spacetime is
produced by physicalized potential reality. Its localized "flashes" are
physicalized energy (and momentum) which either gives to, or takes away
'tangible energy' (Hermann Bondi) from matter and fields placed in the
right-hand side of Einstein's field equations. Such physicalized contributions
are indistinguishable from the 'tangible energy' shown in the past light
cone, i.e., in the right-hand side of Einstein's field equations.

Metaphorically, we observe different physical "gloves" (e.g., proton mass
and dressed particles) which facilitate their common "dark hand", but
never the "dark hand" itself. Such physicalized energy is always smuggled
into the past: "the geodesic equation is capable of encoding the effect of
external gravitational field on a material particle and - in general - will not
lead to any conservation law" (Padmanabhan, p. 213).

NB: If the source of gravity were some classical field (e.g., resembling
electromagnetism), its "flashes" will be localizable energy density (MTW, p.
467), which will inevitably comply with Newton's third law, and the inertial
mass of an accelerating particle will be a simple "back-reaction to its own
gravitational field" (Rindler, p. 22). Bad idea, because the duration of such
physical "back-reaction" will be finite, and we would detect some physical
force by which the entire spacetime "out there" affects matter and fields
locally at a spacetime point "here": "Mass there governs spacetime
geometry here" (Ciufolini and Wheeler, p. 270).  

No, gravity is not "classical field", because the localization of gravitational
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energy density is quantum-gravitational phenomenon (cf. pp. 4-5 in
sheeple.pdf), which cannot be presented with tensors; the latter can refer
to classical objects only (Dan Fleisch, 11:45-12:13). Matter is self-coupled
by its gravity and the gravitational "field" is produced by its potential
reality. The gravitational waves are produced from bootstrapping the whole
spacetime en bloc (see answer Yes), and of course have no topological
"boundaries" -- check out the no-boundary proposal in Sec. Topology
here.  

GR cannot be classical local theory. As Kevin Brown explained, "the field
equations of general relativity imply (emphasis mine - D.C.) this
conservation, as can be seen by the vanishing of the covariant divergence
of the Einstein tensor

"The field equations simply equate this to the energy-momentum tensor
Tmn, so the covariant divergence of the latter must also vanish, hence
energy-momentum is locally conserved, hence particles follow geodesics.

"But the local conservation of mass-energy didn’t arise automatically, it
was specifically designed into the field equations by the inclusion of the
“trace” term (the term with coefficient 1/2) in the Einstein tensor. In fact,
one of the early attempts of Einstein and Grossmann to formulate generally
relativistic field equations led to the result Rmn = Tmn, but not surprisingly
this is unsatisfactory, precisely because the covariant divergence does not
vanish. After a great deal of searching (and with the crucial help from Levi-
Civita - D.C.), Einstein finally realized that the natural conservation laws –
and hence the law of inertia – is recovered if we include the trace term.
David Hilbert arrived at this same conclusion almost simultaneously (in
November 1915), although his route was much more direct, since he
proceeded from a Lagrangian, which automatically leads to conservation
laws."

Only we cannot have conservation laws in GR to make particles "follow
geodesics". Unlike in special relativity, we cannot ignore the contributions
from maximal spacelike hypersurface, and somehow "assume" that the
energy-momentum tensor of the system, stretched to spatial infinity, is
entirely confined in a finite region in 3-D space. You will need well-defined
boundary of the integration domain (similar to 'the entire school of fish',
see pp. 4-5 here) to make conservation laws (Wyss, p. 304):

But in the current formulation of GR you cannot make such "boundary" (cf.
Penrose and his disciples) exactly at null-and-spacelike infinity, because it
cannot be defined mathematically. Moreover, you will have to install there
a special "mirror" (Rendall) for "gravitational waves" (Schutz). So the only
available option is to explore a modified Machian theory of gravity in which
the source of energy nonconservation comes from a dual surface placed at
null-and-spacelike infinity, pertaining to the global mode of spacetime of
potential reality. Why dual surface? Because it is installed ]between[
every neighboring points of the spacetime continuum as well, like the
unphysical Zen gaps.
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Hence the spacetime manifold is "quantized" by  Hi U 0i  (cf. Sec.
Topology) by physically invisible (due to the speed of light) gaps of Zen,
and we can recover Einstein's "total field of as yet unknown structure" (see
above).

In general, my interpretation of Einstein's Equivalence Principle includes
both (i) energy conservation and (ii) energy nonconservation. Case (i)
corresponds to a newly re-created achronal "slice" of the Universe, used to
assemble the local mode of spacetime: see option Nein here, and Fig. 1
and NB in Addendum 2 here. Case (ii) corresponds to the binding and
rendering (cf. Addendum 4 below) of such "slices" by the Arrow of Space,
which assembles the topological dimensions (Sic!) of the local mode of
spacetime from 'something else'. Sure enough, if we examine such
assembled chain of 4-D slices 'now' (local mode of spacetime), energy
cannot and must not be conserved, and we encounter the law of energy
nonconservation as well. With my interpretation of Einstein's Equivalence
Principle, we can 'have our cake and eat it'.

Notice that the issue of conservation vs. non-conservation of energy can
be formulated only and exclusively only in classical physics, in which we
have 'objective reality out there' (e.g., the state of the Sun when nobody
is looking at it; see Heisenberg). To use the ATM (cash machine) analogy
explained at the end of MST.txt, if I withdraw more money than the
amount in my bank account, I will have additional money on "credit",
which will be like "negative of money" (Dirac). In Quantum Theory,
however, we don't have 'objective reality out there'. Recall Erwin
Schrödinger:

In general, a variable has no definite value before I measure it;
then measuring it does not mean ascertaining the value that it has.

So if we consider a physical system grounded on the vacuum, we cannot
even formulate the question whether energy has or has not been
"conserved". All speculations about negative energy in GR (Horowitz) and
negative energy densities for gravity (Helfer) and quantum field theory
(Ford) are based on the wrong presumption that GR refers to a classical
theory. No, in quantum gravity the issue of energy "conservation" viz.
"non-conservation" makes no sense. To use again the ATM analogy at the
end of MST.txt, if I withdraw less money from the total amount stored in
my bank account, or more money and run into "negative of money", the
"remaining" amount of money in the entire bank will not change at all.
Why? Because the absolute or total amount of money (viz. the total energy
density of the vacuum) is undecidable -- any denumerable amount of
money viz. any energy difference (Baez, Sec. 4) is irrelevant. This is the
nature of the vacuum and its non-Archimedean topology. The case of
"credit" or "negative of money" corresponds to emission of gravitational
"radiation" in which the potential, not-yet physicalized energy is not
bounded (Horowitz) and is manifested, for example, as GRBs ("5 solar
masses emitted in under 60 seconds in the form of X-rays and gamma
rays"). Thus, "negative energy" comes always in virtual negative-positive
mass pairs (Belletête and Paranjape, pp. 6-7), called here 'potential
reality': see Eq. 1 on p. 35 here. There can be no "conservation" of mass-
energy in the Creation of the Universe. And if the physical system
grounded on the vacuum is a human brain, we should be able to channel
"negative energy" from the vacuum into macroscopic systems, and there
will be no need to burn coal nor build nuclear power plants. This was the
idea of my proposal sent to U.S. Department of Energy in March 1994.

Going back to Einstein's “glücklichste Gedanke meines Lebens” depicted
with a hypothetical 'closed system' in the drawing below ("closed room"),
notice that at every instant 'now' from the duration of such "fee fall"
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(Cavino) we have the case (i) above -- one-at-a-time, as re-created
achronal "slice" of the Universe, which does not possess anything that
would be pulling the "closed room" in any spatial direction from the
assembled local mode of spacetime. Why? Because gravity is not a force
that can be shown with a vector, as with the bold red arrow below --
gravity does not obey Newton's third law. The case (ii) produces
omnidirectional displacement of the whole 'closed room' ("shoal of fish") in
the assembled local mode of spacetime, which we call 'time as read with a
clock' (see Addendum 4 below). Due to the speed of light, we cannot
detect the global referential "dark room", which Hermann Weyl dubbed ‘the
eternal repose of Father Æther’.

But how Mother Nature makes gravitational motion? Let's examine the
rotation of the Moon around Earth.

Fig. 1.1 Fig. 1.2

Centripetal and centrifugal gravitational gradients

See the little red arrow in Fig. 1.1? We call it gravitational centripetal
gradient, which produces 'gravity as attraction', including "dark matter"
(Wittman). The geodesic motion of the Moon is the result of dynamic
equilibrium between gravitational centripetal gradient and the opposite
centrifugal gradient due to rotation. The case of 'gravity as repulsion' is
produced by gravitational centrifugal gradient, which is in dynamic
equilibrium with 'gravity as attraction'. Perhaps the two gradients of
gravity can be explored with REIM (see Addendum 4 below and p. 8 in
sheeple.pdf).

NB: This hypothesis is based on the interpretation of 'rotation' (as well as
'spin') as global topological property of spacetime. The phenomenon of
'rotation' is present at all length scales, from elementary particles to the
so-called "axis of evil" in the cosmic microwave background. The origin of
'rotation' is the dual topology of the elementary temporal and spatial
displacement, dt and ds, along the Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 1 here).
Firstly, the joint "displacement" dt & ds does not have referential system,
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like the two river banks at absolute rest with respect to the flowing water
in the river of Heraclitus. And secondly, this dynamic causality (called
biocausality) includes two transitions with complementary topology: both
along an infinite line (1-D Euclidean space) and along a completed (Sic!)
circle. The remnant from the latter is observed as 'rotation', as it introduces
angular momentum to the temporal and spatial displacement dt and ds.
The "true" topology of spacetime cannot be comprehended by humans,
because it is like a "trunk". And if we combine this dual topology of
spacetime (see again the no-boundary proposal in Sec. Topology),
observed as 'rotation & elementary tick of time', with Relative Scale (RS)
theory of spacetime, we have RS theory of gravity based on alteration of
the spacetime metric (see Addendum 4 below). No "curvature" is needed.
No "dark matter" or "dark energy" either.

It is crucially important to understand that the joint phenomenon gravity &
rotation does not have material source located in the past light cone, but
is a global topological phenomenon. It is "blank canvas" (see above), like
'the grin of the Cheshire cat without the cat', as observer by Alice (see
Addendum 1). We certainly observe 'rotation' and, unlike the case of
quantum spin, can imagine an axis of rotation, but the gravitational
rotation does not have any physical engine which could be placed at some
axis in 3-D space. No physical field is "pushing" planets, stars, galaxies,
and the whole visible universe (cosmic equator) to rotate. This
phenomenon may be "counter intuitive", but is a fact of Nature.

Quantum gravity shows that something physical can be added to the
physical world (e.g., proton mass and dressed particles), and the source of
this additional physical stuff comes from 'the universe as ONE BRAIN'
(potential reality) and cannot entirely be traced back to any physical stuff
in the past. If you nevertheless try to think of such effects as produced
exclusively by some physical stuff in the past, you'll have to pronounce
the source of such effect "dark" (source here). For example, "positive
pressure does not promote the expansion [of the universe]; therefore, one
must have a high negative pressure!", says Yakov Zeldovich, but "negative
pressure" is a misnomer. Briefly, gravity & rotation cause physical effects
on matter, but the source of such physical effects cannot be derived
exclusively from matter in the past -- the source resides in the potential
future as well -- which is why quantum-gravitational matter looks "alive",
like self-acting "brain".

In the case of 'gravity as attraction' shown with geodesic motion of the
Moon, the very rotation and gravitational centripetal gradient are produced
by "shrinking" (see Addendum 4 below) the spacetime metric, caused by
the inertial mass of Earth. In the case of 'gravity as repulsion', the whole
universe (cf. 'school of fish' above) acts on itself by "inflating" (Addendum
4) the distances between spacetime points, and the "inflating" increases
proportionally to the distance between all points of a "large" (see BL in
Addendum 4) spatial domain -- a larger domain will be endowed with
greater gravitational centrifugal gradient (Hubble's law). Hence some
people gathered the idea of "dark energy" (source here). Again, the
difference between the two presentations of gravity is that attractive
gravity is local phenomenon related to distribution of inertial mass in BL
(see Addendum 4), while repulsive gravity is global phenomenon of 'the
entire universe'. Their dynamic equilibrium is essential for the formation of
galaxies and the precise fine-tuning of the topology of the universe.

To understand RS gravity and the "inflating" and "shrinking" of spacetime
metric, consider an invariant (also indistinguishable) flow of time 'one
second (D) per second (D)' as produced by the "speed" of time (R) with
which light assembles 'one second' (D) by integrating the successive
elementary "durations" of time (T): even a miniscule decrease of the
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"duration" T will cause huge "shrinking" of the invariant 'one meter' and
'one second' with which the separation between two spacetime events is
defined, hence will cause gravitational centripetal gradient viz. 'gravity as
attraction'. The opposite increase of the "duration" of T will produce
"inflating" of the invariant 'one meter' and 'one second' with which the
separation between two spacetime events is defined, hence will cause
gravitational centrifugal gradient viz. 'gravity as repulsion', known as
Hubble's law. Yet at all length scales the invariant 'one meter' and 'one
second' will remain indistinguishable (not identical, see Addendum 4),
because in Relative Scale (RS) spacetime the "size" of all spacetime
domains is defined with variable (Sic!) 'one meter' and 'one second', while
all clocks run with an indistinguishable (not identical) flow of time 'one
second per second', at all relative-length scales.

The initial idea is borrowed from the distance equation, speed (R)
multiplied by time (T) equals distance (D), but here D means the temporal
"distance" of 'one second time of light', which is used to express (not
define) the flow of time as 'time runs as one second D per second D'. As is
known from the distance equation for light, 360,000km separation between
two spacetime points/events corresponds to 'one second time of light' (D),
hence different "durations" of the unphysical atemporal T will cause
different values of the physical 'one second time of light' D, which in turn
will render different-in-size spacetime regions (Addendum 4 below).

Notice that the two unobservable variables have different nature: the
"duration" of unobservable time T is flexible, while the unobservable speed
(rate) of time (R) is fixed. These two variables are physically
unobservable, because one cannot detect an emitted photon "during" its
flight (watch John Walker above), before it is absorbed (see the 'clapping
hands' at dt).

NB: To avoid misunderstandings of the flexible "duration" T "during" the
Zen gaps, read again the explanation at NB above, and keep in mind that
dt itself is not flexible, because dt obtains numerical value as a 'limit' (cf.
Sec. Topology here). What is flexible is the duration T of assembling
atemporal unphysical and unobservable dt-s of not-yet-absorbed photon,
spanned over physically unobservable atemporal T of not-yet-absorbed
photon "during" its flight. In a way, we zoom "inside" time/time derivative
dD/dT to suggest flexible durations T of assembling 'one second' before
the photon is absorbed, which leads to different -- yet indistinguishable --
durations of physical 'one second' of already-assembled time (D) at the
instant of 'clapping hands' at dt. Shortly, the flexible T is the time of D,
while the unobservable "dynamics" of T, denoted with R (from 'rate'),
remains fixed.

Perhaps the best way to explain T and R is with analogy from recording
one-second video with two different rates (R) called 'frames per second'
(FPS), say, 30 FPS (A) and 90 FPS (BL, cf. Addendum 4 below). In the
cases of 1s video recorded with 30 FPS, we denote 1 frame duration with
T, which defines its duration T = 1/30s and rate R = 30 FPS. However, in
the second case of 90 FPS we denote 1 frame with T', stressing that in RS
spacetime the flexible duration T' is 3x increased relative to T, as if it were
spanned over 3 frames from the first video. Hence with the increased
duration T', the second 1s video will be assembled with the same fixed
rate of 30 (albeit undetectably larger) FPS and will be indistinguishable
from the first one. Likewise if we consider a third one-second video
recorded with 10 FPS (cf. BS below), and set its duration of 1 frame T'' to
be 3x smaller relative to T in the first video -- the third 1s video will be
assembled with the same fixed rate of 30 (albeit undetectably smaller) FPS
and will be indistinguishable from the first one.
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We shall refer to the variable T as 'gravity differential', after Wilbur B.
Smith (cf. Addendum 4). Notice that the "value" of T is scale-dependent
and cannot be determined with observation or experiment. T valid for case
A is indistinguishable from (not identical to) T' valid for case BL
(Addendum 4). Ditto to T''. There is no absolute scale with which we could
detect any change of the "duration" T. There is no absolute frame nor rate
of 'absolute frames per absolute second' (FPS) in Nature. Otherwise the
ether (cf. Einstein in Addendum 1 here) will be physically detectable.

Hence the crux of relative scale (RS) spacetime: 'one meter' and 'one
second' are made by the Aristotelian Connection AC (see Eq. 1 above) to
be indistinguishable (not identical) between all length scales, T = T' = T''
(Case I). Yet different length scales are different for themselves, as
different "values" of T lead to assembling different durations D viz.
different-in-size spacetime regions (Case II, see Addendum 4 below). In
symbolic form, the equation of the first case (Case I) is  RT = 1  (e.g.,
30x1/30 = 90x1/90 = 10x1/10 = 1). The equation of the second case
(Case II) is  RT = D , and different "values" of T lead to different
durations of D viz. different-in-size spacetime regions. In all three cases, T
(Alice, see below), T' (Large), and T'' (Small), dt can and will obtain
point-like numerical values as 'limit' (cf. Sec. Topology here), yet dt will
pertain to different-in-size regions of spacetime, which are being
assembled by different "values" of T.

Surely one cannot measure some proper values (if any) of T and R -- we
cannot detect some "river banks" of Heraclitus river at absolute rest to
measure the flow of time (D) as 'one second per second' -- yet the
minimal timelike displacement, dt, is an instantaneous frozen "flash" of the
underlying light-in-motion: Panta rei conditio sine qua non est.

Similar phenomenon of "flashes" is known since 1911, thanks to Charles
Wilson: see the most widely known public secret in theoretical physics
here, and keep in mind that the same underlying light-in-motion is an
unobservable atemporal quantum reality (global mode of spacetime) from
which different numerical values of dt, as read with a macroscopic clock as
water droplets (see below), are observed upon quantum measurements.
Yet the intact quantum reality 'out there' is not directly observable: read
again Plato and Erwin Schrödinger above.

How can you explain the emergence of visible track of water droplets
in Wilson chamber, made by energy exchange with a single
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quantum particle? How can you explain the red quantum arrow?

Wait for the mathematical theory of MST. In the context of set theory, the
dual potential reality, denoted with φ in June 2007, is explicated as
physicalized members (shadows on Plato's cave) of its set, yet φ is
residing 'outside' its set as well: God is purely mathematical object,
residing both inside of the universe and outside of it, as 'the Universe as
ONE'. There will be no "angels" (Richard Feynman) nor mythical CDM &
DDE there. Only self action along null surface (biocausality), performed by
the Universe as ONE (Luke 17:21).

In my (certainly biased) opinion, relative scale spacetime is the only
possible road to quantum gravity. Only with relative scale spacetime we
may have mutual fusion and interpenetration of the Large and the Small,
such that a galaxy and a proton will be entangled and perfectly correlated
due to their indistinguishable (not identical) relative-scale "size" (Case I),
and we can describe their quantum-gravitational interactions. There is no
way to introduce gravity at quantum level (forget about "gravitons") nor
suggest some quantum behavior of large scale objects. At the beginning of
the quantum-gravitational world (Alice), the entanglement of space,
denoted with  Espace , is effectively zero,   

Espace Є (0, ∞) (Eq. 2).

Notice that Espace takes values in an open interval. Alice lives in a (boring)
world with Archimedean topology, in which the value of Espace is tending
asymptotically toward zero, while the quantum-gravitational world dubbed
'Brain of the Universe' is extended up to values of Espace tending
asymptotically toward infinity. Hence at every instant 'here-and-now' the
universe has unique physicalized state -- one-at-a-time -- endowed with
Archimedean topology (Case II), and all events at all relative-length scales
are bootstrapped (Geoffrey Chew) by their common potential state or
'Bridge' (resembling a self-correlated school of fish), while God as
mathematical object is located exactly at actual/completed infinity. In
notations: Luke 17:21 Є [0, ∞]. It (not "He") will be presented in quantum
cosmology with 'pure mathematics', because no physical object whatsoever
can be attributed to God. It cannot be reached with any
Gedankenexperiment either, as our rational thinking cannot grasp it in
principle. Only by Mathematics, yet it can never be understood with human
cognition: see 'the eye of the Universe'. Otherwise we could pinpoint God's
"hand" and it will become comprehensible, after which theology will be
reduced to science. Thank God, this is impossible.

As of today, however, the contemporary academic scholars stubbornly
refuse to even comment on the theory of relative scale spacetime. Yes, it
is based on The Gospel. No, you cannot reject God, because at the most
primitive level of science and mathematics it (not "He") is there, as
mathematical object. No religion or 'beliefs' are relevant here. It's all about
Mathematics. There's no sense to behave like Sergeant Schultz, 'I saw
nothing, I heard nothing, I know nothing'. Thanks to Charles Wilson, their
first devastating error (see the drawing above) is known since 1911, the
others are from 1935 at the latest.

To paraphrase Matthew 7:6, do not throw your pearls to "academic
scholars", for they may trample them under their feet, and turn and tear
you to pieces.

D. Chakalov
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Addendum 4 

According to Relative Scale theory of spacetime (hereafter RS spacetime),
the length scale in Nature, shown in the Gedankenexperiment Powers of
Ten (watch the video below), is not absolute but relational. The assembling
of spacetime by the Aristotelian Connection (AC) along the Arrow of Space
(cf. Fig. 1 here) produces finite regions of spacetime, which are
interpreted with two complementary cases. In Case I, two regions, denoted
with A and BL, are in fact indistinguishable in "size". In Case II, the
second region BL is in fact larger in "size". Cases I and II are also
applicable to the opposite case of Small, denoted below with BS; just
replace 'larger' with 'smaller' to obtain Case II and T'' (see above). I hope
the explanation is obvious and will be omitted for brevity. No experiment
or observation can determine whether Case I or Case II is wrong or
correct, because the two factual cases are complementary.

Powers of Ten™ (1977)

According the the girl shown above (let's call her Alice, denoted with A),
she is in the middle ("visible dot") between the Small and the Large (see
the drawing below). Correct. But if make another Gedankenexperiment by
instructing her partner (let's call him Bob, denoted with B) to move along
the two opposite directions of the axis (watch Powers of Ten above),
toward the Small and the Large, Alice (dotted line in the drawing below)
will conclude that Bob is getting "small" viz. "large".

Correct, according to Alice. But not according to Bob, because he will be
always assembled or rather rendered by the Arrow of Space (Fig. 1 in Sec.
Topology here) as an invariant spacetime region possessing the same size
(Case I) of Alice (dotted line). Hence the two rendered (see explanation
below) spacetime regions, belonging to Alice and Bob, are in fact different
(Case II), yet are in fact indistinguishable (Case I) as well.
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How could this happen? By altering the physically unobservable and flexible
variable T (see above) which determines the physical '1s time of light' (D)
in all finite spacetime regions. How? At the level (Sic!) of the potential
reality of D, denoted above with T.

In the drawing above, Alice is denoted with A, 'Bob in the Large' with BL
(T'), and 'Bob in the Small' with BS (T''). The axis connecting the Small,
Alice, and the Large is an achronal "slice" of the Universe, shown in Fig. 1
here. The alteration of the physical '1s time of light' (D) produces different
(Case II) rendered regions of spacetime, which are "stacked" on the
spacetime axis in Powers of Ten above, yet these rendered regions of
spacetime are indistinguishable (not identical) as well (Case I).

To understand how the spacetime metric is altered ("curved" spacetime is
a very misleading metaphor) in RS spacetime, keep in mind that the meter
itself -- the invariant length -- is "shrinking" toward the Small and
"stretching" toward the Large, as shown in the drawings below. Hence the
alteration of spacetime metric at the level of 'potential reality' (T) is
"directly related to the energy and momentum of whatever matter and
radiation are present" (Wiki), but there's no "curvature" in RS gravity.
Why? Because the physicalized presentations of 'potential reality', which
produce the local (physical) mode of spacetime (shadows in Plato's cave),
are embedded in the atemporal global mode of spacetime -- not in some
fictional higher-dimensional manifold -- and cannot be "curved". It's that
simple.

Here I will be very brief, and will be happy to elaborate upon request.
Suppose this is an invariant 'one meter', according to Alice:

Below is also an invariant 'one meter', somewhere along the road toward
the Small:

Relative to Alice, it is indeed "smaller" (Case II), but according to 'Bob in
the Small' BS, it is indistinguishable from the first invariant length denoted
as 'one meter' (Case I).
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And this is also an invariant 'one meter', somewhere along the road toward
the Large:

Relative to Alice, it is indeed "larger" (Case II), but according to 'Bob in
the Large' BL, it is indistinguishable from the first invariant length denoted
as 'one meter' (Case I).

NB: The alteration of the invariant 'one meter' (see NB above) is made in
the potential reality: see Sec. Topology.

Who has 'the right meter'? Nobody. See the analogy with recording and
rendering one-second movie with different frames per second (FPS) above.
Besides, the Small and the Large are separable only at point A. Once Bob
moves toward the "small" (relative to Alice), he will be moving toward the
"large" (relative to Alice) as well, because the "small" and the "large"
interpenetrate and produce entanglement of spacetime (see below). So the
size of a proton and the size of a galaxy have "the same" indistinguishable
length (Case I). Yet relative to Alice at point A, the two have indeed
different and opposite sizes (Case II), being in fact Small and Large as
well.

Of course, Alice is right. So is Bob (BS & BL), because there is no absolute
'one meter' nor 'one second' -- at all length scales they are being rendered
by the Arrow of Space (see Fig. 1 here) from 'one and the same'
continuum of non-Archimedean topological points (cf. Eq. 1 above and
Sec. Topology). Why 'one and the same', instead of some "number"?
Because of Cantor's discovery.

Suppose Alice, who stays always at the length scale of tables and chairs,
examines a spherical region of her spacetime, assembled with her value T
(see above) to obtain diameter of app. 300,000km, which corresponds to
app. 1s time or light (D) to trespass it. Let's denote this spatial size with L
and its characteristic light-time (1s) with D; their ratio is the "speed" of
light, L/D = c [km/s]. Suppose also that Bob's spacetime in the Large
(BL) is enlarged by coefficient K, that is, BL has been rendered with T' =
KT.  With respect to Alice, 'Bob in the Large' (BL) is K-times larger
compared to her (Case II). But in RS spacetime, Bob's T' of rendering his
physical 1s (D') viz. spacetime region (BL) will be K-times larger to her T
(Case II) -- not to his T' (Case I). Relative to Alice, Bob's physical 'one
second' (D') will be K-times inflated, rendering K-times larger (L' = KL)
spacetime region (BL). Relative to whom? Only to Alice, of course. Relative
to Bob, his BL will in fact be exactly as "large" as Alice's A. Relative to
him, T' = T, hence D' = D viz. L' = L: see FPS analogy and its
disambiguation in the main section above.

NB: If Alice is observing BL rendered with his T' = KT, she will consume
K-times more time (e.g., playing Bob's 1s video rendered with 90 FPS by
Alice's 30 FPS will consume 3s from her time), thus Alice (not Bob) will
observe (with Hubble Space Telescope) BL in "slow motion", just as she
(and three other people) would observe a bouncing droplet in slow motion.
The "slower motion" of light (Sic!) will produce the effect called by Alice
"redshifted light", as if light were coming to Alice (and those three people)
from 3c larger (relative to A) spacetime region, BL= 3cA (yes, I am also
running for Nobel Prize). Ditto to the opposite case, BS: relative to Alice's
clock, at roughly 10-35s "after" the Beginning the "size" of the universe
would look like "1 cm" and a causally connected region would have been
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only 10  cm across (the horizon problem), so Alice (and those three
people) will assume that all this mess has happened by some mysterious
faster-than-light "inflation", while in fact every "small" region of spacetime
is just as "large" as is the macroscopic one -- see the dual age cosmology
and Eq. 3 in the main section above.

Again, if Alice and Bob had a common background Newtonian spacetime to
act as some fixed grid endowed with absolute metric, they could prove
which spacetime region is larger by introducing Archimedean topology as
fundamental fact of Nature, hence obliterate the theory of relativity by
introducing an ether (cf. Einstein in Addendum 1 here).

Let's talk about the flow of time as rate of assembling "frames" dt,
separated by Zen gaps. In the drawing below, dt = AB (see Fig. 4 here).

Fiber-bundle structure where each moment in time, dt,
pertains to its own re-created 3-D "slice" of the Universe:
space is erased and redefined "within" each instant AB = dt,
corresponding to photon's zeroth world line along w below.

Notice that the propagation of light, which assembles its relative-scale
'one second' (D) to obtain the topological dimensions of the local (physical)
mode of spacetime, cannot have reference frame: "due to Lorentz
invariance, an electromagnetic wave cannot be at rest with respect to any
inertial observer; therefore, we do not need to specify a reference system
for the propagation of light, i.e. its movement is completely independent of
the motion of inertial observers and it can thus be considered as absolute"
(Lichtenegger and Mashhoon, p. 14).

Why absolute reference frame? Because the rendering of spacetime is
atemporal, as it is "happening" on null surfaces. With respect to your
clock, the unphysical time of light T is an atemporal global mode of time --
exactly the same atemporal global mode of time pertaining to the human
brain. It is physicalized only as 'clapping hands' with "duration" AB = dt.
Yet the invariant time interval is assembled from infinitely many (actual
infinity, not 9,192,631,770) dt to produce the local (physical) mode of
spacetime endowed with Archimedean topology (cf. the explanation of Eq.
1 above) -- once-at-a-time along the Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 1 in Sec.
Topology here). This atemporal process on null surfaces (see the animation
below) is called rendering of spacetime; see again NB above.
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The atemporal rendering of spacetime along the w axis (see below),
performed with the self action of Aristotelian Connection (AC), is
being nullified -- once-at-a-time, denoted with dt -- to seal off the
"Zen gaps" of the perfect continuum called local (physical) mode of
spacetime.

In RS spacetime, changes of the values of T will produce at all length
scales indistinguishable temporal distances D of 'one second', and
indistinguishable flow of time as 'one second per second' (Case I), yet
different values of T will render different values of 'light-time 1s' D,
yielding Large (BL) and Small (BS) regions of spacetime (Case II). Namely,
K-times inflated T will correspond to K-times increased D (see Case II
below) viz. K-times inflated spacetime region L with indistinguishable
"speed" of light c,  L/D = c [km/s]. Here's a brief summary:

Case I: RT = 1  (Eq. 1.1), so if we multiply T by K, R will be multiplied by
K-1, and all relative-length spacetime regions, A and BS & BL, will be
indistinguishable (not identical). Alice (A) remains in the middle between
BS and BL, with "30 FPS": see FPS analogy and its disambiguation in the
main section above.

Case II: RT = D  (Eq. 1.2), so if we multiply T by K, will obtain K-times
larger 'light-time 1s' (D'), which is rendered as K-times larger spacetime
BL, but only with respect to Alice. As explained in NB above, the light
coming to Alice from a larger (to her) spacetime region BL will be
"redshifted" (no scattering of light is involved), yet no absolute "metric
expansion of space", valid for Alice and for 'Bob in the Large' BL , will be
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needed (three people were lucky to get Nobel prize by employing
alternative hypotheses based on some "dark" you-name-it).

Thus, the unphysical T takes TK values in an open interval (0, ∞), yielding
Large and Small physical 'one second' D viz. Large and Small regions of
spacetime. In fact (Case I), there is only one 'Bob',  BS & BL , thanks to
which we have entanglement of space (cf. Eq. 2 in Addendum 6 here). Yet
in fact BS and BL are different as well (Case II), as BS is rendered with K
Є (0, 1) and BL is rendered with K Є (1, ∞). Alice (A) remains in the
vicinity of K = 1.

NB: Notice that K = 0 is indistinguishable from K = ∞, as they pertain to
(Luke 17:21) -- see Eq. 3 below.

Also, the entire spacetime, A & BS & BL , is rendered from K = 1 in two
opposite "directions", simultaneously toward BS & BL. The largest physical
region of spacetime, rendered as BL, will be an asymptotic region of K -->
∞ , which can never be completed exactly up to 'infinity' by massive
particles (bradyons), because their flow of time will stop, like photon's
proper time traveling on zeroth world line. However, in RS spacetime we
introduce a new axis, denoted with w (from wunderbar, after Theodor
Kaluza), which is orthogonal to photon's zeroth world line (see the
drawing below), and is being (present continuous) nullified at every
instant (topological point) here-and-now from the local (physical) mode of
spacetime. This atemporal nullification -- one-at-a-time -- is made in the
global mode of spacetime (cf. the Arrow of Space in Fig. 1 here) along the
w axis.

The physicalizable "mass" at Pi is potential reality (Macavity),
which is rendered as positive mass at P endowed with inertia.
Elevating P at Pi is considered reversible process (REIM).
The red point from w axis shows the elementary transition
AB = dt in Fig. 4, which has zero "dimensions": photon's world
line, which every inanimate clock reads as already completed.
The human brain and all quantum-gravitational objects read it
as atemporal global mode of spacetime -- potential reality.
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The first off task in the so-called Virtual Geodesic Path formulation of GR
(2 October 2010) is to get rid of tensors defined on a dead fixed manifold,
and invent new imaginary numbers (called hyperimaginary numbers,
denoted with w from wunderbar), so that the squared moduli of the wave
amplitudes of potential-reality waves will be always zero (w2 = 0),
matching a flat line due to destructive interference. Notice that w is not
zero.

We examine only purely imaginary numbers, and interpret their
center point w as circular point at infinity (Floor van Lamoen)
endowed with asymptotic structure, which supply open manifolds
with dual boundary at w -- the boundary both does not belong and
belongs to the topological space of physicalized “shadows”: at every
instant 'now' (Fig. 4), God is both outside its universe and inside it.

The two imaginary degrees of freedom, +i and -i, facilitate the atemporal
offer and confirmation waves of potential reality "outside the train"
(September 2011), like the two 'drawing hands' of Escher above. The
atemporal offer and confirmation waves of potential reality should eliminate
'all but one' of the potential states of the Universe, yielding one
physicalized (virtual) state at the interface 'now' in Fig. 4, while keeping
the rest of non-physicalized potential states stored in the atemporal
vacuum, ready for negotiating the next interface 'now'. Hence the red
point from w axis (see above) also denotes the physicalized presentation of
w cast on its real basis viz. the structure of every topological point defined
with the no-boundary proposal (see Sec. Topology).

In general, we propose that the physical world is made from "retarded"
light-and-cognition (John 1:1) with equation of state

1x1 = 1  (Eq. 3).

In RS spacetime the physicalized explications of 'the Universe as ONE' are
produced by atemporal conversions -- one-at-a-time -- between Eq. 3 and
Eq. 1 above, yielding dual cosmological age of the "retarded" physical
world: once created by God (John 1:1), the physical universe is already
(Sic!) eternal, as it can never actually reach its Beginning-and-End (Luke
17:21) at w (see above).
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Watch the video explanation below, and keep in mind that nobody knows
whether √0 is indeed "zero". It may refer to an atemporal light-like null
surface, called here 'global mode of spacetime' (cf. Fig. 4 here). The latter
is governed by actual infinity as ONE entity, as it does not have physical
metric viz. 'parts' (Euclid).

0.47 - 0.52: "Relative to the platform, time on the train
completely stops." Yet with hyperimaginary numbers w,
w is not zero. Only w2 = 0 (see below), hence (t' = tw)
pertains to the null surface (global mode of spacetime)
at which all tachyons will be "frozen" at absolute rest.

This is Relative Scale theory of spacetime. At the end of the day, we hope
to offer new interpretation of Howard Georgi's scale-invariant theory and
explain the three kind of masses (positive, negative, and imaginary) shown
below, from Terletsky (1966), Ch. VI, § 25.

Notice that the unphysical variables T and R are "absolute structures"
(Giulini, p. 11; Anderson, p. 73 and p. 339). If they were physically
observable, we will have physical presence of 'Father Æther' and an
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absolute "reference fluid" (also called 'individuating field'), which can
identify the points of space and the instants of time, like in the Newtonian
spacetime (see above). Bad idea, because the spacetime will have
Archimedean topology at fundamental level, and the ether (cf. Einstein, 5
May 1920, in Addendum 1 here) will become physical observable at
absolute rest, like the two river banks at absolute rest with respect to the
flowing water in the river of Heraclitus.

Now let's move to RS gravity by introducing the alterations of spacetime
metric in RS spacetime as the origin of gravity. To obtain BS, set K <1 in
the open interval (0, 1). To obtain BL, set K >1 in the open interval (1,
∞). Keep in mind that in RS gravity the centripetal and centrifugal
gravitational gradients (see above) are due to K <1 (attractive gravity)
and K >1 (repulsive gravity). That is, gravity "shrinks" the metric of
physical spacetime without any "dark matter" nor "supermassive black
holes", and "expands" the metric to produce the repulsive presentation of
gravity: no need for any "dark energy" of (whatever).

Another application of RS gravity: if you fly with a jet plane (see below)
with, say, 600 km/h in Alice's spacetime (dotted line in the drawing
above), you will pass 167m/s, but if you switch to the spacetime of 'Bob in
the Large' and use K = 3, you will fly with 3x speed, and with enormous
acceleration. With respect to whom? Only to Alice, of course. You won't
notice in your REIM drive any sudden acceleration (watch 0:49 - 0:51) of
your relative-scale speed.

To fly like an Alien Visiting Craft (AVC), you may have to alter (cf. p. 8 in
sheeple.pdf) the gravity differential dt (cf. Wilbur B. Smith below) of your
REIM drive by K >1. This will be bona fide spacetime engineering. Tough
challenge.

Wilbur B. Smith (3:00 - 3:10): "... to produce the gravity differential,
the time field differentials which were necessary to operate the ship."

Alice will see you "accelerating" from her with enormous speed (watch 0:49
- 0:51), and will think that you've been propelled by "dark energy"
(explanation here). So imagine the following experiment. Alice and Bob are
in Munich, and have synchronized their atomic clocks with highest possible
precision at 09.00AM. Alice is walking her dog, while Bob jumps in his
private jet plane and flies to Hamburg and back (2x600km) with average
speed 600km/h with respect to Alice, so she expects to see him back at
around 11.00AM. But at a safe altitude of 11km, Bob switches to K = 3
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and makes his jet a REIM drive. Relative to his spacetime, his speed
remains 600 km/h and can never exceed his relative-scale "speed" of light,
but with K = 3 his speed with respect to Alice will be 1800 km/h, so he
will get back to her in app. 40min instead of 2 hours.

Three questions come to mind. Will Bob see at K = 3 the space "moving"
toward him, like in sci fiction movies? In the case of Alcubierre Warp
Drive, Brendan McMonigal explained: "Strictly speaking, the ship is
stationary in space, rather it is the space that is distorted around the ship.
This is why it is different to, say, a plane flying through space." Secondly,
when Bob and Alice rejoin in Munich, will their atomic clocks show
difference in reading their times? And thirdly, if there is a difference,
whose clock will be "lagging" at 09:40AM? I bet on Bob's clock. Here's
why.

If Bob was flying the distance L =1200km (2x600km) like Alice (K = 1)
but with 1800 km/h, we can calculate a miniscule value of its relativistic
time dilation with respect to Alice's clock at 09:40AM. If we denote the
reading of Alice's clock (practically at rest) at 09:40AM with M, and the
reading of Bob's clock (K = 1) with N, the time dilation will be M - N > 0.
But since Bob is flying with an altered gravity differential T' (K = 3), it will
3x inflate (M - N), so if we denote the reading of his (also perfectly
accurate) clock at M with N', we claim that (M - N') = 3x (M - N),
because his relativistic time dilation will be 3x increased.

I bet all air traffic controllers and "the good guys" monitoring Bob's jet with
spying satellites (Süddeutsche Zeitung, 6. Dezember 2013) will
immediately detect the jet flying with their 1800 km/h (990 knots, 2:10 -
2:24). But what may happen if Bob uses K = 3000 and fly with 500 km/s
relative to Alice? I suppose (M - N') will be inflated by 3.103, yet the
relativistic time dilation will be still too small to detect with atomic clocks.
Now, the diameter of Milky Way is app. 120,000 light-years, which makes
378,684x107 light-seconds, so an AVC would need to fly with K =
378,684x107 in order to pass through our galaxy (we stay with Alice) for
1s. If our guests were flying here on Earth like Bob with K = 3 or 1800
km/h relative to Alice, with the value of K above they will navigate
through Alice's spacetime with 5.7x107c relative to Alice. Yet their speed in
their altered spacetime will never surpass their relative-scale "speed" of
light, because (M - N') can never be inflated backwards to eliminate the
initial 40min. Such "miracle" can be attributed only to some transcendental
tachyon which is already absolutely everywhere at 'time zero' at the
beginning at 09.00AM.

Trouble is, the engine of AVCs is total mystery to me, because it should
use the centrifugal (to accelerate with K >1) and centripetal (to de-
accelerate with K <1) gravitational gradients without 'rotation', and should
be de facto unconstrained by inertia (REIM). Perhaps such engine can
produce gamma-ray photons ("a bright flare"; see the flash at 0:54-0:56
here), but will it produce unbounded amount of positive energy (Horowitz)
by "runaway reaction" (Chase)?

Perhaps the so-called hyperimaginary numbers (see photon's zeroth world
line above) can be explained with superposition of three kinds of masses:
(i) imaginary mass of tachyons, in which case their (mi)2 is negative
(Chase), (ii) massless particles such as photons (E2 - p2 = 0), and (iii)
particles with real positive/negative mass (see "negative of money" above),
in which case their (+/-m)2 is positive, so case (i) exactly cancels case
(iii), and we obtain a perfect vacuum of light,  w2 = 0 . But how can we
start and stop K ? With polarization of the light vacuum, w2 = 0 ,
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producing virtual positive/negative pairs from (iii), which could eliminate
(REIM) the inertia of (+m)? We need the engine of AVCs, we can't fly only
with our brains!

Of course, I could be wrong. Perhaps we can, but by using the Brain of the
Universe. As Christopher Columbus once noticed, if we didn't embark
directly west to seek new route to India, how could have we discovered
America?
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Surely the future belongs to youth, as explained by Geheimrat Max Planck
(Philosophy of Physics, Norton and Company, New York, 1936, p. 97):  

An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually
winning over and converting its opponents: it rarely happens that
Saul becomes Paul. What does happen is that its opponents
gradually die out and that the growing generation is familiarized with
the idea from the beginning: another instance of the fact that the
future lies with youth.

D. Chakalov
March 20, 2014
Latest update: November 16, 2014, 11:20 GMT

What is "tachyon", really?

Few days ago (17 Oct 2014),  I wrote to my good old friend Erasmo
Recami, informing him that after thirty years of studying tachyons (see
also Gerald Feinberg), only now I can suggest something conclusive about
their puzzling nature. First, check out the Quantum of Time (chronon),
introduced by Erasmo Recami and Ruy Farias in 1997, and keep in mind
that, "unlike any known particle, tachyons do not interact in any way and
can never be detected or observed" (Wiki). To quote again from Wiki
(emphasis mine), "after a tachyon has passed nearby, we would be able to
see two images of it, appearing and departing in opposite directions"; see
the drawing below (source here).

According to Wiki, "Because the object arrives before the light,
the observer sees nothing until the sphere starts to pass the
observer, after which the image-as-seen-by-the-observer splits
into two -- one of the arriving sphere (to the right) and one of
the departing sphere (to the left)."
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To understand the meaning of “the observer sees nothing until (Sic! -
D.C.) the sphere starts to pass the observer”, notice that ‘before the
light’ is depicted with the axis w above, which is erected toward its
atemporal potential reality at photon’s zeroth world line, “over” one
topological point ‘here-and-now’ from the spacetime continuum. We
postulate two atemporal topological waves, propagating in the atemporal
potential reality, to explain the emergence of the instant ‘here-and-now’,
denoted with dt. Obviously, one cannot “expand” the atemporal Zen gaps
to observe the “flashes” of physicalized world during their “proper”
infinitesimal duration dt. This is why the atemporal “duration” T is
unphysical.

The light vacuum w2 (see above) is by default perfectly neutral, as it does
not interact “in any way and can never be detected or observed” (Wiki).
Stated differently, the light vacuum is the omnipresent light-in-motion:
Panta rei conditio sine qua non est.

The equation of state of the light vacuum w2 (resembling the Pythagorean
theorem) requires the so-called hyperimaginary numbers (cf. the
cancellation of case (i) with case (iii) at the end of Addendum 1) with
which we model ‘the conservation of Nothing’ (Eq. 4) yielding atemporal
Higgs boson (mi)2  and another atemporal ‘potential reality’ in the vacuum,
(+/-m)2,

w2 = (mi)2 + (+/-m)2     (Eq. 4).

Due to the “speed” of light, we cannot see the light vacuum and its
atemporal ‘conservation of Nothing’ (Eq. 4) online, as they ‘happen’ ever
since The Beginning (John 1:1). Physically, we only have “nothing”,
because the atemporal ‘conservation of Nothing’ lives in the global mode of
spacetime along axis w above. That is, we can only observe an enormous
asymmetry of matter vs antimatter post factum, just “few parts in 109

asymmetry” – not the atemporal Higgs boson nor its atemporal counterpart
of positive/negative mass pairs (+/-m)2. The right-hand side of Eq. 4
undergoes spontaneous symmetry breaking (Mexican hat) “before” we
could see it physically, just like Macavity. To cut the long story short, I
suggested (9 January 2003) that quarks will follow Fibonacci sequence:
pentaquark, octaquark, etc.

Notice that w is not zero. Only w2 = 0. The latter cannot provide a
measure of the global intrinsic structure of spacetime by “determining what
functions of global inertial coordinates are independent of the choice of
inertial frame” (Wald), because at every instant ‘here-and-now’ from the
spacetime continuum w refers to ‘the Universe as ONE’, and at every
instant of observation (cf. Macavity) w has already (Sic!) being squared
and re-nullified due to the “speed” of light, once-at-a-time. Thus, w
cannot show up as non-zero global intrinsic variable in the quadratic form
of coordinate differences used to define observer-independent spacetime
interval (cf. Eq. 1.3.1 in Wald). By the same quadratic token, w is nullified
in the distance function defined with Euclidean metric, and is totally
transparent in the topology of Euclidean space, induced by the metric. Yet
w is not zero, because it refers to ‘potential reality’ (“a total field of as yet
unknown structure”, Einstein).

To understand ‘potential reality’ in quantum theory, recall the excerpt from
Schrödinger above and the ontological status of ‘gravitational field at a
point’, as explained by Einstein. In both cases we encounter physicalized
explications dubbed “shadows” (Fig. 3), while their potential-reality source
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has no intrinsic color and is “colorless”, in the sense that it contains all
possible “colored shadows” in potential form. So if people try to present
the wegtransformierbar gravitational field as ‘objective physical reality of
gravitational field at a point’, they will be “looking for the right answer to
the wrong question”. No, the source of quantum-gravitational “shadows”
lives along axis w , and its presentation as “colored” objective reality ‘out
there’ is necessarily “zero”, just like Macavity. Otherwise the metric could
not be dynamical, but will be dead fixed at a point by fixed gravitational
energy density at the same point, and gravity will become physical force
obeying Newton’s third law.

Again, the potential reality, as suggested twenty-five centuries ago by
Plato, is neither ‘mind’ (res cogitans) nor ‘matter’ (res extensa). It
produces pre-established harmony (Leibniz) by so-called biocausality, and
occupies the potential future of all events, and its action on the physical
universe produces “dark” effects (explanation on pp. 4-5 at this http URL),
in the sense that such effects cannot be derived exclusively from their
history in the past light cone. All efforts to reduce ‘potential reality’ to
some physical stuff lead to reductio ad absurdum. It’s a bit like this: you
go in a china shop and see all porcelain vases arranged in the air, in a
perfectly stable configuration, and wonder what physical stuff could design
and support such amazing configuration of fragile (baryonic) stuff. Then
you assume that this phenomenon is due to an invisible dark (non-
baryonic) elephant, which is roughly four times larger than the shop. If you
add another dark effect known as “dark energy”, you will obtain invisible
dark dancing elephant, which will be roughly twenty times larger than the
china shop, yielding "the worst theoretical prediction in the history of
physics!" (Wiki).

Anyway, I suppose by tweaking Eq. 4 we may obtain retarded light in the
form of always positive mass and energy, which can be observed only post
factum, only in your past light cone. But “before” we do that, we will see
“nothing”, as Wiki eloquently explained above.  Then the tachyon
instantaneously splits (not once but infinite times) into two particles with
positive mass (+m) but opposite charge/magnetic polarity. The particle-
antiparticle pair will literally emerge from within one single point here-and-
now, at the exact same time and exact same place, causing annihilation
(e.g., “a bright flare”, see also the flash at 0:54-0:56 here). In electron-
positron annihilation, two gamma rays will emerge, moving in opposite
directions (no “black holes”), and one of the rays will accelerate you like
an AVC. Actually, one of the rays will be the AVC itself. Of course, “energy
is given off” as well. Hence with just one tachyon one could reproduce the
release of energy corresponding to five solar masses emitted in under 60
seconds in the form of X-rays and gamma rays.

Is this a new route to India?

D. Chakalov
October 23, 2014
Latest update: November 9, 2014, 14:46 GMT
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Maximal Set Theory >

What is self action?

For inanimate objects described with classical physics, self action is
impossible. If Baron Münchhausen could lift himself and his horse, he
would break Newton's third law and demonstrate REIM. He will fly like an
UFO and physicists at NASA may suggest that he uses some "dark" or
repulsive gravity. But the story is much more interesting: the self action of
the human brain is superimposed on every action in the brain, a bit like a
'hand in a glove' (see NB here), and these additional inputs from 'the total
brain as ONE' make the brain alive. Physically, we see only self-acting
matter.

When a neuron fires a signal to the next neuron, we cannot separate such
additional input from the observed one. It's not like spreading butter on a
toast. The resulting neural pathway is made of electrical impulses and
nothing but electrical impulses, only they are perfectly pre-correlated with
the total brain as ONE. There is no "dark" computer in the brain,
analogous to the "dark" manifestations of gravity. The same phenomenon
of self action is manifested in inanimate matter as 'gravity'. It does not
have its own generic "field", but is superimposed on every action we see in
the right-hand side of Einstein's field equations. Which is why we treat
gravity as manifestation of geometry, not matter. In this sense, the
physical presentation of the Universe gradually becomes "alive" at the
length scale of "dark" manifestations of gravity, and at the final stage of
'the whole universe' we model it as the Brain of the Universe.

Think of a train which always follows its railway (see Addendum 6), but
the latter is not preexisting but flexible, because every next step is
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explicated from potential reality -- one-at-a-time, at every next instant
'now'. If we manage to fix particular final destination of the train in its
potential future, we will change the railway and the train will inevitably
follow its new track. The train will only act on itself. This is self action.

The mind does not act on its brain, nor the other way around: check out
elephant's trunk metaphor here. Self action is possible only for biological,
quantum, and gravitational systems, as they interact with their own
potential states placed in their common potential future during the Arrow
of Space. In this sense, they act on their next future states and later
(Sic!) on themselves, once the altered potential state is converted into
physical reality in the past -- one-at-a-time. Compared to the preceding
instant 'now' from the Arrow of Space, we see at the current instant 'now'
a re-created "slice" of the Universe (cf. Fig. 1 in Addendum 6 and Fig. 4
below), presented physically only at one point in the past (denoted with
AB), and a set of potential future states to choose from in the next
instant 'now'. This is how the human mind & consciousness can alter the
choice of future state and guide (Sic!) the actualization of physical reality
in the past, much like guiding a train by changing its potential (Sic!)
railway. Due to the speed of light, we can physically observe only the past
where matter is acting on itself, like "clapping hands", and can never
detect the Arrow of Space itself (cf. Fig. 1). We observe the physical world
only post factum, as an already-recreated instant 'now' determined by
already-changed contents of its potential future and physicalized past.
The "arrow" is totally hidden by the speed of light, and the explicated
universe contains untraceable, self-acting "dark energy" -- see 'hand in a
glove' metaphor in NB here.

In brief, the solution to the puzzle 'how to bind mind to matter' (see
biocausality) requires to both separate mind from matter (cf. 'later' above)
and bind them, which can be achieved only with the separation of potential
future from the physicalized and constantly increasing past. 

This is the only possible solution, and it requires to model the Universe as
a brain (22 May 1988): the state of the universe at any instant 'now' is
defined jointly by its history and potential future (biocausality).

  

Fig. 4

Topological points exist only in a state of flux: Panta rei conditio sine
qua non est. At every instant 'now' (AB denotes one single
topological point), the past has been already fixed in the preceding
instant 'now', and a new spectrum of potential states in the future
has has been already offered for the next instant 'now', resembling
Ulric Neisser's cognitive cycle. The topology of point 'now' (AB) is
dual: all sets are both closed in the past (bivalent logic) and open in
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the future. The offer and confirmation waves produce one standing
atemporal wave "propagating" on null hupersurfaces, which is
temporized by the Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 1), in terms of an
extended 'now' valid for living, quantum, and gravitational systems
(biocausality). Notice that the "separation" of topological points along
the Arrow of Space (Fig. 1) is made by 'potential reality': a
numberless  Hi U 0i , which is physically "nothing" due to the
"speed" of light, and can be indirectly understood only with zero-
valent logic YAIN (cf. NB here).

The human mind does not act directly on its brain states in the past, but
interacts with the potential future brain states. The latter are part from
the complex basis -- physical, neural, and potential reality -- for mind and
consciousness, and function as a "filter" limiting the penetration of Psyche
in the macroscopic world. We have different presentations of the Psyche,
depending on the overall complexity of their basis, from micro-organisms
and plants to the human brain. Once we understand the physics of the
human brain and 'the Universe as ONE Brain', we may have a chance to
enhance the "filter" for the Psyche and practice brain-controlled spacetime
engineering (SE). The first off task is to develop Maximal Set Theory (MST)
and the dual topology of spacetime points -- every topological point is
spacetime point and has internal structure, as depicted in the drawings
above.

The human mind can interact only with the flexible future potential states
of its brain, which are entangled (BrainMonad) with their neural basis, as
explained with the train metaphor in Addendum 6. The mind does not act
directly on the physical brain states which were already actualized in the
past. That would be sheer parapsychology. The opposite viewpoint will
reduce the mind to some "calculations" in the brain, as postulated in
Marxist-Leninist philosophy, and will be 'not even wrong', because its
parapsychological alternative is also wrong. We need entirely new solution,
which is alternative to the pseudo-scientific stipulations in Marxist-Leninist
philosophy and parapsychology: biocausality and the doctrine of trialism,
after Plato, Leibniz, and Pauli.

The human mind does not act directly on anything physical; for example,
the qualia of 'red' does not act on its physical basis, which is the
wavelength of light around 620–740 nm. What does interact with matter by
biocausality is neither mind nor some "dark" homunculus, but potential
reality entangled (Sic!) with its neural basis, thanks to which the human
brain and all living organisms literally act on themselves. This is the self
action. In the case of the Universe as ONE Brain, it is manifested in the
emergence of spacetime along the Arrow of Space. In you believe that the
self action of the Universe could be empowered by its end product
(physical reality), you will end up in the camp of Marxist-Leninist
philosophy and face "the worst theoretical prediction in the history of
physics!" (Wiki).

In MST, we take for granted that quantum and gravitational systems do
not possess qualia resembling mind and consciousness, but only potential
reality. The hypothetical God's thoughts (Einstein), viewed as the qualia
from the potential reality pertaining to 'the Universe as ONE Brain', cannot
be resolved in science. We may speculate that God's thoughts belong to a
self-reflective Unmoved Mover endowed with introspection and self action
(otherwise we face infinite regress of "movers"), but such proposition will
be outside science.

NB: The energy-momentum contributions from the Universe as ONE Brain
(the so-called sufficient conditions for spacetime) result in quantum-
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gravitational wave-like basis of the Universe as ONE Brain, residing in the
potential future and called potential reality. Its physicalized (Sic!)
conversion into the right-hand side of Einstein's filed equations necessarily
brakes the conservation laws in GR, and cannot be traced back to any
physical source placed in the past. Yet many (otherwise smart) people try
to calculate these energy-momentum contributions from Marxist-Leninist
postulate 'only matter can act on matter', and wind up in a totally "dark"
mess spiced with dubious mathematics and "anthropic coincidences"
(Weinberg). But the self-action of the Universe is produced by physicalized
-- once-at-a-time -- matter, which does not and cannot exist in the past.
It's simply not there. Simple, no?

In life sciences, nobody would propose some "dark" computer or invisible
homunculus in the brain, which would act on the brain to correlate its
billions of neurons and glia cells plus trillions of synapses. It would be
ridiculous, to say the least. Have you seen the wave-like movement of the
legs of a centipede? You can never find some "dark" computer which
calculates and correlates its legs, in line with Marxist-Leninist philosophy,
nor some ghost that could perform such parapsychological "miracle".

Yet in theoretical physics many people still prefer "dark" stuff and
stubbornly refuse to accept the third option of potential reality endowed
with self action. But as Einstein acknowledged (Albert Einstein, p. 75),

The right hand side is a formal condensation of all things whose
comprehension in the sense of a field theory is still problematic. Not
for a moment did I doubt that this formulation was merely a
makeshift in order to give the general principle of relativity a
preliminary closed-form expression. For it was essentially no more
than a theory of the gravitational field, which was isolated somewhat
artificially from a total field of as yet unknown structure.

Welcome aboard!

D. Chakalov
February 27, 2014
Last updated on June 25, 2014, 09:20 GMT

Addendum 5

Conceptual ideas in physics should never be ignored. A very good example
is the Casimir effect. Hendrik Casimir claimed in his paper (submitted on
May 29, 1948) that "the effect is small, an experimental confirmation
seems not unfeasible and might be of a certain interest," but we know the
importance of his fundamental discovery. How did it happen? In the
summer or autumn 1947, Hendrik Casimir mentioned his ideas to Niels
Bohr, during a walk. "That is nice, he said, that is something new. I told
him that I was puzzled by the extremely simple form of the expressions for
the interaction at very large distance and he mumbled something about
zero-point energy. That was all, but it put me on a new track." 

Let me stress that all solutions to the problems in theoretical physics and
foundations of mathematics, presented here and at my first web site, do
not require knowledge in neuroscience and psychology. I am independent
researcher, and offer conceptual solutions (call them "mumbling" if you
wish) to conceptual problems in quantum gravity, quantum cosmology, and
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foundations of mathematics (set theory and topology) by using my theory
of 'the Universe as a brain'. It is like a jigsaw puzzle in which all pieces
snap to their unique places effortlessly. The theory is indirectly falsifiable in
the sense that all solutions must be unique, hence if the reader can
suggest a solution that will be alternative to any of the solutions proposed
here, my whole theory will be redundant at best, and I will immediately
trash it.

Currently, the correct mathematical formalism to present 'potential reality'
is still missing. Therefore I can only offer a conceptual formulation, pending
the revealing of the correct mathematics, much like an archeologist would
just remove the soil to expose her discovery.

Why do we need 'potential reality' in theoretical physics and mathematics?
Because the physical world cannot in principle contain everything needed
for its explanation. We need the so-called biocausality (January 1990) to
explain the joint evolution of living, quantum, and gravitational systems
along their "common denominator": the flow of events, modeled here with
an Arrow of Space in which 'potential reality' occupies the potential future
(see the drawing above).

Although 'the Universe as a brain' offers unique predictions (see the
proposal for the origin of gravity), the current theory is still far too general
and cannot safely guide us, like a navigation map that can show the exact
location of a hidden treasure. I will nevertheless try to test my theory with
my brain, hoping that at this stage the "map" will bring me to the
"treasure", but there could be some quite nasty pitfalls on the road.
Actually, I've been trying to accomplish this 'test of the pudding' ever since
January 1990, but for some reason in September 2012 my brain reacted
with cerebellar ischemic stroke (blood clot) from which I still haven't fully
recovered. If I had the chance to work at any brain imaging laboratory
(since 1990, I wrote to many labs and brain research centers in USA,
Canada, Israel, Germany, Switzerland, and UK), I believe the build up of
the conditions which may lead to ischemic stroke would have been
identified immediately, and I would have the chance to avoid such
devastating event. Of course, it's all my fault.

This time I will be extremely vigilant, and later in this year I will post at
this web site a self-recorded video in which will explain what can be
expected from a human brain embedded in 'the brain of the Universe':
both brains are grounded on the Quantum Vacuum, and we should be able
to develop specific skills, resembling to some extent motor skills. Currently,
it may sound 'out of this world', like the dream of Otto Lilienthal
(Fliegeberg, August 1894).
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The only way to "predict" the future is to create it -- whether you believe
you can do a thing or believe you can't, you are right, said Henry Ford.
 

D. Chakalov
March 24, 2014
Last updated: March 27, 2014, 10:04 GMT
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Some of the apples plus the rest of apples = all apples.
The cardinality of the set of apples is decidable, and can be
mapped to positive integers. This topology is not extendible
to the fundamental constituents of point set topology. We
propose non-Archimedean topology: every set A contains the
union of two complementary objects, Hi U 0i , which does not
contain any real ("colored") object.  Hi  denoted the invisible
"bag" which unites all apples into a 'whole' (zu einem Ganzen,
Georg Cantor) and 0i denotes the separator between apples,
which prevents them from fusing into one apple. Hi and 0i are
complementary and "colorless". In notations: A U (Hi U 0i) ≠ A.
Points are more than numbers.  Hi produces the boundary of A,
without any real ("colored") element of A, while 0i produces the
individuation of all real elements of A, without any real elements
of A either. The union Hi U 0i produces continual topological
points without any real separator "between" points nor real 
boundary at 'the whole': no numbers can be inserted ]between[
topological points nor at their set boundary (no-boundary proposal).
The continuum is re-created at every instant 'now' (Fig. 4) and
individuated by different physical content and invariant numberless
 Hi U 0i . The latter has no cardinality whatsoever (there is no
surjective function from the natural numbers to it) and denotes a
"colorless" potential reality ("during Zen"), expandable to the "set"
of all sets (cf. 'the eye of the Universe'): John 1:1 is mathematical
object (Noumenon), also known as universal or Form, after Plato.
Hence it (hot "He") is not about religion or belief, but Mathematics.

----

Maximal Set Theory (MST) argues that what physicists call 'spacetime'
is an emergent phenomenon, analogous to the 'shadows on Plato's
cave'. The underlying potential reality, from which the physical
spacetime is emerging, is depicted with red circle in 'the eye of the
Universe' below. There is no ambiguity in the emergence of spacetime
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at all length scales, because the precision of emergence is that of
mathematical point. Obviously, our theory of emerging spacetime
sharply contradicts the one suggested in current textbooks (e.g.,
Isham), chiefly because the textbook model of spacetime (Gourgoulhon)
is considered an "emergent" phenomenon analogous to those studied in
thermodynamics. As a result, current theoretical physics cannot in
principle explain the world around us -- we can "look around, and see
as far as we like," Smolin -- and you will need some Biblical miracles to
resolve the problems listed at the end of Addendum 6.

I have underlined the roots of these insoluble problems in an excerpt
from a textbook by E. Gourgoulhon below. In my opinion, we need
brand new quantization of spacetime (cf. Sec. 2.3. here) along the so-
called Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 1 below), and new Mathematics to
resolve the current problems of set-theoretic topology.

Let me offer an explanation of open and closed intervals. It is
alternative to the 'intuitively clear' ideas of current academic scholars,
used to postulate the notions of smoothness, neighborhood, and
Hausdorff space.

Consider eleven apples with finite sizes and attach numbers to them,
A1, ..., A11, then make an open interval of apples, such that [A1] and
[A11] are excluded. How to exclude them? Well, if you look at the
drawing above, there is always air ]between[ all apples, and we know
that 'air' is not-apple. Next step: shrink the dimensions of all apples,
until their "size" actually reach the ultimate limit at which all apples
already have 'no parts' (Euclid). Now, I believe it is 'intuitively clear'
that there exists an infinite (actual infinity), undecidable "number" of
point-like apples in the closed interval [A2, A10], while the two point-
like apples, [A1] and [A11], are excluded from the closed interval [A2,
A10], being the very "end points" that define the open interval (A1,
A11). But how can we obtain the set (Sic!) of all apples, modulo the
"air"? Well, we postulate that "air" as not-apple always exists
]between[ point-like apples. Again, the "air" is not-apple, but such not-
apple has completely disappeared by becoming an "empty set", denoted
above with 0i, in the open interval (A1, A11) defined by the two "end
points" [A1] and [A11]. To make a closed set of all point-like apples,
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add the bag  Hi  to the "empty set" 0i, because 'the bag' itself is also
not-apple, and you will obtain  Hi U 0i : ‘the grin of the Cheshire cat
without the cat’.

To elaborate on  Hi U 0i  and Maximal Set Theory (MST), let me first
stress that  Hi U 0i  is literally wrapping the continuum of topological
points. In MST, every topological point has dual topology, to comply
with the Arrow of Space (cf. Fig. 4 and Fig. 1 below): every point has
both fixed presentation in the past, as an endpoint from a closed set of
points, and undecidable open future, which is unlimited and indefinable
due to potential infinity. Thus, every point has dual topology of both
closed (in the past) and open (in the future) sets, and the Arrow of
Space (cf. Figs 11 - 14 in viXra:1410.0194) produces an emergent
continuum of points wrapped by  Hi U 0i .

Let's start from first principles. According to Euclid, a point is "that
which has no part." Points exist only at the exact limit of an iterative
procedure, resembling an algorithmic rule. To explain it, recall the old
joke about the infinitesimal: 'An infinite crowd of mathematicians enters
a bar. The first one orders a pint, the second one a half pint, the third
one a quarter pint... "I understand", says the bartender - and pours two
pints'. Replace 'two pints' with 'exactly two minutes' from Thomson's
lamp paradox, and you're ready to study Maximal Set Theory (MST) --
see Q.E.D. below.

I think mathematicians are able to "understand" the infinitesimal not
better than a bartender (Addendum 2). As suggested by Augustin-Louis
Cauchy in 1821: "When the successively attributed values of the same
variable indefinitely approach a fixed value, so that finally they differ
from it by as little as desired, the last is called the limit of all the
others." In MST, the puzzle of the exact limit is depicted in the drawing
below.

[ ad infinitum < ---( - )---> ad infinitum ]
      Panta rei conditio sine qua non est

With Archimedean topology, we can only specify the algorithm (e.g.,
Spivak) with which there will be definitely an endpoint called 'limit',
precisely at one single point denoted with a square bracket above, but
cannot produce any exact number -- if any -- of steps toward it
(compare it with 'international second' in Addendum 6 below).

Why? Because these steps are not denumerable but undecidable
(Hrbacek and Jech, p. 269). If these steps were in principle
denumerable and we could associate some numerical value to the
infinitesimal displacement in space ds, we could define 'one meter' with
Archimedean topology by multiplying the Planck length by 1.6 x 1035,
but then face the question of the separation of points, ds = 1.6 x 10-

35, by 'something else' which is numerically smaller, ad infinitum (for
the opposite case of approaching 'infinitely large', see Stephen Leacock
below).

Instead, in MST we replace 'something else' (Schiller; Isham and
Butterfield) with 'that which has no part',  Hi U 0i . It (not "He") does
not exist as 'reality', because it emerges from a "colorless" Noumenon
which corresponds to 'things which have never so far been considered',
as explained in 'the eye of the Universe' below. Its complement is called
'reality', and is expressed in two forms -- potential (highlighted with
red) and physical (blue) -- which are called 'phenomena', because are
accessible with experiment or observation, and subsequently we can
associate with them two modes of spacetime -- global mode for
potential reality and local mode for physical reality. The two forms of
reality exist like a kaleidoscope which undergoes creative, non-unitary
changes of its potential and physical constituents, at every instant
'now' from the Arrow of Space (Fig. 1) driven by the self action of
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'that which has no part': the Unmoved Mover  Hi U 0i . It belongs to
the spacetime of the entire Universe as ONE, and can be described as a
pre-geometric plenum resembling a school of fish -- the global
properties of spacetime. To explain their influences on every real
element of the universe, keep in mind that 'spacetime' is not an object
of its own, like a blank colorless canvas, because there is no 'canvas'
without its real 'colorful painting', and the other way around. The
'canvas' and its 'painting' are not separable, and we have to consider
them en bloc. The global properties are being "added" (see 'hand in a
glove' in NB here) to every real or 'colorful painting' ("fish", to follow
our previous analogy), but cannot be traced back to anything physical
(e.g., the origin of causality or "causally ordered spaces" cannot be
traced to thermodynamics), because they originate from the global
'colorless canvas' (school of fish). These global properties of spacetime,
resulting from bi-directional determination of the real (potential and
physical) 'colorful' constituents of the universe and their omnipresent
"colorless" Noumenon pertaining to the entire Universe as ONE
(biocausality), are being thoroughly examined at this website.

This is the crux of so-called no-boundary proposal and the continuum of
points. The latter has non-Archimedean topology, in the sense that
there is no metric there, just as there is no 'distance' between two or
more concepts, say, "between" the idea of a tree and the idea of a
mountain. Yet these "ideas" are perfectly distinguishable by 'the
Universe as ONE' ( Luke 17:21 Є {0, ∞} ). They do not fuse or
conflate, as every physical stuff will do, which makes the potential
reality to be like a mind-like quantum dough of 'the grin of the Cheshire
cat without the cat' (cf. pp. 4-5 in sheeple.pdf and the ATM analogy at
the end of MST.txt). Hence the no-boundary proposal and the
continuum of points are obtained by "inserting" the mind-like potential
reality both at the "boundary" of every set of topological points and
]between[ these points,  Hi U 0i . People may say that there can be no
bound on asymptotic because otherwise it would not be asymptotic, but
with the no-boundary proposal the answer is YAIN: Yes, there is
bound/endpoint on asymptotic, but it is "partly" in the past, and -- No,
there is no bound/endpoint on asymptotic, because it is "partly" in the
potential future as well. With binary logic, you cannot understand the
"boundaries" of spacetime, and will be haunted by "event horizons"
forever.

The topological points cannot fuse or conflate, because they are being
re-created anew (Heraclitus) at the interface of the past and the
potential future (cf. Fig. 4 here) -- once-at-a-time along the Arrow of
Space (cf. Fig. 1 below). The question of whether some Universal Mind
(Schrödinger, pp. 128-139) of 'the Universe as ONE brain' may or may
not exist cannot be resolved by experiment or observation, nor by any
theorem. We all will find out the answer, sooner or later (better later!).

Depending on the "direction" (cf. 'Powers of Ten' in Addendum 4) we
look at  Hi U 0i  with Archimedean topology, 'that which has no part'
will look either tending asymptotically toward zero or tending
asymptotically toward infinity (cf. Eq. 1 below). How can we explain
such dual non-Archimedean object? Let's compare it to something we
know, such as a set of apples (pictured above).

Take an apple and cut it into two pieces, A and B, such that their union
(A U B) exactly recovers the apple (Baldy's Law). With respect to the
apple, the intersection of A and B (A ∩ B) is 'empty set', as it does not
contain apples. Namely, (A ∩ B) denotes any kind of non-apple, say,
baking paper between A and B, which keeps the identity and
distinctness of A and B.  But can you use such 'recipe for separation' to
make a set of two countable distinct discrete topological points, denoted
in MST with [A] and [B], and separated by an empty set Ø, which does
not contain topological points? Can you think of an open interval (A, B)
from densely ordered linear continuum, specified by non-denumerable
and undecidable cardinal number of infinite topological points, with the
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sole exception of its own endpoints that define such "open interval" by
two discrete endpoints, [A] and [B]? For if you believe you can, I have
a bridge to sell you.

The first off application of Maximal Set Theory (MST) to points in
topology is to explain the peculiar "separation" (no-boundary proposal)
of topological points by a numberless  Hi U 0i  (Fig. 4) and resolve the
paradox of continuum: "there are exactly as many points  c  on a line
(or line segment) as in a plane, a three-dimensional space, or finite
hyperspace, since all these sets can be put into a one-to-one
correspondence with each other" (Eric W. Weisstein, "Continuum", from
MathWorld--A Wolfram Web Resource). For example, the Hausdorff
space is ill-defined, because any two distinct points in it, [A] and [B],
define "open intervals" (cf. John Manchak below) which should both (i)
exclude its own endpoints [A] and [B] and (ii) contain non-denumerable
and undecidable topological points (Hrbacek and Jech, p. 269) viz.
surreal numbers within the open interval (A, B). The requirements (i)
and (ii) are incompatible. There is no "intermediate" line which passes
through absolutely all topological points within the open interval (A, B),
yet is somehow terminated exactly before [A] and [B]. Such geodesic
incompleteness in the neighborhood of all topological points is absurd.
You cannot replace "before" with an empty set  Ø  that does not
contain topological points viz. numbers anymore, like baking paper that
does not contain apples. These naïve ideas from Archimedean topology
cannot be applied to point set topology. You cannot claim that apple
No. 1 and apple No. 11 define an open interval of nine individual apples
from a closed set {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}, nor apply such recipe for
separation to point set topology. For if you allow even one point to be
individuated as an endpoint of 'open interval' by instructing 'the rest of
points' to be always "separated" (Sic!) from it by an empty set  Ø  that
does not contain topological points, then ALL points are like the
denumerable apples in the drawing above.

NB: All points are equal. You may not use double standards -- one
single denumerable point acting as an endpoint of 'open interval' (Adam
and Franzosa) vs. non-denumerable and undecidable topological points.
Unless of course you're "academic scholar" and don't care about the
foundations of Mathematics.

According to MST, the alleged "Queen of mathematics" (number theory)
is an emergent theory with Archimedean topology (explanation below)
based on a pre-geometric plenum  Hi U 0i  known since Plato (dubbed
in MST 'potential reality'). It is numberless and has non-Archimedean
topology, and from the perspective of the physical world endowed with
metric due to its Archimedean topology, the pre-geometric plenum,
called here 'potential reality', will look as if it were either 'mathematical
point' or 'infinite space', depending on the "direction" we look at it,
while it is ONE entity resembling mind-like quantum dough. The non-
Archimedean and Archimedean topologies correspond to potential and
physical realities (cf. 'the eye of the Universe' below). The kinematics
and dynamics of spacetime (cf. Fig. 1) are presented with biocausality
(January 1990). The fundamental structure of spacetime is not
"conformal", and the speculations of Penrose from January 1963
(Frauendiener, p. 13 and p. 8) and Geroch from June 1976, p. 2 and p.
3 (emphasis mine - D.C.) are wrong.

To understand the speculations of Penrose (cf. Penrose, p. 565) and
how he applied "conformal compactification (via the rescaling of the
metric) of spacetime, whereby infinity was added as a boundary and
brought into a finite spacetime region" (Neuman et al., 2012), imagine
that Achilles decides to throw his famous spear to the very edge of
spacetime, starting from the "center" of the universe at the Acropolis of
Athens (center point C), in arbitrary radial direction. Suppose also that
every next distance, trespassed by Achilles' spear, doubles in length, so
if he starts by throwing his spear at 50m, the second time his spear will
reach 100m, the third time 200m, etc. You stay at the Acropolis of
Athens and patiently wait to see him back and tell you what happened.
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According to Penrose and his disciples, soon or later Achilles will get
back to you and tell you an amazing story, in ancient Greek language:
"I reached absolutely the very edge of spacetime (the sequence of
throwing spear has a limit, like Thomson's lamp - D.C.), it was right in
front of my nose (he means closed interval - D.C.), but I didn't actually
step on it (smart decision, because he may have disappeared into
Nothingness at Ω = 0 - D.C.), and now I got back to where I started
(by rescaling of the metric, after Penrose - D.C.)." Well, if you are good
mathematician, you can tweak the story (e.g., Frauendiener, p. 13 and
p. 8) and publish it on paper. Just keep in mind that one can always
transport the Acropolis of Athens at the location of Achilles' nose with
coordinate transformations (Weyl, p. 90), and Penrose's "conformal
transformations" are not valid for massive particles in FLRW spacetime.
If you aren't good in math, do it like Chuck Norris. Either way, you are
stuck with Archimedean topology and potential infinity forever.

Notice that Archimedean topology is based on Archimedes' Axiom, which
is applicable only to physical spacetime of objects with finite size and
duration (cf. Eq. 1 below), hence is suitable only for mundane tasks
such as counting apples (see the drawing above) and irrigation
(Rosinger 2010):

Surely the Archimedean Axiom (Eudoxus axiom) is needed for inventing
'numbers', but if people use Archimedean topology to explain the "path
length"  u  as ds/dt, recall Bishop Berkeley: "What are these same
evanescent Increments? They are neither finite Quantities nor Quantities
infinitely small, nor yet nothing." This is how the Archimedean topology
leads to a dead-end, and you can't produce any answer. You 'shut up
and calculate' and totally ignore the foundations of Mathematics: points
are more than numbers. Points have dual topology (open sets in the
potential future and closed sets in the past), and only their fleeting
presentation (Heraclitus) in the past (cf. Fig. 4) corresponds to the
static 'limit' (see Cauchy above) and thus can be expressed with
numbers. For example, in the drawing by Lakoff and Núñez below, the
endpoint at the limit  L  is presented with a real number, which belongs
to the past and is complemented by an "empty set" R∞ = Ø , which
belongs to the potential future: the numberless pre-geometric  Hi U 0i
. This is the crux of the so-called no-boundary proposal based on dual
topology of points, thanks to which the Beginning & the End of the
universe are residing (present continuous) at  Hi U 0i . Once created by
God (John 1:1), the explicated, physical universe has dual age: both
finite and "infinite" or rather undecidable. Namely, the explicated
universe can only approach asymptotically its Beginning & End at
past/future null infinity, which are quietly residing at  Hi U 0i , both
]between[ topological points and at their set boundary (no-boundary
proposal).

Currently, people use Archimedean topology to comprehend the
"boundary" of spacetime, as reflected in the famous quote from Stephen
Leacock:
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Nobody can either. This alternative is the result from using exclusively
Archimedean topology within 3-D balloon surface, which must "go
forever" due to potential infinity, yet it obviously can't.

Here's another insoluble problem: the "big bang". Suppose the path
length  u  (cf. Rosinger above) is  dt , which you take to be a very
small number pertaining to spacetime, perhaps 'the smallest yet
physically meaningful number', such as the "duration" of inflation,
calculated at "about 10-30 seconds" (Linde). At any instant 'now' from
the cosmological time elapsed after the "big bang", you can divide the
cosmological age by the number above, and produce a very large yet
finite number of elementary 'ticks of time'  dt , which have elapsed
since the "big bang". You simply add many small finite time intervals to
produce one large finite time interval of cosmological age (see also
'international second' in Addendum 6 below). But the problem is that
the "big bang" itself must be placed on the time line, which means that
it could have started either at time zero or before time zero, so in the
latter case the subsequent "inflation" can begin at time zero and last
during the first 10-30 seconds. The problem cannot be solved, because
spacetime could not exist before the creation of spacetime, and the "big
bang" could not occur "in an already existing space" (Gibbs). One
cannot place the "big bang" before itself, nor at some Nothingness
"during" which there was still absolutely nothing, the "big bang"
included. Yakov Zeldovich was aware of this logical problem due to
Archimedean topology, but could only offer a joke (private
communication, April 1986): Long time ago, there was a brief period of
time during which there was still no time at all. Go figure.

People apply Archimedean topology to one single (Sic!) topological
point exactly as if it were an apple (see above), and interpret the
separation "between" continual points with two alternatives: either finite
or zero (cf. Eq. 1 below). But both options are wrong -- the first
always requires "more" points due to potential infinity, and the second
leads to fusing all points into one single point. Either way, with
Archimedean topology you cannot achieve the limit: there is no limit
with potential infinity, while the second alternative of 'zero separation'
(cf. Ø in John Manchak below) will fuse all points into one. You cannot
claim that the latter is a "big" dough of one point viz. a "small" dough
of one point, since it will be just one single dimensionless point. No
third (Sic!) option is possible with Archimedean topology. Then people
try to sweep the garbage under the rug with the ideas of 'open sets',
'neighborhood of a point', and 'boundary of a set' -- watch Bob Franzosa
below.
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You bluntly ignore the problem with the limit at which the
"neighborhood" will shrink until it hits the center point and
stops (Sic!) there, to produce one single topological point
(cf. B in Addendum 3). The latter is dimensionless, and it is
totally unclear how many topological points are needed to
produce a finite "neighborhood" from one single point.
Uncountably infinite? The latter means that the "number" of
points constituting the very "neighborhood" is undecidable,
and you cannot rigorously define the boundary of "neighborhood"
marked with dotted line, and your notions of "closeness" and
"closure" are sheer poetry.

The "thickness" of the boundary is one single topological
point, which is treated as absolutely sharp cutoff to imagine
some "interior", Int(A), and "boundary", ∂(A).

The first drawing shows a rectangular set A.
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The second drawing shows its "interior", Int(A), depicted with a
dotted line with the same "thickness" of one single topological
point.
Thus, Int(A) is believed to be "everything but the outer edge".
The
third drawing is believed to be the very "boundary", ∂(A), called
"outer edge". Thus, you (i) use maximal resolution of one single
topological point, and (ii) totally ignore the "distance" between
one-point inner edge of Int(A) and the next one-point "outer
edge".
According to Bob Franzosa (22:23), this "intuitively makes sense".
But this non-existing (Ø) "distance" is imported from
Archimedean
topology used to count finite apples separated by non-apples,
which
does not make any sense whatsoever. I call it Russian poetry.

You cannot handle the topological points like beers in your fridge and
claim that you can drink 'all but one', so the ultimate endpoint (labeled
with 1 in the drawing of Lakoff and Núñez below) will be just one
single beer ("other than 0", see Adam and Franzosa), which you may
separate from the rest of beers, because it were already "undrinkable".
You cannot claim that there is absolutely no beer ]between[ beers (cf.
Ø in John Manchak below), which is why beers (points) simply "lack
gaps" (Wiki) and hence you can define a continuum of beers (or apples,
see above).

This is just Russian poetry. Or "red diamond" (Wiki), if you prefer
something more glamorous.

The "red diamond" (LUB) is neither "greater than" nor "equal to"
the last blue point, because the "red diamond" does not belong
to the continuum anymore. If every blue point is the switching
point in Thomson's lamp paradox, then the "red diamond" (LUB)
is
not a physical lamp anymore, but potential reality (Hi U 0i).
Thus, it does not belong to the linear continuum. Q.E.D.

KISS: The very idea of 'individual point' is an oxymoron. You may
speculate that every point has, to some extent, physical and therefore
individualized presentation in the past (see NB below), but it will be
wrong to claim that an "individual point" were only 50% oxymoron, so
you may use real numbers to label such spherical cows (Kurt Gödel). All
points are spacetime points and have inherent structure and dual
topology.
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Consider a fundamental topological puzzle, known as Baldy's Law:

Some of it plus the rest of it is all of it.

Like all mathematicians, topologists love to 'think deeply of simple
things' (Arnold Ross). I do too, but because I am just a psychologist,
my contribution to set-theoretic topology and the "queen of
mathematics" is very different (see NB below) from the fashionable
trends in topology. In my opinion, Baldy's Law should be modified as
follows:

Some of it plus the rest of it plus two "empty" sets (Hi U
0i) is all of it.

But what is 'empty set'? It is not 'zero something' (Santos 2005), like
the number of bananas in your ears (Stephen Crothers, 21:00 - 21:12).
It is not something that simply "lacks gaps" (Wiki) -- complex problems
have simple, easy-to-understand, wrong answers (Henry Mencken). If
we consider a finite line segment to represent "it" from Baldy's Law,
then the empty set is exactly at the "limit", as shown in the drawing
below, from George Lakoff and Rafael E. Núñez (Where mathematics
come from, Basic Books, New York, 2001, p. 189).

Surely the infinite sequence xn can approach  L  as a "limit" at which
"all members of the sequence" S∞ will supposedly be complemented by
an empty set, R∞ = Ø , at the last endpoint marked with a real number
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1 at the limit  L  above. But there's much more here.

NB: In fact, all points in topology are spacetime points, all of which
(not just point 1 above) have inherent structure (Fig. 4) and dual
topology. Every point has (i) physical presentation produced with actual
infinity in the past, shown with its physical limit (e.g., point 1 above),
and (ii) potential presentation produced with potential infinity in the
future, which is unphysical and numberless (Sic!) and has no limit:
see the interface 'now' in Fig. 4. This dual topology of points leads to
'no-boundary proposal': (i) belongs to closed set in the past and (ii) to
open set in the future. All physicalized points in the past, S∞ = {ALL
members of the sequence}, including the two final endpoints 0 and 1
(Sic!), pertain to case (i), while R∞ = Ø  belongs to case (ii), being the
remnant from potential reality, (Hi U 0i). The dual topology of
continuum is not directly comprehensible, because the properties of
topological points pertaining to cases (i) and (ii) are complementary,
like the notion of 'trunk'. Hence the new zero-valued logic YAIN.

We cannot follow all members of the sequence, as demonstrated with
Thomson's lamp paradox. Yet we must, because the limit  L  does exist
as a 'point'. Hence we need two entirely different kinds of infinity,
potential and actual, because only the latter may cope with the
hypertask of assembling finite objects (cf. Eq. 1 in Addendum 1) from
uncountably infinite points en bloc (Sic!), without being monitored at
every individual member of the sequence S∞ (Chuck Norris). The
topological point may resemble an empty set  Ø , but it is rooted on a
totally new (at least to contemporary mathematicians) object, which
was introduced in the 4th century BC by Plato: potential reality. For
more, see p. 269 in the textbook by Hrbacek and Jech.

I think number theory, set theory, and topology must be augmented
with numberless potential reality, which is the essence of the no-
boundary proposal in MST. To explain the proposal, I will introduce the
notion of Archimedean topology, which is based on Archimedes' Axiom
and Baldy's Law (see above).

Let's try to 'think deeply of simple things' (Arnold Ross) and examine a
bag of apples.

The bag shows a set of apples with countable (denumerable)
cardinality: some of the apples in the bag, plus the rest of apples in the
bag, are all apples in the bag. This is Archimedean topology, and people
use it to suggest infinitely differentiable manifold with countable base,
for reasons which I was never able to understand. (Regrettably,
physicists blindly follow mathematicians and postulate that spacetime
can be modeled with dead frozen manifolds that are Hausdorff, second
countable and C∞, and that all fields were C∞.)

But the bag itself is not made of apples. It only shows particular
gathering-together (Zusammenfassung) of determined and well-
distinguished objects into a whole (zu einem Ganzen), as explained by
Georg Cantor. The whole is produced by the binding
(Zusammenfassung) itself, and is invariant property of all sets. I will
call this object Holon, after Arthur Koestler, and denote it with  Hi .
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Notice that the Holon is both a 'whole' and a 'part'. It cannot possess
any particular or 'speakable' property that belongs to any set element
(e.g., an apple). In this sense,  Hi  is an 'empty set'. If we denote the
set of apples above with A, its Holon corresponds to 'an ideal apple per
se' (Plato) and therefore cannot form a 'set', because the Holon has
undecidable cardinality of all possible (not real) set of apples -- see p.
269 in the textbook by Hrbacek and Jech.

Also, all real apples must be separated by an absolutely empty set, like
the ]dark strips[ in a film reel: see (2.3) here. This absolutely empty
set is also invariant property of all sets, and is opposite to the
speakable 'zero something' between apples (e.g., air as non-apple).
This absolutely empty set cannot possess any particular speakable
property that belongs to any set element either. In MST this 'absolutely
empty set' is denoted with  0i . Notice that  Hi  and  0i  themselves
are 'absolutely empty' and cannot be distinguished on the basis of what
they are not, such as any speakable property of set elements.

Hence the union (Sic!) of  Hi  (the Holon) and the absolutely empty
set  0i  denotes what we call potential reality. In the drawing below,
borrowed from Eric Schechter (December 5, 2009),  Hi  is depicted with
red line, and  0i  with red dots ]between[ the numbers (Weyl, p. 90)
which belong only to Archimedean topology.

  

C Є Hi U 0i 

The local mode of spacetime must have infinitesimal "curvature"
(cf. Addendum 6) in order to obtain Archimedean topology in
which
"the derivative of y with respect to x is the limit of the ratio of
differences Δy/Δx as Δx becomes infinitesimal" (Wiki): see
Thomson's lamp paradox and Sec. 2.3 here.

From the perspective of the local (physical) mode of spacetime
endowed with Archimedean topology, we interpret  Hi U 0i  as "two"
objects and try -- wrongly! -- to attach dimensions to "them", as if 
Hi  would be the extreme case of 'infinitely large' obtained with
actual/completed infinity, while  0i  would match 'infinitely small' or
"zero" obtained also with actual/completed infinity. As a result, we
encounter the puzzle of emergent Archimedean topology, relevant only
to finite objects (e.g., apples), as explained previously in Addendum 1.

But in fact,  Hi U 0i  is ONE object endowed with non-Archimedean
topology, and the red line & red dots is absolutely everywhere,
because at every instant 'now' (Fig. 4) the whole Universe passes
through God exactly at actual/completed infinity, once-at-a-time: see
Fig. 3.2 in Addendum 2.
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Notice that, according to Aristotle, actual/completed infinity "cannot
exist even as an idea in the mind of a human" (Wiki). True, because
otherwise we would be able to understand God. But if we can, it won't
be God, because we will immediately move further by potential infinity.
The same argument applies to Aristotelian Unmoved Mover.

NB: It is precisely because of the actual (completed) infinity that we
have limit and can use calculus (see the drawing above) and
Archimedean topology. But this limit must never be reachable by
potential infinity, because the latter cannot stop in principle. In other
words, we have Archimedean topology and can use numbers (Weyl, p.
90) thanks to the instant 'now' (Fig. 4) at which the whole Universe is
passing (present continuous) through God exactly at actual infinity. In
notations: Luke 17:21 Є {0, ∞}. The no-boundary proposal is depicted
with the first drawing below, adopted from Wiki; the second drawing
shows the center point C at actual infinity, C Є {0, ∞}, at which
equation xy = 1 is converted to Eq. 1 above.

  

See Relative Scale (RS) gravity
in Addendum 4

The universe is like a ring with no circumference, for the
circumference (C) is nowhere, and the center (C) is
everywhere: Luke 17:21 Є {0, ∞}. Prior to The Beginning (John
1:1), there was no spacetime viz. no circumference (C) and no
center (C). After The Beginning, all topological points have dual
topology (Fig. 4): all sets are both closed in the past and open in
the future, in line with the doctrine of trialism. We are "Eskimos"
and our habitat is 3-D "balloon surface" within which spacetime is
open in the future by potential infinity, as well as closed in the
past by actual infinity, which makes our topology dual, like the
notion of 'trunk'.

Hi U 0i  has non-Archimedean topology and corresponds to potential
states of matter and fields, resembling the "memory" of the Universe.
The latter has dual topology: see NB above and the interface 'now' in
Fig. 4 here. Notice that in Maximal Set Theory (MST)  Hi  is extended
to its final "limit", the "set" of all sets.

The eye of the Universe, in line with the doctrine of trialism
and biocausality: (i) reality (physical and potential) is
complemented by (ii) not evolving and always "colorless"
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Noumenon, and the union of (i) & (ii) exists as (iii) ONE, also
known as God (Luke 17:21) or 'the "set" of all sets'. It (not "He")
is endowed with self-action, which is why it shows up as purely
mathematical object with no physical origin (recall the Unmoved
Mover), and many academic scholars interpret the self-action of
the universe as "dark". The colorless Noumenon is remnant from
the Beginning (John 1:1) and may be presented with one single
colorless point (not shown), with equation of state  1x1 = 1 
(resembling point A in the drawing above), which is converted by
God at the Beginning to Eq. 1 here, and continues to be
converted at every instant 'now', as we speak. The colorless
Noumenon is opposite to 'zero something' and can never be
explicated to become knowable, not even during an infinite
(potential infinity) explicable universe. Otherwise the explicated or
"colored" universe will soon or later cease to exist and the
Universe will switch back to the Beginning (John 1:1). Thank God,
this is impossible. Or is it?

NB: The "set" of all sets (iii) is not a 'set' anymore, because its Holon 
Hi  has reached the ultimate limit of our cognition. The final  Hi  cannot
pertain to any 'set', because every set is relational and obtains its
meaning with respect to another set, while this final pseudo-set of all
sets contains absolutely all sets, and has the largest  Hi  complemented
by the absolutely empty set  0i . This is the hallmark of MST: The
union of  Hi  and  0i . It is incomprehensible to humans, because it is
simply ONE (Luke 17:21), and there is nothing else to which it can be
compared. It is the inexhaustible source of potential reality (cf. the
kaleidoscope metaphor above), being 'things which have never so far
been considered'.

To demonstrate the existence of potential reality (example in GR here),
consider three sayings, which form a comprehensible set:

1. All are not hunters that blow the horn.
2. La robe ne fait pas le médecin.
3. Es ist nicht jeder ein Koch, der ein lang Messer trägt.

The Holon of this set of sayings is UNspeakable. It is perfectly clear,
although has nothing to do with horns, gowns (pardon my French), nor
knives, and is perfectly distinguishable from the Holon of another set,
for example, 'it never rains but it pours'. In Mandarin, this UNspeakable
Holon can be literally translated as 不 已 一 驚人. But it's the same,
and has nothing to do with rain. The topology of the UNspeakable
potential reality is non-Archimedean, because combining two or more
Holons yields again a Holon. There is no physical metric in the
"colorless" potential reality to distinguish different Holons based on
'before vs after, 'inside' vs 'outside' or 'left' vs 'right'.

The two sets of sayings demonstrate two UNspeakable and perfectly
identifiable instances of 'potential reality', but there is nothing physical
that "separates" them. Just an "empty set" embedded in 'the "set" of all
sets', Hi U 0i : see 'the eye of the Universe' above.

Notice that in classical physics we never have the effect of UNspeakable
potential reality. For if you buy a fridge, you can be certain that the
same fridge was previously in some warehouse, and was only
transported to your kitchen, in line with Special Relativity. For example,
if you look at the Sun, you will see a state of the Sun, which has been
'objective reality out there' 8 min prior to the instant of your
observation, as recorded by your wristwatch. And at the same instant of
your observation, the Sun does possess an objective (not potential)
state 'out there', which will be available to you for observation after 8
min. The same applies to your fridge.

Not so in Quantum Theory -- the quantum sate (never in plural) is
potential reality. Enter the world of imaginary numbers. Their
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"distilled" projections at the length scale of tables and chairs are
associated with Hermitian operators and are inevitably presented with
real numbers, which leads to the most widely known public secret in
theoretical physics: localization.

If the quantum sate were physical reality, it couldn't have non-
commuting observables. For example, an electron, just like a Frisbee,
would have position and momentum pertaining to one point from 1-D
Euclidean space which we use to model (local mode of) time, as read
with your wristwatch. The potential reality, on the other hand,
corresponds to the so-called global mode of time, which is non-physical
and corresponds to a pocket of propensities for future actualization and
converting into 1-D physical (blue) time -- one-at-a-time and with
certainty. The rest of potential states literally don't matter for this
instant of actualization (which is why the so-called wavefunction
collapse is highly effective, albeit incomprehensible, calculation tool),
and are kept available for the next instant 'now'. If these potential
states were physical, the vacuum energy would amount to 10113 Joules
per cubic meter -- reductio ad absurdum. This problem is known since
1930s, and is recognized as "the worst theoretical prediction in the
history of physics!" (Wiki).

The solution is very simple: the potential reality does not belong to
the linear continuum -- see Q.E.D. above. Yet physicists and
mathematicians don't care about their crucial problems and totally
ignore Erwin Schrödinger:

In general, a variable has no definite value before I measure it;
then measuring it does not mean ascertaining the value that it
has.
But then what does it mean?

It means that in the quantum world 'out there' all explicated,
physicalized (blue) presentations of potential (red) quantum reality are
like Wheeler's "cloud". At any instant 'now' (Fig. 4), there exists one
and only one such presentation -- with certainty (100% ontological
probability). The rest don't matter, because they are not being
physicalized and are kept UNspeakable and indefinable: "a variable has
no definite value before I measure it" (Erwin Schrödinger). In the
context of Schrödinger's cat, the quantum cat (never in plural) is
UNspeakable "colorless" potential reality (quantum "dough"), which
belongs to (Hi U 0i), and is never "observed" nor "collapsed": {Cat per
se} ≠ |alive cat> + |dead cat>. Here we have Hilbert space with
dimension 2 (dim(H) = 2), and a quantum set of two physicalizable
members. We can physically observe only one physicalized quantum
state at a time, either |alive cat> or |dead cat>, and may gather the
impression that all physilalizable quantum states can be physicalized.
But thanks to Kochen-Specker Theorem, in dim(H)≥ 3 some percentage
(Granström, p. 2) of all set members will be un-colorizable in
principle, so the cardinality of such quantum set cannot be defined in
principle. This explains the notions of physilalizable and physicalized
quantum states: in dim(H)≥ 3, some percentage of the physilalizable
quantum states are never physicalized and will always remain
"colorless" -- UNspeakable and indefinable. For more, check out pp. 4-
5 from sheeple.pdf and the ATM metaphor at the end of MST.txt.
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Stated differently, the infamous "time parameter" in Schrödinger
equation is neither some "absolute" Newtonian time nor the time
parameter in the classical Maxwell equations, because it refers to the
atemporal cat Macavity, which always lives at null surfaces and works
only when there is nobody to look at it (see 2.3 here). (The same
applies to gravity, as "the dynamical data do not explicitly include a
time variable," Kuchar). Thus, Quantum Theory (not the current QM
textbooks) is automatically reconciled with Special Relativity, because
the UNspeakable quantum state is always residing as 'potential reality'
(not "hidden physical states") in the past light cone of all performed
measurements (unperformed measurements have no results, Peres).

To obtain quantum sets and quantum topology, in MST we extend this
phenomenon to each and every topological point, as obtained in the
ultimate limit shown in the drawing from Lakoff and Núñez above. To
be precise, every topological point is being re-created as one single
"apple", once-at-a-time, and we can attach real numbers (not
necessarily integers) to it, because such "apple" or "cloud" is
individuated and singled out at this unique instant/interface 'now'.

Hence at every 'here and now' from the Arrow of Space (see Addendum
6), all uncountably infinite topological points are uniquely defined --
once-at-a-time -- and their "boundary" is their potential reality: the
colorless  Hi U 0i .

NB: This is the essence of 'no-boundary proposal': the "boundary" of
each and every topological point is the union of "colorless"  Hi U 0i 
called potential reality in Fig. 4 here. Every finite area of spacetime with
finite size and finite duration has Archimedean topology presented with
numbers, and contains the same invariant, numberless, uncountably
infinite, indefinable, and undecidable no-boundary  Hi U 0i . There are
no special dark blue "endpoints", as depicted wrongly in the drawing
from Wiki below. There can be no "endpoints" within the 4-D surface
(local mode of spacetime) of the inflating (by "dark energy") balloon
(cf. Sec. 2.3 here).

To sum up, let me explain the 'bag of apples' and 'the eye of the
Universe' above. The union of the absolutely "colorless" Noumenon and
all already explicated potential states constitutes 'potential reality'. The
latter resembles the "memory" of the Brain of the Universe, and is
marked in 'the eye of the Universe' with red. In fact, there is no
borderline between the explicated red "memory" and its absolutely
"colorless" and absolutely UNspeakable numberless source. The physical
part of the Brain of the Universe (matter and physical fields) is
highlighted in blue, and is "separated" from its potential red "memory"
placed in the potential future of the Arrow of Space (Fig. 1 in
Addendum 6 below) by the interface 'now', as depicted in Fig. 4 here.
The union of 'the bag itself' ( Hi ) and the Nothingness ]between[ the
apples (0i) constitutes the potential reality (global mode of spacetime),
while the already explicated physical part of the Brain of the Universe is
placed in the past (local mode of spacetime). If we look at the
potential reality from the perspective of its physicalized (Sic!)
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explications in the past (local mode of spacetime), it will resemble
vacuum energy, and if we look at the same potential reality ("trunk")
from the perspective of its explication as mind and cognition, it will look
like UNspeakable mind and cognition and unconscious knowledge.

The important lesson is that the energy of the Universe, responsible for
its self action, does not come exclusively from its physicalized "apples"
cast in the past, so if people try to find it there, they will fail miserably
and can only call it "dark". Do not ever think of 'the Bridge' between
your brain and the Brain of the Universe as "dark". The potential reality
is dual phenomenon -- the UNspeakable common source of matter and
psyche. We are "Eskimos" and can only see two complementary and
pre-correlated (Leibniz) presentations of potential reality ("trunk"),
matter & psyche (Wolfgang Pauli), which spring jointly from 'the perfect
monad without windows' (Leibniz). No need for any "dark stuff",
"anthropic principles", nor "very special state" (R. Wald). We are not
"bartenders" (Addendum 2) and don't need "the worst theoretical
prediction in the history of physics!" (Wiki). No thanks.

D. Chakalov
March 31, 2014
Latest update on December 9, 2014, 09:24 GMT

Addendum 6

I have sent the link to this website to hundreds of physicists and
mathematicians, yet still haven't received any reply whatsoever. Perhaps
my explanation was somehow unclear and people couldn't understand it,
and then didn't even bother to respond. Let me try again.

The Archimedean topology is applicable only and exclusively only to
objects of finite size (e.g., the size of an apple is "neighborhood" for
apple's center). Such topology cannot in principle be extended to
fundamental topological objects, because you will inevitably hit insoluble
paradoxes from it -- see the "red diamond" above. No, you cannot
"separate" topological points like 'apples in a bag'.

NB: Every topological point, P, is "separable" only within its own
structure: P = AB = ds/dt, as shown here. Points are not separable
"between" them. Points cannot be identified as individual entities: see
the drawings from Bob Franzosa above.

Look at the point denoted with number 1 in the drawing from Lakoff and
Núñez above. If you think of it as an individual entity, which was
identified with the recipe "other than 0" (Adam and Franzosa), then all
topological points must be identifiable as well. Any of them and all of
them.

This is Archimedean topology based on Baldy's Law above. It is used,
for example, in metrology to define 'international second' as exactly
"9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition
between the two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the caesium
133 atom" (Wiki). If you denote one such period with P, the symbolic
presentation of 'international second' will be like this:

    [P]  gap  [P]  gap  [P]  gap  [P] ...

Notice that the duration of P is finite. Hence in metrology you build a
finite 'international second' from finite number of finite P. Here 'finite'
means any value of some physical parameter, such that there are both
larger and smaller values of the same parameter.

But then you apply this Archimedean topology to identify topological
points by "instructing" P to approach asymptotically zero, under the
condition that somewhere down the infinite road to zero the size of P
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will indeed hit the ultimate limit of being "infinitesimal". How do you
know that such ultimate limit exists? You simply presume that at this
ultimate infinitesimal limit, P will indeed hit  ds/dt  because the ]gap[
will hit the ultimate limit zero: see the recipe for obtaining a circle in
Addendum 3.

But zero of what ? One answer would be to use some brand new
'idealized numbers' (Leibniz), provided that such 'idealized numbers' do
not refer to anything physical anymore, just like the grin of the
Cheshire cat without the cat, as observed by Alice (see Addendum 1).
Such special "numbers" and "hyperreal fields" were explored by A.
Robinson, but they didn't help with the question above. Why? Because
we cannot unite (Sic!) the numbers used to denote  P  with the
UNspeakable Emptiness of the gap . Surely the gap exists but without
any numbers ]in-between[, otherwise all points P will have to fuse into
one. But no numbers can be associated with the gap itself, because the
gap is the Noumenon in 'the eye of the Universe' above. We cannot
apply the question 'zero of what ?' to the Noumenon. It is opposite to
'zero something' and is absolutely UNspeakable.

This is the essence of the continuum and its non-Archimedean topology.
The Archimedean topology is not valid anymore. If you still decide to
use it, the "number" of points in the continuum of points (Kurt Gödel)
will be decidable, just like the exact number of apples in the bag of
apples above. You would claim that such Archimedean topology is also
valid for the Planck length and then define 'one meter' by multiplying
Planck length by 1.6 x 1035 (see Addendum 1). You may be uncertain
about your calculation of the exact number of spacetime points
constituting 'one meter', but such uncertainty will be epistemological,
because there will be an exact number of spacetime points in Nature.
Then the law of continuity, as defined in the standard calculus texts of
the 1800's, will be the law of Nature, because the consecutive points of
the line will indeed succeed each other 'without any interval'. Just like
there are no apples between apples in the bag above, you will claim
that there is nothing related to points between the consecutive points,
and that all points are countable, and the cardinality of the continuum
is decidable and therefore has a limit -- exactly at one single individual
point, after which there is again 'nothing', ad infinitum.

Then of course Georg Cantor will be wrong. He will be "scientific
charlatan" (Leopold Kronecker) and you will be able to reach infinity --
twice, like Chuck Norris.

The only possible way to build the perfect continuum of topological
points is with the Arrow of Space below, shown previously in Fig. 1
here.

 
No-boundary proposal: the union Hi
U 0i produces continual topological
points without any real separator
"between" points nor real boundary
at 'the whole': no numbers can be
inserted ]between[ topological points
nor at their set boundary.
Arrow of Space: at every instant
'now' (Fig. 4), the continuum is being
re-created  and individuated by
different physical content and
invariant numberless  Hi U 0i . The
dynamics of the Arrow of Space
assembles 4-D spacetime and makes
it stable. A static configuration of the
continuum is impossible, just like we
can ride a bike only in motion.
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Fig. 1

NB: The imaginary (I use imaginary numbers) distance ]between[
consecutive instances of topological points P along the Arrow of Space
belongs to the colorless  Hi U 0i  above. The topological points cannot
fuse in the assembled 4-D Archimedean spacetime (local mode of
spacetime), because they are being re-created anew, once-at-a-time, at
the interface 'now' (Fig. 4). Hence the physical spacetime (local mode
of spacetime) obtains four topological dimensions by atemporal
assembling of re-created and unique (Heraclitus) topological points
along the Arrow of Space.

To understand the perfect continuum of topological points and its non-
Archimedean topology, try the Gedankenexperiment below, based on
the "speed" of light (see 'clapping hands' here).

Think of the four "slices" of the Universe, produced by the Arrow of
Space (cf. the drawing above), as snapshots from a dark room, taken
by your camera equipped with a flash. You cannot see the "dark room",
and since you are located in such physical (also called 'local') mode of
spacetime made from "flashes" of instances 'here and now', you will
consider the sequence of such flashes to be a perfect continuum. The
"dark room" is the union Hi U 0i above, called 'potential reality'. It is
invisible (colorless) due to the "speed" of light, and atemporal because
it lives on null surfaces; more from September 2011. I call it 'global
mode of spacetime'.

To better understand the "dark room", imagine you record a video from
a moving train:

Fix your camera on a tripod and record 1s from the train in motion.
Suppose you're shooting with 30 frames per second, so your video is
made of 30 different instantaneous snapshots of the train in motion. If
you can record 9,192,631,770 frames per second, you may claim that
you have reproduced an 'international second' (see above), but no
physical device can reproduce such 'international second' without any
gaps ]between[ the instantaneous frames, and you will be using
Archimedean topology, as explained with the bags of apples above.
Even if you use the so-called "inflationary epoch" to identify 'the
smallest tick of time' -- "10−36 seconds after the Big Bang" (Wiki) --
you will be again using numbers and Archimedean topology, and
nothing can help you understand what physical phenomenon could
possibly identify 'the smallest ticks of time' and separate them by a
numerically smaller object, resembling the dark strips in a film reel.
Worst of all, there will be a finite "time interval" of 10−36 seconds,
which actually cannot possess metric anymore, so you can't say that it
is were roughly 10−36 seconds, and this UNphysical beast will be short-
circuited with the physical spacetime "after" it. Bad idea, because
negative energy densities will be detectable. Moreover, spacetime points
can be identified only and exclusively only by positive energy densities.

You need non-Archimedean topology to hide the Zen state of the entire
Universe as ONE, and record absolutely all different instances of the
train at rest within  [one second] , that is, the absolutely smooth
motion of the train, included (Sic!) the first frame and the last one (cf.
no-boundary proposal above). Let's assume that such task is possible as
Gedankenexperiment, and think of the "number" (N) of snapshots you
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will have to record within [1s]. Well, N will be undecidable, because it
is uncountably infinite. The sensor of your camera will record
uncountably infinite (not just four or any countable number)
topological points constituting a finite region of 3-D space and a finite
duration of 1-D time (as recorder with your wristwatch), which we call
4-D (local mode of) spacetime. But no physical phenomenon can
achieve this task: Mens agitat molem (Virgil, The Aeneid, Ch. 6, 727).
In German, Virgil's statement reads Der Geist bewegt die Materie (the
mind moves the matter). The Unmoved Mover cannot be observed, and
the train will indeed become self acting.

To understand how the future railway of the train becomes potential
quantum reality (Heisenberg), see Sec. 2.1 here. If two or more trains
are correlated along null surfaces in the invisible (due to the speed of
light) "dark strips" from your video, they will exhibit a holomovement
resembling the wave-like movement of the legs of a centipede or that
of a school of fish (see Sec. 2.2 here), and will negotiate in the "dark
strips" (global mode of spacetime) their next, pre-correlated state
(see Wheeler's "cloud" above), which will be explicated and physicalized
from/by the union Hi U 0i  in their next instant 'here and now'. The
quantum railway and train will be quasi-local, yet they will evolve along
a perfectly continual trajectory as well. Ditto to the human brain and its
potential brain (BrainMonad). The so-called quantum jumps
(verdammten Quantenspringerei, Erwin Schrödinger) are artifacts of
inanimate measuring devices which cannot possess a spectrum of
potential states presented in their potential future, which is why the
potential quantum reality (Heisenberg) is forced to break its quantum
correlations by irreversible and stochastic "jumps" to macroscopic
states: see pp. 4-5 in sheeple.pdf. This is the key to understanding
quantum-gravitational potential reality at the roots of all living
creatures, the human brain included. Contrary to Einstein's opinion, we
claim that gravitational waves exist, but they cannot be studied at
asymptotic null infinity, as Bondi tried in 1961 (Bondi news) and
Penrose in 1963. Namely, in Relative Scale gravity (see below), we have
quantum-gravitational waves of potential, yet-to-be physicalized reality
(see p. 8 in sheeple.pdf), which is dubbed 'the Bridge'. As Einstein
wrote to Max Born in 1944, "No doubt the day will come when we will
see whose instinctive attitude was the correct  one."

The next step is Relative Scale (RS) gravity (Addendum 4): the
macroscopic train above is depicted in the middle, and it will be "larger"
toward intergalactic scale viz. "smaller" toward Planck length.

Who has "the right" meter and second and "the right" scale factor?
Nobody. With respect to the macroscopic train at the length scale of
tables and chairs, the "large" and the "small" trains will be two trains
different in size, and they will be positioned in two opposite directions
(Addendum 4). With respect to the macroscopic train, this observation
is correct. But with respect to the "large" and "small" trains, their size
remain invariant (Sic!) due to the alteration of 'one meter' in the
"large" viz. "small". In fact, the size of a large galaxy (e.g., 1.4 million
light years) and the size of a proton (about 1.6 fm) contain the same
uncountably infinite topological points, and the "large" and the "small"
trains will conflate and interpenetrate each other, because they have
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the same size at the Large and the Small. They will be "different" and
"opposite" in size only with respect to the macroscopic train. The
mutual fusion and penetration of space is called in MST entanglement of
space, denoted with  Espace , and it ranges within an open interval,

Espace Є (0, ∞)  (Eq. 2).

Again, God as mathematical object is located exactly at
actual/completed infinity. In notations: (Luke 17:21) Є {0, ∞}.

I stressed above that the local mode of spacetime must have
infinitesimal "curvature" in order to obtain Archimedean topology and
differentiable structure (Rathin Sen), but did not explain the "gluing" of
these topological points by the Universe as ONE, which was dubbed the
Archimedean Connection (AC) in November 2007. We postulate that
God is located exactly at actual/completed infinity, and it (not "He")
re-creates continuum of topological points in both spatial and temporal
directions (cf. Fig. 1) viz. topological dimensions of the explicated
universe (see the kaleidoscope metaphor above). This is a genuine
Phoenix Universe, because it is being re-created at every instant 'now'
by God as mathematical object. The phenomenon is called the
Archimedean Connection (AC), and it is based on biocausality: the
notion of causality ("the effect must belong to the future light cone,"
Wiki) is preserved, yet 'passing influences via God' is along time and
space; hence the term 'Arrow of Space'. Details available upon request.

The entanglement of space (Eq. 2) has "two" indistinguishable -- in fact,
ONE -- limit at which the interval above is closed. This is also the limit
of human cognition, because we certainly cannot understand God. We
can only describe it (not "Him") mathematically, which is the scope of
MST.

The Archimedean topology and Baldy's Law (see above) are strictly
valid for inanimate macroscopic world with effectively infinitesimal value
of Espace, while for larger values of Espace we expect The Bridge and
brain-controlled spacetime engineering (SE), and for values approaching
infinity we model the Brain of the Universe as effectively ONE. The
phenomenon of entanglement (Schrödinger suggested Verschränkung)
cannot be explained with Archimedean topology, because the statement
'A and B are "partly" separable and "partly" inseparable, because are
"partly" entangled into ONE' does not make sense with bivalent logic.

In summary, if your brain is entangled with a set of quantum-
gravitational "trains" via their intact (no "quantum jumps") and
potential quantum world, you can alter (see Sec. 3 here) the creation
of every next point from their quasi-local and perfectly continual
trajectory, and induce all "trains" to reach your desired destination (see
natural healing). I call this hypothetical 'potential to potential'
connection The Bridge.

Check out also the Brain of the Universe. I hope by Christmas 2014 to
say more on the crucial standing wave of potential reality
(see biocausality), which supposedly results from two atemporal
imaginary waves in the global mode of spacetime. These two waves are
purely imaginary, because their real part is an "empty set":  Hi U 0i  of
potential (positive & negative) mass. There should be a cancellation
(not "collapse") mechanism based on their imaginary phase (see Sec. 3
here), such that 'all but one' potential states are being cancelled --
once-at-a-time -- at every next physicalized state from the quantum
trajectory of the train above. Hence the real quantum train will always
have positive mass, but we should be able to alter the potential reality
of Macavity (see above) with a human brain connected to The Bridge,
and produce a REIM drive. This will be a bona fide spacetime
engineering (SE). Tough. See my current expectations in Sec. 4 here.

Please don't hesitate to ask questions. Anything you cannot understand
will be entirely my fault.
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If you don't like Maximal Set Theory, try to explain the spacetime itself
("blank canvas", see above) only and exclusively only with its "colored"
constituents, that is, derive the time-orientability, the continuum of
spacetime points (no "missing points" can be detected due to the speed
of light), and the phenomenon of causality (passing influences from the
past to the future) only from physical stuff. Feel free to use the current
set theory plus Higgs field, good and bad ghosts, exotic baryons, or
crystal balls, whichever comes first. There is absolutely nothing
resembling 'law and order' in the "spacetime foam" to raise a robust
Lorentzian metric within 10-30 seconds "after" the "big bang", or even
much earlier at 10-35 seconds "after" the "big bang", when the universe
were about 1 cm across, and a causally connected region would have
been only 10-24 cm across (the horizon problem). The Beginning was
not an "inflation" of some pre-existing space endowed with pre-existing
metric, so you cannot use spatial and temporal notions to speculate
about 10-30 seconds "after" the "big bang", in order to "increase" the
"size" of the universe by a factor of 1078 and then safely keep the
Lorentzian metric for at least 13.73 billion years rooted on the Planck
length at which "points become fuzzy and locality looses any precise
meaning." Forget it.

D. Chakalov
April 6, 2014
Latest update on September 23, 2014, 10:07 GMT
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Have you seen Alien Visiting Craft (AVC)?

  

According to your government officials, AVCs don't exist.
Point is, they're here. Perhaps we can reproduce their AVCs
with REIM: see Sec. 3 below.

The Bridge

This web page is under construction and will be available later this year
(Addendum 5). The intended video presentation (see the title above),
which I hope to deliver by Christmas 2014, is based on my proposal sent
to U.S. Department of Energy in March 1994.

In a nutshell, I am trying to explain the physics of the human brain, and
the only way to proceed is to model 'the Universe as ONE' as a brain, and
then apply this model back to the human brain. The model predicts brand
new effects due to a hypothetical bridge of the two "brains", the human
one and 'the brain of the Universe'. This hypothetical bridge is their
common "colorless" potential reality stored in their common potential
future (more below).

Mathematically, the potential reality carries the very UNspeakable Idea
(Plato) which acts as set-forming "container" of members of every set
(Cantor), yet does not belong to any individual member of its own set. It
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is explicated by every "colored" member of its set, but is "colorless" and
does not belong to any individual member of its own set. Hence we need
Maximal Set Theory (MST) to include potential reality in the definition of
'set'. Not surprisingly, MST leads to The Gospel, as God is presented as
purely mathematical object: the total Universe as ONE, known as the "set"
of all sets. Stated differently, God is both inside of us, being explicated by
every set member, and outside of us, as it (not "He") does not belong to
any individual member of its own set. Notice, however, that 'the "set" of all
sets' is not comprehensible with human cognition, and requires zero-valent
logic YAIN, because the question about its existence is UNdecidable: it
(not "He") cannot be proved nor disproved by any theorem.

I mentioned previously (27 March 2014) that I will post at this web page a
self-recorded video in which will explain what can be expected from a
human brain embedded in 'the brain of the Universe'. Both "brains" have
common arrow of events -- potential future embodied by potential reality,
complemented by fixed past -- which we use as a "skeleton" to apply
matter on it. The model is abstract enough to be "dressed" with matter
from a human brain and from the quantum-gravitational "brain": Dead
matter makes quantum jumps; the living-and-quantum matter is smarter
(July 1998). The so-called "quantum jumps" are not quantum in nature,
but are artefacts from the macroscopic "filter" of measuring devices
through which the quantum world 'out there' is manifested at macroscopic
length scale. See the most widely known public secret in theoretical
physics: Wilson cloud chamber. There should be some kind of bridge
between the observable macroscopic track of one single quantum particle
and its "colorless", potential quantum state. You cannot explain this
experimental fact from 1911 with current QM textbooks, because such
bridge is made by energy exchange.

Werner Heisenberg tried to elaborate on these potential quantum states in
his lectures Physics and Philosophy (winter 1955-56) with the concept of
'potentia' in Aristotelian philosophy, which "introduced something standing
in the middle between the idea of an event and the actual event, a strange
kind of physical reality just in the middle between possibility and reality." I
believe the concept of 'potentia' applies to gravitational interactions as
well, and extend it to potential reality of 'the brain of the Universe'.
Hypothetically, we may bridge a human brain and the brain of 'the
Universe as ONE' with their common potential reality in their common
arrow of events modeled with an Arrow of Space (Fig. 1). 

Needless to say, all this sounds crazy. But it may be 'crazy enough' (Niels
Bohr) to be true. Does anyone know the origin of gravity and quantum
entanglement? In may be one phenomenon, explicated in two "opposite
directions": see Addendum 4.

1. Potential reality & flow of events, from Plato and Heraclitus.

Panta rei conditio sine qua non est. At every instant 'now', the fleeting
state of the universe is being re-created jointly by its history in the past
and potential future (biocausality). If people ignore the input from the
potential future explained with biocausality, they will inevitably hit "the
worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!" (Wiki). Why? Because
the established academic scholars tacitly presume that the universe is
determined only and exclusively only by its states in the past. Hence they
try to explain the additional input from the potential future as coming from
the past, and all they can do is to pronounce it "dark", after M. Turner.

NB: The common feature of the human brain and 'the brain of the
Universe': At every instant 'now', the past is already fixed in the preceding
instant 'now', from which a new spectrum of future potential states is
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offered for the next instant 'now' (Fig. 4), resembling Ulric Neisser's
cognitive cycle. Metaphorically, the "intermediate" atemporal time during
which the "speed" of light has not yet assembled the physical points by
"clapping hands" (local mode of spacetime) is the "dark room". Such
"intermediate" time is not physical but absolute, because it pertains to all
physical points of "clapping hands". It carries causality only in one
"direction", which makes it retarded causality modelled with biocausality
(January 1990). If this absolute flow of causality (Sic!) were implemented
by some physical phenomenon, the latter will demolish the theory of
relativity by exposing some physical absolute time viz. absolute flow of
physical time, absolute simultaneity (John Walker), and physical Aether.
This is of course impossible, because the "intermediate" spacetime of "not
yet" absorbed-and-received photon is not physical. I called it 'global mode
of spacetime'. It pertains to the quantum state (never in plural) in
Quantum Theory: "a variable has no definite value before I measure it"
(Erwin Schrödinger).

Hence the feedback from 'the whole Universe as ONE', which is shown with
the atemporal loop "between" one single topological point (AB) in Fig. 4,
will always carry "dark" influences (like a 'hand in a glove') from the self-
action of the Universe, and these effects cannot be traced back to 'the
total Universe as ONE'. Twenty-four years after I proposed biocausality,
which automatically solves the cosmological "constant" problem known
since 1917, there is still no hint of any interest, not even 1 (one) letter or
email acknowledging the receipt of my proposal (see Addendum 7 below).
All these academic scholars play Sergeant Schultz, "I hear nothing, I see
nothing, I know nothing," yet acknowledge their "worst theoretical
prediction" (Wiki). Isn't this ridiculous?

2. Three metaphors.

2.1. Think of a train which always follows its railway, but the latter is not
pre-existing but flexible, because every next step is explicated from
potential reality (Heisenberg) -- one-at-a-time, at every next instant 'now'.

2.2. A school of fish: bi-directional negotiation between every (quasi-local)
fish and the whole school of fish as ONE, via their common potential
future embodied by potential reality (global mode of spacetime).

2.3. Movie reel assembled from instantaneous snapshots, separated by
invisible (due to the speed of light) "dark strips"  ]between[  neighboring
physical points (snapshots): perfect continuum. There "dark strips" are like
the invisible cat Macavity, which is at work only when there is nobody to
look at it. Physically, we can observe only a perfect continuum of physical
points (local mode of spacetime), identified by positive energy density, as
explained previously with an already-completed loop of atemporal offer &
confirmation wave(s), AB = ds/dt. Hence the spacetime manifold is
quantized from the outset -- every spacetime point corresponds to an
instant of "frozen" light, and the "separation" of two neighboring instances
along the Arrow of Space (Fig. 1) is made by the Noumenon in 'the eye of
the Universe'. The latter is not some "4th spatial dimension", because the
imaginary radius of the inflating (by "dark energy") balloon is being
nullified -- once-at-a-time -- in the re-assembled 4-D local (physical)
mode of spacetime to obtain its four topological dimensions within the 4-D
"surface" of the balloon. We cannot find inside this re-assembled 4-D
"surface" (local mode of spacetime) the non-Archimedean topology of
potential reality (Addendum 6), because the topological points are
indefinable: see Eq. 1 in Addendum 1. We cannot find the Beginning and
the End of the Universe from within the inflating 4-D "surface" of the
balloon, which explains the joke by Yakov Zeldovich: Long time ago, there
was a brief period of time during which there was still no time at all.
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Instead, we replace the imaginary radius of the balloon with potential
quantum-gravitational reality  Hi U 0i , as explained here, and denote the
imaginary "arrow" in the Arrow of Space with  w  (from wunderbar, after
Theodor Kaluza). Hence the dimensionless  w  matches the "dark strips"
(AB = ds/dt) ]between[ neighboring physical points of the re-assembled
4-D local (physical) mode of spacetime, and makes it a perfect continuum.

The union  Hi U 0i  is the crux of quantum sets in MST viz. quantum
geometry and topology, and it is valid for quantum, gravitational, and
living systems: Dead matter makes quantum jumps; the living-and-
quantum matter is smarter (July 1998).

No, we cannot use any numbers from the "queen of mathematics" to
identify "individual points" (oxymoron!) and eventually solve the point-
countable base problem, because the spacetime points are UNdecidable
and indefinable, and possess inherent structure and dual topology. The
"dark strips" are global mode of spacetime facilitating bi-directional
negotiations (2.2) and alterations of the potential railway (2.1).

In summary, the human mind can alter the yet-to-be-physicalized potential
states of matter (2.1), hence does not act physically on matter fixed in the
past. Due to the speed of light, we can physically observe only a self-
acting brain. As to the origin of gravity and quantum entanglement as one
phenomenon shown in two "opposite directions" (see above), we suggest
that all "fish" (2.2) are correlated in their "dark strips" (2.3), which leads
to their wave-like holomovement, without any localized "source" of such
holistic quantum-gravitational waves. Another example is the wave-like
pattern ("swathe") in the movement of centipede's legs. The case of
gravity is interpreted in the framework of trialism as follows: Einstein has
placed the "nose" (matter and physical fields) in the right-hand side, and
the "arm" (geometry) in the left-hand side of the field equations. Their
common "trunk" is still missing, which led Einstein to acknowledge (see
Addendum 1) that "this formulation was merely a makeshift in order to
give the general principle of relativity a preliminary closed-form expression.
For it was essentially no more than a theory of the gravitational field,
which was isolated somewhat artificially from a total field of as yet
unknown structure."

3. Working hypothesis.

The working hypothesis is about modulating the imaginary phase of
quantum-gravitational "waves" of yet-to-be-physicalized potential states of
matter which pertain jointly (the Bridge) to the human brain and 'the brain
of the Universe'. Notice that phase modulation of quantum waves does not
require energy input, and should be performed effortlessly, just like we (or
rather our own "unmoved mover") move our thoughts by self action of our
brains. Ditto to the "brain" of the Universe. The human thoughts are
interpreted as subjective qualia from potential reality, with permanently
(unlike REIM) eliminated inertia; see 'the grin of the Cheshire cat without
the cat' in Addendum 1. In brief, it may be possible to produce REIM by
switching to "free fall" state, that is, by manipulating the Arrow of Space in
Fig. 4.

4. The Bridge.

Let me explain what I believe can be expected if I try to bridge my brain
with our common quantum-gravitational 'brain of the Universe'.

4.1. Nothing. One optimistic explanation of such result could be that the
theory is still too general (e.g., the origin of gravity) and cannot offer
correct and precise track toward enhancing the binding phenomenon in my
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brain. If so, my whole project could be 'a bridge too far', and I may never
see the light in the tunnel.

4.2. Second brain stroke (Addendum 5). It may easily kill me, of course.

4.3. Full success of the Bridge! Well, I really don't know when this might
happen and exactly what would be the final result. I do expect REIM, but
you never know with the future.

4.4. The Unknown Unknown? This is the beauty of science! Currently,
everything in (4.3) is still 'things we know that we don't know', and the
Bridge might reveal what I still do not know that I don't know. Who could
ask for more?

Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition!

D. Chakalov
March 28, 2014
Latest update on May 29, 2014, 12:18 GMT

Addendum 7

I elaborated on Sec. 4 above, on July 28, 2015.

Information available upon request.

D. Chakalov
April 3, 2014
Latest update on July 29, 2015, 20:17 GMT
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Abstract

At every instant 'now' the spacetime points are determined by matter, and
have dual structure: the spacetime it is both irreversibly fixed in the past
and indefinable in the future. At every instant 'now' points emerge, and
have structure (FR = 1) exhibited with Point I and Points II.

Every point is emerging -- one-at-a-time -- in the Arrow of Space as dual
object: it is both irreversibly fixed in the past by Points II and "open"
(indefinable by matter) in Point I (global mode of spacetime). The
"separator" between Point I and Points II is the instant 'now'. The Cauchy
limit is the final endpoint C (Point I) from which Points II emerge in the
irreversible past as perfect continuum (called local mode of spacetime) in
which dt/ds is effectively non-existent, while at the same instant 'now' the
initial Point I offers the next 'open set' of re-created Points II to be chosen
from the potential future of the Arrow of Space in the next elementary step
dt/ds. Because every point is dual object, it is also suggested that the logic
of propositions and truth statements must be YAIN (Yes And neIN).

 

FR = 1
 

The Universe has indefinable boundary at  C .  No function can be defined on
the very endpoint  C  (Point I). In the Cauchy limit Ansatz  [ε(..........)ε] ,
the untraceable endpoint  C  is excluded by using open intervals only. Surely
with actual infinity we can think like bartenders and obtain the physical
Points II (always in plural), but never the endpoint  C  (Point I) itself.

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Hoogen2


rx ry = 1 (multiplicative identity)

--- --->  C  <--- ---

Perfectly smooth torus-sphere transition via endpoint  C  in the
so-called global mode of spacetime of Point I (the Universe as ONE).

The small red circle contains the Dedekind cut  C  in the infinite, unphysical,
and non-Archimedean spacetime (Point I) of the loop 'now' (see below),
obtained with actual infinity. An asymptotically flat spacetime (called flash or
slice) corresponds to the local (physical) mode of spacetime. It is made of
physical Points II which can be individuated with matter (the Cheshire cat)
and hence obtain point-like numbers, included imprecise ones from
irrationals.

The four quadrants below are mirror images obtained by replacing (t) with
(-t) and 'left' with 'right' (not shown). The atemporal loop 'now' is nested
within Point I (endpoint C) in the non-Archimedean global mode of
spacetime.

 

 

 

          Atemporal loop 'now'

Spacetime quadrants in Relative Scale
gravity (the favicon of this website is
inserted as decoration only)

 

Outline

In Relative Scale (RS) gravity, the emergence of asymptotic boundaries of spacetime in
the Large (B) and the emergence of physical points in the Small (B) are produced en
bloc by Point I , with Points II. We shall introduce Point I: a non-Archimedean,
uncountably infinite, purely geometrical (a grin without the Cheshire cat), and potential
(yet-to-become physicalized) entity inhabiting the so-called global mode of spacetime
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from which the Cauchy limit and Dedekind Schnitt (C) are projected in the local
(physical) mode of spacetime by Points II -- one-at-a-time along the Arrow of Space. In
RS gravity, the whole local (physical) mode of spacetime (called also flash) is being re-
created en bloc in two directions, toward the Large (B) and the Small (B), starting from
A (multiplicative identity) in null "directions".

In a nutshell, our Ansatz explains the limit/cutoff (C) by replacing the options 'either
finite or zero' in Archimedean geometry with emergence (always with unit probability)
of unique flashes from the global mode of spacetime -- one-flash-at-a-time along the
Arrow of Space. With Archimedean geometry only, the Cauchy limit and Dedekind Schnitt
(C) bring two alternatives: either (i) always finite (hence never zero) dt/ds increments
in spacetime, or (ii) always zero. The solution is to include non-Archimedean geometry
as well, and use the instant 'now' in the Arrow of Space as separator: option (i)
belongs to 'potential reality' (Point I), while option (ii) pertains to ever-increasing past
(Points II).

Stated differently, Point I is yet-to-be-physicalized Macavity state (Adam Helfer) of
potential negative-positive mass pairs (Belletête and Paranjape, pp. 6-7), called here
pure dark energy, while Points II are individuated only by positive matter (Brill and
Jang, 1980; Hans Ohanian).

Thus, the Universe remains in indefinable ONE state at Point I, to allow for its potential
future, and at the same time (Sic!) is fixed by Points II in its ever-increasing past.

This is the only possible solution to the problems of set theory and Continuum
Hypothesis: the "carrier" acting within dt/ds has been set to zero (perfect continuum)
by the "speed" of light, hence producing an ever-increasing past by Points II, while at
the same time the potential, yet-to-become physical state of the universe is presented
with uncountably infinite (no metric can be defined on null surfaces) and purely
geometrical Point I (the grin without the cat) residing in the indefinable non-
Archimedean global mode of spacetime.

 

The Aristotelian Connection (AC) along the w-axis of
the Arrow of Space
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Taking the risk to be terribly boring again, I will introduce an example for 'potential
reality' from General Relativity (GR): the reference fluid and 'individuating field'. For
reasons which I haven't been able to understand in the past 40 years, people frantically
believe that GR were 'classical theory'. But it isn't, because it can't. Surely GR is not
quantum theory, but is not classical theory either. In addition to the arguments from
Erich Kretschmann (Über den physikalischen Sinn der Relativitätspostulate, Annalen der
Physik 53 (1917) 575-614), in GR "fixation of a frame of reference and gauge
transformations are intertwined in a manner not encountered in any other area of
physics" (Peter Bergmann, 1988), which brings insurmountable problems to the reference
fluid and 'individuating field'. As John Stachel explained in 1993 (pp. 139-140), "there is
no structure on the differentiable manifold that is both independent of the metric tensor
and able to serve as an individuating field", in order to uniquely identity "the points of
the manifold by some property or properties that characterize(s) each of the points."

So, where and how does 'potential reality' fit in this century old debate?

As Clifford Will et al. put it, "the principle of general covariance, upon which general
relativity is built, implies that coordinates are simply labels of spacetime events that can
be assigned completely arbitrarily (subject to some conditions of smoothness and
differentiability). The only quantities that have physical meaning – the measurables – are
those that are invariant under coordinate transformations. One such invariant is the
number of ticks on an atomic clock giving the proper time between two events."

The first two sentences from the excerpt above are clear: an object will remain 'the
same' if we look at it from different directions, just as a house remains invariant under
different coordinates from different maps, say. These are invariants. But are they
'observables'?

NB: Not in GR, ladies and gentlemen. The invariant objects in GR resemble Platonic
ideas, which are UNspeakable and physically indefinable. If we say, for example, 'when
it rains it pours', we apply particular "coordinates" (words) to express an entity that can
be equally well expressed with many different "coordinates" (languages), because it will
always remain an invariant object, called here 'potential reality'. In GR, the same
phenomenon is called 'reference fluid' and 'individuating field', thanks to which we have
an exact 'one meter' and exact 'one second' as invariant objects. Just like Platonic
ideas, these invariants cannot be directly observable -- we can physically observe only
their "shadows" cast with different "coordinates", and of course require that "coordinates
are simply labels".

But look at the last sentence in the excerpt above: "One such invariant is the number of
ticks on an atomic clock giving the proper time between two events." I strongly disagree:
the phenomenon which creates time as  dt  cannot be temporal. Same tallies to space.

We can only try to reproduce these invariants in metrology, and inevitably use a finite
number of physical constituents. We cannot use physical Points II cast from the invariant
'one second' residing as 'potential reality' at Point I. The claim that an atomic clock
"gives" the proper time is tantamount to saying that your morning coffee is hot because
it contains many tiny little and very hot "particles".

These invariants produce the physical spacetime of Points II (local mode of spacetime).
In Relative Scale gravity, we further postulate that these invariants are dual. Namely,
they "expand" toward the Small (B) and "contract" toward the Large (B), starting from A
in null "directions", yet a co-moving observer will always observe one and the same
'meter', be it an electron or a galaxy; see below.

To cut the long story short, gravity does not produce "curvature". It only "shrinks" the
invariant 'one meter', after which bodies moves by the principle of least action, and
hence are "attracted" until they become neutralized by the opposite centrifugal force:
dynamical equilibrium. At scales larger than our solar system we encounter gravitational
"dark" effect and further at Hubble scale its mirrored effect, called "dark energy".
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This is how gravity builds up the physical universe. Simple, no?

D. Chakalov
August 6, 2013
Last updated: 17 November 2013, 13:03 GMT
 

Download printable copy, Indefinable.pdf
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'All right,' said the Cat; and this time it vanished quite slowly, beginning with
the end of the tail, and ending with the grin, which remained some time after
the rest of it had gone. 'Well! I've often seen a cat without a grin,' thought
Alice; 'but a grin without a cat! It's the most curious thing I ever say in my life!'

-----------------

Subject: Jeffrey Winicour, arXiv:gr-qc/0508097v2 and lrr-2012-2, "Please keep me updated."
Date: Fri, 5 Jul 2013 18:20:37 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxnCFjFGSNQ03o7GY=z4F9unT1HOzxtJ_+7yAfSioZgYFQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Roger Penrose <rouse@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Ezra Newman <newman@pitt.edu>,
Sergiu Klainerman <seri@math.princeton.edu>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Piotr T Chrusciel <piotr.chrusciel@univie.ac.at>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
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Niall 'O Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Steven Harris <harrissg@slu.edu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Evangelos Melas <evangelosmelas@yahoo.co.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Hermann Nicolai <Hermann.Nicolai@aei.mpg.de>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
William G Unruh <unruh@physics.ubc.ca>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <tim-torben.paetz@univie.ac.at>

Dear Dr. Winicour,

Following your request to keep you updated, may I inform you and your colleagues on the
insurmountable problems with spacetime "boundary".

As we all know, half a century ago (15 January 1963), Roger Penrose suggested the conformal
compactification recipe (via "rescaling" of the metric) of null infinity, "scri" (Asymptotic Properties of
Fields and Space-Times, Phys. Rev. Lett., 10(2), 66-68, 1963), but neither he nor anyone else has
demonstrated such asymptotic boundary at null-and-spacelike infinity. It's a package. Thus, the task
is not solved.

What you may not know is that Roger Penrose (we met in London on 16 April 2002 at Imperial
College) does not feel moral obligation to all people who quote his "golden oldie" speculations, and
hasn't acknowledge the simple fact that his recipe cannot work *in principle* for null-and-spacelike
infinity -- it is *one* boundary that cannot be determined with theorems, because it is *indefinable*
in principle.

To begin with, recall that we cannot change the uncountably infinite "number" of points by rescaling
the metric, starting from within spacetime *continuum* (Georg Cantor). We may only hope, at the
end of the day, that the spacetime might/should have some "boundary" at asymptotic null-and-
spacelike infinity, but the latter is *indefinable* to an (Eulerian) observer within spacetime.

A brief outline can be read at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Paetz

Should you and/or any of your colleagues are interested in this *indefinable* exercise (Roger isn't),
I will gladly elaborate. Please keep me updated as well.

Sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov
----

 

Note: The pre-quantum UNspeakable Kochen-Specker "state" is indefinable as well, otherwise we
may use only countable sets. Such indefinable objects complement 'physical reality' or "jackets".
The latter are re-created "slices" of asymptotically flat spacetimes (local modes of spacetime), in
which the total energy of the whole universe is indeed "conserved" ("a grin without a cat!") at this
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instant 'now' from the Arrow of Space -- one-conservation-at-a-time. However, such "conservation" is
totally unacceptable approximation (like a 'spherical cow'), because it pertains only to the so-called
"evolution equations" (see below) confined entirely within one dead frozen asymptotically flat "slice"
with fixed topology.
 

The so-called "evolution equations" can display only a dead frozen Gravitational Wave
which cannot carry any amount of 'tangible energy' (Hermann Bondi). Hence the
question of J. G. Pereira, "After all, one call always ask: where are the waves?", refers
to the assembled 4-D spacetime by the Arrow of Space. More below.
 

Claus Kiefer, Quantum Gravity, 2nd ed., 2007, p. 106.

 

Hence a 4-D spacetime is being assembled by the Arrow of Space -- one-slice-at-a-time -- with
curvature & torsion, along with inevitable "dark" effects and energy non-conservation observed only
retrospectively in the assembled 4-D spacetime. With the current version of "classical" GR, the
'universe as ONE', placed in the postulated global mode of spacetime, generates indefinable (in the
sense of Gödel's undecidable propositions) tasks, as argued above. It (not He) is the source of
emergence of spacetime by countable sets of "jackets" (recall Plato), explicated into successive 3-D
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"slices" -- one-slice-at-a-time, along the null direction of the Arrow of Space. On the very boundary
of such assembled 4-D spacetime, the topology and the metric are different, to allow for the
binding of points by the postulated Aristotelian Connection in RS gravity: It is in fact ONE dual
object with non-Archimedean geometry, which macroscopic observers describe as both infinitesimally
"small" and infinitely "large". Once we discover the proper mathematical formalism of RS gravity, we
should be able to explain the emergence of 'globally hyperbolic spacetime equipped with Lorentzian
metric', instead of introducing such 'spherical cows' by hand, as if they were produced by some
Biblical magic.

Were it possible to determine the "boundary" of spacetime to obtain some self-sufficient and fully
completed object, the latter will be inevitably self-destructive. Simple, no? KISS!

 

D. Chakalov
July 5, 2013
Last updated: July 13, 2013, 17:01:33 GMT

 

==================================================
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Subject: arXiv:1305.0777v1 [gr-qc]
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 15:19:06 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmL2WaYd-SnCor2rhAfOJHw65asUyMernJb5hm+vd=vqw@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>
Cc: Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Evangelos Melas <evangelosmelas@yahoo.co.uk>,
Josh Goldberg <goldberg@phy.syr.edu>,
Bill Bonnor <w.b.bonnor@qmul.ac.uk>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
John Klauder <john.klauder@gmail.com>,
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Luciano Rezzolla <rezzolla@aei.mpg.de>,
Christian <cherubini@icra.it>,
Christoph.Affeldt@aei.mpg.de,
Heather.Audley@aei.mpg.de,
Berit.Behnke@aei.mpg.de,
Katrin.Dahl@aei.mpg.de,
Marina.Dehne@aei.mpg.de,
Kyriaki.Dionysopoulou@aei.mpg.de,
Maike.Lieser@aei.mpg.de,
Giulio.Mazzolo@aei.mpg.de,
Natalia.Korsakova@aei.mpg.de,
Daniel.Siegel@aei.mpg.de,
Gunnar.Stede@aei.mpg.de,
Yan.Wang@aei.mpg.de,
Simon.Barke@aei.mpg.de,
Bernard.Schutz@aei.mpg.de,
oliver.jennrich@esa.int,
SciTech.Editorial@esa.int,
LSC Spokesperson Gabriela Gonzalez <gonzalez@lsu.edu>,
Bernd Brügmann <b.bruegmann@tpi.uni-jena.de>,
Marek Abramowicz <marek@fy.chalmers.se>,
Roger Blandford <rdb3@stanford.edu>,
Jirí Bicák <Jiri.Bicak@mff.cuni.cz>,
John Friedman <friedman@uwm.edu>,
Bernd Schmidt <bernd@aei.mpg.de>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Joseph Katz <jkatz@phys.huji.ac.il>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Hermann Nicolai <Hermann.Nicolai@aei.mpg.de>,
Paul Tod <tod@maths.ox.ac.uk>,
Clifford Will <cmw@wuphys.wustl.edu>,
Karsten Danzmann <office-hannover@aei.mpg.de>,
Pedro Marronetti <pmarrone@nsf.gov>,
Jorge Pullin <pullin@lsu.edu>,
Kip Thorne <kip@tapir.caltech.edu>,
Jeremiah P Ostriker <ostriker@princeton.edu>,
Jörg Frauendiener <joergf@maths.otago.ac.nz>,
Robert Beig <robert.beig@univie.ac.at>,
Ted <newman@pitt.edu>,
Orfeu <orfeu@cosmos.ist.utl.pt>,
Michal Chodorowski <michal@camk.edu.pl>,
Marco Spaans <spaans@astro.rug.nl>,
Jeffrey Winicour <winicour@pitt.edu>,
Tim-Torben Paetz <Tim-Torben.Paetz@univie.ac.at>,
James M Nester <nester@phy.ncu.edu.tw>

Jose Geraldo Pereira, Gravitational waves: a foundational review
http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.0777v1

Comments: "This manuscript has not been, and will not be submitted to
any journal; it is intended as an arXiv paper"
---------

Chicken. Why are you afraid of LIGO mafia?

You also wrote (p. 4, footnote §): "The problem of the non-localizability of the energy and
momentum of the gravitational field [16] is not relevant for the present discussion, and will not be
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considered here."

 Of course the problem is "relevant". See above.

Besides, the problem has two presentations, like two sides of a coin: (i) the localization of the
energy and momentum of the gravitational field and (ii) the "boundary" of that "field" at null-and-
spacelike infinity,

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Jeff

You can't solve (i) without solving (ii), and vice versa.

Dimi Chakalov
-------------

Note: Does gravitational "radiation" carry energy and momentum, or not? YAIN (Yes-And-neIN).

Yes, there are effects, resembling a swathe, due to 'tangible energy' (Hermann Bondi), but only in
the assembled 4-D spacetime, which in turn requires brand new GW detectors endowed with self-
action, just like the human brain (forget about LIGO, eLIGO, Virgo, and similar parapsychology).

Nein, because every "slice" of local mode of spacetime is an asymptotically flat 3-D space, in which
the contracted Bianchi identity holds FAPP, and we can effectively switch off gravity at a point
(Hermann Weyl).

Also, we cannot in principle detect the gravitational energy density at a classical geometrical point
(MTW, p. 467), because it belongs to 'the universe as ONE', hence it is not classical phenomenon
(i.e., 'objective reality out there', cf. Walter Wyss) but quantum phenomenon, just as we cannot
detect the energy density stored in the quantum vacuum (John Baez, Case 4). It is just a "jacket" or
"cloud", which every bartender knows very well (recall Plato), only in our case we need Quantum
Geometry in which the "points" themselves possess quasi-local structure.

By the same token, there is no curvature-and-torsion in any "slice" of local mode of spacetime. The
latter is an asymptotically flat 3-D space with zero time (recall the 'empty set R'), yet in the
assembled 4-D spacetime we experience their successive manifestation through time (cf. option (iii)
YAIN above), in terms of gravitation-and-rotation (not curvature-and-torsion). Neither spacetime
curvature nor torsion can be observed at a point -- they emerge as gravitation-and-rotation only in
the assembled spacetime by Arrow of Space, and the original curvature-and-torsion must not be
physically observable. Which is why the physical effects from gravitation-and-rotation cannot be
traced back to their quantum-gravitational origin (called "it"), and if people try to interpreted them
with the current "classical" GR, they will call them "dark", as I tried to explain in September 2011.

Here's a simple visual explanation: every end-point  x  in the drawing below is an almost (Sic!)
completed "slice" of asymptotically flat 3-D universe with zero time "vector" from the Arrow of
Space, called 'local mode of spacetime'. The mass-energy content at every end-point  x  is almost
(Sic!) "conserved" (cf. Nein above), which enables changes in the global mode of spacetime from
the Arrow of Space. So, once we eliminate the "dark" gaps of global mode of spacetime to obtain
the perfect continuum of the assembled 4-D spacetime by the Arrow of Space, people are struck by
the non-unitary transitions along the creative evolution of these end-points  x , and call their pure
and potential quantum-gravitational source "dark", as I tried to explain in September 2011.

 

( x )----( x )----( x )---( x ) 

According to Werner Heisenberg (23 March 1927), "Die Bahn entsteht erst
dadurch, daß wir sie beobachten," but in Relative Scale gravity Die Bahn is
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being re-created by the Arrow of Space -- one-x-at-a-time. Thus, Die Bahn
always exists 'out there', regardless of whether it is "observed" or not: 

There was a young man who said "God, 
to you it must seem very odd 
that a tree as a tree
simply ceases to be 
when there's no one about in the quad."

"Young man, your astonishment's odd, 
I'm always about in the quad 
and that's why the tree 
never ceases to be 
as observed by, yours faithfully,
God."

You need RS gravity, not the current GR textbooks and "evolution equations". Do you have a choice?

But of course. Just ignore everything you've learned here, and switch to "the worst theoretical
prediction in the history of physics!" (Wiki), until you quietly and irreversibly retire.

 

"just another crank"
July 14, 2013
Last updated: July 15, 2013, 14:21:53 GMT

 

-----------

 

 

 

Addendum

The atemporal re-creation of the local mode of spacetime along the w-axis produces a full four-
dimensional (not canonical) "quantization" of the assembled Points II from 'Die Bahn'. In the
quantum world, the elementary cycle of the Arrow of Space along the w-axis produces perfectly
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continuous transition between two neighboring Points II. Thus, the so-called "quantum jumps"
(verdammten Quantenspringerei, Erwin Schrödinger) are artifacts from imposing a classical, special-
relativity "filter" on the quantum spacetime with the act of measurement; check out the most widely
known public secret in theoretical physics here.

The difference between the classical and quantum metrics is in the "location" of neighboring points
along the w-axis: in the former case, the dt/ds transition is "between" points on a line (say, the
trajectory of a Frisbee in Minkowski spacetime), while in quantum spacetime the neighboring points
will look to us delocalized and smeared along a "quantum path", as in Feynman path integral. But
the interpretation of "delocalized quantum dough" is again an artifact from imposing the classical,
special-relativity metric on the quantum spacetime. In the quantum world 'out there', all points are
equidistant, and the quantum metric there provides perfectly continuous transitions between all
points (Sic!) from 'Die Bahn' above: see an explanation with requirement [10, 20] here and here.
But because we impose the spacetime metric from the macroscopic world with the act of
measurement, we see fictitious "quantum jumps" in Minkowski spacetime.

There is a crucial difference between (i) how the quantum world will look to us through classical
metric [Ref. 1], and (ii) how the quantum world exists 'out there'. In 1935, Erwin Schrödinger
emphasized that measuring a value (e.g., "cloud") of an observable does not mean that the
observable has had such definite physical value from the outset: quantum observables cannot in
principle possess any definite value before we measure it. Therefore question (i) is about the
inevitable artifacts from imposing the metric of Minkowski spacetime (classical "filter") on the
quantum world, while question (ii) is about the phenomenon which can replace the act of
'measurement' in QM textbooks, and hence allow for the existence of an intact quantum world with
potential physical values of all would-be observables, which in case (i) will be elevated (not just
"amplified") at macroscopic length scale.

Our answer to question (ii) is with the Arrow of Space. Regarding question (i), all points from 'Die
Bahn', as viewed from a finite spacetime volume at the length scale of tables and chairs, will be
interpreted as equidistant: there is no difference between quantum transitions from point 1 to point
2 and from point 1 to point 10 (cf. the drawing below).

Fig. 3

How could that be? Because in the atemporal global mode of spacetime all would-be points will be
interpreted as equidistant, from the point of view of macroscopic observers -- see case (i) above.
Yet the Arrow of Space will assemble a quantum path with definite physical values, one-at-a-time,
as observed post factum in our ever-increasing past.

Metaphorically, the atemporal assembling of one quantum path is like producing yarn from raw
wool.
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See again case (ii) above and the most widely known public secret in theoretical physics here.

In summary, all Points II, as observed in our ever-increasing past, have been "quantized" ab initio,
and at all length scales. There are no "nonlocal" interactions in the quantum-gravitational world 'out
there'. There are no CDM or DDE either, because these "dark" effects of gravity are nothing but
macroscopic presentation of entanglement at length scales larger than the solar system. Instead of
switching to unphysical "free fall" (Italo Cavino) to explain gravity [Ref. 2], try the principle of
dynamic gravitational equilibrium.

 

D. Chakalov
October 2, 2013
Last updated: October 5, 2013, 10:36 GMT

 

[Ref. 1] Roger Penrose, The Road to Reality, Jonathan Cape, London, 2004, pp. 667-668 (emphasis
added):

"The complex amplitude to be assigned to that particular history is then given by the deceptively
simple formula [XXX]. Part of the deception, in the simplicity of this formula, lies in the fact that the
'amplitude' is not really a (complex) number, here (which, as written, would have to have unit
modulus), but some kind of density. But here we have a continuous infinity of classical alternatives.
Our above 'amplitude' thus has to be thought of as an 'amplitude density'. (...) But the bad news
here is that the 'space of classical paths' will almost certainly turn out to be infinite-dimensional."
 

[Ref. 2] Richard Feynman, Character Of Physical Law, MIT Press, 1967, p. 8.

"The next question was - what makes planets go around the sun? At the time of Kepler some people
answered this problem by saying that there were angels behind them beating their wings and
pushing the planets around an orbit. As you will see, the answer is not very far from the truth. The
only difference is that the angels sit in a different direction and their wings push inward."

 

 

==============================================
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When the successively attributed values of the same variable indefinitely approach a fixed value, so
that finally they differ from it by as little as desired, the last is called the limit of all the others.

Baron Augustin-Louis Cauchy, Cours d'analyse de l'École royale polytechnique. Première partie:
Analyse algébrique, 1821
--------------------

Subject: (ε, δ)-definition of limit: Request for opinion
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2013 10:38:03 +0300
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Karel Hrbacek <khrbacek@sci.ccny.cuny.edu>
Cc: Karel Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>

"Let f be a function defined on an open interval containing c (except possibly at c) ..."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/(ε,_δ)-definition_of_limit#Precise_statement
---------

Dear Dr. Hrbacek,

I have an immodest request.

If possible, please let me know your opinion on the *exact* location of c : does it belong to the
"open interval", or not ?

In case you have examined the Thompson lamp paradox, please elaborate on the question above,
regarding the *last* state of the lamp, either 'on' or 'off'.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I hope your colleague can elaborate as well.

Kind regards,

Dimi Chakalov
chakalov.net

--------------------
 

Note: A Czech saying claims that the devil thrown out of the door returns through a window. Maybe
with a vengeance. As Bishop George Berkeley warned us, any error, no matter how small, is not
acceptable in mathematics. Coincidentally or not, Augustin-Louis Cauchy used, in his inequality-based
"limit", the French word “erreur’’ (error), denoted with  ε . It stands "between" the brackets of open
and closed intervals of points:

[  ε (..........)  ε ]

With Archimedean geometry only, the “error’’  ε  brings two alternatives:
either (i) a finite increment ("as little as desired" but never zero) or (ii)
always zero. The solution here is to include non-Archimedean geometry as
well, and use the instant 'now' in the Arrow of Space as a "separator":
option (i) belongs to 'potential reality', while option (ii) pertains to ever-
increasing past.

The “error’’  ε  is not a point and cannot take any number. It is a peculiar running entity   , and
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has dual nature. On the one hand, it must totally disappear, or else we cannot have a fixed limit,
say, the circumference of the circle below. In this end-case, the points become purely geometrical,
resembling the grin of the Cheshire cat without the cat (matter). On the other hand, the “error’’  ε 
must somehow exist in order to "separate" the points in order to indentify the "gap"  dt & ds  which
the points themselves need to exist, or else they will inevitably fuse/superimpose. Stated differently,
the "gap"  ε  must always exist in potential infinity, but also must always completely disappear in
actual infinity, being already reduced to an 'empty set R'.

The solution proposed here is to insert the dual “gap’’  ε  in the non-Archimedean world (dubbed
potential reality) in Relative Scale gravity, which emerges in the potential future of the Arrow of
Space due to the phenomenon of entanglement. This hypothetical non-Archimedean world occupies a
so-called 'global mode of spacetime', which Mother Nature makes to resemble "zero" -- an
infinitesimal and non-numerical entity, dt & ds, which is always "running" in potential infinity, and
also has always completely disappeared in actual infinity due to the "speed" of light.

To understand the whole issue, imagine that you've been taking photos in a pitch dark room with a
camera equipped with flash, then assemble the photos to obtain a perfect continuum of these flash-
made points: the dark room will be a physically unobservable "gap", dt & ds, as it does not belong
to the set of such points. In fact, the "dark room" comes from a famous Zen saying (Schiller, p. 2):

Before Zen, mountains are mountains and waters are waters; during Zen, mountains are
no longer mountains and waters are not waters; after Zen, mountains are once again
mountains and waters once again waters.

Consider Cantor's definition of ‘set’ from 1895 (quoted after D. Giulini, arXiv:0802.4341v1, p. 11):

By a ‘set’ we understand any gathering-together M of determined well-distinguished
objects m of our intuition or of our thinking (which are called the ‘elements’ of M) into a
whole.

Can we unravel some pre-geometric plenum (resembling a school of fish), called here "it", which can
replace "our intuition" and bootstrap all ‘elements’ into a whole? If we can, "it" must not belong to
any set, but to 'the set of all sets', which makes such pseudo-set and its complement truly
indefinable.

Let's go back to the delta-epsilon conjecture. The verbal definition by Cauchy from 1821 involves at
least three unwarranted presumptions:

(i) "a fixed value" which can be approached "finally" by some

(ii) running entity (  ) which Mother Nature always makes

(iii) "as little as desired".

The first presumption looks "obvious", but it presupposes that the object we wish to prove with
"running" delta-epsilon limit -- a final fixed value -- exists 'out there' from the outset, which is a
logical miss-match, to say the least. Besides, the presumption implies Wheeler's "cloud" and a fixed
asymptotic boundary to verify the positive mass conjecture, which are anything but simple and clear.
Presumptions (ii) and (iii) are tacitly based on the Archimedean Axiom only, which, in my opinion,
makes them pure poetry. Notice that if the universe were confined exclusively to Archimedean
geometry, presumption (iii) "as little as desired" signifies irrevocable alternatives: either an increment
or nothing, as stressed by Bishop Berkeley (quoted after Judith Grabiner, 1983). For a general
outlook on infinitesimals and how they reconcile "either-or" complementary properties, see the
'empty set R' and the drawing above.

Let's try to shed some light on the Cauchy puzzle. According to Wiki, infinitesimals "have been used
to express the idea of objects so small that there is no way to see them or to measure them". Let's
assume that a final fixed value or 'limit' does exist, at least in some simple cases in which the object
can be presented with classical physics, and one can introduce a fixed flat background spacetime to
define the metric. Perhaps the best showcase is what every high-school student knows very well: the
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limit at which we obtain the formula for the circumference of a circle:
 

 

If at every step we double the number of sides of the two polygons, there exists an end-point or
limit at which the two polygons disappear, being converted into one "perfectly smooth" circle: the
length of the sides of the two polygons is now the indefinable 'empty set R', just as in the
Thompson lamp.

Surely the limit at which the two polygons snap to circle, as the "number" of their sides is
presumably reaching infinity, is inevitable and cannot be surpassed. Can't go any further, because
there is no "further" step allowed by "smaller/larger" in the purely geometric, non-Archimedean world
of the continuum. But since we cannot verify the nature of infinitesimal points and how they
approach infinity, to be fully liberated from any 'matter' (recall the grin of the Cheshire cat without
the cat), two options remain to be examined: either these infinitesimal points conform to the
Archimedean Axiom (to be explained below), or not (hinted above, after Georg Cantor).

The first option may correspond to the idea of 'finite infinity' suggested by George F R Ellis in 1984,
but because there is no way to verify these infinitesimal points, we may only claim that any finite
chunk of space or time interval is made of so-called 'Archimedean points'. For example, we define
'one second' as made of exactly "9,192,631,770 periods of transition the radiation corresponding to
the transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium-133 atom" (Orfeu
Bertolami). By extrapolation, we may claim that the Archimedean points are also finite entities,
albeit many times "smaller". If so, we denote the number of such Archimedean points in one meter
with  x , and declare that the number of Archimedean points in a square with one meter side will be 
x2, and in a cube  x3 . Then we could bring infinity "into a finite spacetime region" (Ted Newman et
al.), and happily speculate that "more and more" space appears due to "dark energy" of [whatever].

Thanks to Georg Cantor, we know that this first option is untrue. And since we are dealing with
uncountably infinite pseudo-set of non-Archimedean points, we can't make them "second
countable" ("countable base" topology cannot recover all points "counted" with irrational numbers).
We can't declare that "all manifolds are assumed to be Hausdorff, second countable and C∞, and all
fields are assumed to be C∞" (Lars Andersson) either. Same holds for the speculations of Roger
Penrose.

Yet contemporary textbooks (see Chris Isham) use exclusively the Archimedean Axiom, and try to
bypass -- not solve -- the definition of limit (e.g., one meter) by replacing 'the running guys' in the
drawings below with two indefinable running "numbers", ε and δ , such that, no matter how small 
ε  can be, it is not zero, and "therefore" will always chase a smaller  δ , ad infinitum.

 

[ ad infinitum <--- ---(--------)--->  ad infinitum ]

[ ad infinitum <---δ <--- ε <---
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But such kind of "solution" (I'm trying very hard to be polite here) is suitable for bartenders only.
They need two running guys only to introduce the (ε, δ) inequality, but can't solve the Cauchy
puzzle.

Why? Because every finite volume of space contains the same "number" of non-Archimedean
points: uncountably infinite, like the set of all rational and irrational numbers. Therefore, the
"number" of non-Archimedean points is always 'the same', regardless of the size of an object
defined with spacetime metric (see RS gravity). That is, the "number" on purely geometric
non-Archimedean points in one picometer and in the Milky Way is always one and the same, due to
the nature of 'potential infinity' and the discovery of Georg Cantor.

To explain the existence of a limit, as seen in the completed circle above, we need non-Archimedean
"points" cast from 'actual infinity' -- see the metaphor with taking photos in a dark room above.

NB: The separation "between" points from open and closed intervals is made by the Arrow of Space:
open intervals are always kept in the potential future, while we can physically observe only closed
intervals, and only post factum. Physically, the separation  ε  is compactified on one point only, and
since the separation is along null directions, there is no physical time there. Hence the accumulation
of these "separations" by the Arrow of Space produces a perfect continuum (Georg Cantor) of points,
in which the "separator"  ε  is the instant 'now'. The latter cannot exist in the already-accumulated,
post factum observable past.
 

The Arrow of Space runs along the null direction orthogonal to x/t plane, and is
physically unobservable in the resulting "timeless" world (local mode of spacetime).
The 'error' or "separator"  ε  is an 'empty set R' there, too.

 

Those who consider themselves 'transfinitists' believe that the notion of 'limit value' (i) exists and (ii)
is actually reached (see the completed circle above), while other people believe, after Aristotle, that
the process of division can never ever come to an end-point, and the limit value is never actually
reached due to 'potential infinity', although the division can be continued indefinitely. The resolution
of these seeming "alternative" options is YAIN (Yes-And-neIN): the "separator"  ε  is the dual
instant 'now' in the Arrow of Space. With open sets, we have no choice but YAIN.

Again, the only possible solution -- see again here -- is with a non-Archimedean 'empty set R',
which pertains to the global mode of spacetime and can eliminate all "gaps" and errors ε : they are
eliminated with the "speed" of light. And because the Arrow of Space does not permit two
neighboring points to actually fuse, their separation with dt & ds is never actually zero due to the
instant 'now'. If the Arrow of Space could somehow stop, all points will fuse into one unknown
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entity. Perhaps this was The Beginning "before" it began [John 1:1]. Thank God, the last question
cannot be resolved with theorems, which would eliminate theology by mathematics. The path to God
can show up only with mathematics, but the end result (if any) along such path must be indefinable.

Karel Hrbacek will most likely disagree, but since neither he nor anyone else can rigorously define
'smoothness', will prefer to keep quiet, while Karel Kuchar will just keep quiet, as usual. Their
problem has been swept under the carpet with the recipes for 'nearness', 'convergence of a
sequence', and 'continuity of a function' in the textbook by Chris Isham above. The anonymous
author(s) in Wiki also used pure poetry: "except possibly at  c " (emphasis mine), and tried to
bridge the Archimedean gap with "... f(x) becomes closer and closer to L as x moves closer and
closer to p" (source here). They can only introduce a relation between the two running guys,
assuming they both can reach the spacetime boundary with 'potential infinity', just like Chuck Norris.

Look at the drawing below: how would you achieve maximum 'nearness' of points O and C from the
supposedly "open" interval (O,C), denoted with  r , to match  dt  in the drawing above and the
"carrier" (the Unmoved Mover; see Karel Kuchar).
 

 

If we shrink the radius  r  to match the 'empty set R' above, points O and C will commingle: r = 0.

Bad idea  -- we will end up with just one point to play with 'set theory', since all the rest will be
fused with it. But what can happen if we draw a tangent line at C (it would match number 3 on your
wristwatch, and the two signs for "infinity" would correspond to 12 and 6), and blow up the radius 
r  to actually reach 'actual infinity'? I suppose the circle will break at 12 and 6, reduce its topology
to a line (1-D Euclidean space), the radius will finally obtain end-points of infinite closed interval
 [O,C]  at actual infinity, but will at the same instant disappear, and all points will fuse with the
tangent line at C, which can now contain only one unknown entity.

What can we do to define  dt  in the drawing above and reveal the "carrier" ? The non-standard
analysis can't help. Any suggestions?

If you have none, try the non-Archimedean world in RS gravity.

 

D. Chakalov
July 16, 2013
Last update: January 28, 2014, 22:04 GMT
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Subject: Re: (ε, δ)-definition of limit: Request for opinion
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxk3xRLb7qc5vKQ97x42fa6V32oqCUppFbFqrbdqq9vdqQ@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <20130719202049.AH9J3.2769.root@hrndva-web19-z02>
Date: Sat, 20 Jul 2013 00:03:14 +0300
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Karel Hrbacek <khrbacek@nyc.rr.com>
Cc: Tomáš Jech <jech@math.cas.cz>

Dear Karel,

Thanks a lot for your reply.

The mathematical issues are posted at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Hrbacek
(July 19, 2013, 09:20:59 GMT)

In PDF format, see pp. 9-13 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.pdf
(486,686 bytes, 19 July 2013, 09:35:28 GMT)

I believe it is a very simple theory, and doesn't suffer from pathological ambiguities, such as
"not (necessarily) at c."

All the best,

Dimi

On Fri, 19 Jul 2013 16:20:48 -0400, Karel Hrbacek <khrbacek@nyc.rr.com> wrote:
>
> Dear Dr. Chakalov,
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>
> In the definition of limit, c does belong to the open interval.
> Thus if the open interval is (a,b) [with a < b ], then a < c < b.
> The function f is assumed to be defined on (a,c) and also on (c,b),
> but not (necessarily) at c.
>
[snip]

-------------------------------

Note

Recall the Czech saying: The "devil" is encoded in the irrational numbers (Der Zahlenteufel).

It is not a fixed number but a running entity   , which Nature always makes "as little as desired"
(Cauchy), and projects from "it" a fixed limit (like the physicalized shadows on Plato's cave) by
stopping this running Zahlenteufel at the instant 'now' with actual infinity -- see above. It doesn't
matter that such fixed limit can be dressed with rational numbers as well. The important lesson is
about the cardinality of the "universal set" of points making the continuum: uncountably infinite, as
it includes both rational and irrational numbers.

Thus, we have fixed volumes of spacetime with Points II or "edges", called local (physical) mode of
spacetime, in which the relations 'Large vs. Small', 'inside vs. outside', and 'one vs. many' are
perfectly defined (observer A, see above). In the drawing below, the local mode of spacetime is
depicted with re-created (by the Arrow of Space) four achronal hypersurfaces stacked along null
"direction" and "separated" by  dt/ds . The latter is not "zero", but is not some finite, additive,
Archimedean element either.

Only the so-called speed of light can 'take into account' Points II in the local mode of spacetime,
hence produce objects with different and finite size and duration, as observed by A. But how?

The puzzle goes back to Lucretius, some 2060 years ago. According to our metaphysical doctrine,
Points II are assembled with actual infinity and at every instant 'now' are shifted irreversibly in our
ever-increasing past, being individuated en bloc by matter (the Cheshire cat). Hence we may call
Points II 'matter points', although they are not countable Archimedean entities with finite size, as in
the "reproduction" of 'one second' in metrology. The initial, purely geometrical Point I has been set
to "nothing", which is why some (otherwise smart) people call Point I  "dark", as explained with Die
Bahn metaphor from Werner Heisenberg. There is absolutely no flexibility in the perfect continuum
of Points II: the elementary step of the Arrow of Space,  dt/ds , is indeed non-existent there, and
our ever-increasing past has been emerging (Isham and Butterfield) by invariant blocks of matter --
one invariant block per instant 'now' -- along null "directions", as depicted in the drawings below.
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Fig. 1                                        Fig. 2

Fig. 1
Every instant 'now' is made by one act of "pulling" the whole universe en bloc (the
closed room) upwards by the Arrow of Space, but such omnipresent direction is along
null surfaces, and is collapsed to zero in the local (physical) mode of spacetime. The
end result -- one-at-a-time -- is an already-positivized matter with gravity & rotation.

Fig. 2
The Aristotelian Connection, which assembles spacetime, is denoted with AC.
Every achronal 3-D layer is a dead block universe with conserved total energy (cf. Nein
above), "an unchanging spacetime entity, with no particular space sections identified as
the present and no evolution of spacetime taking place" (G F R Ellis, p. 5, Fig. 4). In the
assembled spacetime, however, "the total energy of the universe is neither conserved
nor lost -- it is just undefinable" (Tamara M. Davis, SciAm, July 2010, p. 46).

At every instant 'now' the "carrier" dt/ds is being made infinitesimal, hence
resembles "zero", which is why the omnipresent "direction" of the Arrow of Space
also resembles "zero" in the local mode of spacetime (Points II) placed only in the
irreversible past. The "vertical" direction of the Arrow of Space is compactified to an

infinitesimal, running  endpoint  dt , while the "horizontal" stacking of points (Fig. 4)
has produced an asymptotically flat achronal 3-D space with an infinitesimal, running

 endpoint  ds  and conserved (Sic!) total energy of the universe.

Every achronal slice 'now' has indefinable boundary at both dt/ds and the endpoints
of spacetime boundary at future/past null infinity, all of which reside at  C  above. The
shift to the next achronal slice 'now' is atemporal, and has different values of F
pertaining to BSmall, A, and BLarge.

 

Hence in RS gravity we propose that the so-called speed of light is related to the assembling of
Points II at every instant 'now' as invariant blocks of Points II, say, 'one meter'. These blocks are
always invariant objects in GR, but the speed of light may assemble them in different ways (Sic!),
to obtain the physical, 4-D spacetime (local mode of spacetime) from the achronal (with elementary
"thickness"  dt ) hypersurfaces above.

Namely, the crucial difference is in the flow of time (denoted with F), which is hidden within  dt/ds .

Think of the flow of time (F) as the rate of which "fresh waters are ever flowing in upon you" ('You
cannot step twice into the same river; for fresh waters are ever flowing in upon you', Heraclitus).
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Hence F signifies the crucial 'rate of time', in addition to the bare  dt/ds . This is the essence of
Relative Scale (RS) theory of gravity (RS gravity for short), and I will try to explain it here in the
most concise way, stressing that the full mathematical theory is still missing.

Think of F as something resembling 'speed of flowing time'. The bare  dt  is an invariant element --
an "intrinsic time interval associated to any timelike displacement", since "fundamental systems all
march to the beat of the same drummer" (Ted Jacobson, pp. 18-19).  But the "drummer" may
beat/tick differently (Sic!), resulting in different 'speed of flowing time F' for observer(s) B, compared
to A.

To explain the idea, suppose we have two clocks with different values of F; one is macroscopic and
belongs to observer A, and reads 'one second per second', while the clock of observer B in the Small
is slower and has ten times smaller value of F, compared to that of observer A. Hence for 'one
second' read by the clock of observer A the slower clock of observer B in the Small will trespass
0.1s (highlighted with red in Fig. 3 below) from 'one second' of observer A.
 

Fig. 3

Finite segment taken from an achronal "flash" in Fig. 2 above. Unlike the 100 segments
of 'one second', Points II are not additive, Archimedean elements, but come from the
same "number" of uncountably infinite points in the continuum of Georg Cantor. Observer
A cannot notice that observer B in the Small has different value of his F, and will
wrongly conclude that her value of F at her macroscopic world is the only possible one,
hence the spatial relations 'large vs small' and 'part vs whole' were produced from some
absolute length scale (wrong!), and the smaller section 0.1s (highlighted with red) were
absolute.

 

No physical clock can reproduce 'one second' (Fig. 3) from additive, Archimedean elements, even if
the latter were veeery small and "exact", as suggested in metrology. Thus, the finite building blocks
of spacetime, 'one second' and 'one meter', are potential gravitational reality: GR invariants.

Notice that 'time' is not made of temporal and additive, Archimedean elements, to explain the flow
of time and answer the question “How fast does time pass?” (Paul Davis). For easier understanding,
think of observer A as an object with speed 1m/s, while the slower object B has speed 0.1m/s.
Thus, for the same 'one second' (Fig. 3) of object A, the slower object B will trespass 0.1m, and will
look smaller. To whom? Only to observer A, according to RS gravity.

NB: Observer B in the Small will take its relative value of F, which will inflate (Sic!) its relative
'proper time' in the Small -- again 1s, but with respect to observer B -- and, given the constant
speed of light, its relative size (R) in the Small will be enlarged accordingly. With respect to
observer B, the space in the Small is again assembled from 'something else', but with a "smaller"
value of F, compared to that of observer A. Yet such "smaller" value of F in the Small will be
compensated by enlarged and relative (to observer B) value of R in the Small, in line with our
postulated equation

FR = 1  (Eq. 1).

There are two general rules in RS gravity:

1. The "distortions" of the values of F of observer(s) B in the Small and in the Large are relevant
ONLY to observer A, yet with respect to observer(s) B at the same time there are no distortions
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whatsoever in the Small and in the Large, because their relative metric is compensated by reciprocal
values of R, in line with Eq. 1. Hence at all length scales the invariant 'one meter' remains 'the
same', along with the relative rate of time 'one second per second'.

2. The "number" of elementary 'ticks of time', which assemble Points II according to Rule (1), is
uncountably infinite, which is why the "number" of Points II, occupied by a proton, a football, and a
galaxy, is always 'the same'.

Hence the Universe can be self-correlated and bootstrapped by the atemporal negotiation of its
potential quantum-gravitational reality "during" the instant 'now' placed at Point I.

For example, if F (cf. the drawing below) takes value 10-15 with respect to observer A, the latter will
conclude that the space in the Small has "shrunk". Stated differently, observer A will wrongly
assume that her macroscopic value of F does not (wrong!) change in the Small, and therefore the
assembled distance were 10-15 times smaller, and will match the "smaller" size of a proton (Fig. 4).
 

Fig. 4
At every instant 'now', the w-axis of the Arrow of Space is compactified to  ds ,
producing an achronal 3-D hypersurface (cf. Fig. 2) made of Points II placed in
our irreversible past, stacked into timeless 3-D space, in which the total energy is
indeed "conserved" (cf. Nein above). The relative metric of observer A defines
length scale which is bounded from below at 10-35 m (Planck length), but is
indefinable (perhaps unbounded) in the Large. The result from such asymmetric
construction of 3-D space is that the Arrow of Space can run indefinitely, with
asymmetric manifestation of its tug-of-war gravity: the so-called DDE points
to the future and is perfectly smooth, while the clumsy CDM points to the past.

 

But for observer B in the Small, his relative assembled distance will remain 'the same': the relative
value of R in the Small will be 1015, because the size of a proton in the Small will be assembled with
the same constant speed of light for longer (Sic!) proper time for trespassing 'one meter'.

The fact that the "speed" of light has a finite numerical value requires that F is bounded from below
by some finite numerical value as well, which at the current stage of the evolution of the universe is
the Planck length, which is again 'one meter' (F = 10-35, R = 1035): the universe does have finite
size -- one-at-a-time -- but only in its irreversible past.

The two extreme cases, (i) F = 0; R = ∞ in the Small and (ii) F = ∞; R = 0 in the Large, are
indistinguishable, because they are identical to Point I (C) of The Beginning/The End. Hence in every
instant 'now' we pass through God (Luke 17:21).
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In brief, all Points II take different values along F (with reciprocal values along R):

For BSmall : F (0, 1).
For A         : F=R=1.
For BLarge : F (1, ∞).
 

What follows is a very brief example for case BSmall, denoted for easy writing with B.

A : F=R=1 => FA = RA = 3.108 m => 1s for the speed of light pertaining to observer A, cA.
With respect to A: FB = 3.107 m => 0.1s (cf. Fig. 3 above).
With respect to B: FB = 3.107 m => 1s for the speed of light pertaining to observer B, cB.
Hence cB = FB = 0.1 => RB = 10 (see Eq. 1 and the drawing above).
Thus, for observer B: FBRB = 3.107.10 = 3.108 m => 1s for the speed of light for observer A.

Explanation: cB shows the slowing rate of time in the Small (B), but only with respect to observer A.
For observer B, his cB is always 'the same constant speed of light', and his time would be "slowing"
only with respect to observer A. Hence he (observer B) cannot notice that it takes 10x longer time
in the Small (compared to observer A) to trespass 0.1s pertaining to observer A (cf. Fig. 3 above):
the elapsed time will be 1s for observer B. Hence 'one meter' and any other finite distance (e.g.,
3.108 m) will be scale invariant. Namely, every finite 4-D spacetime interval, as assembled by the
Arrow of Space (Sic!), will remain 'the same' to all observers and at all length scales.

This is our proposal to produce the invariant distance 'one meter' of observer A, to represent one
and the same and invariant 'one meter' at all length scales. Namely, the invariant distance 'one
meter' of observer A "changes" toward the Small and toward the Large, yet always determines one
and the same and invariant 'one meter', be it a proton or a galaxy, as observed by A.

This is the key issue in RS gravity. With respect to observer A, her invariant 'one meter' can
include many smaller elements, such as the size of a proton, but the latter equals the same
invariant 'one meter' for observer B in the Small, because it has been inflated there by greater R.
Likewise, the invariant 'one meter' for observer A will be many times smaller than a galaxy, yet the
same invariant 'one meter' will be shrunk in the Large by smaller R, and will again determine one
and the same and invariant 'one meter' there. Hence observer A can claim that she is "between"
the Small and the Large, and the latter are "penetrating" each other, starting from A. In fact, we
just happened to be observers A, because mind and consciousness can enter the physical world only
at macroscopic scale (cf. Q3 above), while the invariant 'one meter' pertains to all observers, at all
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length scales, thanks to Eq. 1 above and 'the same' uncountably infinite points for all values of R.

NB: The metric of spacetime is both dynamical and relational. No need for any "black holes" nor
"dark" matter (David Wittman), because the observed gravitational effects are not produced by
matter alone, but by 'the universe as ONE' (Point I) as well. For example, observer A may wrongly
conclude that the space itself has been "expanding" toward the Large (recall Hubble's diagram), and
introduce some "dark energy" to explain "the accelerating expansion of the Universe through
observations of distant supernovae" (Nobel Prize in Physics 2011). As Anthony Zee put it (Gravity in
a Nutshell, Princeton, 2013, p. 753): "A distinguished colleague said to me recently, “The
cosmological constant paradox is more than a paradox; it’s a profound public humiliation of
theoretical physicists.”
 

 

As another corollary, consider time dilation paradox: if you travel with speed close to c, your value
of F may 10x decrease (0.1s instead of 1s; cf. Fig 3 above) with respect to your twin brother --
again, not to you but to your twin brother -- and upon returning home you both will realize that
meanwhile the "faster" clock on Earth has trespassed much more time, and your poor twin brother is
much older. To you, however, the following interpretation is equally true: the "decreased" elapsed
time of 0.1s (cf. Fig 3 above) is valid only for your twin brother, while the same elapsed time will
be 1s to you, and you won't notice any distortion of your time, because you can't. Whose watch is
"correct"? Both.

Of course, it would be far more useful if we can manipulate the metric locally and blend the effects
predicted in RS gravity, say, to fly like an Alien Visiting Craft (AVC): our 'one meter' will correspond
to 1000 or more meters in the reference frame of outside observers. Whose meter is "correct"? Both.

Needless to say, I still don't know how to "produce the gravity differential, the time field
differentials" (Wilbur B. Smith) which are necessary to operate an AVC. Its inertial reaction "forces"
should be eliminated (REIM) in the first place, to make it fly in "empty space" by "free fall" (cf. Fig. 1
above). Tough. But since we [Ref. 1] share the same brain with the Universe, the task might be
feasible.

I will have to leave the remaining issues of Point I and Points II open, and go back to the
emergence of Points II.

I stated above that the description of 'points' in differential geometry and topology requires a
resolution greater than the points themselves. That is, we need to show the indefinable entity from
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which a point can presumably emerge (Isham and Butterfield).

Here the example from Karel Hrbacek is very helpful:

"if the open interval is (a,b) [with a < b ], then a < c < b."

If we apply the Golden Ratio,  c  is an irrational running entity   , which is uniquely defined by a
geometrical point (modulo the Cheshire cat), but cannot be "stopped" with rational numbers from
'matter', like the inevitable "error" (Cauchy) in defining the "precise" value of  π  to determine the
"precise" circumference of the circle above. Any time we "stop" this irrational running  c  by ascribing
some rational number to it at the instant 'now' (see below), we obtain only its frozen "jacket" or
"cloud", like the physicalized shadows on Plato's cave.

If we apply the Dedekind Schnitt (cut) to the irrational, yet uniquely defined, point  c  for torus (A)
and sphere (B) transformations,  A(|)B  (Richard Dedekind), we obtain at actual infinity (global
mode of spacetime) one and only one point  c  which pertains to 'infinite space', and produces the
"severing" of the straight line  r  into two portions "separated" by a purely geometric (modulo the
Cheshire cat) point  C  :

 

     

The small red circle contains point  C  (omitted; see it above), and corresponds to
asymptotically flat spacetime and the instant 'now'.

 

This is the emergence of asymptotically flat spacetime (called 'slice' and 'flash') in which the 'world
points' are already individuated by matter (the Cheshire cat), and belong to the local (physical) mode
of spacetime -- one-flash-at-a-time along the Arrow of Space.
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Physically, we observe a sequence of points  c  'now', which assemble the perfect continuum of the
local mode of spacetime: The Aristotelian Connection. The latter involves two offer-and-confirmation
"waves" of spacetime topology, which "run" against each other in the global mode, and create
asymptotically flat spacetime (local mode): one-slice-at-a-time along the Arrow of Space.

 

 

Yes, we certainly can obtain a frozen "jacket" at  c  (called also 'slice' and 'flash') with actual
infinity, but -- no, not by catching the running  c  itself. Hence we are dealing with uncountably
infinite pseudo-set of points from 'open sets' with the indefinable cardinality of rational & irrational
numbers.

Let's see how this story fits in the (ε, δ)-"definition" of limit:

[ ad infinitum <---δ <--- ε <--- ...

We can replace the bracket  [  with  x , and write:

(ε - x) - (δ - x) = ε - δ =  c .

The exact numerical value of the referential point  x  does not matter, because it disappears anyway,
yet it must be precise to define the two intervals. It is the ultimate "source" from which the flash-
points emerge in the local mode of spacetime, by "collapsing" the two intervals to zero, after which 
c  and  x  become identical at the instant 'now', as every bartender knows very well; more here.

Let's see how the referential point  x  defines the beginning of cosmological time (hence spacetime)
or Time Zero. To paraphrase Wiki:

The notion of the limit of a function is very closely related to the concept of continuity. A
function  f  is said to be continuous at  x  if it is both defined at  x  and its value at  x 
equals the limit of  f  as  c  approaches  x :

lim f(c) = f(x)
c --> x

The condition  0 < |c - x|  is crucial:  c  can only approach  x  , but will need infinite time to reach
Time Zero by snapping to the vertical axis. Hence phrases like 'the universe began asymptotically at
Time Zero,  x=0 ' are nonsense (Chuck Norris). For example, if  c  takes the value of one nonillionth
(10-30) of a second, it will again need infinite time to reach the vertical axis and become identical
to Time Zero.
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On the other hand, the referential point  x=c=0  must be precise to define any Archimedean
interval (Eudoxus axiom), such as 'one second' and the increasing but always Archimedean
cosmological time, app. 13.798 billion years. Besides, there are vague arguments that the Planck
time may serve as some physical Time Zero, yet we cannot define 'one second' as an additive,
Archimedean phenomenon, because the mathematical expression 10−44  times 1044  does not make
sense.

The essence of  dt/ds  is that it is not made of Archimedean entities. Its explanation is with dual
age of the universe: the cosmological time (hence spacetime) does have an "edge" or "limit" at Time
Zero, but only in our ever-increasing past, while at the same time (Sic!) the cosmological time
(hence spacetime) does not have any "edge" or "boundary" in its potential future. In brief, the
atemporal loop 'now' is a dual object: it is both completed in the past and open to 'the unknown
unknown' in the future. Metaphorically speaking, the Dragon can never actually bite its tail in the
future, but only approach it asymptotically.

If we run this cosmological non-unitary evolution backward in time, 'the universe as a brain' will be
losing its physical content by non-unitary transformations, and by approaching asymptotically Time
Zero it will become just very simple, resembling your prenatal Stage 1, Zygote.

 

No need to worry "why the very early universe was in a very low entropy state" nor to suggest that
"it came into existence in a very special state. Of course, this answer begs the question, since one
would then want to know why it came into existence in a very special state, i.e., what principle or
law governed its creation. I definitely do not have an answer to this question" (Robert Wald).
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Now you have the answer. There is no alternative solution. None. To explain what is alternative
solution and why it can't work, suppose the atemporal loop 'now' were wrong. As a toy model for
"unitary evolution", measured with "time" and denoted with  t  in your GR textbooks, consider a
kaleidoscope with a finite number (e.g., 1044) of colored pieces of glass, which is shaken "in the air"
and then placed on a table -- once-at-a-time. You aren't interested in the ("dark") states of the
kaleidoscope "in the air", but only in its physically observable states 'on the table'. You claim that
these states change due to thermodynamics, hence exhibit 'time as read with a physical clock', and
require the global hyperbolicity conjecture. All possible (i.e., countable in principle) states of the
kaleidoscope 'on the table' form a set, and you happily invoke "the axiom of choice" to "arbitrarily
pick any member" (Eric Schechter) of this set, and attach certain probability for observing it 'on the
table', assuming that all probabilities will sum up to unity, to provide "unitary evolution". All this may
sound nice 'n clear, until you realize that (i) one cannot affirm nor reject the Continuum Hypothesis
for such observable states, and (ii) there is too much "dark" untraceable stuff that somehow shows
up 'on the table': if interpreted as an effect due to matter, the radius of the universe “could not
even reach to the moon” (Wolfgang Pauli).

People object by stressing that all this is pure philosophy and metaphysics, while they work with
mathematics. But the mathematics is still uncovered. It is waiting 'out there', in some Platonist form,
to show up and prove its astonishing effectiveness in the natural sciences (Eugene Wigner).

In this respect, Kurt Gödel was immensely lucky to demonstrate that the Continuum Hypothesis is
neither provable nor disprovable. All the mathematics was already unraveled, and he was lucky to
meet the great David Hilbert, who immediately dropped his own project. Why? Simply because David
Hilbert had respect for Mathematics and considered it superior to his ideas.

I didn't have such luck so far, and am still trying to find the right people. Qui vivra verra.

D. Chakalov
July 20, 2013
Last updated: September 29, 2013, 16:30 GMT

[Ref. 1] Italo Cavino, The Form of Space, in Imaginary Numbers: An Anthology of Marvelous
Mathematical Stories, Diversions, Poems, and Musings, ed. by William Frucht, Wiley, 2000.
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Subject: Phase difference of matter waves: Request for reference (if any)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2013 12:35:40 +0300
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Holger Müller <hm@berkeley.edu>,
Marina Cortes <cortes@roe.ac.uk>,
Achim Peters <achim.peters@physik.hu-berlin.de>,
hohensee@berkeley.edu,
sylan@berkeley.edu,
paul.hamilton@berkeley.edu,
michelle.xu@berkeley.edu,
jmbrown@berkeley.edu,
John <cramer@phys.washington.edu>,
Jayant <jvn@iucaa.ernet.in>

Dear colleagues,

Sorry for my unsolicited email.

May I ask you for references or other information (if any) about application of phase difference of
matter waves in Wheeler-Feynman absorber theory (please see a drawing from J V Narlikar, Mach’s
Principle, Resonance Journal of Science Education, April 2011, pp. 310-320): a 'correct' response
from the whole universe will cancel all "acausal effects" (J A Wheeler and R P Feynman (1945), Rev.
Mod. Phys. 17, 157).

The whole process is atemporal, as its physical duration is zero due to the "speed" of light. Here,
phase difference is crucial.



I wonder if you know any extension of this atemporal and phase-dependent phenomenon to *matter
waves*.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Kind regards,

Dimi Chakalov
chakalov.net
 

 

Note: If we extend the quasi-local action-at-a-distance [Ref. 1] to quantum and gravitational
interactions, the fleeting material content (flashes) at the instant 'now' may look like Schaumkamm
("eine Art "Schaumkamm" auf einer den Weltgrund bildenden Wellenstrahlung," Ref. 2) explicated
from the global mode of spacetime -- one-at-a-time along the Arrow of Space, and with unit
probability. The resulting re-created local (physical) mode of spacetime is an exact limit for the
whole universe, but is valid only for its current instant 'now'. Hence we don't need the 'reference
fluid' (Brown and Kuchar) at this particular Schaumkamm 'now'. Also, the "negative energy" (Adam
Helfer) has been perfectly cancelled out, leaving an EPR-like correlated physical world endowed with
"inertia". The atemporal 'offer and confirmation' standing wave pertains to the potential reality of 'the
universe as ONE', hence only the (human) brain may have access to its imaginary phase, to tweak
and alter the next "flash" or Schaumkamm permitted by the conditions for flexibility (not
"uncertainty").

Trust me, the whole story is very simple and agonizingly clear. Only the mathematical framework is
still uncovered. For example, we don't know how to build an Alien Visiting Craft (AVC) and use REIM
to trespass space along a quasi-local trajectory, in which our 'one meter' will correspond to 1000 or
more meters in the reference frame of outside observers, in line with Relative Scale (RS) gravity.
People who believe in "dark stuff" will be flabbergasted and assume they saw some weird UFO
mystery, as "any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic" (Arthur C. Clarke's
Third Law).

The list of possible applications is very long, but I will stop here, because nobody's interested --
nobody showed even a trace of interest in the new form of retarded causality, called 'biocausality'. It
was introduced in January 1990 as 'just a hypothesis', and now is 'the only possible solution'. Why? 

Look at the world line in the drawing from Jayant Narlikar above, and zoom on the instant 'now'. The
offer-and-confirmation "waves" are atemporal, as they "propagate" on null hupersurfaces [Ref. 3].

Let's introduce a structure of the instant 'now' with two purely geometrical (modulo the Cheshire
cat) points A and B, which belong to the global mode of spacetime in RS gravity, and fix (Sic!) the
Schaumkamm 'now':
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Atemporal loop 'now'

 

 

 

The atemporal loop 'now' in the second drawing occurs in a hypothetical global mode of spacetime,
which contains only the atemporal 'universe as ONE' depicted with Point I. Physically, it would be
seen with an inanimate clock (not the human brain) as a timeless luxonic world [Ref. 4]. The latter
"separates" the physical, 4-D spacetime from a mirror world of imaginary mass [Ref. 5] shown with
1+3-D spacetime [Ref. 4]. Such mirror world keeps the potential states of matter, and with respect
to the physical spacetime will resemble a rubber hand glove (cf. the circle in Fig. 5.7 below) turned
inside-out, with opposite parity and inverted dimensionality.

 

Mark A. Armstrong, Basic Topology,
Springer, 1997, p. 104.

Points II (local mode of spacetime) are shown with P.
The inversions of red arrows (sphere-torus transitions)
constitute the atemporal loop 'now' above, producing a

set of correlated Points II en bloc -- one-at-a-time.
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We will further assume that the global mode of spacetime is in superposition (Sic!) of four mirrored
spacetimes of imaginary (not negative) mass, and harbors the potential, yet-to-be-physicalized
reality depicted with Point I. With respect to the physical world, the 'distance' and 'proper time' in
the global mode of spacetime do not yield rational numbers, as the positive squared (s2) spacetime
interval "within" Point I is imaginary.

The broken symmetry of mirrored spacetimes, observed in the physical world with Points II, is due
to the Arrow of Space: the physical 4-D world is re-created at every Schaumkamm 'now' as a set of
Points II, in which the atemporal loop 'now' has been already-completed, and the imaginary mass
in the global mode of spacetime will be interpreted as a neutral plasma of negative-positive mass
pairs (Belletête and Paranjape, pp. 6-7). As Gerald Feinberg stated, "It is clear that at a single point
there is no distinction between absorption of a positive-energy particle and emission of a negative-
energy (Macavity - D.C.) particle" [Ref. 5, p. 1091].

Notice again that, unlike Wheeler-Feynman absorber theory, we assume different, inverted
spacetimes for the physical and mirror worlds, which "interact" only at one point 'now' by a standing
offer/confirmation topological wave in the global mode of spacetime, shown in the atemporal loop
'now' above with Point I. Also, the atemporal loop induces rotation in the local (physical) mode of
spacetime, made with Points II, as the offer wave is confirmed by 'the rest of the universe' in just
one instant 'now' of "clapping hands". In such Machian model the two "waves" negotiate the energy-
momentum content of every next instant 'now', as points A and B will be again fused into the next
instant 'now' from the spacetime continuum of the local (physical) mode of spacetime. This bundle of
issues requires detailed mathematical study in the future.

NB: Notice that the "confirmation" wave from 'the rest of the universe' in the atemporal loop 'now' is
not time-symmetric but pertains to the flow of time in the Arrow of Space. The crucial input from 
B  is not includable in a Green's type function -- it describes "the transfer between the intangible
(yet-to-be physicalized - D.C.) energy of the gravitational field (as it will be called here), which is not
described by the energy-momentum tensor, and the tangible forms which are so described"
(Hermann Bondi), and is a genuine non-conservation law (Hans Ohanian). Otherwise the universe
cannot shift to its next instant 'now': there will be no 'change of space' along the Arrow of Space,
but only 'change within space' and the universe (included your brain) will be timeless (Robert
Geroch).

Thus, the elementary increment of time,  AB = dt , is an "interval" in which the two purely
geometrical points 'run toward each other', as they are separated by the "error"  ε  (Cauchy). With
Archimedean geometry only, we have two incompatible options which 'transfinitists' try to
reconcile: either zero or finite, as Bishop Berkeley stressed. My solution is YAIN, and I won't repeat
it here. Suffice it to say that the set theory, as presented in the textbook by Karel Hrbacek, must be
upgraded to correctly model the continuum hypothesis.

In general, there are two kinds of conditions for describing the spacetime of the universe: necessary
(matter and fields endowed with inertia; see Points II) and sufficient. The necessary conditions are
only in the assembled, Archimedean (cf. the second drawing below) spacetime, in which the Arrow
of Space has already been nullified along its w-direction, due to which Points II are endowed with
positive mass and inertia (Fig. 1 above); check out the drawings below.
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Drawings from: Sean Carroll, From Eternity to Here, Penguin, 2010

 

According to the observer and his Diff(M)-invariant wristwatch, the cat moves only (wrong!) in the
assembled (cf. option Yes above) 4-D Archimedean spacetime by changing its coordinates. But the
assembled 4-D spacetime is made by the Arrow of Space with achronal 3-D hypersurfaces in which
the "orthogonal" input is made infinitesimal along w-axis (cf. Fig. 1 above), and the "displacement" 
dt/ds  is approaching zero. Physically, the observers cannot detect the irreversible flow of time
along the additional global "orthogonal" w-displacement from the Arrow of Space, and believe they
live in some dead frozen "block universe" equipped only with thermodynamics. The fundamental
difference between 'change in space' and 'change in time' is postulated (not explained) with
spacetime metric from the outset, and all efforts in GR (e.g., Peter Bergmann) to endow the metric
with dynamics (with respect to what?) tacitly presuppose that the dynamics of GR occurs only by
coordinate change in the assembled 4-D Archimedean spacetime (cf. option Yes above). But this
"change" is a local (in fact, quasi-local) phenomenon, and pertains only to the necessary conditions.

The sufficient conditions, on the other hand, are defined from the atemporal 'universe as ONE'
depicted with Point I -- the "engine" of the atemporal loop above is the Aristotelian Unmoved Mover
(Karel Kuchar). Both conditions, necessary and sufficient, are needed to make the metric
dynamical: Mass there governs spacetime geometry here (Ciufolini and Wheeler, p. 270), and at
the same instant spacetime geometry here governs mass there. Thus, the instant 'now' has internal
structure, to accommodate the atemporal, bi-directional, and non-linear "talk" (depicted below with
the 'drawing hands' from Maurits Escher) along the w-axis, between every 'point' and 'the rest of
points'.
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Click the images for explanation of the "orthogonal" w-axis. The transition
Pi --> P (second drawing) is the so-called "flash" or rather "end" result --

one-end-at-a-time -- from the atemporal loop 'now' (clapping hands).

 

Metaphorically, what we see in a cinema theatre are the running images from achronal static slides
in a movie reel, which fully comply with the laws of thermodynamics.
 

Four achronal 'isolated systems' or "flashes" with different matter-energy content.
In every individual "slice" the contracted Bianchi identity holds FAPP, hence we can
effectively switch off gravity at a point (Peter Bergmann). The "orthogonal" w-axis
is compactified on four different Points II, and the bi-directional talk between matter
and geometry (Derek Wise) is already completed by the Noumenon.

 

We don't see the dark strips (ds/dt) separating the achronal snapshots in the movie reel, nor the
global engine which runs the movie. Hence at every instant 'now' we pass through God (Luke
17:21): a genuine Noumenon (Kantian das Ding an sich - never in plural), presented with 'the set of
all sets'. Isn't it simple?

In fact, I am trying to help Karel Hrbacek and Karel Kuchar, and recently offered them and their
colleagues to read my proposal, in PDF format, and write a brief paper. They all refused, and will
continue to teach their students an incomprehensible mixture of things that are clearly correct,
unclear, horribly misleading, and outright wrong. But soon or later, they all will irreversibly retire.
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D. Chakalov
July 24, 2013
Last updated: October 7, 2013, 12:37 GMT

 

 
[Ref. 1] F. Hoyle and J. V. Narlikar, Cosmology and action-at-a-distance electrodynamics, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 67 (1995) 113-155. 

"There is one further hint of the possible role of the response of the universe in local phenomena, a
role that takes us beyond electrodynamics. The discussions of Secs. III-V tell us that it is not proper
to talk of a probability amplitude for a local microscopic system. The correct description of the
physical behavior of the system follows from the probability calculation that includes the response of
the universe. Thus one is dealing with a "square of the amplitude" type of expression rather than the
amplitude itself.

"This may explain the mystery that surrounds such epistemological issues like the collapse of the
wave function. What is missing from the usual discussion of the problem is the response of the
universe. The wave function collapse represents the final course of action taken by the system
consistent with the response of the universe. We suggest this idea as a way of understanding many
other conceptual issues of quantum mechanics.
.......

"What has been the progress towards extending the action-at-a-distance formulation to other
interactions?"

[Ref. 2] Erwin Schrödinger, Zur Einsteinshen Gastheorie, Physikalische Zeitschrift, 27 (1926) 95-101.

 

 
[Ref. 3] Piotr Chrusciel, Lectures on Energy in General Relativity, March 6, 2012, p. 166.

 

James Hartle, Gravity: An Introduction to Einstein's General Relativity, Addison-Wesley,
2003, p. 162.

http://rmp.aps.org/abstract/RMP/v67/i1/p113_1
http://homepage.univie.ac.at/piotr.chrusciel/teaching/Energy/Energy.pdf
http://homepage.univie.ac.at/piotr.chrusciel/teaching/Energy/Energy.pdf
http://www.directtextbook.com/Gravity-An-Introduction-to-Einsteins-General-Relativity-Hartle-hardcover-2002/9780805386622


 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacetime#Light-like_interval

Wiki: "In a light-like interval, the spatial distance between two events is exactly balanced
by the time between the two events. The events define a squared spacetime interval of
zero (s2 = 0). Light-like intervals are also known as "null" intervals."

Note: The cause-effect relationship is handled by a new retarded causality, called
biocausality (D. Chakalov, January 1990).

 

 
[Ref. 4] Max Tegmark, On the dimensionality of spacetime, arXiv:gr-qc/9702052v2.

"Since a mere minus sign distinguishes space from time, the remaining case (n,m) = (1,
3) is mathematically equivalent to the case where (n,m) = (3, 1) and all particles are
tachyons [14] with imaginary rest mass.

Footnote 4: "The only remaining possibility is the rather contrived case where data is
specified on a null hypersurface. To measure such data, an observer would need to "live
on the light cone", i.e., travel with the speed of light, which means that it would
subjectively not perceive any time at all (its proper time would stand still)."
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[Ref. 5] Gerald Feinberg, Possibility of Faster-Than-light Particles, Phys Rev 159 (1967) 1089-1105,
cf. Eq. 2.2 on p. 1090 (imaginary mass)
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Hermann Weyl, Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science,
Princeton University Press, 2009, Ch. 2
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Subject: Interpretation of the Weyl Tensor
Date: Fri, 2 Aug 2013 09:40:21 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=waCTUDOF2XVfeYV+9ACcaLHCGboRtqFiY4pw65DW08A@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Robert Schneider <robert.bob.schneider@physik.lmu.de>,
stefan.hofmann@physik.uni-muenchen.de,
florian.niedermann@physik.uni-muenchen.de
Cc: Dieter Kotschick <dieter@mathematik.uni-muenchen.de>,
Bernhard Leeb <b.l@lmu.de>,
Fabian Ziltener <ziltener@math.lmu.de>,
Hartmut Weiß <hartmut.weiss@mathematik.uni-muenchen.de>,
Carlos Ramos-Cuevas <cramos@mathematik.uni-muenchen.de>,
Hans-Dieter Donder <donder@mathematik.uni-muenchen.de>,

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/gr/ricci.weyl.html


Wilfried Buchholz <buchholz@mathematik.uni-muenchen.de>,
Helmut Schwichtenberg <schwicht@math.lmu.de>,
Peter Müller <mueller@lmu.de>,
felix.berkhahn@physik.uni-muenchen.de,
lbaudis@physik.uzh.ch,
francoise.combes@obspm.fr,
dieter.luest@physik.uni-muenchen.de,
andreas.mueller@universe-cluster.de

Dear colleagues,

You wrote in arXiv:1308.0010v1 [gr-qc] that the physical content of the metric field in vacuum
should be "somehow encoded" in the Weyl tensor, and "new dynamical degrees of freedom", such as
"outgoing and incoming" waves, can be expected.

A very simple explanation is offered at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#loop_now

The task is purely mathematical.

All the best,

Dimi Chakalov
-------------

 

Note: One hundred years ago, Marcel Grossmann [Ref. 1] suggested that "the divergence of the
(contravariant) stress-energy tensor of the material flow or of the physical process vanishes."

YAIN. The crucial input from the Weyl Tensor is yet to be understood.
 

D. Chakalov
August 2, 2013, 13:38 GMT

 

[Ref. 1] Outline of a Generalized Theory of Relativity and of a Theory of Gravitation. I. Physical Part
by A. Einstein II. Mathematical Part by M. Grossmann, Zeitschrift für Mathematik und Physik, 62,
225-244, 245-261 (1913), in The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein, Volume 4: The Swiss Years:
Writings, 1912-1914, ed. by A. J. Kox et al., Princeton University Press, 1996, p. 182.
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Subject: arXiv:1010.5435v1, 26 October 2010
Date: Mon, 11 Nov 2013 04:47:26 +0200
Message-ID: <CAM7EkxmHKCFczg+1EGCWsfUyNuL4dzMKZF2PYj3TqQx61CEh=A@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Zhaoyan Wu <zhaoyanwu2000@yahoo.com>
Cc: Hans Ohanian <hohanian@uvm.edu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>,
Mu-Tao Wang <mtwang@math.columbia.edu>,
Lau Loi So <s0242010@gmail.com>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Erik Curiel <erik@strangebeautiful.com>,
John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Merced Montesinos Velásquez <merced@fis.cinvestav.mx>,
Jose M M Senovilla <josemm.senovilla@ehu.es>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Niall 'O Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Paddy <nabhan@iucaa.ernet.in>,
Steven Weinberg <weinberg@physics.utexas.edu>

Dear Wu,

As you may remember, I wrote you three years ago regarding your arXiv:1010.5435v1 from 26
October 2010, and gave you a link to my website, where you could read a paper by Hans Ohanian,
arXiv:1010.5557v1 [gr-qc], posted one day later, on 27 October 2010. I will attach an excerpt from
it (cf. non_conservation.jpg), and will ask you to reconcile it with your arXiv:1010.5435v4 posted
today: please see Wu_p20.jpg attached. May I ask a question.

Q: Apart from "freely falling coordinates" (cf. non_conservation.jpg), how do you make a geodesic
with the law of non-conservation?

My answer to this question is hinted at
https://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory

But please let me first see your answer.

Please use math, and I will reply accordingly.

I extend this request to your colleagues as well.

All the best,

Dimi
----

non_conservation.jpg:

https://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory
http://arxiv.org/abs/1010.5435v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1010.5435v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1010.5557v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1010.5435v4
https://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory


 

Wu_p20.jpg:

 

Note: Suppose you are sitting on a chair at your kitchen table, and drink your morning coffee.
Suppose also you are "at rest in the freely falling coordinates", and your coffee is very cold. But if

http://arxiv.org/abs/1010.5557
http://arxiv.org/abs/1010.5435


you stand up and move your coffee to the fridge, your (otherwise "nongravitating") coffee will be
very hot, after the transfer of "dark" kinetic energy from gravity (cf. non_conservation.jpg above).
But then you sit back on your chair, and the same coffee suddenly turns out to be very cold, which
is supposed to explain the "non-localizability of gravitational energy-momentum" (cf. Wu_p20.jpg):
once you move back in your "free falling elevator" (chair), you will feel no energy contributions from
gravity, and can safely ignore that 96% "dark" stuff in the universe, which makes your coffee very
hot. But in fact, you can't find any place to ignore the "dark" stuff, because it always smuggles
quietly in your coffee: "the geodesic equation is capable of encoding the effect of external
gravitational field on a material particle and - in general - will not lead to any conservation law"
(Padmanabhan, p. 213). Namely, once the gravitational energy-momentum quietly smuggles in your
coffee, it suddenly becomes perfectly localized, no matter if it gives to, or takes away energy from
your coffee.

Nice story, eh? Tell it to the Marines and you may get a Nobel Prize.

Seriously, the localization of gravitational energy-momentum is quantum-gravitational phenomenon
(cf. YAIN above), because its one-at-a-time localization requires the Arrow of Space, so if you look
at it only in the already-assembled, local mode of spacetime, its source will be "dark". On the one
hand, the claim that "gravitational field (I’d rather call it metric field) is different to matter fields. It
shouldn’t carry energy" (Wu, p. 14) is indeed correct: see option Nein above. On the other, if you
examine only the already-assembled, local mode of spacetime, the opposite claim is also correct:
see option Yes above. We simply need new Mathematics to reconcile two seemingly incompatible
options: (i) curvature of spacetime is an invariant which cannot vanish by any choice of coordinates,
and (ii) curvature of spacetime is an invariant which must vanish by choice of freely falling
coordinates. How? Only with two modes of spacetime, global and local, which pertain to two
ontologically different presentations of gravity: see again YAIN above.

NB: The very source of gravity is potential reality, while its localized "flashes" are just physicalized
(Sic!) energy which either gives to, or takes away 'tangible energy' (Hermann Bondi) from your
coffee (r.h.s. of Einstein's field equations). If the source of gravity was some physical field (e.g.,
resembling electromagnetism), its "flashes" would be localizable (MTW, p. 467) in line with Newton's
third law, and the inertial mass of an accelerating particle would be a simple "back-reaction to its
own gravitational field" (Rindler, p. 22). No, gravity is not "classical field". Matter is self-coupled by
its own gravity. Gravity is a bootstrapping phenomenon producing a holistic "school of fish" in which
every "fish" (or 'cup of coffee') follows its own quasi-local geodesic. Metaphorically, the school of fish
tells every fish where to move in its next instant 'now' by exerting physicalized energy-momentum
into its next state, while at the same instant (Sic!) every fish determines the next global state of
the whole school of fish. This non-linear negotiation is the crux of gravity, and requires 'necessary
and sufficient conditions for spacetime' (Chakalov, 21.09.2008). Due to the "speed" of light, we can
observe (local mode of spacetime) only the end result from this bi-directional negotiation, which has
been already-completed in the global mode of spacetime, between every quasi-individual fish and
the whole school of fish, which is why we cannot witness the genuine dynamics of gravity 'as it
happens', and the end result looks like a dead frozen universe (Geroch, pp. 20-21), resembling
Escher's 'drawing hands'.
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For example, the temperature of your coffee will always vary (much like pseudo-tensorial
expressions, cf. Dupré, p. 2), depending on the physicalized contributions (resembling dressed
particles) of gravity (e.g., kinetic energy) which we cannot observe 'as they happen' due to the
"speed" of light. Now, replace your coffee with an astrophysical object which is either losing its
physicalized energy (e.g., orbital decay of Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar) or gaining any form of
physicalized energy (GRBs), detectable only in the r.h.s. of Einstein's field equations. Such gain of
physicalized energy is creative, non-unitary phenomenon, and if you think of five solar masses
emitted in under 60 seconds in the form of X-rays and gamma rays, it may look "huge", but bear in
mind that the same phenomenon has created the whole universe. In fact, the slightest deviation
from your geodesic due to gravitational energy-momentum gain, after which you take on another,
slightly modified yet also perfectly localized geodesic, requires the same "dark" phenomenon which
cannot and must not be traceable back to its Beginning. Otherwise we would have genuine
conservation laws both at a "point" and at infinity, valid for matter self-coupled by its gravity. To be
precise, conservation laws are possible only in classical physics (Wyss, p. 304), because the critical
boundary of the integration domain is defined with respect to some fictitious flat background
spacetime (typical 'spherical cow approximation') which would then make all variables definable up to
a 'point', and the alleged "critical point" (ibid.) can look on paper as it were "exactly" zero:

 

By using fictitious flat background spacetime, one can immediately define energy conservation in
classical electromagnetism (Cooperstock and Dupré, p. 3). We can't make such miracles in GR
(Curiel, pp. 1-4). In MST, the limit at which we obtain the circumference of a circle is a special red
point which cannot and must not be traceable. Instead, we see only blue points there, as defined by
the necessary and sufficient conditions for spacetime. Simple, no?

But you can't win Nobel Prize for quantum gravity, firstly because you'll need new Mathematics.

D. Chakalov
November 11, 2013
Last updated: November 17, 2013, 13:03 GMT
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Adapted from Plato, The Republic, X.596a6, translated by Allan Bloom
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Subject: Platonic ideas: The set of all sets
Date: Fri, 26 Jul 2013 11:41:26 +0300
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: mincomplexit@naver.com, jianfei.shen@unsw.edu.au,
c.pimienta@unsw.edu.au, may@math.uchicago.edu,
johannes.heidema@gmail.com, izak.broere@up.ac.za, 
hirzel@us.ibm.com, khrbacek@sci.ccny.cuny.edu,
jech@math.cas.cz, lee@math.washington.edu,
kuchar@physics.utah.edu

Dear colleagues,

I argue against the unrestricted use of the axiom schema of comprehension, and offer a new form of
logic (YAIN) to incorporate 'the set of all sets' in mathematics. The explanation comes from physics,
and is hinted at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#atemporal

Please feel free to comment and ask questions.

Kind regards,

Dimi Chakalov
-------------

Note: The so-called 'axiom schema of comprehension' claims that 'all the things with some property
form a set' (reference here). Sounds simple and clear, yet 'the set of all sets' and its complement,
known as 'the empty set' (it is both open and closed), are notoriously difficult to explain. I will argue
that 'the set of all sets' corresponds to Plato's Idea or Form, and that it does not belong to any set
but to the non-Archimedean world of 'the universe as ONE' (global mode of spacetime), as depicted
in the atemporal loop above.

Let me quote from Jianfei Shen, Introduction to Set Theory: A Solution Manual for Hrbacek and Jech
(October 14, 2011), stressing the usual, and seemingly "obvious", either/or logic:
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To understand the new logic YAIN (Yes-And-neIN), which is not restricted to either/or propositions
viz. "contradictions", let me repeat the doctrine of trialism: ONE dual entity, which is explicated by
two complementary presentations, say, matter & psyche (Wolfgang Pauli).

Suppose Karel Hrbacek was an Eskimo who has never seen an elephant in his life. Yet he can make
observations on elephant's trunk by two complementary devices, which measure either properties of
'nose' or properties of 'arm'. Obviously, he can never understand the underlying 'ONE entity', called
'trunk'. Worse, he may be tempted to seek some causal relation between the 'nose' and the 'arm'
only, and waste his whole life with questions like 'which goes first, and how'.

Our case looks simpler, because we must only explain 'the ONE' (called by Plato Form), which is
explicated by infinitely many sets, yet does not belong to any set, being 'the set of all sets'. To do
this exercise, check out 'the UNdefinable matrix': given the inverse-proportional relation between the
content and volume of concepts, the bigger the volume, the smaller the content. A comparison
between, say, 'chair' and 'furniture' shows that 'chair' has smaller volume (distinguishable objects,
identifiable as 'chairs') and larger content (less abstract) than the concept of 'furniture'. Namely, the
set of 'chairs' has the set-forming property 'something you can sit on', which defines its content 'as a
whole', and is an invariant property of all members of this set, regardless of their individual
properties which identify the elements of this set as 'distinguishable objects' (e.g., specific design,
shape, etc.). Hence the invariant property of the set 'furniture' has larger volume, in the sense that
it contains the sets of 'chairs', 'tables', 'wardrobes', etc., as sub-sets, and smaller (more abstract)
content defined with the invariant property of all members of the set 'furniture', and with respect to
'not-furniture' (we can understand A only with respect to not-A).

NB: Is there a limit on the inverse-proportional relation between 'volume' and 'content' of sets?

A very general and abstract set-forming property, such as 'things which exist', covers almost
everything we could think of, and has almost zero intrinsic content, defined with respect to 'things
which do not exist'. The limit of this trend is some UNspeakable concept that has infinite volume
and zero intrinsic content. It covers all possible concepts, and is presented with the pseudo-set of
all sets. It is also UNspeakable, because it does not require any referential object, hence cannot be
defined with our relational thinking.

The same untraceable limit applies to the Aristotelian Unmoved Mover and First Cause, which are
"hidden" in dt&ds transition of the atemporal loop above, known as 'the instant now' (Luke 17:21).

Yet it does exist, being the source of all 'shadows on Plato's cave', or 'the set of all sets' A such that
x belongs to A for all x (cf. Jianfei Shen above). Or simply "a single essential nature or Form for
every set of things" (Plato), which also has zero intrinsic content, and will look like an 'empty set' as
well.

And because we're "Eskimos", we can comprehend a set of things (A) with particular properties  iff 
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there exists a referential set of things with opposite properties (not-A). The underlying 'ONE entity' is
a pseudo-set of all sets, and all propositions about such "trunk" are non-falsifiable and UNdecidable
(Kurt Gödel). This is the price to pay for removing "contradictions" from either/or logic.

It does exist and must exist, but is a Noumenon and can be demonstrated only with Mathematics.

You may ask, 'but is this boring story really important?' Yes it is. If you skip it, you may waste
many years in the jungle of set theory [Ref. 1, p. 283] and never understand the nature of
continuum.

The choice is yours.

 

D. Chakalov
July 27, 2013
Last updated: November 27, 2013, 13:50 GMT

 

 
[Ref. 1] Karel Hrbacek and Thomas J. Jech, Introduction to Set Theory, 3rd ed., Marcel Dekker, New
York - Basel, 1999.

pp. 268-269:
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p. 283:
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Subject: 'Something else': FR = 1
Date: Sat, 24 Aug 2013 21:25:01 +0300
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: [snip]

C.J. Isham and J. Butterfield, arXiv:gr-qc/9901024v1: "Space and time
are such crucial categories for thinking about, and describing, the
empirical world, that it is bound to be ferociously difficult to
understand their emerging, or even some aspects of them emerging, from
'something else'."
--

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Please notice Eq. 1 at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.html#sandclock_elevator

Download printable copy, 34 pages, from
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.pdf
(1,885,485 bytes, 24 August 2013, 16:58:40 GMT)

Read more at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#sandclock_elevator

Your corrections and suggestions will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

D. Chakalov
chakalov.net

 

-------------

Note: Where is this 'something else' ? It is the dark "canvas" in the first drawing below, which
acts as "background" with respect to which the so-called lapse function N is introduced, as shown in
the second drawing.

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/FR1.txt
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9901024
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.pdf
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#sandclock_elevator
http://chakalov.net/


The "splitting" of spacetime (R.K. Sachs and H. Wu, p. 27) ultimately
requires global time, "a global time function t whose levels sets are
the (achronal - D.C.) hypersurfaces defining the foliation" (M. Alcubierre,
pp. 3-4), yet this 'global time' is considered (wrongly!) classical parameter,
explained operationally as 'time as read with your wristwatch'.

Notice that 'classical time' (Peter Bergmann) is inserted "between" achronal hypersurfaces, and the
infamous 'problem of time' in canonical quantum gravity (Bryce de Witt) requires that the lapse N
becomes dead zero. Hence you end up with one frozen achronal hypersurface only, which can take
only one point, as  ds  is eliminated as well. In other words, the introduction of some global classical
time, to "weld" all "leaves" together, kills the whole spacetime.

This is the paradox (not "problem") of spacetime in canonical quantum gravity, which can be solved
only and exclusively only with the atemporal loop 'now'. Notice that in RS gravity the stacking of
achronal hypersurfaces along null hypersurface is the "end product" -- one-at-a-time -- of the Arrow
of Space, obtained only in the irreversible past where the "separation" is approaching zero. The
small black arrow in the first drawing above,  n , is indeed located in the time-like section of
Minkowski cone, but has an orthogonal component  w  from the Arrow of Space, which is
approaching asymptotically zero in the irreversible past. This is the crucial difference between 'time
as coordinate change in space' vs 'time as atemporal change of space'. And since the instant 'now' is
dual object, the orthogonal, to the arrow  n  in the first drawing, component  w  takes values in
the open interval (0, ∞) pertaining to the potential future: see the entanglement of space, Espace,
above. So in the case of gravitational systems not larger than the solar system, we may use
linearized gravity, since the value of Espace and the input from  w  will be vanishing small, but for
objects with size of a galaxy the entanglement of space will produce "dark" effects (David Wittman),
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as explained above.

Again, the direction  w  of the Arrow of Space is depicted with the "elevator" in Fig. 1 above. Its
projection in 3-D space (local mode of spacetime) is omnidirectional, which is why we simply call it
'time'. It certainly "welds" all achronal "leaves" together as 'the instant now' -- one-at-a-time -- to
produce an assembled continuum of Points II in space-like and time-like "directions", called 4-D
spacetime (local mode of spacetime). We see matter only in the past state of such assembled
spacetime, and cannot detect the Aristotelian Connection which will re-assemble the next achronal
"flash" of Points II in the next instant 'now'. But people are unaware of this flow of time and would
run the time-symmetric "arrow"  n  (cf. the first drawing above) backwards, to find the history of
the universe and trace back the origin of gravitational anomalies, only it's just not there. The
fictitious axis of electron spin (you have to rotate a spin not by 360 degrees but by 720 degrees to
get back to exactly the initial state you started with) and the axis of global rotation (the latter
induces total net spin of galaxies) are due to the same kind of errors -- there is no need for any
"dark axis" either. It's just not there.

It may be difficult to understand the emerging of spacetime from 'something else' (C.J. Isham and
J. Butterfield), but you don't have any choice. None.

 

D. Chakalov
September 15, 2013
Last updated: September 26, 2013, 19:56 GMT
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Subject: Lawrence Krauss, 18 February 2013, 32:58 - 32:59
Date: Sat, 28 Sep 2013 23:54:52 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekx=eYi9Ejt0FkG9riLtTzEnCaUa0c3Fo1JSU_y3FbiSV0g@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
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To: Lawrence M Krauss <krauss@asu.edu>
Cc: [snip]

A Show About Nothing
TV station ABC1, Australia, 18 February 2013
http://www.abc.net.au/tv/qanda/txt/s3687812.htm

Lawrence Krauss (32:58 - 32:59): "But I would argue that nothing is a
physical quantity. It’s the absence of something."
------------

Larry:

You are deeply religious person obsessed by anti-theism. The latter is as dangerous as the opposite,
theistic religion.

The proof that you're brainwashed by anti-theism is your own statement that 'nothing' were "the
absence of something." Of course you know very well that you are wrong, yet you make such
blatantly false statements because your religion forces you to "forget" the basic basics of cosmology.

Your fake example for "nothing" is 'zero something', that is, "the absence of something", like
claiming that you have zero bananas in your ears.

But the notion of 'nothing' is not like 'an empty set of bananas' (the cardinality of an empty set).
The true 'nothing' has absolutely no presentation by anything *whatsoever*, and is the opposite to
'zero something'.

It is the Noumenon,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.html#simple

If you prefer, you may call the Noumenon "something else", after C. Isham and J. Butterfield,
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.html#FR1

You can approach -- although not entirely comprehend -- the Noumenon only with mathematics,
provided you are not brainwashed by any religion whatsoever. But since you're brainwashed by your
religion, you just can't.

Proof: Check out the text at the links above, and you won't be able to say anything. None. Why?
Because you can't -- see above.

As John Coleman put it, "It is extremely difficult to induce penguins to drink warm water."

How about your colleagues?

D. Chakalov
-----------

 

Note: Regarding the imaginary number, let me quote from MathWorld [Ref. 1]:
 

Imaginary Unit

The imaginary number , i.e., the square root of . The imaginary unit is
denoted and commonly referred to as " ." Although there are two possible square roots
of any number, the square roots of a negative number cannot be distinguished until one
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of the two is defined as the imaginary unit, at which point  and  can then be
distinguished. Since either choice is possible, there is no ambiguity in defining  as "the"
square root of .

As mentioned above, the "mass" in the global mode of spacetime (Point I) is imaginary. What is the
square root of -9? 3i. How about the square root of 9? +/- 3. Since (-3)*(-3) = (3)*(3) = 9, I will
use (-/+3):

√(9 × -1) = √(9) × √(-1) = (-/+3) × √(-1) = |3|i .

See the Noumenon denoted with 'zero nothing' in the l.h.s. of Eq. 1 on p. 35 (28 September 2010)
here. For your convenience, I reproduced it below.
 

 

Notice that (-m) and (+m) are interpreted as a neutral plasma of negative-positive mass pairs
(Belletête and Paranjape, pp. 6-7), denoted in the examples above with (-/+3) and |3|. Thus, the
Noumenon or 'zero nothing' is denoted here with  0i :

0i = |-m/+m|i       (Eq. 2).

According to the doctrine of trialism, the interpretation of Eq. 2 is straightforward: ONE entity,
denoted with  0i , and explicated with two complementary presentations, imaginary (-m) and (+m).
Hence the imaginary mass-energy of the Noumenon is always "conserved", with the sole exception of
the joint Beginning/End at point C above, in which case it is indefinable.

It seems Eq. 2 bears some similarity with the moduli of quantum waves amplitudes in the Born rule.
The conversion of imaginary amplitudes in the loop 'now' to Points II is still unknown, however.

Click the drawings below for more.
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Should you have questions, please don't hesitate to contact me by email. Bear in mind that the new
mathematical object 'zero nothing', denoted with  0i  in Eq. 2 above, is opposite to 'zero something'
(e.g., the number of bananas in Larry's ears), and is made by extending the category 'not included'
to its final (Sic!) limit: the so-called set of all sets is also 'not included'. Namely, a set {A} with
zero cardinality ({ } or {zero something} such as 'no bananas') can exist  iff  there is a
complementary relational set of 'everything else in the universe' {not-A} that also belongs to the
category 'not included'. Likewise, a set with finite cardinality {A} from the category 'included' (e.g.,
a set of two bananas) can exist  iff  there is a complementary relational set of 'everything else in the
universe' {not-A}, such that the combination of {A} and {not-A} form again the so-called set of all
sets.

Briefly, we introduce 'maximal set theory' [Ref. 2] with two axioms: a set {A} can exist  iff  the
union {A} and {not-A} denotes the set of all sets. Then we extend {not-A} to the set of all sets,
and the final limit of {A} is 'the perfect monad without windows' (Leibniz), also known as the
Noumenon, denoted here with  0i . Thanks to Plato, we made all sets 'closed' (cf. the drawing
below) and simply can't go further. Why? Because both  0i  and its complementary 'set of all sets'
are indefinable "it" (the red points in the drawing below), explained previously with 'John'.

 

 

The points (x, y) satisfying x2 + y2 = r2 and
x = y = 0 are colored red.

The points (x, y) satisfying 0 < x2 + y2 < r2 
are colored blue.

The blue points form an open set.

The red points form an indefinable boundary  0i .

The union of red and blue points is a closed set.
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Thus, the Noumenon  0i  is the 'absolute empty set' which complements the set of all sets, and their
union (Sic!) makes all sets 'closed' [Ref. 2]. It (not "He") cannot be exhausted with any 'open set'
of objects ("flashes") in the r.h.s of Eq. 2 above, which are marked with blue in the drawing above,
and fit in the categories [things we know], [things we know that we don't know], and [things we still
don't know that we don't know]. The last category enables the creative evolution of the universe in
the open future.

Can we think about the Noumenon  0i ? Yes we can, because it (not "He") exists yet is not
relational.

It is the self-referential set , and is potential reality (compare with the Quine atom). It
has zero presentations with Points II, because has infinite (actual infinity) volume and zero
intrinsic content, as explained above. And because the Noumenon  0i  is potential reality, it is
impossible in principle to tell the difference (if any) between 'absolute empty set' and its
complementary set of all sets.

Only people who suffer from Zenophobia (the irrational fear of convergent sequences) will pretend
that cannot understand the final limit denoted with  C  above, also known as the Noumenon.

 

D. Chakalov
September 29, 2013
Last updated: October 20, 2013, 20:05 GMT

 
[Ref. 1] Weisstein, Eric W. "Imaginary Unit." From MathWorld--A Wolfram Web Resource.
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ImaginaryUnit.html

[Ref. 2] D. Chakalov, Maximal Set Theory, 2014 (in preparation).
http://sites.google.com/site/maximalsettheory

 

Excerpt from Varol Akman: "The AFA universe can be depicted as in Figure 9, extending around the
well-founded universe, because it includes the non-well-founded sets which are not covered by the
latter."
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Figure 9: AFA universe extending around the well-founded universe (adapted from
(Barwise & Etchemendy 1987))

See also: Peter Aczel, Non-Well-Founded Sets, CSLI Lecture Notes, Stanford University, 1988, p.
xviii.
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Subject: Truth in mathematics: Absolute undecidability
Date: Fri, 4 Oct 2013 04:02:59 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxm+CCbshAeh0ysYkjrc5qL6rmMxtOgE=-VbsLBMt6qgig@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Peter Koellner <koellner@fas.harvard.edu>
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Cc: [snip]

"A natural and intriguing question is whether there are mathematical
statements that are in some sense absolutely undecidable, that is,
undecidable relative to any set of axioms that are justified."
Peter Koellner, On the Question of Absolute Undecidability,
Philosophia Mathematica, 14 (153-188) 2006
-------

Dear Dr. Koellner:

Please see the case for absolute undecidability at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.html#Noumenon

The new logic here is YAIN (Yes And neIN).

As Kurt Gödel explained in 1931, "one can always pass to "higher" systems in which the sentence in
question is decidable", hence the limit (Sic!) is the Noumenon and its truth value YAIN. Thus, I agree
with Dr. Solomon Feferman that Continuum Hypothesis (CH) should be considered not to have a
definite truth value -- it can't have any definite truth value. If it had, we can move to the next
"higher" system and meta-theory, until we hit the rock bottom of the Noumenon, much like in the
Thompson lamp paradox.

Physical considerations at
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.html#addendum

Your opinion and the feedback from your colleagues will be greatly appreciated.

Kind regards,

Dimi Chakalov
chakalov.net

-------------

 

Comment: What could be wrong with introducing Mathematics to God? Only people brainwashed
with religion, both theism and anti-theism, will disapprove -- they will either keep silent or pretend
that cannot understand it (cf. Q4 above). The limit (Sic!) is the invisible 'set of all sets' called
Noumenon. Surely we can see two pints of beer but not 'the universe as ONE', yet both are real.
Without God, there can be no finite element, such as 'one meter', to build Archimedean spacetime.

God is not about religion. It is your free will choice to accept God in Mathematics or reject it. If you
choose the latter, how did you obtain your free will in the first place? Was it somehow "encoded" in
your DNA? Or maybe the Universe itself is endowed with free will? What a pity you cannot respond!

D. Chakalov
October 4, 2013
Last updated: October 11, 2013, 12:23 GMT
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http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#sheeple

Subject: Re: I wonder if you would agree to endorse the submission of my manuscript to [gr-qc]
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 13:34:46 +0300
Message-ID: <CAM7Ekxk3B9yGVL4Ai_F+VA48Yg11UQYvwz20+Q6Og13p9zKpjA@mail.gmail.com>
From: Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>
To: Adam Helfer <helfera@missouri.edu>,
Laszlo Szabados <lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu>,
Niall 'O Murchadha <niall@ucc.ie>,
Luca Lusanna <lusanna@fi.infn.it>,
Jose Geraldo Pereira <jpereira@ift.unesp.br>,
Luca Bombelli <bombelli@olemiss.edu>,
Domenico Giulini <domenico.giulini@zarm.uni-bremen.de>,
Mike Turner <mturner@kicp.uchicago.edu>,
Chris Isham <c.isham@imperial.ac.uk>,
Karel V Kuchar <kuchar@physics.utah.edu>,
Norbert Straumann <norbert.straumann@gmail.com>,
Don Marolf <marolf@physics.ucsb.edu>,
Matt Visser <matt.visser@msor.vuw.ac.nz>
Cc: John Baez <baez@math.ucr.edu>,
Robert Geroch <geroch@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Robert M Wald <rmwa@midway.uchicago.edu>,
Alan Rendall <rendall@aei.mpg.de>,
Helmut Friedrich <hef@aei.mpg.de>,
Claus Kiefer <kiefer@thp.uni-koeln.de>,
Lars Andersson <laan@aei.mpg.de>,
Charles Torre <charles.torre@usu.edu>,
Xiao Zhang <xzhang@amss.ac.cn>

Dear colleagues,

Two months ago, you refused to endorse the submission of my manuscript to [gr-qc].

The mathematical issues in the so-called Relative Scale (RS) theory of gravity are posted at

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#Hrbacek
(July 19, 2013, 09:20:59 GMT)

In PDF format, see pp. 9-13 in

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#sheeple
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheeple
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/RS_for_the_record.txt


http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Indefinable.pdf
(486,686 bytes, 19 July 2013, 09:35:28 GMT)

I believe it is a very simple theory:

http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/#RS_gravity
http://www.god-does-not-play-dice.net/Relative_Scale.pdf

Only its mathematical formalism is still waiting to be uncovered. Which is why I was hoping that
some of you would be interested in foundations of mathematics and quantum gravity, and would
endorse the submission of my manuscript to [gr-qc].

Thank you, once more, for your fundamental papers and monographs. They were very helpful
indeed.

Sincerely,

Dimi Chakalov
-------------

Final note: At age 61, my health is gradually deteriorating, and in September 2012 I was hit by an
ischemic stroke in the brain. Will need at least two more years to recover, during which I may not
have spare time to update this website. I hope to be back on the track by Christmas 2015, unless of
course I get a second stroke and kick the bucket. You never know with the future. Which reminds
me of a story I read when I was teenager. A man has a dream that he is traveling in a train, having
no idea or recollection how he got there. The train just goes on an on, at some point it stops, some
people get off, new people get in, and the train continues. The man has no idea what is the meaning
of this whole train, where it goes, and why. At one point, the train again makes a stop, new people
get in, but the man knows that this is his home station and should get off, which he does. At this
moment he awakes and says, 'what a stupid dream, it makes no sense whatsoever!'

Anyway. Point is, if you look at the atemporal loop in the drawing above, the state of matter at point
A must not be entirely fixed, in order to gain corrections and additional brand new events from 'the
rest of the universe', introduced "finally" at B: the future is open for new events, up to 'the unknown
unknown'. The atemporal loop is a creative and non-unitary transition which requires the universe to
be indefinable and flexible to acquire its next negotiated state along the Arrow of Space. This is
how the emergence (Isham and Butterfield) of Points II is produced by the Aristotelian Connection
(AC) in the drawing above.
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Physically, the "speed" of light makes AC look like "nothing", and the resulting continuum of Points
II is perfect. Physically, the "direction" of stacking of Points II (Arrow of Space) is simultaneous in
all directions, which is why we simply call it 'time'. No physical reference frame (see the animation
from John Walker) is available to detect the atemporal Aristotelian Connection of Die Bahn (Werner
Heisenberg). And because at every instant of observation all Points II have already (due to the
"speed" of light) passed via Point I into our ever-increasing past, the fundamental binding
phenomenon -- Point I and AC -- is not there. It is the source of the Universe (cf. 'zero nothing' in
l.h.s. of Eq. 1 on p. 35 from ExplanatoryNote.pdf), and is residing at "absolute rest" (Luke 17:21).

Thus, it is impossible in principle to derive the "final-and-initial" Point I and AC from Points II: both
the asymptotic boundaries in the Large (B) and infinitesimal points in the Small (B) are indefinable.
See again the explanations with states of kaleidoscope here and here.

If Point I and AC were physical points and hence 'GR observables' (Peter Bergmann), we would be
able to detect dt/ds in spacetime, the "aether" will be exposed to physical observations, the theory
of relativity will be wrong, and the Cauchy error and Dedekind Schnitt C will be mathematically
verifiable up to their final (Sic!) endpoint, after which the lapse/shift dt/ds will be exactly zero,
which will kill the whole spacetime, as in the paradox of spacetime in canonical quantum gravity.

Metaphorically, the Arrow of Space is depicted with the Dragon chasing its tail (Ouroboros); the
enclosed words mean 'The All is ONE.'
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Why Arrow of Space? Because of the creative evolution of our universe: it is both irreversibly fixed in
its ever-growing past and indefinable and flexible -- not "uncertain" -- in its future.

 

D. Chakalov
17 November 2013, 13:03 GMT
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